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Drought costly
to CSIRO

Sheil< drops in
to tall< farming

nevertheless give an indication of some
recent and current decisions and activities
of the Executive simply by listing them:

Appointment of new Chiefs to Divis
ialls of Forest Research, Oceano
graphy, Fisheries Hcscarch find Entom
ology,
Establishment of the Division of Fossil
(·'uels hy combining the Division of
Process Tjchnology and (he Fuel Ceo
science Unit
Development of proccdu res lor reviews
of Divisions, induJing arrangements
for AdVisory Council anJ other input:."
and for lhe evalu. '·ion of these report~

by the Exccutive
ConslJeralion of maJ(~r new Initiatives
and Jevelopmenrs which lI1dude the
establishment of a VLSI (Very Large
Scale Integration) Program within the
Divisiun of COInputing Hescarch and
future activilies in radIO astronomy
and manufal.'turing industry research.
Development of Oeeanogr<lphy in
CSIRO ami negotiatiuns for the
acquisition of the rcscarch vessel
and for the Jlobart site for tbeCSIHO
Marine Laboratories.
Developmcnt of :he Organization's
Annual Rep0rl
Use of informatie'll provided hy the
Planning and EVllll.1auoll Advisory Unit
and inleractioll with Divisions 011

strategie planning
Executive Seminars (see CoRescarch
236) the assessment of those already
held and planning for future seminar~

Review of the Exccutiw'<.; energy
research policy
Development of Executive policy on
the question of early retiremenl
Consideration of Reviews of the
Divisions of Land Use Research, Land
Resourccs Management, Wilulife,
Chl'mical Tcchnology ami Soils
Development of a Green Paper, fur
comment by all staff, aboul CSIHO
Administration following tht, W. D
ScOtt Review of Administration
Interactions with thl.' Advisory Council
following the appointmenl of Sir Peter
Derham as Chairman
Deve!opm('nt of staff counselling pro
l'edures for both performullee and
wl.'lf'He l.:ounselling through thl' Organi
zation
Dc:velopment of guiJelines and critl.'fia
for reclassification of research staff.

I hUrl' this l'olumn will serve a Ilseful
purpose. If you have any special comm
cnts I woult.! be glaJ to hear from you.

Of the thirty-foUl' yea,·s I have spent
in CSIRO, twenty-four were lIS a
research scientist responsible to a
Chief in a Division.

During those rwcllly-four year... , 1 rarely
met a Member of the Exccutive. I saw no
particular reason why I should, except
later in my resear<:h carcer when it Was
nCl'essary to negotiate financial arrange
ments of -a major new initiative. Many
other colleagues had the same attitude;
but Ihere were perhaps equally many who
on the OIlC hano wanted to see the Execu
tive at rClIsonahly regular intervals liS real
people anu show them lhclr work, and on
the other, wanted to know what was going
on at Ilcad Office, always (in the ('yes 01
some) a CCnlr(' surrounded hy a cloud of
mystery anJ suspicion. I believe the satTIe
applies touay as lhen-there remain people
in the Organi".ation happy 10 gel on with
what they are doing and lrusting or dis
illlercsted in the central managemcnt of
the Organizalion; and those who want LO

know about and Il)eet with it reglJlarly.
BOlh uuitlldes ~{'t..'m 10 nH: \0 hl' healthy
and lInJer~talldahll'.

Nowadays Executive lllembers, like
Dircctors, uo a great deul of travelling
around the Divisions anJ Laboratories of
the Organization in tht:: <:ourse of their
normal business. Also, EX('l'utive meetings
are hl'ld in diff<"l"<.'nt places and thell we
always look forward to the opportunity
of seeing ant.! hearing about the work
going onlucally. Altogether Juring tht: lasl
two years or so sint.:l' the IIt"W Executive
was appointed at leasl onc member has
visited I110S1 of tht, well over 100 !ahora
toric~ and centrl'S whkh the Organization
opt:ratl's. The Executive as a whoit' has
visited llbout 30 t:cl1lres. Wc afe going to
try to do still Ill'ltl'r than that, giving
spel'ial altl·nl ion 10 remote centres which
havl.' the gn:atl'sl Ill'ed of' communication
link:-; with thl.' l'('nlral hoJy, On lhl.' other
hcllHI it woulJ he wrong for my collcagul.'s
:lmlIllC to heenme (~xcl!ssivel'y preoccuplc..:d
wilh thesl' visits bl'cause Ihat is not our
prindpaljoh,

I COl1lt' nuw to thl.' question as (0 how to
let those of you who are interested know
what is going on in the domain of the
Executive anti the headquarters staff that
supports them-or at least what is new.
The official way of distrihuting rhis in
formation is through the Information ano
Policy Circulars whkh are distributed for
noticehoards throughout the Organization,
For more up-t<hlatl' information I have
begun, on an experimental basis, the
routine of sending a telex after each
EXl'cutive meeling summarizing the main
un.:isiolls and maners discussed. As an
additional means of communication I
now ol"l'<.'r this column as u n:gular c~n
trihut'ioll ro CoResl.'arch,

On this first occasion I have used up
half of my allotted ~"pace setting the
scene for future occasions. But' let me

From the
Chairman-
A regular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. J. Paul Wild

Continued on page eight

FINANCIAL PRESSURES
The Director of the Instiwt(, of Animal

and Foud Sciellce:--, Dr Ken Fcrgusoll, saiu
that finunl"ing a contingellcy likt., drought
pla<:ed cOllsidl'rallle pn:ssurc on the Org~

alli/.ation's hudgel bl'causc without extra
funds, mOlley had to hl' rcdin..'cted away
from rl'Sl'Jlreh,

Ilowcvl'r, CSI HO apprl·ciaredtlll' rdief
providl'd through funds being allocatl'd
frolll the Wool Res<.'arch Trus\ FumI hy

financial year, if th(~ dr('wght dOl'S not
break before th e cnu of March.

Stock affected induul' thl' cXp('rillll'utal
herJ:.; ~kr.::ted· for high fl'l'unuity, Ihl'
Booroola mi..'rino~ and s<:kction lines for
various wool charactl'ristil's as w(:11 as
sheep llSl,d to study parasitl' fesistalH:e.

Although thL'f(' has bCl'O an overall
reduction to 20 per l'elll in animal nUlll

hers, hoth Divisions arc unahll'- to fUrl her
l'tIH Ihl'ir <l.nil1lab withoul seriously pu,.'
judicing their research program:--.

INCREASED COSTS
The Institute of Animal and Food

Sciences helieves that the fodtier hill
could exceed $800,000 in thl' current

Two CSIRO Divisions involved in
animal research have been dramat
ically affected by the severe drought
which now grips part of Australia.

Th" Divi'iions of Animal Ilt"alth and
Animal ProJu(.,tinn alrl'udy fact' cosrs of
up to half a million dollar~ for Sfm:!{ feed
hilb while expl.'rimcrltal programs havl'
had to be curtailed bl'l:aUS(' of rl'dllL'tions
tu herds and flocks.

Hardest hit huw Ill't.'1l du' pastoral r<.'~

sl'arch lahoratory JH ArmiJak in thl' New
England llistrid and tht., Ml.'Mastn fidJ
station at BaJgt'ry's Creek near Liverpool
in New South Wales,

As a direl.:t result of the Jrollght, thl'
two Divisions are spl'nding $74,000 per
month fecoing and watering stock that
would normally ht, grazing on thl' Divis
ion's pastures.

{JUI' or the world '.'I wealthiest fanners drop-Pf·d ;n to CS'ING rl'certlfy to discuss tbr rural
p'rohlcJm' of Saudi Arabia. Sheik Yl'mani ...pent tU! bow' and Cl ba~((1/. IIl'adquarlt'n
la/king af,out dry laud farming, irrigawm, animal bre(,dlng and wall'}' purilh.:alir)fl. 'lwt!
CSII?O sciel1lisls skilled in tbt'sl' areas joined tbl' Shl~ik for aI/el1uwn leG. l)r ALJan
Wd.'w1'1, Officer-iu-Charge of the Uangdands l\ese,lrcb UrJil at Veuiliquin and DJ' Paul
f(j'jedernanrJ, Cbiel vf rhe Divisiol1 0/ Irrigation Re.'Ie(lrcb showed lbl~ Sheik resource
mill's and pbo/(}graphs related la wm'k in l/)e;1' Divisions. Furtber material will be setH to
S'audi A rablll. Pictured at Headquarters witb the Sheik art!, rrmn left, Dr A/lan Wilson,
C)'llUJ I'xecutive Member Dr J(eitb BoardmarJ, lbe Sbeik, Dr Paul J(riedemmm and Mr
(;urnetl Smith, 0fPcer-l11-C!JCl'rge of lbe Centre fOf Jnl.emalional Researcb Co-operation,
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Anna Schneider, who has been visiting tbe Divisio'n of Horticultural Research, helped to make the Division's exhibit at Sirosearcb '80
one of tbe most popular. Al1na returns to her native Italy at the end of tbis montb.

Anna Schneider, a young viticulturist
from the University of Turin and
CNR, the Italian equivalent of
CSIRO, has been a more than usually
welcome visitor at the Division of
Horticultural Research in Adelaide
for the past tlltee or four months.

With the funds from a scholarship from
CNR in her banking account, Anna
picked on Australia for her research pro
ject for two reasons-she wanted to go
outside Europe to see what was being
done away from that region and this
country had family ties for her.

A couple of weeks before she left her
home in Turin she set about learning
English and made a remarkable effort of
conquering the language in something like
six or seven weeks.

Since she arrived, Anna has sampled a
number of Australian wines and has
liked the whites she's tasted, better than
our reds.

'European reds are rich in personality,'
she said, 'but I've found some of the Aust
ralian ones are sometimes woody and
heavy if they've been kept for long.'

Conditions for growing grapes for wine
vary considerably here from those in the
district around Turin, she said.

IYour climate is different, you have
the space and a lot of money, it seems.
Where I come from grape growing is
mostly done as a small family industry.
We don't have big quantities but the
quality is high.

IConditions vary over several kilometres
and each grape is typieal of dle area it
comes from.'

Anna's main interest as far as work is
concerned is in the physiology of the
grape vine and she's been seeing some of
this work at Merbein where the Division
has its field station.

She's also experienced CSIRO open
days, having visited the Division of JrrigaR

tion Research at Griffith when they staged
their event at the end of last year.

When it comes to tasting wines, Anoa
likes to be adventurous. And that's a
characteristic she carries over into her
private life. She's a mountaineer of some
experience and has enjoyed climbing both
in Europe and in the Himalayas.

Energy
avvard

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also circulated to some people outside the Organization who have a professional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are invited to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dickson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

Printed by Pirie Printers Ply Limited, Canberra, A.C.T.

Dear Editor,
I have recently become aware of

the decision of the majority of OA
members to refuse a 5.6% increase
because it is too low.

We have all become accustomed to
unions that wield their industrial muscle
in an endeavour to increase their members'
share of the nation's wealth regardless of
the consequences for others. I had hoped
that my fenow professionals would take a
broader view-a view that took into
account such factors as the state of the
economy and the plight of the unem
ployed and other underprivileged groups
in society. What justification can there be
for an a.lready privileged sector to press for
massive salary increases when the price
will probably include other people's jobs?

I know it is possible to rationalise the
claim in terms of rela.tivity to other
groups. That leaves me unimpressed i what
about relativity to the underprivileged?
The naked greed of the haves in our
society is driving an ever-deeper wedge
between them and the have-nots.

Somebody has to make a start in
showing compassioni why not us? We can
afford iL

Whatever rise we may get from arbitra~

tion, I would like to explore the possi
bility of individuals refusing it. Who will
join me?

Though I don't like using the cloak of
anonymity I for reasons that may become
apparent if this letter gets a response, I
sign myself

'Observer'
(name and address supplied)

Dear Editor,
Your note in CoResearch, October

1980, about the representations in 1916
for female involvement on a national
science council, was timely, but perhap~

the p Dint was partly lost.
The council being set up was the embryo

of CSIRO. The Archives do reveal rhe out
come-viz. no notice taken. In fact, to my
knowledge no woman was ever appointed
to a CSIRO national governing body until
November 1975, when Professor Mollie E.
Bolman became a part·time member of
the Executive.

Yours faithfully

Colin Smith
CSIRO Archivist

ANZAAS and Esso Australia Ltd
are making a $2,500 award for out
standing research in the energy field.

The award, consisting of a table scuIp~

ture as well as the $2,500 will be made to
a researcher, or group of researchers, who
has made "an outstanding contribution
to science, engineering or technology, or
who has effectively applied current know
ledge resulting in the more efficient use,
conversion or conservation of energy."

Applications should include a SOO-word
description of the work, and quantitative
estimates of energy saved. The names of
two referees are also required.

Inquiries can be directed to the Execu
tive Officer, ANZAAS, Box 873 , GPO,
Sydney, NSW 2001.

Entries close at the end of February.
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ROYAL MEDAL PRESENTED

Lord Todd, President of tbe Royal Society, right, presents the Royal Medal to tbe Chairman of CSIRO, Dr ]. Paul Wild at a ceremony in
London during December. Dr Wild's medal recognised bis conception of the basic principles of the 111terscan aircraft landing system and
tbe guidance of its development to a successful conclusion. Three Royal Medals-also known as the Queen's Gold Medals-are awarded
each year to scientists witbin the Commonwealth on tbe recommendation of the Council of tbe Royal Society. The Royal Medals ate
one of the oldest and most prestigious awards for scientific research. Tbe first were awarded in 1825.

A major exhibition of Australian
made scientific instruments is being
planned in China this year by
CSIRO's Dr Clive Coogan who is
ChaiL'man of the Australian Scien
tific Industry Association.

IIn September or October, the Jiansu
branch of the Chinese Academy of Science
and the Jiangsu branch of the China
Machine Tool Import Export Corporation
will host a major trade exhibition of Aust~

entian equipment in Nanjing l ' Dr Coogan
said.

He said the exhibition would be based
on categories selected by the visiting
scientists.

IJiangsu authorities promise to ensure
that representatives from all other major
provinces will attend and the event will be
supported by seminars on all the major
scientific disciplines represented: Dr
Coogan added.

Australian firms interested in parti
cipating in this exhibition should contact
the Canberra office of the Australian
Scientific Industry Association, telephone
(062) 484157.

Scientific
Exhibition
in China
this yearDr Joe Landsberg, an environmental

research scientist currently working
in the United Kingdom, is the new
Chief of CSIRO's Division of Forest
Research.

Dr Landsberg succeeds Dr Max Day who
retired in December, and will take up his
position in June.

D!' Landsberg, 43, graduated from Natal
University in South. Africa with a BSc
(Agric) in 1961 and an MSc in 1964. He
was awarded a PhD from Bristol Univers~

iry (UK) in 1974.
At present Dr Landsberg is leading a

team of researchers in the microclimato~

logy section of the Long Ashton Research
Station near Bristol.

Dr Landsberg has wide~ranging experi
ence in the ilPplication of mission-orientcd
research which will be of great hnportance
for the Division IS studies of Australian
forests as multi-purpose resources, with a
range of uses and values to dte comm
unity.

The new chief is no stranger to Aust
ralia having spent two periods in the
country. During 1976 he was visiting
lecturer in agronomy at the University of
Western Australia. He spent five months
last year at the University of Sydney as
the holder of the Pawlett Scholarship.

Nevv Chief
for Forest
Research

The Victorian State Advisory Comm
ittee and newly appoin ted Chairman
of the CSIRO Advisory Committee,
Sir Peter Derham, visited the Division
of Textile Industry, Geelong, in
December.

The Committee held its normal meeting,
and, following a barbecue lunch for which
Committee members were joined by
several industry leaders in Geelong, they
toured the Division.

Projects which were discussed and
demonstrated on the Division's pilot and
full-scale textile processing equipment
were: new wool-pacl<aging techniques t

Lo~flo scouring, the new Sirospun spinning
process I a novel approach to joining yarns
together, transfer printing of wool, shrink
proofing, mothproofing; and the shol't~

staple processing of wool, a project de~

signed to ease the use of wool on equip
ment normally reserved for cotton.

Despite the heat, the visit was judged
by all to be an outstanding success, with
many of the Committee members and
visitors commenting favourably on the
practical orienta.tion of the Division~s

work.

Geelong
visit for
Advisory
Council

National avvard
to Melbourne

researcher

CSIRO is one of three OI'ganisations
in a partnership offering a new
science prize for excellence in scien
tific research.

The 31-IP SCience Prize. 10 be awarded
tor the first time in 1982. will then be
awanJed each year to a primary, second
ary or secondary college sLUdenl lor rc~

~earch 111 biology, ('hemistry, geology,
phySH':S or a combination of these.

The Prize will take the form of a $ 5 ,000
award and a golLi medal to Ausrr<l.lia's
most prolllint'nt young sCientist under
19 yC:1ff:> of age'. Medals will bt" awarded to
the best duce entries from students under
15 years of age.

The initllll BHP Scic11 l"t.' Prize will be
presenteJ at a ceremony (0 he held at tht'
Australian Academy of SCience. Cnnberra,
in Mllrch 1982. .

The organising committee comprises the
Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited
(BHP), The Australian Science Teachers'
Association and CSIRO.

To be eligible, entrants must be under
the age of 19 and be enrolled as a full-time
or part-time student at a registered pri
mary school, secondary school or second
ary college.

The entries must involve research by
individuals studying to discover new facts.
Models demonstrating well-known scienti
fic principles will not be eligible.

Students intending to enter for the prize
should obtain entry fonns from members
of the Science Teachers' Association and
submit their entry by November 30 1981
for judging at State level.

The organising committee has advised
prospective entrants to the competition to
discuss the selection of topic with science
teachers at their school.

The Chairman of CSIRO, Dr J. Paul
Wild, has endorsed the prize. He said Aust
ralia's isolation, ruggedness and Vastness
had -forced successive generations of its
inhabitants to become resourceful and
adaptable.

'May I offer the wholehearted support
of CSIRO to the BHP Science Prize to
help encourage our young scientists in the
pursuit of excellence in the biological
and physical sciences,' he added.

The Australian Council of the Institution
of Production Engineers has presented
Mr George Lorenz with the 1980 Jack
Finlay National Award for his contribu~

don to the science of production engin
eering in Australia.

George, an engineer in the Division of
Manufacturing Technology I has been a
pioneer in applying a knowledge of
machine, materials and statistics to the
solution of machinabiHry problems.

Ne\N avvard
for young
scientist
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Dr Ray Brewer wba "etlred ,·ecelltly from CS/RD', DlvlsiOll of So/Is /11 Callberra, is callgratulated 011 recelvlllg the Prescott Medal of
Soil Science f01' I his ouUta1zding cont11.butiol1 to soil fesearcb. " Dr Brewer's careef spanned 38 years as a pedologist and micropedol
ogist and bis book 'Fabric and Mineml Analysis of Soils' is lWW a classic. Pictu-red witb VI' Brewer, left, -is Dr /(evill Tiller, Presideut
of the Federal COU1Jci! of tbe Australian Soil Science Society, right, and Dr John Rawsoll.

00

"Nannying VISitors through the system"
is how Bob Heginbotham described his
job on a recent visit to CSIRO.

Bob, Chief Clerk at ASLO, London,
spent seven weeks touring Australia with
his wife Zoe. It is Bob's second visit to
Australia to make contact with divisional
administration officers with whom he
deals during the year.

Bob sees his office as something of a
branch of Universal Aunts, helping visitors
with everything from lost luggage to
missing wives.

He's one of three locally engaged staff
at the headquarters, working with Dr Alan
Pierce, the present Scientific Liaison
Officer.

Greig Zadow of the Dairy Research Lab
oratory has been awarded the degree of
Doctor of Applied Science by the Vic
toria Institute of Colleges on the basis of
his published work.

Greig joined CSIRO in 1967 and bas
workcd on the long-life milk program
and the utilisation of whey.

Dr AlIall AlItellff

Allan Antcliff, Senior Principal Research
Scientist at the CSIRO Division of I-Iorti
cultural Research's Merbein Laboratory,
has been awarded the degree of Doctor of
Agricultural Science by the University of
Queensland.

He is probably best known to many
in the CSIRO and the viticultural industry
as leader of the Division's grapevine breedR

iog program which began at Merbein in
1965 and, so far, has resulted in the
release of four new grape varieties.

Alan joined CSIRO at Merbein soon
after graduating in 1947 and is the author
of nearly 50 papers, mainly concerned
with viticulture. He is also widely recog·
nized as Australia's leading expert in
ampellography, the science and art of
identifying vine val'icties.

00
Two members of CSIRO's staff re
ceived awards in the AusU'alia Day
honours list announced last month.

Ermeritu5 Professor Hill Worner became
an Officer of the Ordcr of Australia (AD)
for public service in the field of metallR
urgy and industrial technology.

Professor Warner has been Director of
the Institute of Industrial Technology
since 1979 and served as a member of the
National Energy Advisory Committee
from 1977 to 1979.

He was a member of the CSIRO Execu~

tive from 1976 to 1978 and previously
worked as a research metallurgist.

Dr Marshall Davidson ("Hal") Hatcb,
chief research scientist with the Division
of Plant lndustry, was made a Member of
the Order of Australia for public service in
the field of plant metabolism.

Dr Hatch ha.s worked as a research
scientist and research fellow in govern
ment and private industry since 1955 and
is President of the Australian Society of
Plant Physiologists.

Last year Dr Hatch was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society and he is a member
of several committees of the Australian
Academy of Science.

00

Colleagues of Mick Burns, formerly of
Headquarters Canberra, will be saddened
to hear of his untimely death on Decem
ber 20 1980 after a brief illness.

Mick was an adm inistrative officer in
the personnel branch and was well known
to staff in a number of Divisions and
offices of CSIRD.

He joined the Organization in 1974
and had worked at the Division of Com
puting Research. at the Regional Admin
istrative Office, Canberra, the Division of
Plant Industry and the Ginninderra ExperR

imental Station.
His funeral service in December 23 was

attended by many colleagues from CSIRO.

Move over Harry Butler. Four scientists
from the Division of Land Resources Man
agement have been filming on location
with the ABC Natural History Unit in
the Bullao country of South West Queens
land. Dean Graetz, Graham Harringtoll,
Geoff Johns and David 'fongway were
assisting producer Ken Taylor to make a
50 minute documentary depicting the
ecological consequences of drought. The
program will be shown later this year.

00

00

00

Insects took over from the Editor of the
Divisional news sheet from Entomology
over the Christmas break.

Among the normal positions vacant
section were listed openings for termites
and furniture beetles in the new taxonomy
wing, mealy bug and mites for the orna
mental plants in the records section, and
mosquitoes to inject new blood at Head~

quarters.
Other listings in the news sheet included

a meeting to enable sheep blow flies to
complain about their environment-over
crowding, genetic engineering and cruelty
in air drops.

Ed Highley's return from leave has seen
a return to a more traditional news sheet.

CID

00

Nocl Bigncll of Applied Physics is lool<ing
for somebody with' a long memory. He
wants to know what brought the Federal
Labor politician John J. Dcdman to the
National Standards Laboratory on January
16,1942.

Noel reports that Dedman1s signature
appears on the first page of the visitors'
book, sharing space with the Governor
General of the day Earl Cowrie, Harold
Holt, then newly appointed Minister for
Labour and National Service, the Govern
or of NSW, Lord Wakehurst and his wife,
and David Rivett.

The Division has established an archives
committee comprised of Guy White, Eric
Thwaite. Ralph Loughheacl, Penny Riley
and Noel Bignell.

Their first task will be to identify and
ducument a collection of photographs
collected by Jack Wrlght.

David Thomas, RAO in Brisbane poses the
question 'Has Queensland done it again?
That is, beaten the Feds to the punch-this
time in the sunflower business.'

David reports that the cover of the
March-April issue of the Queensland Agri
cultural J ourna! had a photograph of a
sunflower in full bloom, looking remark~

ably like a certain Christmas card.
However David hastened to add that

CSIRO's Christmas card showed a sun
flower with seven bees to the journal
photograph's onc, so perhaps all was not
lost.

00

Soon to join the Division of Mathematics
and Statistics as a senior research sdentist
is Dr Noel Barton, presently with the
School of Mathematics at the University
of New South Wales. Noel will work with
the applied mathematics group.

Mr Lawrie Muller

Mr Lawrie Muller has been appointed
Assistant Chief of the Division of
Food Research and Officer-in-Charge
of the Dairy Research Laboratory.

Lawrie Muller joined the Dairy Research
Laboratory, CSIRO, in 1958 after pre
vious experience in the Dairy Research
Laboratory of the, then, Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Stock and
nearly four years as Dairy Technologist
with the Downs Cooperative Dairy Assoc
iation, Toowoomba, Queensland.

Since joining CSIRO, Mr Muller's re
search activities have been mainly in the
development of processes for the manu
facture of dairy products.

In recent years Muller and his team
turned their attention to the problems of
whey utilization, with a particular interest
in applications of membrane technology
and in the functional properties of wney
protein concentrates.

Mr Muller's appointment is timely, as
several aspects of the Dairy Research Lab
oratory's program are moving towards the
stage of commercial application.

His wide experience in such fields of
activity, his knowledge of the dairy
industry of Australia and overseas, and the
breadth of his understanding in dairy
science will assist him to provide the
leadership needed to successfully bridge
the gap be tween research and develop
ment.

4
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Pictured witb tbe ,"hmers' "shield" is, from left, Allan Cbick, Ron Locke (Irrigation
Researcb) and Greg Fraser (ICl),

ICI stumps the
G riffith mob

Mr Jim Woodcock

Mr Jim Woodcock, of the Division
of Mineral Chemistry, has been
awarded the Ptesident's Award for
1980 of the Australian Institute of
Mining and MetallUl'gy,

The award is "in recognition of his con
tribution to the publications of the
Institute and in particular his services as
Honorary Editor since 1965". The award
will be presented at an Institute meeting
during the year.

The President's award was established
in 1973 and is made in recognition of
notable achievements within the mining
industry in some specific sphere of activity
such as exploration, production, con
struction, education I research. authorship,
equipment development. Jim is the first
CSIRO scientist to receive the award.

Jim Woodcock is well known in mining
circles for his annual sUlVey of progress in
mineral processing, published in the
journal"Australian Mining".

He edited the recendy published book
"Mining and Metallurgical Practices in
Australasia". which includes contributions
from OVel" 300 authors in Australia, New
Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Fiji.

OD

Graham Han-ington of the Land Resources
Management Laboratory at Deniliquin is
well known for his theatrical talents in and
ou t of the laboratory"

But on Australia Day this year, Graham
shared his national pride with the people
of Deniliquin by donning the uniform
of Captain Phillip for a re~enactmcnt of
the landing ceremony.

DD

DO
Staff at the Division of Horticultural
Research were amused recently to receive
a letter addressed to I<Dep of Harty
Chunral Research".

Tany Evans, a principal research scientist
at the Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures in Brisbane, has been elected
president of the Tropical Grassland
Society of Australia.

Tony joined CSIRO in 1961 and is
currently working on a program of
research identifying the factor that
influences pasture selection by the animal
when it is grazing in the field.

DD
A new face in the Division of Mathematics
and Statistics Melbourne laboratory is
Mr Bohdan Durnota, who is working 011

renewable energy modelling with lan
Saunders and Richard Tweedie. Bohdan
recently completed an honours degree in
pure mathematics at La Trobe University
and is at present finishing an honours
degree in computing science.

Nuns in a convent in northern New South
Wales are preaching allout the value of
specialist advice from CSIRO. It seems
that the sisters used infonnation on
building houses from mud to create extra
room in adobe--style at their convent near
Kempsey. It took the sisters three years to
complete the building at a cost of $500.

The flush
of success

DD

A plastic toilet seat with the logos of
Irrigation Reseatch and Impetial
Chemical Industries (IC!) was the
subject of much tortUl'e last month
at Griffith,

The annual cricket grudgc. match was
played in 38°C temperature, with ICI
being the victors. Played under Packer
one-day rules the match was won in the
final over. ~

Highest score for DIR was] ohn Burgess
(on loan from LRM, Deniliquin) with 20
runs. Other erstwhile batsmen were Wayne
Meyer and Ron Locke (Capt.) with 11
each I and Greg I-Iumphries 10. Total score
was 116 runs.

Despite defeat, Wayne Meyer (OIR) was
awarded Man of the Match. Thc most
dedicated player was Mick Meyer (no
relation), who not only donated his
Harry Duder image to ICI Ilut gently
serenaded players throughout the after
noon on his tin Whistle.

Bill White, whose map was the subject of
a CoResearch article late last year f is
delighted with the response of his CSIRO
colleagues who have purchased more than
400 copies from him. Bill's map and some
of the original drawings have been attract
ing a great deal of interest in the window
of a Canberra bookshop. Those wishing to
purchase a map can contact Bill at the
Division of Land Use Research.

Dr Andrew Calder has joined the Division
of Entomology's taxonomy group to work
with Dr Errol Zhnmerman on the Austral
ian curculionidae. Andrew was previously
with the National Museum of Victoria as
assistant curator of insects.

DO

Mike Young, of Land Resources Manage
ment Deniliquin, has joined a South A ust
ralian Government working group to
review the State's Pastoral and Dog Fence
Acts,

Mike recently returned from a similar
enquiry in the Northern Territory when
he made recommendations on the most
appropriate form of tenure for the Terri
tory's pastoral lands.

Yct another first for CSIRO was scored
recently by a team of bowlers who won
the Commonwealth trophy at an annual
bowling tournament between Common
wealth and Victorian State public services.
Captain of the (earn wa' Bill Cole, with
Norm Southern and Jack Etheridge
(Animal Health) and Les Armstrong of
the Division of Building Research. The
men each won 11 pewter tankard.

DD
Among the 10 Australians nominated for
the Man of the Year in Australia agri
culture award Was Ken Whitely of the
Division of Textile Physics. Ken was for
20 years a lecturer with the University of
New South Wales's school of wool and
pastoral sciences before he joined CSIRO
as a senior principal· research scientist,
last year.

00

DD

Visiting the Division of Horticultural
Research for three months to study
abscisic acid in grapcs is Dr Helmut
During from GeilweHerhof. Helmut is
working with Bdan Loveys.

DD

DD

The effectiveness of pig accommodation
is being studied in Melbourne by Lean
Wrathal Who has recently joined the
Division of Building Research on a pro
ject funded by the Australian Pig Industry
Research Committee.

Lean has had years of experience in the
design and construction of farm buildings
and will make suggestions on ways in
which pig accommodation could be im
proved.

The Australian Institute of Agricultural
Science has awarded Institute Fellowships
to three CSIRO scientists.

Dr John Pos,ingham, Chief of the
Division of Horticultural Research, was
awarded his fellowship for his contribu
tions to horticultural science.

Dr Ted Henzell, Chief of the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures, received
his fellowship for his outstanding contrib
utions to research in tropical pastures.

Mc Peter Ozanne I senior principal
research scientist in the Division of Land
Resources Management, was given his
fellowship for his outstanding contribu
tion to agriculture in the field of plant
nutrition.

A total of 1S felloW'hips was awarded
hy the Institute for 1981.

clive Coogan, not content with the
challenge of ASIA has taken on yet
another post. He's been appointed to the
eight~person Victorian statutory body
called the Accreditation Board of the Vic
todan Post Secondary Education Comm
ission (VIPSEC). This Qango is to accredit
all non-university post secondary courses
in the State.

John Birch, of the Division of Applied
Physics, has recently been appointed
chairman of Community AkJ Abroad. He
replaces David Seott who held the post
for many years.

DD

Bovvls vvin
Each year the Commonwealth and
State public servants in Victoria play
each other in a bowls match fot the
right to hold a perpetual trophy in
the form of a sheild fot the following
year,

A CSIRO rink has participated in (his
event for a number of years and on 1st
December of this year was successful in
winning the trophy for the best Common~
wealth tedm.

The CSIRO team was composed of Bill
Cole, Building Research (Captain), Norm
Southern, ex. Animal Health (third),
Jack Etheridge, Animal Health (,econd),
Les Annstrong. Building Research
(leader).

The shield won by the Victorian side last
year was regained narrowly by the
Commonwealth for another year.

OD

A new face in the Division of Entomology
is Mr Fred Ashman who has joined the
Stored Grain Research Laboratory in Can
berra from the Tropical Stored Products
Centre in Slough, England. Fred's first
major task will be to organise an Aust~

r,qIian Development Assistance course
which will be held in Canberra later in the
year.
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'This year, the Year of the Disabled,
provides the opportunity for Australian
researchers, particularly those within
CSIRO, to make a contribution to redress
this imbalance,' he said.-Tom Parkes.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
Mr Peter Osman is available to discuss

rehabilitation projects with other CSIRO
researchers. He has a detailed list of pro
ject possibilities and ~ontact8 in dle
clinical field who ~an provide more
infonnation.

He is at the CSIRO Division of Applied
Physics, P.O. Box 28, Lindfield, NSW
2070. Phone (02) 467 6211.

Research and technical staff can also
join a voluntary professional group who
can provide an engineering service to dis&
abled people.

The group, TAD (Technical Aid for the
Disabled) is made up of engineers, tech
nicians and tradesmen who use their skills
to design and manufacture aids for the dis~

ablcd as well as providing a conSUlting
service-all on a voluntary basis.

Information on dle State branches of
TAD is available from Mr G. Winston,
TAD, P.O. Box 108, Ryde NSW 2112.
Phone, (02) 808 2022.

'A totally new concept in reading aids which makes /ife not only easier for handicapped
peopla, but richer, mOl'a informed and fulfilling' .... that's the claim made for a CS/RO
invention launched on to the commercial mar/~et in December.

Tbe device, an automated microfiche reader, allows handicapped people to read by
using simple toucl) controls.

The reader, known commercially as A RAPH (automated reading aid for the pbysicaUy
IJandicapped) was developed in tl,e Adelaide Laboratory of tbe Division ofManUfacturing
Tecbnology and is pictured above.

Also pictured (above) are tbrae of tbe team responsible for getting tbe idea from a
laborat01y concept to a marketable product: Left, Mr Ran Bowman, tbe Managing
Director of R. W. Bowman Manufacturing Ptjl Ltd, the licensed manufacturers; centre,
Dr Colin Parrott, tbe OIC of tbe Adelaide Laboratmy of tbe Division of Manufacturing
Technology who beaded tile research team; and right, Dr Hemi Martel, the bldustrial
Prop.,·ty Officer of tbe Divisiou ofMauufactul'iug Tecbnology.

Representatives of hospitals and institutions, rehabilitation professionals, education
alists and politiciaus, as well as CSlRO staff, attended the commerciallauncbing of
ARAPH iu Adelaide.

The guests were told that tbe device bad great international potential as an aid for tbe
handicapped in homes and illstitutions and also in the business world as a more efficient
method of using a microfiche reader.

Acco1'ding to Bowman Manufacturing's promotional material, the uses of ARAPH are
"as unlimited as imagination itself. "

IDENTIFVING TASKS
'It is not a case of CSIRO needing to

create the work i the work is there waiting.
It's a matter of research workers in divi~

sions identifying what task suits their
expertise.'

Mr Osman added that the National
Inquiry into Rehabilitation and Compen
sation in Australia observed that Aust
ralia was 'seriously deficient in the devel
opment of research facilities in all aspects
of rehabilitation.'

compiled and these range over a wide area
of CSIRO research activity.

'This is just a starting point as the pro
jects need closer evaluation and of course
the list can be expanded.

IJust some of the rehabilitation problems
pointed out to us during the survey in~

eluded the development of methods of
measuring pressure exerted by bandages;
tbe evaluation of lightweight support
bracing; the development of customised
wheelchair controls and the study of e1ec~

tronic communication aids,' he said.
'If CSIRO scientists are to become in

volved in rehabilitation projects, the im~

petus should come from group leaders. It
is the group leader who should be able to
see an opportunity for a contribution and
fit it in with the group's other priorities.

POSSIBLE PROJECTS
Mr Osman pointed out that a list of 30

possible collaborative projects has been

'Documents and standards for the
design of housing for the handicapped
already exist and further work is beinl:.
carried out by groups such as the Comrn~

onwealth Department of Housing and
Construction and The Australian
Uniform Building Regulations Co-ordin~

at.iog Council.
'However , recommendations arising

from such wod< arc frequently not
implemented in private and public build
ings,' Mr Osman said.

· Division of Chemical Physics
Three areas of divisional expertise could
have specific relevance to technology for
the handicapped. At Royal Perth Hospi
tal atomic absorption spectroscopy is
being used to assess micro contaminants
caused by prosthetic implants. A require~

ment exists to establish operational tech
niques for this application. Techniques
for bonding stainless steels to ceramics
arc being investigated for industrial pur~

poses and these techniques may be use
ful in the fabrication of prosthetic im~

plants. Surgical needles containing four
twenty-five m1cron electrodes have been
manufactured by elecrro deposition.

· Division of Textile Physics
Mr Osman said it was suggested that the
Division's expertise in textiles could be
relevant to research on textiles and
materials to reduce pressure sores. It
was also suggested that their general
expertise in automation might be of use.
Staff ill this division have assisted in the
past with the writing of standards for
prosthetic devices.

· Division of Applied Physics
This division has a broad spectrum in
applied physics which renders it useful
as a consultant, provided clinical prob~

lems are well defined in physics or
engineering terms. A biomedical instru
mentation committee has been formed
which is developing an understanding of
the clinical environment. A transmitter
hearing aid bas been developed which
has gained wide acceptance.

· Bureau of Scientific Services
'CSlRO's apparent unapproachability as
a consultant on rehabilitation engin
eering problems was discussed and it
was suggested that journals such as
'Industrial Research News' be circulated
to hospital libraries, biophysics and bio
engineering departments and that rele
vant, articles be published in those
journals serving the rehabilitation engin
eering profession/ Mr Osman said.

'The Bureau's facilities for provision
of scientific and technical information
were also discussed. It is apparent that
considerable expertise in data base man~

agement exists and that CSIRO is parti~

cularly well equipped with regard to
speed of response to requests for data.
Further,its expertise in demography with
regard to the earth sciences may be read~

ily transferrable to clinical demograpby.
lA willingness to collaborate on an

information clearing house, for use by
groups working wirh rhe disabled. Was
indicated; however, it was mentioned
that other organisations both public and
private might be capable of this work
and it would be necessary for NACH to
assess which organisation was most
appropriate.'

· The Division of Animal Production
The Division has used a radioactive
microsphere to study spinal vasculature
before and aftet injury. This work is the
result of collaboration between Dr R.
Halls of the division and Dr J. Veo of
the Spinal Injuries Unit of the Royal
North Shore Hospital.

ASSESS POTENTIAL
Mr Osman and Mr Ed. Scull, who was

seconded from the Royal Perth Hospital,
conducted the study and their report is
now before the committee.

Mr Osman's role and particular interest
was to assess CSIRO's potential for
research in the area and the provision of
advisory services.

He surveyed every division, by phone or
by letter, to assess their involvement and
visited six.

•And not surprisingly, we found some
projects of direct relevance to the dis~

abled,' he said.
In his report he outlines the work:

· Division of Manufacturing Technology,
Adelaide Laboratory
An automated microfiche reader is being
manufactured commercially for general
use, although it had been conceived
as a device for the disabled. However, it
is not anticipated that further work of
this nature will be carried out. (see pic
ture, this page).

· Division of Mineral Chemistry
Techniques for the examination of
industrial traction batteries have been
developed, and for several years the
laboratory has been advising on the
installation of lead acid batteries. En
quiries concerning wheelchair battery
applications have been dealt with on an
ad hoc basis. Preliminary discussions
have taken place on a proposal for the
Royal Perth Hospital to collaborate on
the assessment of wheelchair batteries,
with a view to producing a publication
on the subject.

· Division of Building Research
According to Mr Osman, an interactive,
multichannel telephone information ser~

vice appeared to be potentially useful for
dissemination of information to the
handicapped.

COLLABORATIVE EFFORT
IThc fact is that CSIRO does not have

the necessary clinical skills or the envir~

ooment for direct research, but callabora~

tive research which would match CSIRO
expertise with clinical expertise outside
the Organization, would be quite feasible.'

Mr Osman is a control systems engineer
at the Division of Applied Physics, and
became involved in the survey through the
National Advisory Council for the Handi~

capped.
The Council set up an expert committee

on rehabilitation engineering. CSIRO is
represented on this committee by Mr
Graham Warden, Secretary of the Bureau
of Scientific Services in C~nberra.

The committee received a grant of
$10,000 last year to conduct a survey on
the feasibility of establishing a 'clearing
house' for rehabilitation engineering.

CSlRO could make a significant con
tribution to the Yeur of the Disabled,
according to Peter OSlUall, of the
Division of Applied Physics.

Mr Osman has just completed a tour of
45 Australian .institutions to look at
developments in rehabilitation engineering
-and he found plenty for CSIRO to do.

'There's no doubt that CSIRO has the
potential to act in a consultative fashion
for rehabilitation professionals over a wide
tange of fields from communication to
applied mathematics,' he said.

'Significant opportunities for 'this kind
of consultation could be created by
directing published work and liaison
activities to hospital engineering and
physics departments.'

Mr Osman is more cautious about the
possibility of CSIRO being directly in
volved in research and development on
clinical problems

Helping in the year of the handicapped
-CSIRO could make
a contribution

6
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Rts8arcbers from tbe CS/RO Dlv/sion of Land Use Researcb, geomotpbologist Ernst Loffler and plant ecologist Andy GIll/son, undertake
an examination of periglacialland forms dU1'ing a recent visit to sub-Antarctic Macqlw1'ie Island.

LAKE ORIGINS
] t now appears that most if not all of

the considerable number of lakes on the
island are of glacial origin. A srudy of the
geomorphology and planr ecology of the
remarkable terrace formations on the
island plateau has also revealed that many
of the terraces, particularly those exposed
to the prevailing westerly winds\ are not
stable post-glaciaI remnants as generally
believed.

The gian t terraces on the lee side of the
island are more or less stable but the
smaner terraces on the windward side are
much more dynamic due to higher rates of
freeze and thaw. This influences the
development of soil and vegetation cover
which in turn affects terrace building. The
location of such terraces has provided a
valuable opportunity to study these form
ation processes at first hand.

Macquarie Island, which lies in the
sub-Antarctic about 1500 kilometres
south east of Tasmania, has provided
a number 0 f puzzling questions as to
some of its land form origins.

A recent visit was made by tWo scientists
from CSIRO'g Division of Land Use Re
search, geomorphologist Dr Ernst Loffler
and plant ecologist Dr Andy Gillison, who
made the trip in conjunction with the
Australian National Antarctic Research
Expedition.

Their studies have shed further light on
the extent of glaciation and the wide
spread terracing that is one of'the main
features of the island plateau area.

Tal<ing a close 1001< at Macquarie Island's
frozen
vvastes

Publishing milestone for CSIRO
For the first time in fifty years,
CSIRO has a sales outlet in Sydney
for its many and varied publications.
Burfitt's Books Pty Ltd, have
become our Sydney agent.

A recent survey found that 11 per cent
of enquiries coming in to the Sydney
Technical Information & Liaison Office
referred to CSIRO publications and the
difficulties experienced by people wishing
to obtain them.

For many years, Sydney people had to
write to Melbourne for saleable publi
cations.

IMelbourner' they would shriek in dis
may,. as if Melbourne were at the other
end of the earth.

Quelle indignite-no self-respecting
Sydney-sider likes to be dependent on that
other city in the south for anything.
'Couldn't something be done about this
outrageous situation?' they would ask.

Well, Burfitt's have taken their courage
in both hands and are endeavouring to
fathom the mysteries of the multivarious
CSIRO divisional publications, the coll
aborative publications and the out-of-print
publications, not to mention the numer
ous extant or extinct serial publications.

CHALLENGE
In the past, this task has proved either

too arduous or too incomprehensible for
others, including the Australian Govern
ment Publishing Service, who long since
gave up the unequal struggle, except in the
case of a few best sellers.

Who are these people-these Burfitt's
brave Goliath. of Sydney's bookseIling
world? Briefly, the history of their busi
ness is as follows:

Six years ago, Mrs Penelope Burfitt set
up in a small way as a specialist book
service, operating from her own home in
Chatswood. No job was too 'mall or too

tedious and she became famous for her
talent in hunting down hard-ta-find titles.
University students, scientists, librarians
and booksellers all trod a path to her door.

Last year, on completion of his
Commerce degree, her son Charles joined
her in the business and it is he who is
handling the CSIRO material. He is al.o
interested in providing book services to
Sydney's schools and educational estab~

lishments.
Burfitts have moved to premises in

Burwood, the demographic heart of
Sydney's western suburbs, where the bulk
of Sydney's population resides, and as well
as selling CSIRO books they are hoping to
act as wholesalers for other Sydney book
shops.

The establishment of this sales outlet
makes a milestone in CSIRO's publishing
history I since the early philosophy was
that information, published or otherwise,
should be free and should only be gIven
away not sold.

Unfortunately I if any published material
is given away indefinitely, there is an
eventual upper limit beyond which no
division can afford to go.

Hence the advent of saleable publica
tions, ndW running at nearly,. $500,000/
year in CSIRO, from the Editorial and
Publications Service alone.
,We hope that Burfitts will be eminently

successful in disseminating the CSJRO's
saleable scientific publications in Sydney.
In doing so, they will fill a long-felt need
and we wish them well for the future.

For any prospective bookbuyers, their
address is:

2 Hornsey Street
Burwood, NSW 2134
Telephone: 747-5212, 74 8833

- Yvonne Esplin
Cbarles Butjitt ofButjitt Books Pty Ltd wblcb bas become CS/RO 's book ,ales outlet in
Sydney.
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In retirenlentCAT

•
The CAT column is opcn to all
members of CSIRO who wish to
comment on communication
matters. Letters and articlcs should
be sent to the Editor of CoResearch
in the normal way.

The Director of the Bureau of
Scientific Services, Mr Sam Latti
more, has replied to three recomm
endations made by CAT following its
third meeting late last year.

In response to a request for an inform
ation officer to handle general inquiries
to CSIRO in the Brisbane area, Mr Latti~

more said at present he could make the
appointment only by taking a. position
from somewhere else in the Bureau.

'As you know, I have recently appointed
Mr ]im McNamara as an information
officer in Perth and as soon as resources
are available an appointment will be made
in Brisbane,' Mr Lattimore added.

TELEPHONE OPERATIONS
CAT's second request referred to a

review of CSIRO's telephone operations.
Mr Lattimore replied that he had est

ablished a small working party to examine
the matters raised and to canvass opinions
from CSIRO Divisions and Headquarters.
Recommendations made by the working
party would be reported to the Executive.

Members of the working party are Jenny
North (Institute of Earth Resources),
Don Gwynne (Staff Development Unit),
and Charles Hawkins (Commercial Group).

A representative from Telecom and
another from the National Library will
also be invited to join the working party.

EDITORIAL PANEL
The third request concerned the estab

lishment of an editorial panel to review
Headquarters' circulars.

Mr Lattimore has indicated that two
individuals will be appointed to appraise
previously issued circulars and suggest
methods by which they could be improv
ed.

lIt seems to me that we need do more
than set up an editorial panel if we are to
make the circulars more effective,' Mr
Lattimore said. 'When I have received the
report of the working group I will raise
the matter with Mr Wilson and suggest
that he examine the mechanisms used to
prepare circulars,' he added.

CAT will meet this month in Sydney.
The meeting will be held nn February
24-25 at the Regional Administrative
Office. Among items on the agenda are
folIowup reports from the recent comm~

unication symposium, CSIRO's involve~

ment with electronic media and the
possibility of sponsorship for an overseas
communicator.

Coresearch
Classifieds

CANBERRA TO LET

2'h: bedroom tri-Ievel townhouse. Bush
setting Wybalene Grovel Cook.

Available midRFebruary for 3 months,
$70 per week. Phone 512564 or 886996.

A complere un-opcned set of RSX-l1
documentation suitable for PDPl1/34
minicomputer. Anyone interested should
contact The Secretary, CSIRO DMS,
p.a. Box 310, South Melbourne, Vie.
>205.

8

Mr R. C. Richardson retired in
November aftel' 35 years' service
with CSIRO.

After his final examinations for the
BE degree in 1942. Bob joined rhe Engin
eering Division of the Directorate of Radio
and Signal Supplies, Ministry of MuniR
tions, and WaS attached to the Division of
Radiophysics under Dr O. O. Pulley, who
was seconded from CSIR.

[n May 1945 Bob transferred to the
Electra-technology Section of NSL where,
with L, G. Dobbie, work was continued
on tropic-proofing and the development of
tcst chambers. In collaboration with J.
Warner of the Division of Radiophysics l an
aided-layer for a Shoran radar and a
straight-line flight-indicator were designed
and constructed to demonstrate the con
trol of an aircraft during aerial mapping
and surveying.

This equipment was transferred to the
Bureau of Mineral Resources and improv
ed models designed for their use.

These activities were combined with
general administrative duties as Technical
Secretary of the Division of Electro
technology until 1957 when Bob went to
London as Scientific Liaison Officer at
ASLO for three years.

On returning from London Bob worked
with W. K, Clothier on initial investiga
tions of absolu te electrometers. At the cnd
of 1961 he undertook supervision of the
work of the DC section.

Principal activities have been the instru
mentation of the DC aspects of the abso
lute determination of the ohm and the
development of other measuring tech
niques.

Latterly a lot of Bob's effort has been
devoted to the control of temperature of
apparatus and the improvement of the
control of laboratory temperature, parti
cularly at the National Measurement Lab
oratory at West Lindficld.

Overseas travel with a trip to Europe
and America is being planned by
Edgal' Hindell, who retired in Dec
em ber after 35 years as a fi tter and
turner with CSJRO.

Edgar had been for some years work
shop supervisor for the combined Applied
Organic Chemistry and Materials Sdence
workshop at Fishermens Bend.

He was active in the Technical Trades
Association and Laboratory Craftsrnans
Association, being a foundation member
and first Victorian Chairman. He was re
cently made a life member of the Labora
toryCraftsmans Association.

Edgar is a keen lawn bowler, an activity
tbat takes a substantial part of his spare
time. He also plans to try his hand at car
pentry and has a few projects in mind for
his new flat.

War on the Lerp has been declared by re
tiring Entomology research scientist Kcith'
Taytar who left the Division's Tasmanian
laboratories on Christmas Eve after almost
30 years with CS[RO.

Keith has worked on the Sirex wasp
problem since 1962 and is looking forward
to working in retirement on his old
enemies the Lerps which he describes as
a galaxy of gum sapsuckers.

Another of the Division of Entomology's
longest-serving members of staff, Arthur
Mills, retired after more than 47 years
service to CSIRO.

Arthur was senior technical officer with
the sheep blowfly program in Canberra,
but had conttibuted a great deal to the
other research programs he'd been associa·
ted with over the years, Colleagues say
they'll also miss his stylish dancing.

•••

The Divisional Secretary of the
Division of Mineral Chemistry, Bill
Balding, retired on 3rd December
after 25 years with CSJRO.

Graduating from the University of
Sydney with chemistry as a major subject,
Bill spent ten years in industry before
joining the Organization as Staff Officer.

During his 13 years at Headquarters he
became very well known, and practically
every member of staff was known to him
at least on paper-for he was concerned
not only ,with recruitment of scientific,
technical and other staff but also with
staff appraisals and (eclassifications,

He was Secreta.ry of the CSIRO Post
graduate Studentship Committee from
1956 to 1966.

In 1968 Bill transferred to the newly
created position of Secretary of the Divi
sion of Mineral Chemistry, a position in
which he has helped every member of the
Division, One of Bill's major contributions
to the Organization has been his involve·
ment with the CSIRO Copoperative Credit
Society, of which he has been a Director
since 1969.

Bill has planned a walking tour in Nepal
and Sikkim next March, and is also look·
ing forward to more opportunities for
exploring and boating, for which he is well
equipped with a diesel four-wheel drive
vehicle, a 19-foot diesel cruiser, both
coastal navigation and ocean navigation
certificates, a restricted radio operator's
licence, and a recently updated first aid
certificate,

At a barbecue in his honour BiII was pre
sented with a sherry decanter, a. marine
chronometer, and an album of photo
graphs to remind him of colleagues and
divisional occasions.

Nearly 40 years' service to CSIRO
was notched up hy Wilf Ewers,
Officer-in-eharge of the Westcrn
Australian branch of the Division of
Mineralogy.

Wilf joined the Division of Industrial
Chemistry in 1941 and transferred to
Fishermens Bend in Victoria in 1946,
He returned to Perth in 1962 to establish
a branch of the Division of Applied
Mineralogy which eventually became the
Division of Mineralogy,

Colleagues in the Division say Wilf will
be particularly missed by the scientific
golfers who remember him as a testing
opponent and dedicated winner,

Research
grant
applications
Individuals or research teams in
volved in marine science and tech
nology have been invited to apply
for research grants to be allocated
hy the Minister for Science and
Technology, Mr Thomson.

Priority will be given to research in the
Great Barrier Reef, Bass Strait, the North
West shelf, Gulf of Carpentaria, Arafura
Sea and the Great Australian Bight. How·
ever other geographical area's will be con
sidered. Priority fields include oceano
graphy, marine biology, geology I ecology.
coastal and ocean engineering, environ
mental studies and archiving aimed at
developing the management of data and
specimens resulting from marine research.

Application forms are available from the
Department of Science and Technology.
Applications must be lodged by April 10,
1981.

Len Richards, one of the best known
Administrative Officers in CSJRO,
retired due to ill-health in Novem
ber after 40 years and 6 months
service.

Leo commenced duty with CSIRO in
1940 as a messenger in the National
Standards/Radiophysics Laboratories at
Chippendale.

Most of his working life was spent as the
Purchasing and Contracts Officer with the
NSW Regional Office and as such he was
widely known not only by CSIRO staff
but by rhe many firms wirh whom CS1RO
dealt.

Because of his specialised knowledge of
the purchasing and stores area Len's
advice and guidance was constantly sought
by Divisional, Headquarters and other
Regionai Office staff. At the time nf his
retirement he was the fifth longest serving
clerical and administrative officer in
CSlRO and would have been in the rop
20 of longest serving officers in CSlRO as
a whole.

For many years Len was the organiser
of the then annual football challenges
between Sydney and Canberra Units and
no doubt some of the longer serving Can
berra staff will remember both the jon~

field l and 'off_field l encounters that
resulted.

At a dinner held in December Len was
farewelled in tTaditional style. Head
quarters were represented by Frank
Whitty, Assistant Secretary Management
Services, who commented on the apparent
noticeable improvement in Len's health
in the short time he had been away from
the pressures of his job.

All of his many friends hope that his
health continues to improve, He plans
to make his superannuation dollar go
furrher by living in Manilla in the Philipp
ines.

Drought
costly
to CSIRO
"'com page one

lJll' Ministt.'l' for Primary Induslry, Mr
NixOll, This money had ht.'Cll uSl"d to cover
thv coslS of fccding expnimemal flot.'b
purchascd with wool fund~, hl' slIiJ.

Dr Ferguso\l said the Ot'ganh',atioll would
he applying for supplellll'Ht<\ry funds from
Appropriation SOUn.:l:S,

The Chid of the Division of Animal Pro

ductiun, Dr Trevor Seott, said water supp
lil"~ aL the Chi!';wil'k labora.lory WCfe

l·rilil'al.

DEPLETED WATER
'The 45 million litre water su pply Jam,

built aftlT tht: 1965 drtJtlght, is now
elllplY for the fin-a tillH: and Wt' havt.' had
to transfcr our W,tter :-.OUfel' 10 a Illudl
smalkr dam which at presl'IH rates of 1.'011

sUlllplion will be 1'1lllHil'u during I\'iarch,'
Dr St.'on s<liJ.

I it' said the Division would 111l'1l huw to
hring back illlO 0pl'ration iJ wall'r bort.,
whieh hau lIot 1H..'en u\ed for many years.

The Chit.'f of thl.' Division of Animal
I Icalth , Dr Alit,:I< Lasn'lle,.,. said all positive
stL'PS 10 redun' l"xperinwlltal animal num
bt'fS had IWl'1l lake" without Sl'Vt.·fl' pn'
judice to resl'an:h prograllls, 'Casual lahour
has had to he l'mployl'd and overlinH'
w~11rkl'd bceause of adJitional demands
nil labouf fur kl'uing, watcring and caring
fOf animals under drought strl'sS,' he
added,

Both Divisions arc COIlI'l'fIll'U Ihat if
autumll rains are not suhstantial, hand
feeding of <;tock will have tu l'ol1tilJul"
through the winter Hnd up to Septemher.
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Seminar to outlineCSIRO
mfg industry assistance

Does your research cover a topic
which could be included in a CSIRO
'Researchers' film for distribution to
Australian television stations?

If you think so, Nick Alexander, Officer
in-Chat'ge of CSiRO's Film and Video
Centre in Melbourne would like to hear
from you,

Nick is always interested in research
topics which could be suitable for a five
minute television film.

'The "Researchers" are short, no more
than five minutes, and are intended to
give a representative view of a CSIRO
activity, showing science at work to a
broad audience/ he said.

'I would particularly like to hear from
scientists Who are working on research
in the high priority areas determined
by CSIRO,' Nick added.

Researchers films currently due for
release are two new titles, 'Quest For a
Better Battery', concerning work at the
Division of Mineral Chemistry in develop
ing better batteries for electric vehicles,
and 'An Open Book for the Disnbted\
relating to the development at the DiviM

sion of Manufacturing Technology of an
automated microfiche reader which gives
disabled people more ready access to the
printed word.

Nick Alexander can be contacted at
314 Albert Street, East Melbourne, or by
telephoning (03) 4191333.

Topics
sought
for IThe
Researchers'

There are some new faces on the swff of tbe Minister for Science and Technology,
Mr David Tbomson, in Canberra. This pi-eture should serve to introduce the members of
tbe Minister's staff to CS/RO staff, Although the Minister's staff handles tbe day-to-day
Mill/sterialmatters InvolvillK CSIRO, they rarely get the opportllllity to meet a large
Ilumber of CSIRO people-except by telepholle. Pictured are, Back row, from left, Mr
Richard Lawson, Assistant Private Secretary,· Dr Keitb Butler, Senior Private Secretary:
Mr John Budd, Private Secretary. Front row, Miss Mana Benedetti, st01;o secretary:
Mr Thomson: Miss Cyntbia Howland, Personal Secretary.

Tegart, WIll outline CSIRO's role in Manu~

factnring Industty, while the Chief of the
Division of Manufacturing Technology, Mr
Bob Brown, will speak of the work in his
Division related to manufacturing
industry.

The Chief of the Division of Applied
Physics in Sydney, Dr John Lnwke, will
discuss the work of his Division, while
Paul Grant will discuss the role of the
Patents and Licensing Group.

Dr Coogan said other speakers would
include Clyde Garrow of CILES, and the
Hon. lan Smith, Victorian Minister for
Economic Development.

The Chaitman of CSIRO's Advisory
Council I Sir Peter Derham, and the Chair
man of the State Committee,Mr 1. Kolm,
will ontline tbe roles of both the Conncil
and Committee.

How to waterproof a shower recess ..
pouring a no-leak concrete slab...
solving the picture-window problem ..
these are just some of the answers to
home-owners' problems which are
contained in a new book which has
been compiled by CSIRO's Division
of Building Research.

The book, edited by home handyman
Bob Ryan, will have an initial print run
nf 10,000 and wiil sell for $4.95.

Chapter beadings in the book include the
roof, walls I soils and under floors, energy
savers, concrete, finishing and many
others.

It has been produced as a result of the
tens of thousands of enquiries that are
ditected to the Division of Building Re
search annually.

The infonnation in the book is based on
the Division's information sheets and reM
search papers. Bob Ryan, the Australian
Broadcasting Commission's comrtientator
on homes, building and local governm.ent,
is a regular guest on Caroline Jones'
Sydney-based City Extra program.

The Minister for Science and Technol~

ogy, Mr David Thomson, officially launch
ed the book at a ceremony in Sydney
earlier this month.

The bonk will be available at bookshops
throughout Australia or from the Division
of Building Research, Highett, Victoria.

This book
has the
ansvvers

More than 200 key figures in manu
factudng industry in Victoria have
been invited to attend a one-day sem
inar in Melbourne nexr month to
hear how their industries can be
assisted by CSIRO.

The Seminat will be held on April 14 at
the auditorium at Moonee Valley. It's
being held by CSIRO in conjunction with
the Department of Trade and Resources.
The function has been organised by Dr
Clive Coogan of the Bureau of Scientific
Services in Melbourne.

The Victorian Premier, Mr Dick Hamer,
will open the program which will include
speakers representing a range of areas
within CSIRO.

A member of the Executive, Or Greg

Rockhampton centre opens

,'f~P~""".yr,.-~{<JO

A major new CSIRO centre in central
Queensland will be officially opened
by the Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Trade and Resources, Mr
Anthony, early next month.

It is the Tropical Cattle Research Centre
at Rockhampton pictured above, right,

Built on 32 ha, 5 km north of Rockw

hampton, the $5 million centre will
spearhead research into breeding and
raising tropical cattle.

CSIRO's Division of Animal Production
has had staff based in Rockhampton te
searching the problems of tropical cattle
production since 1953, and has developed
several genotypes of cattle on i1Bdmone'
the Australian Meat and Livestock Corpor
ation's research property 30 km north
of Rockhampton, since 1952. However,
the new Centre is its first specifically
designed complex.

It is fully air~conditioned, has seminar
and meeting rooms, a library and numer
ous laboratories including those for
lowMcemperature work.

The animal house is capable of holding
between 70 and 100 cattle for research
into animal metabolism and nutrition.

It contains two climate rooms where
research into the effect of temperature
and humidity can be carried out.

There is also room for research involv
ing radio-active isotopes j which is set apart
and insulated from the rest of the animal
house with its own waste~disposal system.

Effluent from the main animal house
goes to the Centre's own sewage disposal
unit and. after treatment, is pumped into
lawns and gardens throughout the site.

Dr Brian Siebert, Officer-in-Charge of
the Centre, said the facilities for indoor
cattle research were probably the most
extensive found anywhere in Australia.

IIn fact it is one of the few facilities in
the world to have animal breeding facilit
ies on hand as well as laboratories to
study the physiology, biochemistry,
immunology, genetics and nutrition of
animals simultaneollsly,' he said.

The Centre will provide accommodation
for staff from the Divisions of Animal
Health and Entomology. These Divisions
play a complementary role to the Division
of Animal Production's research program
at Rocl<harnpton.

Staff from the Division of Applied Geo
mechanics, which has mining research
interests in the area l are also accommoda
ted in the Centre.

Important
Queensland
laboratory
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Sincere sympathy is cxtentlcd to the
family of Frcd Ashman, a researcher with
the Stored Grain Laboratory of the Divi
sion of Entomology I who died suddenly
while on a visit to Thailand. Fred had only
recently taken up his position in Canberra
from the U.K. and colleagues were
shocked to learn of his untimely death.

DD
Mike Austin of the Division of Land Use
Research will be missing from his Division
for the next few weeks. He'll be spending
much of his time at the Australian Nation
al University's Department of Environ
mental Biology, working on a project to

design a more sensitive experiment to tcst
the responses of organisms to the environ
ment.

00
Visiting the Division of Land Use Re
search's Black Mountain Laboratories in
Canberra is Michael Bourke of the Papua
New Guinea highlands agricultural experi
ment station, Aiyura. Michael will be
working with John McAlpinc who will
shortly begin work on the survey to assess
rhe potential of PNG's natural resources
for subsistence farming, agriculture and
population growth. The study is being
carried out for the Territory's Depart
ment of Primary Industry.

OD
Angus Packham has retired after 27 years
in CSIRO. During this period he serveJ
in scientific administration under four
Chiefs. Or H. R. Marston, Mt D. A. Gill,
Or J. M. Rendel and Or T. W. Scott.

He Was most recently Research Co
ordinatOl\ Tropical Cattle Research
Centre, Rockhampton, and was formerly
Manager of the Centre's field station
"Belmont".

In recogniti6n· of his contribution as
Treasurer and member of Council of the
Australian Veterinal'y Association for ten
years, he was elected a rellow of the
Association in 1967.

DD

Dr Simon Robinson has joined the Divis~

ion of Horticultural Research in Adelaide
as a recipient of a Queen Elizabeth II
Fellowship. Simon was previously at the
University of California, Santa Cruz.

00
The Division of Manufacturing Technol
ogy has created Ted Davis a Senior
Research Fellow. Chief of the Division,
Bob Brown, says Ted is a highly experien
ced engineer who was previously Chief
Superintendent of the Advanced Engin~

cering Laboratories at the Defence Re
search Centre in Salisbury, South Aust
ralia.

Ted is a member of the Sou th Aust
ralian Government Council on Technol
ogical Change and has a wide range of
industry and government contacts. He will
be working with the Division for three
days each week.

DO
A new face in the Adelaide laboratory of
the Division of Manufacturing Technology
is Ian Henderson who was recently with
the Australian Welding Research Associa
tion. He has joined the program of the
Division's welding laboratory.

DD
The Division of Entomology in Canberra
has lost its little touch of France, with the
return to Montpellier, France, of Dr Jean
Paul Aeschlimann, who has just spent a
year in Canberra looking at this end of the
sitona weevil program.

DO
Entomology ncwshect editor Ed Highley
has formed a CSIRO branch of the group
DOGS which has received media anention
recently for its interest in private school
funding. But Entomology's DOGS is the
Defence of Government Scientists who are
concerned at the increasing number of
dogs coming to the Black Mountain lab
oratories. It seems a recent count indi
cated that the four-legged researchers may
soon outnumber those on the payroll.

CSIRO has an adviser to the Indian sliced
veneer industry. He's Barry McCombe of
the Division of Building Research who has
just returned from six weel(s assignmen t

with the Food and Agriculture Organisa
tion.

OD
lan Henderson, Chief Graphic Designer
with the Science Communication Unit, is
back in Canberra after a two week course
at the University of New Englllnd where
he lectured in design to students involved
in the editing of small publications.

lan's paintings were on display during
the course at Mary White College.

CID

In retirement from CSIRO after more than
30 years is Or Ron Johanson who has
most recently been working with rhe
Division of Building Research in Mel
uou1'I1e. Ron began his career with CSIRO
in 1948 at the Division of Plant Industry
and has been involved in the development
of the wood preservative BLUE-7.

OD

Also retiring this month from the Division
of Plant Industry in Canberra is Dr Hj
Eichler who ha..~ been curator of the Herb M

arium Australiense since 1973. D~
Eichler's replacement as Leader of the
Herbarium is Dr Rryan Barlow, a botany
graduate from the University of Sydney
who recently completed his Dr .Se at
Flinders University in Adelaide.

DD

Dr Dal'id Mitchell is Acting Chief of the
Division of Irrigation Research in Griffith
for the next 12 months.

David assumed tbe position this month
when the Chief, Or Paul Kreidemann, was
giV{,1l 12 months leave to carry out per
sonal research in the Division of Soils in
Adelaide.

Baden Williams of Land Use Research
in Canberra found himself the centre of
media attention in Newcastle when he
appeared to explain that land use research M

ers studying soil salinity in the Hunter
Valley were not little green men trying to
survey for tile proposed aluminium
smelter.

The team hope that Ba.den's appear
ance will warm up the cool recep tions
they have received from some landholders.

DD

Two Divisions at Black Mountain in
Canberra have new information officers.

Jean Weber at Computing Research to

replace Audrey jitts, now living in France,
has simply moved over from Environ
mental Mechanics.

Peter Martin, information officer at
Land Use Research, joins CSIRO from the
Australian Government Publishing S.ervicc
in Canberra where he was an editor. A
graduate of Adelaide University and the
Canberra College of Advanced Education,
Peter replaced Marjoric Sullivan who
resigned late last year.

DD
Noise problems encountered by the
Division of Wildlife Research and Land
Use Research in Canberra arc being inves
tigated by Bill Davern of the Division of
Building Research in Melbourne. Bill says
many of the problems relate to the install
ation of new equipment and are able to be
improved by increased insulation. Bill !las
given specialist advice on noise problems
to a number of Divisions and comments
that where possible he'd rather consult
during planning stages.

OD
Harry Norman who has been recently
officer in charge of the Burrenda experi
mental station for the Division of Plant
IndustrYl has resigned from CSIRO.

Barry joined the Division in 1959 and
transferred to Burrenda near Narrabri in
1976.

Dr David Solomon, Chief of the Division
of Applied Organic Chemistry. is the
Inaugurat Recipient of the RACl ApplieJ
Research Medal and Award which for
1980 is to be named after the late Dr S.
F. Cox.

The esrablishment of an award for
applied research recognizes the contribu~

cion made to the profession of chemistry
by members of the RAC[ whose work is
carried out in the laboratories of Industry,
and in those academic and government
research establishments which are concern
ed with the application of chemistry to
everyday life.

OD

A new job challenge is facing Barry
Carbon Who recently resigned from
CSIRO to become environmental manager
for Aicoa in Perth. Barry was with CSIRO
for 17 years, much of it spend on research
in the jarrah forests of south Western
Australia.

00
Elizabeth Carvosso of CILES is the editor
of the Bureau newsletter. published fol'
the first time this month, by the Bureau of
Scientific Services.

The newsletter will be produced each
month except January and contains news
of current activities and new projects
being developed.

2

M,' lan Kolm (recently retired f"om rCI, and Cbairman of tbe Vict01'/all State Advisory Committee) assesses the feel of wool transfer
printed by tbe Division o[Textile Indust1'y Js new process. Left to Jigbt: Sir Peter Derbam. Chairman, CS/RO Advisory
Committee), Dr Don Taylm' (Cbiej; Division of Textile industry),Mr Kalm, Mr la/m Brookes (Ministry for COI1Servattol1, Slate
Committee Membm') and D,- Rex Bnul.'Y (Division of Textile industry).
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The challenge of nature
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was oecided to look at the entire length
of the cable connecting the terminal to
the processor. It was only then that the
mechanics discovered the problem-poss
um trying to enlarge the cable's entry to
the admin roof cave, had chewed through
most of the pairs of cable.

John reports that the fault was quickly
remedied and all terminals are now
functioning satisfactorily.

I am often asked the question "Where is
CSIRO heading in the 1980s?" 1 would
reply in naval terms "steady as she goes".
This applies particularly to the relative
distribution of effort on major sectors of
research (rural, minerals, energy and
water, manufacturing industries and
cOIT'lIl1unity interests) and to the types of
research we do (fundamental research of
international significance, strategic re
search of national rt'levancc, and problem·
solving for industry and the community).
While we have no need for massive t'e~

direction in either of these dimensions
the fact remains that when the winus blow
and the seas rage, challenging and some
times daring feats of seamanship are re~

quired to hold a steady course.

Like all organizations that have lived fm'
several decades we suffer the effects of
ageing, One of our major problems is the
paucity of opportunities to employ the
bright young people who carry with them
new technical skills and ideas often little
known to their seniors. The shortage is
greatly aggravated by the cirCUl11stance of
zero growth. Also l We operate under a
system within which the majority of our
staff have more or less guaranteed employ
ment to retirement age. What then can be
done to alleviate the problem?

One approach we have followed is to
convert some positions into post~doctoral

fellowships (term appointments). This has
been effective and welcome in many
Divisions, but strongly opposed in a few.
The injection of new blood is generally
welcomed, but there arc some concerns
about lack of security and the lead time
required to get up to speed,

A second approach is through the intro
duction of early retirement. Controversy
on this subject is raging at the present
time. Onc suggestion is to make 60 the
normal retiring age (extended to 65 in
special circumstances) with the option of
retiring at 55 with II reasonable pension.
This is a matter that the Executive will be
giving detaileu attention to later in the
year, but only after extensive consulta
tion.

*

*

*

-x-

*

priate terminal and for a second time
sharing terminal to be located morc
remotely in the DAO's office, connected
by many metres of multi-channel cable.

IThe system worked well for a few
weeks until the remote terminal in Warren
Baily's office deVeloped a fault j and
within a short time, multiple faults l ' John
said.

After exhaustive instrument checking, it

CSIRO is growing, but by accretion rather
than internal expansion. The resources
for our main activities are roughly stand
ing still: and this means that, in general,
resources for existing activities must de
crease to make way for new activities. We
need to 'pay heed to the lines of the
General Confession:

We have done those th illgS which we
ought not to have done;
We have left undone those things which
we ought to have done;
And there is no health in us.
Well-the last line i.'i rather severe. In fact

I believe that most of what wc are doing
ought to be done l but there is still a neet.!
for increased watchfulness. Let me just say
that the most effective and creative way of
changing a line of research to !>omething
more appropriate to current national
needs is wllen the change is thought out
and developed by the scientist at the
bench. Some changes must inevitably be
imposed from above, but I hope tbe
majority will spring from imagination and
resollfcefulncss within Divisions. Let me
add that the need and creative perception
for change is not confined to the scientific
staff, It applies to all activities including
the service and administrative branches:
the question is the same-how can existing
resources be better used to adapt to the
changing circumstances and technologies
of the present and foreseeable future?

Recently, as part of our program of visits
which I mentioned in my previous
column, the Executive visited the Mole
cular and Cellular Biology Unit in Sydney.

We were most interested to see some
enterprising and exciting work using the
new techniques of biotechnology.

This included a collaborative program
with the Garvan Institute (which is assoc~'

iated with St Vincents Hospital, Sydney)
on the production of anti-bodies for
diagnostic purposes. These anti-bodies,
which are produced by doning a single
cell, are potentially perfectly pure.
Commercial arrangements for the pwduc
tion ill Australia and export of these anti
bodies are now being worked out.

We also saw an example of the kind of
redeployment which will become increas
ingly common within CSIRO. The UnIt
has maintained an impressive international
reputation over the years with its wod<. on
influenza viruses. But with the retirement
of a key research worker and the .success
ful development of a new general theory
of immunology it was time to terminate
this work and use the resources elsewhere.
It often requires more resolution and
courage to close something down than to
start something up.

Graham Wallis

A major exhibition of Australian
made scientific instnInlents is being
planned in China this year by
CSIRO's Dr Clive Coogan who is
Chairman of the Australian Scien
tific Industry Association.

Dr Coogan visited China in November
last year a,') a member of the Victorilll1
Government mission to China led by the
Premier I the Hon. R.]. Hamer.

Chinese leaders expressed interest in
Australian scientific instruments and
equipment taken to Australia on earlier
visits, and propose to send a party of five
or six selected scientists to Australia
during the year to select categories of
instruments which particularly interest
them.

'In Septernber or October, the Jiangsu
bl'unch of the Chinese AcaJemy of Science
and the Jiangsu branch of the China
MUl'hine Tool Import Export Corporation
will host 11 major trade exhibition of Aust
ralian equipment in Nanjing,' Dr Coogan
saiJ,

He said tbe exhibition would be based
on categories selected by the vi.'iiting
scientists.

']iangsu authorities promise to ensure
that representatives from all other major
provinces will attend and the event will be
supported by seminars on all the major
scientific disciplines represented,' Dr
Coogan added.

Australian firms interested in parti
cipating in this exhibition should contact
the Canberra office of the Australian
Scientific Industry Association, telephone
484157.

Man has yet to conquer nature ...this
was clearly shown to members of the
administration in the Division of
Textile Physics, when they began to
experience difficulties with their
new PDP 11 computer.

Divisional secretary John Platt said
administrators arranged for the processor
to be located in the library with an appro-

The centre is a joint project between the
Bureau of Scientific Services and the
Division of Mechanical Engineering. The
Bureau will be budgeting for the operation
of the centre while the Division is pro
viding a building to house the centre.

Instruments
on shoV\l
in China

Letters

CONSULTATION
Graham will spend the next few months

preparing a feasibility study for the future
operation and development of the centre.
Science teachers are to be consulted about
the functioning of the centre and the use
they are likely to make of its facilities.
The development of a variety of experi·
ments, displays, demonstrations and
audio·visuals will take place during this
year, The activities will be designed to
complement the school program and the
centre shoulJ be ready for business by the
start of the 1982 school year.

Activities for anyone year will be based
on themes. Some suggested themes are
energy resources and their use, human
aspects of science and measurement in
science.

Dear Editor,
Congratulations on the 'From the

Chairman' column. A welcome initia
tive. Perhaps thc monologue will
become a dialogue. Is this too much
to hope?

Whcn an organization is continually
growing and good ideas receive resources
there is high morale and nobody really
cares about the management, never mind
giving them any credit. In this atmosphere
perhaps most staff are llhappy to get on
with what they are doing and trusting or
disinterested in the cen tral management of
the organization.1t However, in a situation
of diminishing resources where good ideas
may not get to first base and existing pro
jects are cut then staff naturally feel in~

secure and have low morale. They may
also blame the management for their own
problems. If at the same time the organi~

zation is restructured with additional
links in the bureaucratic chain then many
staff feel more remote than ever from top
management. Additionally, much of
CSIRO research is under external review
(quite correctly) leading to an enhanced
feeling of insecurity. This is the very time
management has to be more visible, to be
seen taking stands on important issues.
Communication within the organization is
essential.

I hope readers of CoResearch take the
opportunity to communicate with the
Chairman.

Fred Darby
Division of Mechanical Engineering

The Victorian Education Department
has seconded secondary teacher
Graham Wallis to CSIRO to establish
a Science Education Centre at the
Highett site in Melbourne. Graham
will be located within the Division of
Mechanical Engineering.

Be has been teaching for about 10 years,
the last six at Ringwood High School
mainly at year 12 level physics and mathe·
matks.

The proposed science education centre
is an exciting new concept for CS IRO and
will eventually become the main interR

face between CSIRO and the education
system.

The centre will provide a mainly activity
based "hands on" scientific experience for
high school students, giving them an
opportunity to do things they would not
normally do in the classroom. It will also
stimulate an on-going interest in science
and its applications and help to make
science and scien tinc research more
relevant to students. The centre will be~

come a focal point for future CSIRO
employees.

Science education From the
centre to open Chairman
soon •-n Melbourne Aregular column

by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. J. Paul Wild

3
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Nevv science, technology programCAT

•The CAT column is open to all
members of CSIRO who wish to
comment on communication matt~

el'S. Lettcrs and articles should be
sent to the Editor of CoResearch in
the normal way.

CAT, at its recent meeting held in
Sydney, called on the Director of
the Bureau of Scientific Services,
Mr Lattimore, to provide a clear
statement on the purpose, preparat
ion and distribution of CSIRO's
annual report and the Institute!
Bureau and Divisional annual reports.

Mr Lattimore was requested to make the
statement widely available and it was
suggested that CoResearch publish it when
available.

The next meeting of CAT will be held at
Forestry House, Canberra, on July 14 and
15.

David Flatman

Three well known faces will be
presenting a new popular science
program on ABC television later this
year.

The ABC has decided to put science and
technology into the mainstream of its
nightly program with the new weekly
series scheduled to go to air in July
hetween 7.30 and 8 pm.

Titled 'Towards 2000' it is aimed at
explaining new developments in science
and technology in layman's terms.

Presenting the program will be:

Sonia Humphrey

David Flatman, former anchor man on
'This Day Tonight' and fFour Corners'
and until recently a producer with the
award-winning 'Big Country'.

. Sonia Humphrey, compere of 'Nation~

wide' in Melbourne.
. Jeffrey Watson, formerly of 'This Day

Tonight', 'Four Corners', 'Holiday' and
TCN-9's 'Sixty Minutes'.
The series will cover three subjects each

half hour from the studio and through
location filming.

With the emphasis on how science and
technology is changing our lives, the pro-

Jeffrey Watson

gram will travel extensively within Aust
ralia and overseas.

As production gets underway, the pro~

ducers are looking at CSIRO and other
Australian research groups for topics to be
included in the program.

'Towards 2000' is produced by the
ABC's TV Entertainment Department,
which produced the IParkinson 1 series,
'Mastermind' and IThe lnventors' pro~

grams.
Contact with the program's producers

can be maJe through CSIRO Media
Liaison Groupl Canberra.

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also circulatad to some people outside the Organization who have a profassional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are Invited to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for matarlal Is normally the Bth day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dlckson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 4B 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

Ne\N CSIRO Chiefs

Goresearch
Classifieds

We are currently developing a remote
sensing unit capable of data transmission
and storage, and possessing a 3~fold redun
dancy by virtue of self-repair under
miniRcomputer direction.

This advertisement is in attempt to
contact other CSIRO groups engaged in
similar areas of research who might be
interested in collaboration or to whom
we might provide assistance.

Given CSIRONET, there should be a
technique for entering one's area of
interest on permanent file and allowing
anyone else to access the user name,
telephone number, etc. It would cut
across many of the internal communi
cations barriers. Someone must know
howl If I could only contact them ...

David F. Smith
Division of Fisheries and Oceanography

p.a. Box 20, North Beach,
Western Australia.

CSIRO's apprentices in New South
Wales gathered recently at the work
shops of the Division of Process
Technology to display samples of
tlleir work and to learn of the re
search programs of other Divisions.

Organizer of the day. CSIRO apprentice
co-ordinator Harold King, said apprent
ices l supervisors, parents and relatives
shared the day's events.

The 26 apprentices first inspected the
laboratories and workshops of the Division
of Food Research at North Ryde and were
then joined by parents and friends who
had taken part in a similar program at the
Institute of Earth Resources.

Speakers at the day were the Chief of
the Division of Process Technology, Pro
fessor Bradshaw and Mr David Napoli of
Headquarters Staff Development Unit.

Mr King is the apprenticeship training
co~ordinator for New South Wales,
Queensland and the Australian Capital
Territory and the Northern Territory.
He is attached to the Division of Anim al
Production at Prospect, NSW.

Apprentices
shoW' their
achievements
in Sydney

Dr Whitten

It's back to the Division of Entom
ology fot, Dr Max Whitten-as tlle
new Chief, replacing Dr Doug Water
house who retires in June after 20
years as its Chief.

Dr Whitten left the Division of Entomol
ogy in 1976 to become Professor of Gene~
tics at the University of Melbourne.

He previously worked for 11 years with
the Division, originating and leading the
Genetic Control Group which investi
gated ways to control the Australian sheep
blowfly.

Dr Whitten. 41, graduated from the
University of Sydney with a BSc (Hons) in
1962, and gained a PhD from the Uni
versity of Tasmania in 1965. During his
period as a research scientist at CSIRO l

he graduated- from the Austmlian National
University as a BA.

In 1969 Dr Whitten was a Fulbright
Fellow at the University of Chicago, and is
currently a member of the World Health
Organisation Expert Advisory Panel on
Vector Biology and Control.

Dr Whitten, married with three children,
is expected to take up his position later
this year.

All tied up
The Division of Textile Industry's
Social Club has nOw produced
wool-rich ties with a CSIRO motif
to supplement its range of CSIRO
tee-shirts and windcheaters.

The ties come in three colours-navy,
brown, and bottle green-with a gold
diagonal stripe above which is a small
gold motif of a map of Australia incor
porating the letters CSIRO.

The ties, priced $7.50 plus 50c postage
and packing, are' a~ailable from The Social
Club, CSIRO Division of Textile Industry,
Box 21, Belmont, 3216. Cash with order
please.

DrMcEwan

Dr Angus D. McEwan, currently a
research leader in the Division of
Atmospheric Physics, has been
appointed Chief of the Organizat
ion's new Division of Oceanography.

His appointment became effective on 16
March.

Dr McEwan, 43, Was born in Scotland
but has lived in Australia since 1947. He
graduated BE (Hons) from the University
of Melbourne in 1960 and PhD (in Phys
ics) from Cambridge University ill 1966.

FrOm 1956 to 1969, interspersed with
periods of full~tin1e study, he Was em
ployed at the Aeronautical Research
Laboratories in Melbourne on research
into specialised heat transfer processes,
the behaviour of moving fluids and related
physical phenomena.

In 1969 he joined the CSIRO Division
of Meteorologicai (now Atmospheric)
Physics as a Queen Elizabeth Fellow, sub
sequently rising to his present position of
Chief Research Scientist in the Division.

When Dr McEwan takes up his appoint
ment on 16 March the new Division will
come into being.

Initially, the staff of the Division will
consist of the physical and chemical
oceanography groups of the existing Divi
sion of Fisheries and Oceanography
presently located at Cronulla.

Dr McEwan will operate out of Mel
bourne initially, but will make Hobart his
base later this year.

* *' *'
A working party established to
review CSIRO's telephonc operations
has held its first meeting in CanbetTa.

Convenor Jenny North reports that the
group is planning to seek opinions and
advice in Divisions and Headquarters,
to identify problem areas and ultimately
report back to the Director of the Bureau
of Scientific Services, Mr Sam Lattimore.

The working party comprises Ms North,
Don Gwynne and Charles Hawken with
Michael Dack acting as Secretary.

The establishment of the working party
follows a recommendation from CAT last
year in which Mr Lattimore was asked to
examine telephone functions within the
Organization.

[n addition to identifying problem areas,
the group plans to look at telephone
answering services l technical advice infor~

mation transfer and how new technology
and practice might be of assistance.

Information is to be sought fronl Tele
corn and the National Library.

**'*A meeting of Information Officers
and others involved in communica
tion activities in Melbourne-based
Divisions was held recently at the
Division of Chemical Technology.

The meeting was 3.n informal discussion
session to assess communication activities
and their role in CSlRO.

It was agreed at the meeting that regular
meetings should be held at the various
Melbourne Divisions which would also
allow the participants to gain some insight
into the work of other Divisions.

The next meeting will be at 2.00 pm on
Wednesday 29 April, and will be held at
the Division of Prote.in Chemistry, 343
Royal Parade, Parkville, 3052. The speaker
will be Wendy Parsons of Forest Research
who will talk on her overseas visit and
CAT activities.

All people involved in communications
activities throughout CSIRO would be
most welcome to attend.

Enquiries regarding the meeting can be
made through Peter Beck, Information
Officer for the Division of Protein Chem
istry, on (03) 3424322.
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Nonnan Peck of the Division of Animal Productio1J, Prospect, demonstrates bow sugar cane can be shredded in tbe Ripple~flo mm
during a recent visit to tbe Division by the Ma/aysiall Minister for Science and tbe Environment. With the Minister, Tan Sri Ong ](ee·
Nui, is the CIJie[ of the Division, DJ' Trevor Scatt.

Project Aquarius:
a study of
fire fighting
techniques

New role for
Sir Victor Burl~y ,

INDUSTRY EXPERlENCE
'However, I was surprised to learn that

more than SO per cent of CSIRO re
searchers had no experience in industry
and I would lil<e to see some form of
employment program whereby incoming
scientists spend a year with industry after
their appointments,' he added.

In his invitation to Sir Victor, Dl' Wild
said CSIRO's Executive would very much
like to gain a more complete understand
ing of industry1s views on the intel'change
of staff with CSIRO.

Sir Victor said he would set no time
limit on his study, addlng that he saw it
as simply adding momentum to what
others were already trying to do.

Sir Victor' formally ended 20 years
association with CSIRO when he retired
earlier t;his year as Chairman of the
Advisory Council.

He became a member of the Council in
1961, and recalls that at his first meeting,
two minutes silence was recorded to
honour the memory of Sir David Rivett
who had recently died. '

Sir Victor became Chairman of the
Advisory Council in February 1979.

11 believe industry is as much to blame
as anyone for any previous reluctance to
communicate with CSIRO,' Sir Victor
sa,id,

Sir Victor Burley, who retired
recently as Chairman of CSlRO's
Advisory Council, is to undertake a
long-term study aimed at increasing
industry liaison and the exchange of
staff between the Organization and
industry.

The study, which is expected to begin
shortly, is being undertaken by Sir Victor
following an invitation by the Chairman
of CSIRO, Dr Paul Wild.

CLOSER RELATIONSHIP
Sir Victor said he had accepted the

invitation because he believed he could
help foster a closer relationship between
CSIRO and industry.

'There is a need for CSIRO to develop
a more positive attitude towards industry
to ensure that successful research is
applied as soon as possible,' Sir Victor
said.

IThere also needs to be broader pene~

tration both ways---:Il ot just by researchers,
but in the areas of marketing and finance
as well,' he added.

Sir Victor plans to visit as many CSIRO
Divisions as possible to talk to people at
Executive and Chief level and where
possible, bring them into contact with
appropriate indu'stry leaders.

ulgation of the findings of the experimen t.
CSIRO will advertise nationally, inviting

applications from aircraft manufacturers
and others interested in taking- part in the
experiment which will examine:
· the effectiveness of bombing fires of

varying intensities with both water and
fire retardent chemicals;

· the effectiveness of conventional fil'e~

fighting techniques under similar con
ditions; and

· a cost benefit analysis of forest and
bushfire suppression in Australia.
Initial planning foresees the first series

of experimen ts involving forest and bush~

fires taking place next summer.
An evaluation of the aircraft on experi~

mental fires will take place during the
summer of 1982·83.

This will be followed by a 12·month
period of assessrnen t and economic
analysis.

Detailed evaluation of the results should
become available early in 1984.

The Minister for Science and Technol
ogy, Mr David Thomson, will make pro~

gress announcements.

The planned Parliamentary enquiry
into the proposed National Marine
Science Centre in Hobart has been
set down for Mayor June.

The Commonwealth Parliamentary
Public Works Committee will carry out the
enquiry into the research centre which
has been casted at $18 million.

The plan involves the move of CSIRO's
Divisions of Fisheries and Oceanography
to Hobart and for a new $7 million re
search vessel to be based at Hobart.

The Minister for the ACT, and Member
for Denison, Mr Michael Hodgman, a
Tasmanian politician, said a prime water
front site for the centre was under con
sideration and he hoped land nearby could
be secured for Department of Defence
naval facilities.
Committee hearing would allow organisa·
tions and individuals in Hobart to put
their views on the proposals.

He said he believed the development
should be made compatible with the hist
oric and aesthetic qualities of the port of
Hobart.

Parliamentary
committee to
examine Hobart
Science Centre

CO-OPERATION
As well, the fuH co-operation of the

Australian Forestry Council will a.llow
inputs from other forest services to be
co~ordinated and ensure effective prom~

CSIRO is to begin a wide-ranging
experiment into the possible uses of
aircraft in fighting forest and bush
fires in Australia.

This follows State and Territories agree~

ment to a Commonwealth Government
proposal made last September that the
research be undertaken.

Cost of the experiment called 'Project
Aquarius', which will be more than $1.3
million and will take two to three years to
complete. will be met by the Common
wealth.

CSIRO will assemble a special research
team led by a senior research scientist in
its Division of Forest Research, Mr PhiI
Chency.

The study will be undertaken in CO~

operation with State forest and fire
control authorities which together share
Australia-wide responsibility for natural
fire control measures.

This will ensure that the results obtained
are readily available to all States, as well as
enabling the Project ACJuarius team to
have the benefit of tl1eir experience and
knowledge of fire control operations.
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Tony Smitb about to lower tbe borewater sampling device, designed and constructed
in the Division of Mineml Cbemistry, down one ofa series of monitoring b01'ebales.

Dellr Editor, Or Wild's hope, Co
Research No. 237, that staff will
communicate with him is likely to
succeed only too well if one of his
thoughts in CoResearch 238 is put
into practice.

Are there no "Limits to Growth"
applicable to CSIRO? Why must We be
expanding at any cost? What is wrong with
a "staff ceiling". I would like to have
answers in due course but my main
objection is Dr Wild's suggestion that one
way to overcome the ageing sc;:ientist prob
lem is to lower the retirement age to 60
from 65. Surely that is a snub to those
employees who arc over 60?

It is about time the myth that u a bright
young PhD from University will revitalize
CSIRO" was put to rest. Surely revital
izing comes from within oneself and more
importantly from being in an environn)ent
in which adaptability and creativity are at
a premium.
It is true that it requires courage to close

down units and redeploy staff (Co
Research 233) but surely that is one of che
duties of management. I hope thatCSIRO
does not become an Institution which
parasitizes scien tists only to discard them
when either they reach 55 or when some
one newer and cleverer appears on the
horizon.

2

It may be appropriate for some people
to retire at 55 to 60 (some might say even
earlier) but what of those who wish to
work beyond 65?

I trust Dr Wild's suggestion is not a back~

door method of introducing the Govern
ment's Redeployment and Retirement
Act. The Financial Review recently
suggested that Cabinet was considering
applying the Act to Australia Post and
Telecom so perhaps this is a case of doing
something to ourselves before it is done to
us.

Yours faithfully, M. H. Jones
Division of Mineral Chemistry

Dear Editor.
WANTED?

Is the IDENTIKIT picture of someone
called J. Paul Wild used nn the front of
CoResearch No. 237 supposed to ensure
that we don't recognise him when he slips
into our lab. to communicate with us?

Yours fai thfully
Graham Harrington
Land Resources Management
Deniliquin, NSW.

Tony Smith, like Jim Edwards
(CoResearch No. 236), is another
of CSIRO's staff who works in an
isolated region.

Tony is an Experimental Officer with
the Division of Mineral Chemistry, and is
based at the Mutooroo copper mine, about
lOO km south west of Broken Hill.

Under the supervision of John Canter
ford , who visits the site every five weeks
or so, Tony is responsible for on~site

environmental monitoring and process
optimization of the experimental solution
mining project commenced last year in
collaboration with the mining industry.

An old station homestead about 3 km
from the mine site has been rehabilitated
and Tony shares this with two mining
company staff on site.

DESOLATE WORKPLACE
The surrounding country can at best be

described as desolate where a lazy wind-it
goes through you rather than around
blows ~Il the time. During summer it is
not uncommon to have ten or more days
in a row with temperatures in excess of
40

0
C, while during winter it gets cold

enough to freeze the water present in
diesel fuel.

Apart from the sometimes unpleasant
weather, TallY also has to put up with
hazards such as scorpions, .red back
spiders and a variety of snakes. Earlier this
year during one of his visits, John Canter~

ford shot a 1 m brown snake that had
decided to visit the small laboratory Tony
had set up in the homestead.

SIROMAYOR
Tony regards himself as the Mayor of

New Saltash , Saltash being the name of
the original (1888) site-he even has a
mayoral chain (made of ring pulls) to go
with his title.

Apart from joining a rifle club in Broken
Hill, Tony spends much of his spare time
exploring the local area, including looking
for ~n elusive quandong tree reported to
be in the area, and catching yabbies and
other exotica for mealtime.

Dear Editor,
In the February issue you published

an article, "Helping in the Year of
the Disabled" mentioning in the
bottom right hand corner, the TAD
organisation.

I would like to bring to readers' attent
ion that TAD organisations exist, not only
in NSW, but also in Queensland, South
Australia, Victoria, Tasmania and the
ACT,

The contact addresses are as follows:
Victoria. Mr Mark Dohrmann, Co
ordinator, TAD, Lincoln Institute,
Swanston Street, Melbourne, Vie.
3000. Tel. (03) 3477544.
Queensland. Mr I. Cain, p.a. Box
127, Spring Hill, 4000.
South Australia. Ms J. Harper, TAD,
4 Moseley Road, Paradise, S.A. 5075
Tasmania, Mr Philip Hill,don, TAD.
c/- Industrial Design Council of
Aust., 5 Battery Place, Battery
Point, Tas. 7000.
A.C.T. Mr D. F. Wrigley, TAD.
RMB. 901 Burra Road, via Quean
beyan.

Yours sincerely I George Winston,
Executive Engineer, Technical Aid to the
Disabled.

Dear Editor,
The February issue of CoResearch

contained an anonymous letter
deploring the decision of most OA
members to reject a 5.6% salary
increase.

The letter contained a plea for com
passion for the underprivileged and
unemployed and an accusation of greed on
the part of rhe offending OA members,

I am sure all of your readers, even if
sympathetic to the view of 'Observer',
will recognize the over~simplification of
complex salary fixation issues embodied in
his argument. I would just like to touch
on two points raised.

The first concerns matters of fact. OA
members' relativity to less 'privileged'
(Le. lower paid) wage earners has been
declining at an alarming rate over the past
6 or 7 years (see OA Bulletin No. 176),
Whether or not they feel any better for it
I cannot say (my guess is they don't) but
their involuntary sacrifice does not seem
to have improved the unemployment
statistics significantly. If the OA, or any
one elsc, could guarantee that a. particular
salary policy would produce certain social
benefits then 'Observer' might have a case.
Until then, his views 011 salary vs unem
ployment simply reflect onc side of a long
standing and as yet unresolved debate.

The other point is more general. Our
society provides an enormous number of
avenues for those who feel so inclined to
help others whom they perceive as under
privileged. Of those avenues, I would have
thought that a compulsory cutback of
professional salaries Was onc of the less
efficient.

What does 'Observer' imagine the
Government will do with the salary rise he
wishes to relinquish (or the salary loss he
seems so readily to have accepted)? If he
wishes to make sure that areas of his
choice, presumably not Fill's, Blue Poles
or Royal Tours, gets a guernsey, might I
suggest he gets ready to take the money
and start writing out cheques?

Yours faithfully, Tom Biegler
Mineral Chemistry

Dear Editor,
The decision by the majority of the

OA members to refuse to accept 11

5.6% increase in salary was based on
concern for the future of CSIRO and
not for selfish reasons as suggested
by 'Observer' (CoResearch No. 237).

CSIRO has a reputation as one of the
world's best research organizations. This
reputation was achieved by the ability of
CSIRO to attract and keep a high pro
portion of the best brains available.

If CSIRO fails to maintain this quality
how will it be able to continue to attract
the best scientists? Once CSIRO starts to
emplny the second best then quality will
rapidly become a figment of the imagin~

ation of a public relations section.
To maintain its premier position, CSIRO

must maintain its competitive position in
the market place for scientists. Excellent
facilities arc essential but it is foolhardy
to believe that salaries are not another
important factor considered by scientists
choosing between CSIRO and some other
employers.

For many years there was a de facto
relationship between CSIRO and Univers~

ity salaries. This has now changed. The
value of academic training is now recog
nized and university staff I through their
own special salary review system, have
achieved appropriate rewards.

The salaries of CSIRO staff are under the
control of the Public Service Board who
have effectively tied the salaries of
research scientists to those of the Admin
istrative Grades of the Public Service. This
has led to a loss of 7-8 per cent in CSlRO
research staff salaries relative to compar
able grades in the universities.

In recent years the rate of promotion
within universities has been faster than in
CSIRO. A recent salary survey puhlished
by the Royal Australian Chemical Insti
tute showed that in the past eight years
the median salaries of chemists working in
CSlRO had slipped 20 per cent relative to
that of university chemists.

Continued on page seven
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Increased
CSIROaid to
developing
countries
Requests for CSIRO aid to develop
ing countries has increased enorm
ously over the past two years.

In 1980, CSIRO's Centre for Inter·
national Research Co-operation (CIRC)
has handled projects in about 40 coun
tries.

These projects involve more than 60
CSIRO officers and are carried out in
countries in Africa, Asia, South America,
the Middle East and the Pacific Islands.

Funds administered by CSIRO on aid
projects have exceeded $3.8 million in the
twelve months to December 1980.

Of this, approximately :j;2.36 million
has gone to the Centre for Animal Re·
search and Development near Bagor, Java,
a joint Australian-Indonesian project.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Money for these projects has come from

several sources including the Australian
Development Assistance Bureau, various
United Nations agencies, foreign govern~

ments and private bodies.
Aid sought has been mainly in the fields

of agriculture and forestry research aIM
though CSIRO expertise in areas such as
national measurement and standards has
also been requested.

Use is being made by scientists of
CSIRO's computer-based information
bank in many developing countries. The
Co-operative network of information on
renewable energy is proving of particular

ANZAAS
planning
underway
All roads lead to Brisbane this year
for the 51st ANZAAS Congress.

To be held hetween May 11 and 15 at
the University of Queensland, the
Congress has attracted 3,000 delegates in
cluding many from CSIRO.

As usual the program is dotted with
CSIRO names, presenting papers, leading
symposiums, discussions and heading
Section Committees.

The theme this year is Energy and
Equity, a theme, according to the Organiz~

iog Committee Chairman, Mr Allen
Morgan that is 'particularly appropriate.'

'Because the Congress has attracted
eminent scientists and industrialists and
politici~ns from many countries, it is
certain to produce some fresh insights into
our energy problems over a wide range of
areas,' he said.

One of the additions to the Congress this
year will be the participation of the
CSIRO Media Liaison Group in the Con
gress Media Centre.

The Group, part of the Science Comm
unication Unit within the Bureau of
Scientific Services, has been involved in
the Centre's planning since mid 1980.

Two members of the Group, Tom Padces
and Jeannie Ferris as well as John
Seymour from the Science Communicat
ion Unit will staff the Media Centre with
the Congress's Public Relations Officer,
Mrs Anna Palthe.

The plan is to provide the media with an
efficient service for congress papers as well
as a full range of facilities like telephones,
telex lines and typewriters.

A 'blackboard menu' system will point
journalists to what appear to be the IDost
newsworthy events each day.

However, the operation of the Centre
depends heavily on speakers delivering a
copy of their paper to the Media Centre
directly or through their Section Secre
tary before they speak.

value to research workers in South-east
Asia and the Pacific as energy costs in
crease. CSIRO has collaborated with the
Department of National Development and
Energy in developing this system.

FOCAL POINT
CIRC was established in mid-1978 to

provide a focal point for CSIRO research
co~operation in developing countries, to
plan and evaluate CSIRO's contribution to

Australian assistance to developing coun
tries and to encourage the efficient use of
CSIRO resources in this area.

CIRC responds to requests for research
and research administration aid, provides
adviLe and information and trains people
from developing countries.

Sir William
Hudson is
remembered
One of Australia's most respected
research associations is seeking young
people who are innovative, 'even un
orthodox', to help them further their
careers in the national interest.

And the source of inspiration is one of
Australia's best remembered engineers, the
iate Sir William Hudson of Snowy Moun
tains Hydro-Eiectric Authority fame and
foundation Chairman of the Australian
Welding Research Association.

This Association, comprised of repre
sentatives of more than 160 companies,
government departments and statutory
authorities including CSIRO, universities
and other research bodies, has launched
the Sir William Hudson Memoriai Awards
Scheme.

BROADEN SPECTRUM
President of the Association, Mr Neil A.

Falconer, said the purpose of the awards
was " to broaden the spectrum of service
given by the A~sociation, particularly to
Australia's metals industry, by envourag
ing young people involved in welding."

'Much of Australia's new technology is
the culmination of research, development
and demonstration,' he said.

'The machinery for conducting research
is well established in universities, colleges,
government and industrial organizations.

'For some years the Association has
initiated and funded welding research
through this system.

'But it has also been aware that the
opportunities for young persons, perhaps
unorthodox in their approach but with
innovative ability, to engage in develop
ment and demonstration are not so well
defined.'

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION
Mr Falconer said the 1981 Award,

entries for which close on 31 May, would
take the form of a contribution towards
salary and expenses to enable successful
applicants to engage in anyone of the
following activities:
· to conduct research into any aspect of

welding or its application:
· to develap a technique or process in

volving the use of welding:
· to study modern developments in weld~

ing in Australia or overseas:
· to engage in any other activity likely to

contribute to the improvement of
welding technology in Australia.
Application forms are available from the

Australian Welding Research Association,
118 Alfred Street, MUsons Point (NSW)
2061, (Phone 02-9223711).

From the
Chairman
A regular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. J. Paul Wild

Not long ago I received a letter fro m
a Chief of a Division telling me that
in his opinion the Executive should
spend a day or two each year with
every Chief individUally, making an
in-depth analysis of the Division's
work and indicating the way to pro
ceed in the future.

I am sure this sounds like a very good
idea and it will have a nostalgic ring for
those who recall the halycon days of the
Rivett era (though I must confess that I, a
1947 recruit, never had the privilege of
meeting Sir David). But nowadays there
are two major differences: firstly, the
Organization is very much biggerj and
secondly, the decisions to be taken are
very much harder-one has to decide not
what new activity to set up by saying
'good idea-go ahead', but rather how to"
redirect existing resourceSj a slow, painsM
taking and soul-searching operation.

Each Division's work is analysed periodM
ically (at intervals of 3-7 years depending
on circumstances) by a Divisional review.
This activity has become a. central part of
the way we operate, and I hope our scien
tists, and staff in general, will come to
welcome these reviews as an opportunity
to debate the future course rather than
fear them as a threat to established order,
comfort and peace.

The need to introduce more formality
into the way we go abou t allocating re
sources has made it more important to
promote, in parallel, infonnal channels
of communication between the Executive
and the staff of the Organization. Thus,
while we cannot decide everything in
direct dialogue between the Executive and
individual Chiefs, this dialogue must be
improved. One outcome of last year's
chiefs meeting was the creation of a re
presentative working party of chiefs to
help strengthen direct lin ks between the
Executive and Divisions. The working
party has now begun its discussions with
the Executive.

We have recently introduced the practice
of ensuring that Divisional review comm
ittees contain strong external representa
tion, and we go to considerable efforts to
get the best possible peopie, often from

Paper
available
on visual
aid centre
Maurie Woodward, an information officer
in the Division of Land Resources Manage
ment in Perth, has recently completed a
paper prepared during a Jubilee Study
tour of the United States.

The paper explores the possibilities and
means by which a visual aid production
centre could be established.

'The idea of developing a selfMserve visual
aid production facility within an organi
zation, or to augment an existing service,
has been generated by observing and
studying the teaching methods and phil
osophy of the College of Education,
Deparonent of Instructional Media, Utah
State University, under the leadership of
Dr Don Smellie,' Maurie said.

Maurie's paper, entitled 'Self-Serve
Visual Aid Production for Professionals' is
available from Maurie at the Division's
Perth office.

the opposite side of the Earth. The Execu
tive encourages review committees to con
sider very broadly and, if necessary,
radically the question of how best to use
resources in a given area of research.

We realize there are weaknesses in the
present system, and are trying to over
come them. One weakness has been that
we have appointed committees consisting
of experts specialising in the work being
undertaken by a Division. Such comm
ittees tended to focus their attention on
how to improve the existing programs
rather than to consider whether the pro
grams should continue to exist at all. So
now we are beginning to include people
with a broader view in addition to the
experts. Another weakness is in the con
cept of a Divisional review; very often it
is important that several related Divisions
should be reviewed together. There is
therefore need for more flexibility than
in the past, and so our whole approach to
reviews is now being reviewed!

This examination is timely just now
because a record number of Divisional
reviews are reaching finality: Soils, Land
Use Research, Land Resources Manage
ment, Chemical Technology, Mechanical
Engineering, Cloud Physics, Mathematics
and Statistics and Animal Production.
Furthermore, the foundation Director of
the Institute of Industrial Technology,
Hill Worner, is approaching retirement and
this' means that we must take a special
look at that Institute as a whole.

In my last article I used a naval term
'steady as she goes', But perhaps at this
time it is appropriate also to reflect on
the words of Edmund Burke written some
200 years ago: lA state without the means
of some change is without the means of
conservation '.

Questionnaire
'for CSIRO
women staff
nO\N ready

The questionnaire which will be sent
to all CSIRO female employees and
a selected group of men, should
reach staff within the next few
weeks.

Technical difficulties have delayed the
originally planned date for circulation,
however the questionnaires have now been
printed and are currently being prepared
for circulation.

The questionnaire will be the major
component in a survey which is being con
ducted by the Consultative Council sub
committee on the employment of women.

The results of the survey will form the
basis for a paper to be written by Dr
Gribbin during next year. It will also be
used to provide information about the
present role of women within CSIRO and
will help interpret other information avail
able to the sub-committee.
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Brian Savvas l who for almost 10 years,
has been officer in charge of Computing
Re~earch's Adelaide laboratory, has re
linquished the position to work with
newly appointed Dr Craig Mudge on the
VLSl research. Or Mudge has been
appointed officer in charge of the labora
tory and wilt take up his position early
next month when he returns from a brief
visit to the United States.

00
Computer whizzes in the Division of Com
puting Research have been invited to be
come rich and famous by taking part in
the current "Sig-graph 81" photo contest.
Entries have to be computer-generated
and can be black and white or colour.
Information for those wishing co become
rich and famous from other Divisions can
get information from the Publications
Assistant at the Division's Canberra
offices.

00
A total of 34 years of service to CSIRO
was notched up by Clive Gates who re
tired from the Division of Plant Industry
in March. Clive had been working as an
agricultural ~lant physiologist.

00
Nine researchers from the Division of
Land Use Research and one from the
Division of Plant Industry are at present
surveying an area on the South Coast of
NSW for the Department of Defence. The
area, the Tianjara military training area on
the tablelands west of UlIadulla, has
recently been incorporated into the
Morton Natio oal Park.

Those involved in the work are Mike
Austin, Kees Paijmans, Nick NichoUs,
Lauric Adams, Ken Myers, Henry Nix,
Garry Speight, Bob Gunn, Peter Richard·
son and Tt'evor Dowling. Most of the
work will be carried out during April and
May.

There were some starry-eyed people
around Parkes at the end of last month
following a party given by the staff to say
goodbye to two of the Radio Telescope
stalwarts-Fl'anl{ Trett, the engineer, and
his wife Jenny (Radiophysics), and Les
Fellows (Science Communication Unit,
senior information officer at the CSIRO
Visitors Centre) and his wife Jean.

Frank, an engineer for nine years, has
taken up a position with Esso at Sale.

Frank's wife Jenny, who had often filled
in at the Visitors Centre as a casual, had
for some time been working with John
Bolton.

For Les Fellows it was a case of severing
a 20 year old association with the Telc~

scope. Les came out from England to
wor1( on its construction and until 1975
when he joined the SCU, worked there as
a technician.

He was part of the team during the
famous first walk on the Moon when the
Parkes telescope relayed the pictures after
Honeysuckle Creek in the ACT had taken
the first six minutes and then handed over
to Parkes. He WaS around when the emer~

geodes occurred with both the Apollo
13 and 16 spacecraft and of CDurse, during
the exciting times when some of the major
astronomical achievernen ts were made
with the 64-metrc antenna.

As a front-man for CSIRO at the Centre,
Les had looked after a Governor~General,

various Cabinet Ministers, numerous poli
ticians, scientists from overseas and the
all-important public among whom have
been many of the Organization's distin
guished visitors.

Somehow retaining his sanity after show
ing the audio-visual presentation 'Listen~

ing to the Stars' many thousands of times,
Les and the Centre staff have persuaded
the public to part with half a million
dollars in payment for souvenirs and
theatre tickets and his 'Fathers' Day
specials' have been only one of his many
innovations.

00

Miss Margaret Mills, Divisional Editor
at Land Use Research, retires this mon th
after 30 years with the Division.

Margaret came to CSIRO in February
1944, joining Plant Industry as an assist
an t research officer, and moved to the
Land Research and Regional Survey
Section in January 1951.

Margaret had a strong commitment to
the staff Benevolent Fund since it') incep~

tion in 1968 and Was its president in
1979-80.

00
The Chief of the Division of Atmospheric
Physics in Melbourne, Dr Brian Tucker is
currently in the United States taking up a
fellowship with the Co-operative Institute
for Research into Environmental Sciences,
an organisation jointly sponsored by the
University of Colorado and the Environ
mental Research Laboratories of the Nat
ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tration.

CIRES exists to promote research and
teaching in the physical sciences related to
the earth and its environment.

Dr Tucker will be away for nine months
and during this time Dr Arch Dyer will act
as Chief of the Division.

OD
The population of Kalgoorlie and Boulder
in Western Australia is no doubt better in~

formed on the role of CSIRO as a result of
a stand organised at the towns' fair held
late last month.

The corporate image-rather than indiv
idual Divisions-was promoted by the
organisers Bob Rummery, Maurie Wood·
ward and Justin Murphy in the Division of
Land Use Research in Perth. Five CSIRO
staff took part (Peter Husband from Food
Research, and Liaison Officer Jim
McNamara as well as the three LRM
communicators) and a wide range of
printed material and information sheets
Was made available.

00

Dr Joe Landsberg, the newly appointed
Chief of tbe Division of Fot'est Hesearch,
who wW take up bis position on June 1st.
Dr Landsberg Is c""rently working at tbe
Long Ashton Hesearcb Station near
Bristol In the U.K.

00
Dr A. P. Raiche, a researcher in the Div
ision of Mineral Physics in Sydney, has
been appointed assistant director of the
newly-established Centre for Geophysical
Exploration Research, established at Mac
quarie University in Sydney.

The establishment of the centre gives
formal recognition to years of join t re
search and teaching between the Univer
sity, CSIRO and geophysicists from the
Geological Survey of New South Wales.

DD
Working in the Division of Entomology's
Black Mountain laboratories for two
months is Ms Marianne Horak of the
Entomologische lnstitut at Zurich.
Marianne has a special interest in the tax
onomy of the papual tortricidae, and is
at present studying specimens in the
national insect collection, housed at
Entomology.

00

MIGHTY MITE-ON WHEELS

CSIRO's "migbty mite" took to tbe streets in C~nberra recently-tbanks to .tbe illl?glnarlon and initiative of six ~ortlculture

apprentices ji'01n City Parks Adminlstmtion. The group, Dav.d Freney, D?v'd Eldrldge, Andrew Gamer: Kerrr S1fI,,~ons, Ro" B"~den

and Micbael Low1'ey, won first prize in tbe Government Department sectIOn of the Canberra Weckfest.val with theu' cream and pmk
papier macbe mite float. . . . . . .

Tbe group mounted the wire frame 011 to ~ 1";d~-on mow~ and decorated ItS. base w.th roses, marIgolds and a SIgn explatntng tbe
role of tbe mite in tbe biological cOlltml of mites fJ-l the NatlOlla/ Rose Ga-rden m Canberra.

4

Three new faces at the Division of Applied
Organic Chemistry in Melbourne are Neil
Furlong, with the solar energy storage
program, Ivan Vit with the mass spectro
meter system and John Kershaw with the
liquid fuels from coals program.

00
Dr James Morrison, who recently com
pleted his Doctorate at Edinburgh Uni
versity, has recently joined Plant Industry
to work with Dr Roger Clifford's group
on studies related to the biological respon
ses to the globally rising level of atmo
spheric carbon dioxide.

00
In retirement from the same Division is
CSIRO's Clmushroom man", Dr Jack
Shepherd who retired during March
after 20 years with CSIRO. Dr Shepherd
is acknowledged as all authority on the
ecology and taxonomy of soil-borne fungi.

DD
A visiting Chinese professor is spending
part of this month at the Divisions of
Plant Industry and Land Use Research to
participate in a joint field experiment in
nearby New South Waies.

Professor Zhu Zhao~liang is working with
Rob Wetsclaar, John Freney and Jeff
Simpson on the development of sample
methods for the measurement of ammonia
fluxes between the soil and the free atmo·
sphere.

Professor Zhu is an Associated Professor
at the Nanjing Institute of Soil Science
of the Academia Sinica. His special inter·
ests are nitrogen fertilizers for rice and
other crops.
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Building research launches a success

The Minister [or Science and Technology, Mr David Thomson, sbares a joke witb the Chief o[ the Division o[ Building Research
Dr Lex Blakey, rigbt, at the recent launching o[ tbe publication '/-lome Building and Maintenance Problems Answered by CSIRO
Division ofBuilding Research '. Tbe Editor of the book, Mr Bob Ryan, the ABC's commentator on homes, building and local govern~
ment is pictured next to the Minister, and on the left is the Media Liaison Officer for the Division, Mr David Zerman.

Tbe 7,500 copies in tbe [irst edition of tbe book bave already been sold and a [urtber 10,000 O1'e now being printed. '/-lome
Building and Maintenance Problems Answered by CS/RO Division of Building Research' is available from newsagents, booksbops,
ABC offices in all States and Ibe CSIRO's Metbollme booksbop.

The dcgree, D.Sc.Agri. was recently con
ferred on a senior scien rist in the Division
of Food Research, Dr W. G. Murrell. A
graduate of the University of Sydney,
Or Mun-el1's doctorare was confened at
a ceremony during March. Dr Murrell has
been working with CSIRO for more than
30 years in the area of heat resistance of
bacterial spores.

DO

Dr David Solomon

Dr David Solomon, Chief of the Division
of Applied Organic Chemistry is the In
augural Recipient of the RACI Applied
Research Medal and Award which for
1980 is to be named after the late Dr S. F.
Cox.

The establishment of an award for
applied research recognises the contribu~

tion made to the profession of chemisrry
by members of the RAC! whose work is
carried out in the laboratories of Industry,
and in those academic and government
research establishments which are con
cerned with the application of chemistry
to everyday life.

From the next issue, the People
pages will contain a special 'In
Retirement' column to enable staff

in all Divisions and Units to notify
retirements of colleagues.

The Editor of CoResearch would

therefore appreciate notification of
impending retirements so that per
sonal details can be assembled for
articles in the column.

DD

Russel1 Porter, a Melbourne freelance
journalist, has been appointed to thc
Film and Video Centre as a scl'iptwriter
for CSIRO films, wori<ing with Nick
Alexander.

Russell Was for seven years a freelance
script~writer in Melbourne and has wl"itten
more than 40 scripts l mainly for the South
Australia and Victorian Film Corpora.tion.
During last year, Russell scripted a film
which won two AFS Penguin Awards and
a Channel Seven award for the besr docu~

mentary.

Dr John Nicolson from CIRC has been
seconded for six months to act as CSIRO
project co-ordinator for Project Hercules,
a joint Commonwealth/Victorian study to
test bushfire control using chemical
suppressants.

A Hercules aircraft will carry a modular
airborne fircfighting system on loan from
the V.S. Forest Selvice during the trials.

John will be initially seconded for six
months and wilt continue to opera.te from
an office In CIRC

John Burdett from Headquarters will
carry out John Nicolson1s normal work
on overseas aid projects.

DO

DD

00

A recent letter received by the Organi
zation proved to be a bit of a challenge
for those in the circulation department.
The writer requested copies of the CSIRO
publications, 'Erosl, lRoyal Research land
IIndustrial and Physical News'.

Also honoured by the scientific commun~

ity during recent weeks is Dr Hal Hatch l

also of the Division of Plant Industry.
Or l-Iatch won a third share of a $115,

800 British prize for his work on photo·
synthesis in plants. The other winners of ,- --,
the Rank Award for work in nutrition and
crop husbandry are Dr Charles Slack
of the DSIR, and Dr Hugo KortschoJ< of
the University of Hawaii.

Dr Fraser Bergersen of the Division of
Plant Industry has been elected a Felinw
of the Rnyal Society.

Dr Bergersen has worked with CSIRO
for almost 30 years, and is concerned with
research involving the biochemistry of
nitrogen fixa.tion.

Colleagues of Ray Kerr, one of CSlRO's
longest-serving researchers, gathered in
Canberra recently to farewell him into
retirement. Ray has worked with the
Division of Entomology for 38 years l

taking part in some of the Division's early
work on the genetics of insecticide resist
ance, and later on the DDT resistance in
houseflies.

At his farewell dinner, the Chief Dr
Doug Waterhouse, spoke of Ray's con
tribution to the Division's research efforts
and made special mention of his meti~

culous attention to detail in his expel+
ments.

DO
AlIm Wilson, of the Oeniliquin laboratory
of the Division of Land Resources Manage
ment, is currently in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia to attend the annual sym
posium of tbe Saudi Biological Society,
AlIan will present a paper on rangelands
research and agricultural development in
Australia.

Roger Morse, former Chief of the Division
of Mechanical Engineering, has been
awarded the Peter NicoJ Russell Medal for
1981 by d,e Institution of Engineers,
Australia. The bronze Medal is the highest
award given by the Institution and recog~

nises a distinguished contribution to the
science and practice of engineering in
Australia.

Roger is now working for the VictOrIan
Government.

DO

Three CSIRO scientists are giving papers
to a national energy conference being held
over four days in Sydney next month.

Dr L. Luong, a research scientist with
the Adelaide laboratory of the Division of
Manufacturing Technology will speak on
control and instrumentation in furnace
operation, while two researchers from the
Division of Process Technology, Dr R.
LaNauze and Dr G. Duffy, will speak on
fluidized bed combustion.

The conference opens on May 26 and
includes a wide range of papers related to
energy conservation.

DO

Colleagues at the Divisiou of Animal
Production were saddened by the
death late in December of the head

of the photographic section, Tom

Dagg,
He succumbed, after a courageous 8

month battle with illness, at age 50.
Tom joined CSIRO late in 1949, first

with the Division of Radiophysics. In
1955 he transferred to the newly-opened
Ian Clunies Ross Laboratory at Prospect I

where he remained until his death.
During those 25 years he rose from

Technical Assistant to Senior Technical
Officer, on the strength of his special con
tribution to scientific photography.

In addition to producing highest quality
photographs for research and publicity I

Tom developed new techniques in photo
micrography and autoradiography. In
doing so, he played in integral part in the
research effort of this Division. His skilled
depiction of research accomplishments in
dne films are a lasting tribute to him.

Even while striving for such high profess~

ional standards, Tom always remained
obliging and eager to help,

Hc exercised this same craftsmanship in
his hobby of restoring veteran cars.

His many friends and colleagues in
CSIRO are much the poorer for the loss of
this quieti competent man.

Death of
Tom Oagg

The new Chief of the Division of Entom
ology. Professor Max Whitten, will not be
able to take up his appointment until
September 7, because of commitments at
the University of Melbourne.

Dr Dougl~s Waterhouse, the retiring
Chief of the Division, will remain in the
posit.ion until Professor Whirten's arrival.

Dr Waterhouse had been due to retire in
June.

DO
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Talking to the Chief...
An
occasional
series in
which a
CSIRO
Chief tall<s
about his
Division
Or Lewis ('Lew') Chadderton, Chief
of the Division of Chemical Physics,
rejects the sharp distinction which is
popularly made between applied and
basic research, referring to regard
them as parts of a single continuum.

Yet he himself can testify to the perils
of working in that region of the contin
uum where results tend to be produced in
three dimensions rather than four.

In the halycon days of the 1960s, the
North American Aviation (now Rockwell
International) Science Center was est
ablished in Thousand Oaks, California,
with the intention that it should become a
centre of excellence for fundamental
research, playing much the ~me [ole on
the West Coast for the avionics, nucleonics
and space industries as j3eH Telephone
Laboratories uues for communications on
the East. Among its international recruits
Was Dr Chadderton, fresh from Cambridge
University's renowned physics centre, the
Cavendish Laboratory.

Not long after American footprints
appeared in the dust of the Moon, the
Nixon Administration initiated one of
society's cyclical searches for 'relevance'
in research. The Science Centre handed
out pink slips to many of its staff-especi~

aHy those involved with fundamental
research.

01' Chadderton received onc, despite tht::
fact that he had only recently secured far
the Center a $US800,000 applied research
gran t from the Advanced Research Pro
jecting Agency (ARPA) of the US Govern
ment. If he went, it disappeued. The
Rockwell International Science Center was
unmovedl

Dr Chaddcrton had no problem finding
alternative employment, but whimsically
recalls the occasion when two weeks later,
the Science Center tried to rc-hire him
(and the grant) using the ruse that he had
never really been fired. It didn't work. Ue
had already decided to move onl

Not long after, at the age of 31, Dr
Chaddenon was appointed Visiting Pro~

fessor of Physics at the University of
Copenhagen a.nd, one year later, perman~
ent Professor and I-lead of Department.

Among other offers which had been
made was that of the Chair of Experi~

mental Physics at Monash University in
Melbourne.

Dr Chadderton finally made it to the
Monash campus a decade later l enticed
by CSIRO's invitation to head what is
arguably the Organization's rilost illU5t~

rious research Division, Chemical Physics.
His appointment ended an 18·month

hiatus in the Division's permanent leader
ship, which had begun with the retirement
of Dr Lloyd Rees in May, 1979.

The prolonged vacancy ptobably indi
cated as well as anything else the fonnid
able tas)< awaiting Dr Rees' 511CCcSSor
to head up a Division with an international
reputation and whose staff included six
Chief Research Sciendsts, four of them
Fellows of the Australian Academy.

6

In its choice of a new Chief, The Execu
tive must have thought more than once
about the consequences of selecting 11

young, if no less i11ustrio,us physicist, to
lead such august company.

WORLD AUTHORITY
Dr· Chadderton, however, it no stranger

to achievement at an early age. I-le is a
world authority in the fields, of radiation
damage in crysta.ls, ion implantation into
solids, the channeling of charged parti
cles, transmission electron microscopy,
and fission track phenomena in crystals.

He regards his appointment as a neW
high,point in his career-service with the
Division, even at a less senior level, is a
passkey sought by many overseas scien
tists.

Today, at 41, Dr Chaddetton is one of
the youngest Chiefs in CSIRO. He finds
himself heading a research team which has
made major contributions in the fields of
theoretical and applied physics and chem
istry, but which, in common with the rest
of CSIRO, has been forced to take stock
of its programs in the light of recent
financial and staffing constraints.

The keyword for the 1980, is again
'releva.nce'-and in a Division with such a
strong background in theoretical studies,
and even whose a.pplied work is beyond
the ken of most mortals, the demonstra
tion of 'relevance' to the financial patrons
of research poses formidable problems in
itself.

RELEVANT RESEARCH
As a Division with dose and unique

ties with manufacturing industry, Chem
ical Physics is continuing its efforts to
convince industry that what it has to offer
is relevant-no easy task in an area noted
for its caution in new enterprise.

Or Chadderton puts it nlore prosaically.
Australian industry is for the most part,
though with certain refreshing exceptions,
only interesteu in the short~term buck.

'Australian industry is frequently limited
by its own narrow objectives,' he said.

'It .gees its primary purpose as the m.ak~

ing of as large an amount of money as
possible, in maximising returns to share~

holders, and only rarely looks into the
future, at the long-term prospects of
investment in science, technology and
innovation.

'Unless we can offer something which
virtually guaran tees a 100 per cen t success,
and which will enormously enhance sales,
they don't want to know about it,' he
.added.

MEDIA IMPORTANT
A strong believer in the value of media

exposure for science and technology,
Dr Chadderton has similar criticisms to
mal<e of Australian newspapers.

He describes even the best of them as
lrather conseIvativc, locked into an est
ablished format and lacking in fluidity,'
Their conservatism is particularly evident
in their coverage of science and tech
nology I in sharp contrast to ncwspapefl;
in other leading Western nations.

Take Denmark, for example-Danish
newspapers and other Nordic media are
much more I'eady to make the effort of
popularizing scientific discovery. innova
tion and invention,' he said.

What are his priorities in communi~

cation, and is communication with the
general public important to science?

lCommunication with the public is
vital, and I believe it is the responsibility
of every Chief, Assistant Chief and section
leader to become involved in it-but
especially the Chief,' Dr Chadderton said.

lMy own first priority must necessarily
be that of a successful and rapid two~way

c~mmunication with Headquarters itself.
IThereafter communication with other

Divisions with the scientific lay public,
and with dH: man in the street are of
roughly equal importance.

COMMUNICATING SCIENCE
'There are of course, still those scientists

in CSIRO who shun public exposure and
who prefer the intensely personal and
highly motivated life of fundamental
research.

'But every organization will have-and
more important-should have a few such
people on board.

'Reaily though, the succeSs of CSIRO
and its popularity too, is to a large degree
due to its visibility.

'Society. views CSlRO and the job it does
rathet well,'

Dr Chadderton enjoys contact with the
media himself, and also enjoys the per~

sonal contact with staff members which
his position as Chief demands.

He estimates he spends about half his
time in this area l talking to and counsell~

iog people with El variety of problems,
both personal and work~related.

'CSIRO Headquarters run some very
good courses in ma.nagement,' he said.

'One which I can recommend most
strongly to any seniol' administrator deals
with human relations in lnanagement,'
he added.

Not everybody has a problem-Dr
Chadderton has noted that gardeners are
among the happiest people he mec;:ts. (-le is
a keen gardener himself, and a photo
grapher of flowers.

'There's something about gardening-it
allows one to think without pressure and
I'm told that Sir Alan Walsh conceived the
principle of a.tomic absorption spcctros
copy while gardening,' he said.
AsI~ed about his views on the nature of

research and discovery, Dr Chadderton
said he believed the most important dis
coveries hgd their genesis in simple conw

cepts-the skill lay in developing the
original insigh t.

It is important, he believes, to allow
young scientists to pursue their own
specialist interests for roughly half their
working hours. This helps motivdtion. It
is, after all, their distinguished talents in
these special fields which led to their
joining CSIRO,

CHANGES PLANNED
After a year in the chair, Dr Chadderton

says he is reasonably content with the way
the Division is developing, perhaps a testi
mony to his own skill at negotiating the
narrow pathway between evolution and
revolution.

Things are changing at the Division
Or Chadderton is heading new programs
for example ion implantation and fission
track research.

'Chemical Physics has an international
reputation for the quality of its the or·
etical and experimental studies in funda·
mental and applied physics, due very
largely to the inspiration of Lloyd Rees,'
he said.

'But we have to realise that the concept
ual approach of 20 years ago may not be
appropriate today-there are many new
ideas and experimental methods which
completely destroy deep seated classical
ideas.

Take metallurgy, for example. By the
implantation of beams of energetic ions of
one metal into anodler we are now able
to fabricate alloys with a composition
which apparently violates the laws of
thermodynamics. We can also produce
glassy metals in a like manner.

'Similarly, we can implant impurity
atoms into a silicon in a very controlled
and oruercd way, and hence many tiny
p-n junctions (the circuit element which
has given rise to the 'transistor' and to
the burgeoning microelectronics semi~

conductor industry).
'We are also broadening the application

of fission track techniques (tracks made
in crystaIline and plastic materials when
uranium atoms are split') into many new

Dr Lew Chadderton, the Chief of tbe
Division of Chemical Physics.

areas-botany, geology, biophysics, pal~

eontology, medical physics and others.
'One could say that the name Chemical

Physics no longer adequately describes
the many different programmes we have
under way here in Clayton-though there
is no way in the world that [ want it
changed,'

FINANCIAL RESTRICTIONS
Asked how the Division's ability to

adapt and move into new areas was
affected by restricted funds and staff
ceilings1 Dr Chadderton said thel"e had
been a few problems and hc expected
more, but that both the Institute of
Physical Sciences and the Executive had
swiftly shown a deep and sympathetic
understanding of the need for modern
research activities.

'In many other countries, due to a Iacl~

of proper planning, there is often a totally
unnecessary dupHcation of expensive and
sophisticated equipment. We have an ob
ligation to conduct collaborative work
with other research groups and, in fulfill
ing that obligation We can at the same
time rationalise the integrated research
effort. In our joint program with the
Royal Melhourne Insittute of Technology
we have made sure that We only buy
equipment which complements theirs-and
they are doing the same.

Dr Chadderton does not particularly like
the word 'redeployment'.

'A new Chief is in a very dcHcate posit~

ion,' he said.
'You cannot force scientists into com

pietely new programs.
IYou have to change direction by ex

ample, and by using wherever possible the
three~year short appointment, of which I
thoroughly approve.

'Moreover, the old days, when a Chief
could direct a Division like a wartime ship
of the line, are now past,' Dr Chadderton
said.

One thing that worries him is the lack of
mobility across Institute boundaries.

STAFF MOVEMENT
11 know of instances where the inter

disciplinary nature of CSIRO research
would be enhanced by personnel moving
permanently into another Institute. The
mechanism for this, however. is poor and
cumbersome, and in a time of 'no-growth'
many Chiefs jealously guard their position
taUy,'

'There is a feeling in CSIRO that things
are getting tougher, and there are certainly
problems to be solved.

'But having recently worked in Denmark
I have to say that things are nowhere as
nad as they are in some European coun
tries.

'We could certainly do more with in~

creased funds and additional staff, but our
grumbles should be both good-humoured
and quiet.'
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Lyle Medal to CSIRO
Institute Director

Chinese visit
t\NO CSIRO
laboratories

From page two

Yours faithfully, Dennis Minson
Division of Tropical Cmps and Pastures,

Brisbane.

the field

The 20 ~ 26 per cent rise in salal'Y claim
ed by the OA is essential if CSlRO is to
regain tha ability to attract the best staff.
In the Arbitration Court the Public
Service Board is vigorously opposing
any salary rise for scientific staff. This
action indicates that it is completely out
of touch with regat'd to professional salar
ies and should immediately hand over the
task of salary assessment to the CSIRO
Executive. Only in this way can the
de facto relationship between the salaries
of CSIRO and university staff be restored
and maintained.

Letter to
the

Editor

ACTION NEEDED
Unless some action is taken to upgrade

the present salaries of CSIRO scientists,
the Executive are unlikely to be able to
satisfactorily fill key vacancies essential to
meet eSIRO commitments to the Aust
,ralian cOIumunity.

.
In

Six scientists from the Academia
Sinica, visited the Division of Land
Use Research during last month.

The group, led by Professor Xi Cheng
fan of the Nanjing Institute of Soil
Science, consisted of three soil scientists,
a plant ecologist, an electra-chemist and a
researcher in plant-soil relationships.

They expressed particular interest in the
Division's application of electromagnetic
induction techniques to salinity survey
work, in the methodology of land use
planning as explained by Dr K. O. Cocks,
and in the work of Or Oavid JupP with
Landsat imagery and computer~aided

interpretation.
The role and value of the multidiscip

Hnary scientist, as outlined in his intra·
duction by the Chief of the Division Dl'
Dick Millington, Was recognised by the
group.

Professor Xi Cheng-fan said that is his
oWn Institute of Soil Science he was very
aware of the diversity of expertise on
which he must draw when dealing with
problems of land use.

The party also visited the Division of
Soils in Adelaide.

Science
Dr John Philip

He joined the research staff of CSIRO in
1951 and became Assistant Chief of the
Division of Plant Industry in 1963. After
eight years in the position, he was
appointed Chief of the Division of Envir
onmental Mechanics where he remained
until his appointment as Director of the
Institute of Physical Sciences in 1979.

During 1978, Dr Philip was an Associate
Member of CSIRO's Executive.

The Lyle Medal was first awarded in
1935 and is a bronze medal given in recog~

nition of distinguished research in Mathe
matics and Physics.

The Chairman of CS\RO, Dr J. Paul
Wild, was awarded the Lyle Medal in
1975.

The Director of CSIRO's Institute
of Physical Sciences, Or John Philip,
is a joint recipient of the Thomas
Ranken Lyle Medal for 1981.

Dr Philip and Professor D. W. Rnbinson
have been named by the Council of the
Australian Academy of Science as recip
ients of the medal for their contributions
in the fields of mathematics and physics.

Dr Philip wili be presented with his
medals during the annual general meeting
of the Academy on April 30.

Dr Philip has pioneered the development
and application of mathematical-physical
approaches to transport problems in the
natural environment. He has attacked the
central problems of a number of related
fields with great originality and consider~

able success.
He has made important contributions on

related topics in porous medium physics,
fluid mechanics, meteorology I physical
chemistry I physiology and mathematical
ecology. He was elected a Fellow of the
Australian Academy of Science in 1967
and a Fellow of the Royal Society of
London in 1974.

Dr Philip first worked with CS\RO in
1947 when he was seconded from the Uni~

versity of Melbourne to the Irrigation Re
search Station at Griffith in New South
Wales to carry out research on the hyd
raulics of furrow irrigation.

SIRODIAL
is Extended
The success of the Division of
Building Research's SIRODIAL tele
phone recorded information service
in Melbourne looks like being repeat
ed in Sydney-but this time, CILES
is doing the operation.

Three topics, the subject of recurring
questions to Yvonne Esplin's CILES
information office located in the Divi~

sion of Applied Physics complex, are dis~

cussed on the phone-in tapes.
They are funnel web spiders; thermal

insulations fo'r buildings; and rising damp
in buildings.

Yvonne told CoResearch = IWe hope to
gradually improve and update the tapes as
time goes on.

'New tapes will probably be on solar
and other forms of alternative energy,
and on noise problems.'

The phone numbers for the CILES
Sydney tapes are:

funnel web spiders (467 6524)
thermal insulatIons (4676548)
rising damp (467 6748)

This is
CSIRO
The slide/tape program, 'This is
CSIRO', whieh was originally pro
duced for showing to visitors at
Headquarters, has been updated with
new slides and transferred to 16mm
film and U-matic video-cassette.

The program runs for 13 minutes, and
describes in broad outline the range of
CS.IRO research and shows its remarkable
diversity. The program should be very use
ful for showing to all sorts of CS\RO
visitors and could also be used by CSIRO
staff who are asked to give a talk on the
Organization or their work. In fact, every
Division or RAO should have their own
copy.

Send your order now to the Film and
Video Centre, East Melbourne. The film
version costs $80, the video-cassette
version $50.

Secondment
for IRural
Research'
Editor
The Editor of CSIRO's quarterly
magazine 'Rural Research', Jim Lum
bers, will be engaged on special pro
jects for the next 'six-plus months'.

Jim recently returned to Australia after
an overseas trip where he looked at the
evaluation of communications projects
and spent some time in the London
ASLO Office. C

According to Brian Woodruff, acting
Officer-in-Charge of the Science Comm~

unication Unit, Jim is an ideal person to
put into effect a number of new proposals
that the Unit has been considering for
some time.

Bob Lehane will remain in the Editor's
chair for both 'EcDs' and IRural Research'.

After completing a report of his over
seas visit, Jim will begin setting up the
machinery for the compilation and pro
duction of a seu initiative, nominally
titled an IAlerting Newsletter'. This pub
lication is based on the Headquarters
Library publication IScanfile' concept, and
will aim to provide leads to industry pub
lications which will be encouraged to re
print technical and other articles appearing
in Divisional and Institute newsletters,
magazines and reports.

He will also:
investigate the feasibility of reducing
the free ma.iling lists of Rural Re
search and the Organization's envir
onmental-awareness quarterly maga
zine, Ecos, and increasing subscrip
tion sales.
explore the possibility of increasing
penetration to, industry of th e bi
monthly news sheet Industrial Re
search News (IRN). One alternative
he will investigate is the provision of
camera-ready copy of \RN pages to
a range of trade publications for
them to reprint. This move is instead
of increasing the free mailing list of
\RN.

J im will also be looking at the possi
bility of \RN being offered for sale.
Currently all" copies are distributed free.

CSIRO was well In evidence at tbe field day held at the historic Boonoke Stud, near
Deniliquln NSW during last month.

The Boonoke Stud was established by F. S. Falkinerand is now owned by Mr Rupert
Murdoch through his company News Limited.

Tbe marquee in tbe photograpb above boused an exbibit organised by the Division of
Textile pt,yslcs illustrating some of the work of the Division, particularly that directed
towards the objective measurement oftbe important characteristics ofgreasy wool.

Many gmzlers attended the field day to inspect the rams on display (at prices mnging
from $500 to $30,000) and most of them visited the Textile Physics exhlhlt, eager to
learn about and to question tbe desirability of tbe "additional measurements" which
have featured in tbe catalogues at some recent trial auction sales at various wool-selling
centres.

The stand features displays showing tbe principles on which the measurements are
based and evidence was pJ'esented to indicate the value of the measurements to a wool
processor.

Also on display was the HSonic Fineness Tester" (Model B) developed by the Division
of Textile Physics as a "do-it-yourself'" kit for breeders. This instrument, although it has
been on tbe mar/ut for some years, always elicits great interest.

The logistics of tbe display-transport to the site and assembly of the exhibit-are
managed by joe Snaith and the graziers' questions are 'Yielded" by Dave David.
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Science at work

This is a diagram of cow behaviour, prepared by the Division ofMathematics and Statistics in collaboration with the Division of Land
Reso/i:rces Management, and based 011 obsen.'atioJ7S of cows during winter and spring nights iJ1 central Australia. Each line connecting
the circles represents a 10 per cent probability tbat a cow will proceed from one activity to the one indicated by tbe tennina} star. We
thought it raised an interestil1g question. What do cows thinll about when tbejl are lyinf? down on Warm spring nights (01' cold winter
nigbts, for that matte1')?

number comes to about 50 over the past
two years, of whom 20 could be regarded
as really significant and substantial users
rather than casual enquirers. The 20
include several writers of post-graduate
and undergraduate theses, several official
historians of particular fields, divisions etc,
and some biographers. In quite a few cases
the projects are continuing ones which are
likely to involve the CSIRO Archivist
for years.

A bigger Archives, of course, has bigger
numbers. The Australian Archives
custodian of about 100 km of records of
the Common wealth government-claims to
have handled, in 1978-79, 1850 rderence
enquiries from government departments
and authorities, and 2500 from the public.
In addition, it had some 256,078 files
reea.lled for administrative back-reference.
eolin Smith would appreciate hearing
from researchers approaching retirement
before they begin to clear records from
their laboratories.

CoIin believes research staff may under
estimate the value of their records and
experiments and would be grateful for the
opportunity to evaluate such material
before it is destroyed.

The archivist can be contacted in Can
berra on telephone 484 677.

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO 5taff. It
is also circulated to some people outside the Organization who have a professional
intere,t in CSiRO actil/ities. Members are Inl/lted to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Oickson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

The purpose of this column is to

interest you in archives-and CSIRO
archives in particular.

CSIRO has archives which have accumu·
lated over some 65 years in some 100
locations. If they wcre sta.cked in one
column, it would be several kilometres
high. However, the central collection and
c.ontrol of these unique and irreplaceable
historical and scientific documents has
only really begun in the last few years,
and remains the responsibility of one
person.

The value of our old files, minutes,
photographs and notebooks is in their
character as components of the national
memory. Por many, this is ample justi
fication for their preservation.

Others, however, are inclined to 1001<
askance at the quite appalling amounts of
material and the low rate of reference to
them. Nor is it much use trying to con~

vince these phlegmatically lpractical'
people that historical use of materials
makes up in a quality of intellectual
interest what it lacks in frequency. For
them l the reverse seems to be the case, and
the archivist is forcl:u to make what he can
of the mere number of his customers.

In the case of the CS1RO archives, that

The archives... CSIRO
Archivist Colin Smith
deals ~ith history

Thc increasing intercst shown by
both Australia and the People's
Rcpublic of China in each other's
scicntific activities Was highlighted
recently by the visit of the Scientific
Attache of the Embassy of the
People's Republic of China, Mr Liang
Zhan-Ping, to the Division of Chem
ical Physics.

Mr Uaog met rnany of the Division's
scientists, including the Chief of the Div
ision Or Lew Chadderton. He visited
some of the Division's laboratories, in
clUding the new laboratory for research
into holographic diffraction gratings and
the electron diffraction laboratory, which
houses the new JIiOL 200CX electron
microscope, at present the most sophis
ticated and powerful electron microscope
in Australia.

Dr Chaddcl'ton, who is Editor of the
two intcrnation;d journals "Radiation
Effectsll and IIRadiation Effects Letters",
pointed out that scientific cooperation
between the two countries is also intensi
fying in other ways.

Advisors to the editorial boards of these
two journals will shortly be appointed
from the scientific community of the
People', Republic.

Deltak's training courses include video
instruction, manuals and audio~vjsual aids.

In addition to courses on computers
and computer languages, Deltak cover
such subjects as communication networks,
data processing, 'information management,
microprocessing and minicomputers,
planning and organizing, supervisory skills,
writing and retirem.cnt planning.

Further details may be cbtained by Con
lacting Pat Ward, Administrative Systems
Group, telephone (062) 484 160.

Scientific
attache visits
Chemical Physics

The CAT column is open to all
members of CSIRO who wish to
comment on communication matt~

ers. Letters and articles should he
sent to the Editor of CoResearch in
the normal way.

One of the problems posed for
CSIRONET users with the intro
duction of the FACOM computer
model 150 is how to quickly learn
the job control language and the
time-sharing system for the operating
system IVIF4.

The Administrative Systems Group have
found the video-based multi-media train
ing courses very useful in tackling this
problem.

CSIRO Headquarters holds a contract
with Deltak. a supplier of this type of
training courses. and an addendum to this
contract can be arranged for any CSIRO
group who arc interested in using thesc
courses. The contract alIow9 fOl' the
supplier of a complete CQUl'se or only
single modules for a minimum rental of
one month ac about half the normal rencal
cost.

**

TRAINING PROGRAMS
Extension involves training and educat~

ion programs at the: Laboratory, at
industry scl1ools, seminars or conferences.
or on-the~spot instruction at meatworks.
Extension Officers are available to parti
cipate in discussion groups at works or to
run small workshops for l11earworks per
sonnel. Extension also ta.kes the form of
dissemination of technical informntion to

industry-for example, the issue of the
CSIRO Meat Research Newsletter and
CSIRO Meat Research Reports. and the
preparation of brochures, films, audio
cassettes and slide/sound series. CSIRO
Meat Research Reports are written by the
scientists doing research of immediate
interest and potential application in
industry.-Barry Johnson, Infonnation
Officer, Meat Research Laboratory.

How many Divisions realise that in
CSIRO there is a laboratory that
issues an annual report every calen
dar year, and the report is received
by its readers before the cnd of that
year?

For the last 12 years the CSIRO Meat
Research Laboratory has done this. Its
recipients are mainly those connected with
the meat industry.

ACTfVE LIAISON
The Annual Report is not the Labora

tory's only extension LOol. The MRL has
an active Liaison I Extension and Advisory
Group catering fol' both the industry and
consumers. Most of the work is uone uy
personal contact, Staff appreciate the
opportunity to pick up the 'phone and dis
cuss matters freely with industry per
sonnel. By working this way the Group is
able to initiate extension easily and make
visits to meatworks to discuss problems, or
to educate personnel in certain procedures
without necessarily waiting to be asked.
Routine liaison works visits are made to
discuss present and potential problems on
the spot, bring new technology to the
attention of management1 and to carry out
extension duties. Similarly, members of
the industry arc invited to visit the Lab
oratory to discuss their problems and in~

form themselves of new developments.
Close liaison is also maintained with all
staff in the Laboratory.

8
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CSIRO 8001< IN ACADEMIA SINICA

Officer-In-Charge of CILES, Peter Judge, hands a copy of Kosciusko Alpine Flora to a smiling Hao Ting, Director of the Foreign Affairs Bureau oft/le Academia Sinica, Cheng Young
Fang, a membm' of tbe Publications Exchange G,'oul' of tbe Academy's central library, Is also dellgbted with the books sbe is holding, but ber colleague Cha! Tsung Shu seems to think
tbat the CILES Repo,'t is no laughing mattm', ---report page two,

ENERGY RESEARCH IN CSIRO BOOSTED
340 join from Lucas Heights establishment

CSIRO is absorbing a major part of
the non-nuclear energy research
functions of the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission's Lucas Heights
(Sydney) Establishment,

This was announced on 30 April in
a joint statement by the Minister for
National Development and Energy! Sena
tor J. L. Carrick, and the Minister for
Scjence and Technology, Mr David
Thomson.

The move involves the transfer of 100
professionals and 240 support staff from
the AAECRE to CSIRO,

The changes are being made in the light
of the Report of the National Energy Re
search, Development and Demonstration
Council (NERDDC) Review Committee on
the activities and future role of the AustM
ralian Atomic Energy Commission
Research Establishment.

That Report recommended changes in
the elirection of research and development
work with a. refinement of the nuclear
research effort and the building up of non
nuclear energy research.

The Government has decided that this
increased nonMouclear energy research
effort should be undertaken within
CSIRO,

NEW INSTITUTE
CSIRO will establish an Institute of

Energy and Earth Resources, which will
combine existing CSIRO energy research
activities with appropriate resources from
the AAEC which can be applied to non
nuclear research. These new arrange
ments reflect the importance the Govern
ment attaches to a vigorous energy R&D
program as part of its overall energy
policy,

A central factor in these new arrangew

ments is the co-location at the Lucas
Heights site of ehe continuing AAEC
nuclear activities and a significant prOM
portion of the neW CSIRO Institute. This
will minimise dislocation to staff and
enable most efficient use of existing
facilities.

The Minister for National DevelopM
ment and Energy I as well as the Minister
for Science and Technology, wil1 have an
effective policy role in the formulation of

the overall nature and direction of
CSIRO's energy research and will be
kept informed of progress on a continuing
basis through a policy committee com
prising the Secretary to the Department
of National Development and Energy
and the Chairman of the CSIRO.

The streamlined program of nuclear
R&D would include HIFAR reactor
operations, uranium enrichm.ent, radio
isotope production, waste management
studies and support for regulatory and
international obligations and would thereM
fore continue to constitute a highly
significant part of the Government's
effort in energy R&D.

The resources transferred to CSIRO will
enable expansion of research in such
areas as fossil fuels, mining of energy
resources, alternative fuels and renewable
energy and energy conservation.

In a special in terview with Co Research,
the Chaieman of CSIRO, Dr J, Paul Wild,
outlined the new plans:

CoResearch, Dr Wild, how do you (and
CSIRO) regard the transfer of the non
nuclear energy research component of the

AAEC to CSIRO?
Dr Wild: I am quite happy with the

Government's decision which is in accord
with the role of CSIRO having a broad
charter as the Commonwealth Govern
ment's strategic research organization.

Q: Does this move mean that CSIRO is
one of the few (perhaps the only) Govern
mentMfunded instrumentality not to be
severely slashed by the 'razor gang's'
actions?

A: CSIRO, like everyone else, is taking
cuts.

The combining with CSIRO of an
important part of the AAEC's non-nuclear
energy functions means we are gaining
more staff and facilities. It also means we
are gaining more responsibilities and a
heavier workload.

CSIRO would only be gaining in real
terms if it was receiving additional funds
and staff positions to get on with its
existing tasks. This has not been the case.

Q: Do you see any conflict arising in
CSIRO, or between CSIRO and the
proponents of nuclear energy because of
the 'carve up' of the AAECREI

Continued on page three
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Chinese biochemist joins Protein Chemistry's
Melbourne
laboratory
Dr Tao Zong Jin from the Shanghai
Institute of Biochemistry, Academia
Sinica, is a guest worker at the Divi
sion of Protein Chemistry for about
four months.

He came to Australia to participate in
the 6th Larne Protein Conference as a
guest of the Australian Biochemical
Society.

Dr Tao has had over twenty years' re
search experience in physical and bio
chemical studies with proteins. Recently I

he· and his colleagues in Shanghai have
been studying the characterization and
biological activity of a crystalline plant
protein isolated from a Chinese herb.
This protein has been shown to induce
abortion in laboratory animals.

During his stay at the Division Or Tao
will join a group studying the purification,
structure and stability of enzyme in
hibitors, which arc anti-nutritional factors,
isolated from winged bean seed. The
potential for exploiting this crop as a pro~

tein source is limited by the presence of
large alnounts of these anti-nutritional
factors.

PHOTO RIGHT, Dr Tao talking with
Dr Bob Blagrove who is blvolved in tIJe
Division of Protein Cbemistry's program
on seed protein researclJ.

More CSIRO publications for China
Peter Judge writes of his recent visit
to China with the news from Cathay.

Or perhaps lInews for Cathayll would be
more appropriate.

CSIRO currently has exchange agree
ments with more than forty institutions in
China to provide CSIRO publications in
return for library materials from China.
Needless to say, we are under continuous
pressure to increase both the volume of
publications we are sending and the
number of institutiollS with which we have

Dear Editor,
"Observer" (CoResearch 237) really
should try to look more closely at
our salaries. These are unjust, and
inappropriate to the interests of
CSIRO.

"Observer" should take the substantial
increase We must have and can then, if he
wishes, donate it to charity.

We have reason to be angry about the
apparently contemptuous lofficial' atti
tudes to our claim which obviously is not
backed by Hindustrial muscle", unlike,
for example, journalists who got 6%
simply because typewriters were replaced
by VDTs. Mastery of such equipment is
only one of the many and frequent chall
enges to our skills and intellect inherent
in our work, which has ever more demand
ing responsibilities.

EXECUTIVE PARITY
Why doe, the Chairman of CSIRO, the

leading scientist of the Commonwealth,
have a much lower salary than, for
example, the Chairman of Qantas which
has somewhat more staff but does not
match us in creativc endeavour with all
that this implies in our work and provides
to the nation?

2

relations. It is not at all clear from Aust
ralia what fate· befalls the material we
send: in most cases this is only an annual
report or a few journals although if we
were to set out to be more helpful there
are many titles which would be relevant
to the work of the institutions concerned.
Moreover, the numbers of these in:'jti~

tutions are enormously greater than the
handful with which we are in contact:
between three and four thousand informa~

tion centres of various kinds and about the
same number of libraries. Clearly, CSIRO

At the top end of CSIRO salarie, there i,
an absurd and restricting compression of
Exccutive, Directors, Chiefs and CRS
scale,. A CRS is paid nearly $600 p.a. less
than Professors received before the latter
got a 4% illterim risc, now $2000 p.a. less,
whereas a discrepancy could reasonably
be, and used to be, in the other direction.
A Lecturer (max) , E04 (max) and SRS
(4) have similar salaries, and even a tulor
can be paid about as much as E01 (6).

SALARY COMPARISONS
It is not only these legitimate compari

sons with University salaries that show We

are disadvantaged. This, apart from
immediate effects on individuals, is against
the interests of CSIRO which must always
be looking for outstanding people to join
its staff. Such people will certainly be
attracted by the nature and reputation of
CSIRO and its work, but their enthusiasm
is likely to diminish on finding that
salaries are steadily becoming less attract
ive in both national and international con
texts.

Yours sincerely,
J. L. Corbett
Division of Animal Production,
Armidale, N.S.W.

contributions to resolving the enormous
problems of access to even our small part
of the world's scientific and technical
literature are no more than a drop in a
potentially bottomless bucket.

Being in Tokyo at the expense of
another agency, it seemed worthwhile to
make a detour on the way back to sec the
Chinese problem at first hand, and to see
whether some way of cooperating with the
Chinese authorities could be developed
to enable us to provide more effective
access to CSIRO publications. At quite
short notice I was invited to Beijing
(Peking) by the China Association for
Science and Technology (CAST - their
equivalent of ANZAAS but much more
beside) and visits were arranged to the
main agencies concerned with Scientific
and Technical Information.

As a result, informal agreement has been
reached with the Institute for Scientific
and Technical Information of China and
with the Academia Sinica that we will
deposit a wider range of titles with them,
selected jointly in accordance with their
needs, for them to announce throughout
the country, copy and distribute, or in
some cases translate and re~publish as they
see fit. If this agreement works, it should
help to resolve many of the problems
currently limiting the supply and distrib
ution of our publications to China, with
out being the drain on our budget which it
could so easily have become. Interest Was

also expressed in scientific films and video
tapes, and it may be that a similar agree~

ment can be reached for these as well.

TOURIST'S VIEW
Between my official visits I was rushed

from one end of Peking to the ot11er, to
see the principal tourist sights: the Great
Wall, the Ming Tombs, the Forbidden
City, the Summer Palace, and so on. A
small banquet was given in my honour,
and I was taken to the ballet: a very
exciting performance, with the dancing
interspersed with acrobatics, fireworks
and the martial arts.

Greater Peking covers an area of 9500
square miles and has a population of eight
million. It is undergoing enormous recon
struction and every large street is a build~

iog site. The Peking arca is very dry, so
that the fine dust sifts everywhere, some
times helped by enormous gusts of wind
which can brew up into real dust storms.
Everything is vastly bigger than expected:
the numbers of cyclists during the rush
hour, the 12 million books in the National
Library, the amount of building effort
going on simultaneously. For example,
The Great Hall of the People covers an
area of over half a million square feet:
its largest banquet hall can seat 5000
people and the major conference room
10,000; yet it was built in only ten
months by 200,000 workers. It is easy to
see how a project the size of the Great
Wall (which was, in fact, a 6,OOOkm link
ing together of many shorter walls already
existing) could have been built in only ten
years by a modest 300,000 mcn ...

MATERIAL SUCCESSESS
Although accommodation Is in short

supply, the Chinese seem to be enjoying
more consumer goods: they all seem to
ride at least one bicycle, I am told that
one family in six owns a television set (I
had a choice of three colour programs in
my botel room), and at the popular
tourist centres they all seemed to be
photographing each other with expensive
cameras. There are no privately owned
cars, but small motor bicycles are noW
coming onto the market: a development
which is causing some concern because
they are complicating traffic patterns and
increasing the demands on fuel. However,
a development economist to whom I Was
,peaking during my stay ,uggested that
China has liberalised access to consumer
goods too soon, and may need to cut back
on these in order to invest more heavily in
primary industries. There are some diffi
cult decisions in the air, and CSIRO
information may yet be onc small helpful
factor in llletting a hundred flowers
blossom,~nd a hundred schools of thought
contend ...
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Bureau Seminar
on syndicate sessions which considered
such topics as IDecision-making in the
Bureau', IHow CSIRO Would Be in Five
To Ten Years\ 'The Organization's Work~

ing Environment', and 'Changes That
Might Be Needed Within Units To Meet
Future Demands'. Other topics discussed
included how best the Bureau could be
involved in facilitating contact with
Divisions and the outside world.

During the seminar, the Chief of the
Division of Food Research, Dr John
Christian, spoke at length on how his
Division interacted with the outside
wal'!d.

The seminar was organised by Brian
Woodruff, Raly Aujal'd, Michael Dack,
Liz Davy, Yvonne Esplin, Laurie Martin
elli and Don Gwynne.

NORTH AUSTRALIA VISIT

During April the full Executive spent a
fascinating week in tropical Queensland,
visiting Rockhampton, (Where Doug
Anthony opened the new CSIRO Tropical
Cattle Reseal'ch Centre with much enthus
iasrn), Townsville and Atherton.

Almost the entire CSIRO effol't in that
part of the world is dedicated to tl'opical
agriculture-how to make the best agri
cultural use of an enormous area of land
subjected to conditions that induce stress
in most plants and animals. The answer
lies in selective breeding, making use of
stocks that grow throughout the tropical
zone of our planet.

In the words of DI' Rayniond Jones
(Officer-in-eha.rge of the Davies Labore,
tary, Townsville) the recipe for success
is: cattle from India, grasses from Africa,
legumes from South America and know
how from Australia. Through this formula
we help not only ourselves, but all thar
considerable part of mankind that lives
in the tropics.

Many questions arose during our visit.
Here are just two: Should our Institute
structure separate animals from the
pasl'ure they eat? Should' tropical agri
culture (both animals and the food they
cat) have a Division of its own beyond the
tropic of Capricorn? We need to think
very carefully about such questions.

This re-affirms CSIRO's position as the
national body responsible for research
tnto all forms of energy other than
nuclear. I migh t add that the Prinie
Minister's announcement came as no sur
prise: it was the result of inn'kate discuss~

ions that spanned a year 01' more.
So in spite of everything, CSIRO con

tinues to growl

More than 70 of the staff in CSIRO's
Bureau of Scientific Services gather
ed during April in Wodonga for three
days for a seminar which aimed to
improve personal relations between
staff, increase understanding of ser
vices offered by the Bureau, and pro

vide a forum for discussion on ways
in which the Bureau could become
more effective.

Clyde Cameran College, on the out
skirts of Wodonga, Victoria, was the
setting for the event which was attended
by staff who travelled by bus from the
Melbourne and Canberra offices of the
Bureau.

The Director, Mr Sam Lattimore, sat in

The official title of the Razor Gang's
activities is the Review of Common
wealth Functions. The Government's
decisio ns based in this review were
announced by the Prime Minister on

April 30th.
The most serious consequences for

CSIRO are that we share in the across
the-board decisions to cu t staff ceilings
by about 2% (a cut of 132 positions in
our case) and to limit next year's operat
ing funds to the same money amount as
this year (Le. a real cut of 10~12%) unless
special arguments can be given. The poli
tical climate is such that no amount
of protest, argument or lobbying will
alter these decisions which have been
made with a kind of evangelical fervour
based on political conviction and ideol
ogy.

Many will argue that the Government
cuts are all very well-but please not
CSIROl Unfortunately, everyone sees
themselves in a privileged position, includ~
ing the public servants who administer the
cuts.

I have had discussions with the Chairman
of the Public Service Board and the
Minister and will continue to do every
thing possible to minimize these conse
quences.

I believe we can no longer live with the
process of steady erosion of the resources
of each Division and Unit. What we do
we must do well. If resources are reduced,
we must simply do less. So I believe we
must now begin to pull Ollt of some act
ivities and redistribute their resources to

safeguard the quality of our research in
the main.

Of course there will be management
problems galore, but we have to face
them. While looking after the interests of
the Organization as a whole, we shall con
tinue to give every possible consideration
to the individual affected by any changes.

While many departments and authorities
suffered severe additional depIction of
resources in addition to the across-the
board cuts discussed above, CSIRO
acquired new responsibilities and new re
sources. The transfer of some 340 staff
from the Australian Atomic Energy
Establishment to CSIRO will enable us to
form an Institute of Energy and Earth
Resources.

Aregular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. J. Paul Wild

From the
Chairman

A limited number of unfolded charts on
the Distribution of Research Effore in
CSIRO, prepared for the current CSlRO
Annual Report, are available.

The chart shows the distribution of
research effort at the research sector,
sub-sectar I research area and program
leve1s_

Requests for copies should be directed
to: Mrs D. M. Leadbetter

Headquarters Librarian
P.O. Box 225
DICKSON, A.C.T. 2602

BOARD TO
ASSIST IN
COMPUTING
RESEARCH

Visitors to the Parkes Rad io Tele

scope in New South Wales can now

purchase for sixty cents, the second
edition of 'The Southern Sky', a
CSIRO publication which discusses

Australian astronomy and space.
The 20·page publication has been edited

by Mrs DOl'Othy Braxton of the Bureau of
Scientific Services in Canberra. A total
of 15,000 copies have been printed.

'The Southern Sky' discusses the future
role for a.stronomy in Australia, and out
lines the role CSlRO has played. Plans for
the proposed Australian Synthesis Tele
scope are outlined by the Chief of the
Division of Radiophysics, Mr Harry
Minnett.

Other articles in the publication include
the role of the tracking stations in the
ACT, Australia's role in international
solar~watchingand the work of the Siding
Spring and Mount Stromlo observatories,
There is a page for children giving add
resses of amateur astronomy societies,
and instructions on making a telescope.

Southern
Sky: A
second
edition

Research
charts are
available

Two CSIRO men have been appoint

ed to the newly established Com
pu ter Research Board which will

have its first meeting in Sydney in
. July.

The Director of the Bureau of Scientific
Services, Mr Sam Lattimore t and the Chief
of the Division of Computing Research,
Dr Peter Claringbold, will represent
CSIRO on the Board. Another member
of the Bureau, Mr Lionel Wisbey, will act
as secretary.

The Board has been established as a re
sult of a recommendation made by
ASTEC and includes representatives of
Telecom, the Department of Defence and
the Overseas Telecommunications Comm·
ission. Two representatives of the Uni~

vcrsity of Sydney, Professor Hugo
Messerle, head of the School of Electrical
Engineering and Professor John Bennett,
Head of the Basser School of Computing
Science, make up the remaining members.

The Board will operate in a similar way
to the Radio Research Board, and is de
signed to support computer science and
engineering research in tertiary education
institutions.

CSIRO has allocated $50,000 per annum
towards the Board's costs in the first three
years. It is hoped that the Board will
attract industry funds in the fu ture.

Q:It was rumoured there was some un~

easiness in CSIRO when the proposition
that CSIRO take over some of the AAEC
was first mooted. Can you confirm this?

A: CSIRO along with other interested
parties was invited to make its views
known to thc NERDDC Review Comm
ittee and subsequently to the Government.
CSIRO is guite happy with the decision
and welcomes the new members to

CSIRO's team,

From page one

A: Not at all. Sioce 1953 CSIRO has not
been involved in nuclear energy. Th at has
not changed. CSIRO will not be involved
in uranium pricing policies or anything
like that. CSIRO has a tradition and
world-wide reputation for excellence in
non-nuclear energy research, for example,
solar energy for industrial and domestic
use, alternative fuel supplies such as oil
from seeds, greater utilization of fossil
deposits, including the extraction of oil
from coal.

As well CSIRO is already active in re
search into the effects of power generation
and energy extraction on the environment,
We hope to be able to expand this line of
work, along with research into energy pro
ducing llnd energy conserving materials.

Q: How many extra positions will
CSIRO gain by the split ofthe AAECRE?

A: About 340 people are involved
about 100 professional staff and about
240 support staff.

Q: Where will they be located? Will
many be transferred to other cities or
States frOIn their present location in
Sydney?

A: Any dislocation of fonner AAEC
staff will be minimal.

We envisage some existing CSIRO staff
moving on to the Lucas Heights site, and
when things settle a little, there could be
some rationalization of staff dispositions
within Sydney aod possIbly later frOni
Sydney to at_her centres.

Q% From dte arrangements Wlnounced
in the joint Ministerial statement, could
it he interpreted that the Minister for
National Development and Energy is pre
paring to take over CSIRO's energy re~

search-a repeat of dte Rex Connor bid
in the 70s?

A: No, this is quite different. CSIRO
has never objected to change. It does not
involve separation from CSIRO.

CSlRO and the Department of National
Development and Energy have been work
ing closely together on energy research
matters, and the neYl arrangements will
enhance that working relationship. Our
opposition in the days of Mr Connor Was
that any changes should only be niade
after consultation with those involved.
This certainly has been done on this
occasion-there has been full consultation
at many levels.

Energy
research
In CSIRO

boosted

QtHOW will the creation of the new
Institute affect the current disposition of
staff in CSIRO?

A: This has still to be finalised. As
announced in the joint statement by Mr
Thomson and Senator Carrick, a new
Institute of Energy and Earth Resources
is to be formed. This will be based on the
existing Institute of Earth Resources,
whose Director is Mr Ivan Newnham.

The former AAEC staff will be placed in
CSIRO Divisions to be located in the
enlarged Institute. Although we still have
to work out the final details, it is lil<ely
one or two new Divisions will be formed.

Certainly there is likely to be some
re~arrangement of Divisions to bring more
closely together those areas particularly
relevant to energy research.
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Dr Eric French. former ASSIstant
C!llef of the Division of Al1lmal
Health and Officer-in-Charge of the
Division's Parlcviile Laboratory, was
recently admitted to the degree of
Doctor of Veterinary Science
(honoris causa) in the University of

Melbourne.

Dr French joined CSJRO in 1958 to

establish a Virology Section at the Animal
Health Research Laboratory. A vigorous
research program on virus diseases of
animals developed rapidly and training
was provided for animal virologists from
local and interstate laboratories. When it
became apparent that a high-security
laboratory for virus studies was essential
for Austl"alia, Dr French and his coll~

eagues contributed technical expertise for
decisions which led to the building of the
Australian National Animal Health Lab
oratory at Geelong, His Unit contributed
staff for the development of the project
and it will provide the nucleus of the
scientific staff.

His honorary degree is another of a long
list of distinctions and honours, the most
noteworthy being the degree of Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine (honoris causa) in the
University of Hanover in 1978. He has
been President of pathology and micro
biology societies in Victoria and Australia,
he was awarded a C.J. Martin Fellowship
in 1953 and a Rockefeller Travel Grant
in 1954. He is an Honorary fellow of the
Australian College of Veterinary Scientists
and an Honorary Member of the Austral
ian Veterinary Association, both in recog
nition of his contribution to animal
health.

Eric retired in 1977 and with character
istic zeal has pursued an active life as
Editor·in-Chief of "Veterinary Micro
biology". He has also been involved in
numerous consultancies with CSIRO and
other organizations.

Dr French

Dr Pr;estley

The degree of Doctor of Science (Honoris
Causa) was conferred on Dr C. H. B.
Priestley, A.O., M.A .. Sc.D. (Cantab.),
F.R.S., F.A.A., F.Inst.P., at a recent
Graduation Ceremony at Monash Uni
versity, Melbourne, after which he de
livered the Occasional Address.

Or Priestlcy was the first Chief of the
Division of Atmospheric Physics and
later Chairman of the Environmental
Physics Research Laboratories.

From his retirement from CSIRO in
1978 until recentlv he was Professor of
Meteorology at MO;l11Sh University.

This doctorate is the latest of many
awards and honours awarded to Dr Priest
Icy during a long and distinguished career
in meteorolog~l.

The following CSlRO staff have or
will shortly be retiring. Divisions are
invited to send the details of retiring
staff to CoResearch for inclusion in

the column.
Kris Kaldma, who leaves Computing

Research after 29 years service.
Mrs Helen Magi from Computing Re

search, who retires after 17 years as a data
processor.

Miss BetII Broom, whose service in Build
ing Research totals 35 years.

Ken Plomley, who retires after 42 years
with Building Research.

Mr N. E. Craig, who retires as workshop
supervisor after 17 years at Applied
Physics in Sydney.

Mr G. J. Co ttcrell , who leaves Animal
Health as the senior cleaner after 13 years.

Mr D. H. Maggs, who will leave Horti
cultural Research after 17 years and will
become an honorary research fellow.

In retirement

xxxx

It's back to Bhutan for trainee Mr K.
Namjey, who has spellt a period at the
Division of Food Research in Sydney
being prepared for his work on the cool
storage project in Bhuta.n.

xxxx

It was goodbye and good luck to Dr
Gracme Quick of the Division of Mech
anical Engineering in Melbourne. Graeme
has been appointed Director of Agricult~

ural Engineering with the NSW Depart~

ment of Agriculture.

Gunnar Kirchhof, a horticultural science
student at Hanover University, has been
on the staff at Irrigation Research in
Griffith. Gunnar worked with Henry
Barrs and Warren Mason, assisting with the
Irrigation Cropping Program.

xxxx

xxxx

Spending the remainder of this year with
Rex Oram in Plant Industry in Canberra
is Dr Senathirajah of the Botany Depart
ment at the University of Calumbo,
Sri Lanka, who has taken up an Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency Fellow
ship to gain experience in mutation plant
breeding,

CSIRO researchers Bill Mulham, of Land
Resources Management Deniliguin, and
John Leigh from Plant Industry are co
authors of a new book called 'Plants of
Western New South Wales.' Art work in
the book is by Martin Driver t also of
Deniliquin. The other authors are Geoff
Cunningham and Peter Milthorpe, both of
the NSW Soil Conservation Service.

xxxx

Justin Murphy, Information Officer at the
Division of Land Resources Management
in Perth, has hit the airwaves. Justin is
now producing and presenting a half-hour
radio program 011 PM called 'CSIRO
Science for Today'. The program goes out
on 6UVS which is the University of
Westnn Australia '5 radio station.

xxxx

Overseas this month is Ron Ballantyne
of the Division of Building Research, Mel
bourne, who is attending energy confcr~

ences in London and Rotterdam, as well as
visiting laboratories in the USA, Canada
and Europe.

xxxx

The expertise of Wildlife researchers in
Canberra Was called in recently when a
wedgetailed eagle used for research at the
Australian National University was deliber
ately released.

Michae1 Broolcer was able to help out
with the cnpture l and in the process ad
vised the ANU staff that the eagle, named
'Old Girl', should reaily be named 'Old
Boy'.

The newest member of the Division of
Soils sraff in Brisbane is Peter Jacobson,
who has been appointed for three years to
assist WaIter Jehne with studies on the
role of mycorrhiza in rc-vegetation of
disturbed lands.

xxxx

Spending autumn in Canbcna is Sam
Arthur, who is in Australia from Ghana.
Sam is Secretary to the Directur of the
Building and Road Research Institute in
his country and has spent some tirne with
the Division of Building Research in Mel~

boumc.
Quite apart from his professional inter

ests, Sam is an excellent pianist and Ylolin
ist and bdongs to the Ghana Symphony
Orchestra.

While in Canberra he has spent some
time at Headquarters and the Canberra
Regional Administration Office.

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

Rosemal1' Longstaff, the fastest Woman in
Entomology. has turned in tWo creditable
performances in international running
during the past few weeks.

Rosemary came 86th of 120 starters in
the World Cross Counn'y Championships
in Madrid and during Easter, was 15th
woman home in the 1981 BostOn Mara~

thon.
Rosemary's time for the 26~plus miles

was two hours 43 minutes, a better time
than that she recorded to win the Big M
Marathon in Melbourne last year which
won her the trip to Boston.

Rosemary's running shirt emblazoned
with the IMountain Masochists' has given
international standing in quite a new field
to CSIRO's Division of Entomology.

Peter Thotnpson of the Division of Tropi
cal Crops and Pastures in Brisbane is lead
ing a new research project at St Lucia to
study world production and world trade
in plant proteimi.

Newest PhD in the Division of Textile
Physics in Sydney is Ly Nhan, whose
thesis 'A numerical study of bubble
growth' was carried out at the University
of NSW before he joined CSIRO.

xxxx

Not content with the icy wastes of Mac
quarie Island, Land Use Research's Andy
Gillison is now off to the Shetland [slands
to examine vegetation types on peri
glacial land forms.

Andy's visit to tbe Island follows his
visit to tile U.K. to attend a workshop
on natural twpical resources.

There's a certain secrecy surround
ing the fOl'mation of CSIRO's Comm
unication Advisory Team, according
to some of the Organization's Mel
bourne communicators.

When 22 of the communicators met at
Protein Chemistry on 29 April. they were
asked for some comment on the tcam's
performance, and this was onc of the
responses.

It's interesting because the events leading
up to the team IS formation Were spelled
out in CoResearch 229, but this is the
kind of ·feedback CAT is looking for. It
probably means two things-that CAT
members should increase their personal
lobbying around the Organization, and
that many CSTRO communicators still do
not see themselves as part of a network of
professiona~ operacol's who can l1elp and
inform onc another much more rha.n they
are doing now. •

Wendy Parsons, CAT Chairman, has been
invited to tall, to the Melbourne comm
unicators but the Hir hostesses soon put a
stop to that. So she sent along some notes
highlighting tho need for CSIRO policy
makers and public affairs advisors to get
together a lot more tlulil they are doing
now. She cited exampI~s in larg(~ corpor~

ations overseas where public affairs ex·
pens have a major input into policy
formulation.

FEEDBACK
'Vendy asked for feedback on the image

of CAT itself and as well as feeling that
secrecy surrounded its formation, the
Melbourne meeting suggested an annual
meeting of communication people with
CAT. But finances heing what they are,
CAT will probably still rely on its already
established program of inviting comm
unicators to a session when it meets in
Melbourne, Sydney or Canberl'a. So far
CAT has been resn'icted to these places
because Institutes meet their represcnta~

tives' costs and obviously want to keep
these to a minimum.

For future meetings of the Melboumc
communicators, the chairman of each is
to be responsible for supplying CAT
with points raised by the meeting.

At the meeting Basil Walby made the
point that communicators, particularly
information/liaison officers, should be
aware of what CSIRO's 'publishing arm'
(Editorial and Publications Service) has to
offer. Such things as advice on copy
right. where and when to publish a book,
how many copies to· print.

Finally, if you want to prove for your
self that there's no secrecy about CAT
either in formation or operation, put
yourself on the mailing list for minutes of
CAT meetings and other documcn ts of
interest by phoning either Michael Dack
(CAT Secretary) on (062) 48 4568 or
Wendy Parsons (CAT Chairman) on
(062) 818 306.

CAT

•The CAT column is open to all
members of CSIRO who wish to
comment on communication matt
ers. Letters and articles should be
sent to the Editor of CoResearch in
the normal way.

4
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Mech. Eng. and Chem. Tech. to close,- tvvo nevv Divisions

A visit to ~the lotus garden of the Gods'

CHANGES IN
INSTITUTES

The Chairman, Or J. Paul Wild, said
the Executive had decided to rc
structure the existing groupings of
Divisions and Units in four of the
five Institutes within the CSIRO
framework.

He said the changes were part of the
Executive's management strategy for con
tinuously reviewing the activities and
appropriateness of research Divisions.

An Executive sub·committee had con
sidered a number of reports of review
committees of Divisions.

IWhen considering these reports the
Executive also had the benefit of comm
ents from the CSlRO Advisory Council
and from various senior staff of the
Organization, particularly Chiefs of the
Divisions concerned,' he said.

IIn considering all the information
before it, the Executive decided that
since the present Institute structure had
been established for less than three years,
any disturbance to the existing structure
should be kept to a minimum, although
some changes were essential.'

Continued on page eight

At that time it is likely CSIRO will
proceed with the formation of other
new research groupings to expand work on
fossil fuels, mining of energy resources,
alternative fuels and renewable energy, as
well as energy consczvation.

(The Government decision to transfer
the non-nuclear research activities of the
AAECRE to CSIRO was jointly
announced on 30 April by the Minister for
Science and Technology, Mr DaviQ
Thomson, and the Minister for National
Development and Energy, Senator ).L.
Carrlck.)

Other resources from tbe eXistIng
Division of Mechanical Engineering will
augment the recently·rormed Division of
Manufacturing Technology.

As well, a new Division of Cellulose
Research will be formed using resources of
the present Division of Chemical
Technology and wood scientists from the
Division of Building Research.

This new Division, to come into being
early in 1982 when the Division of
Chemical Technology will be closed down,
will concentrate on the use of wood and
other natural cellulose-based substances as
sources of manufactured products,
chemicals and usable energy.

Work on wood as a structural material
will remain with the Division of Building
Research.

Continued on page eight

Mr Harry Black, of CSIRO 's Centre for International Research Co-operation in Canberra, pictured in Bhutan with the five men wbo
recently spent a year in Australia completing a practical training course in post-harvest horticulture and cool store management. The
trainees were based at the Division of F09Jl Research, Ryde, Sydney and returned to BJnJtan to use their skills in post·barvest manage
ment, Mr Black and tbe graduates are pi!Jllred witb tbe Director of tbe Department ofAgriculture in Bbutan, Dash Pema Wangchuk,
after a ceremony at wbich Mr Black presented graduation certificates, From left is Kezang Tbinley, Zeko Dorji, Kezang Namjey, Dasho
Wangchuk, Harry Black, Roop Narayan Sbarma and Sberub Gyaltsben, The men are wearing their country's national dress whicb
consists ofa wraparound coat, adjusted to knee level by a nw.lti~coloured sash. A report on Harry Black '5 visit to Bhutan appears on
page seven.

relating to future research emphases and
Institute structures. (See story this page
"CHANGES IN INSTITUTES",)

First steps involve the re~organizationof
two Melbourne~based Divisions
Mechanical Engineering and Chemical
Technology-following advice to the
Executive from a number of review
committees and the Government
appointed CSIRO Advisory Council.

CSIRO also took into account views
expressed by the International Energy
Agency following its examination of
energy research in Australia.

The Division of Mechanical Engineering
is to be closed and most of those resources
used to form a new Division-yet to be
named- based in Melbourne devoted to
energy conservation research.

This change will take place on 1
September when the formal transfer of
about 340 scientists and support staff
from the Australian Atomic Energy
Research Establishment is planned to
occur.

CSIRO is to intensify its research
into energy consel'Vation, industrial
microbiology, water purification,
wood-based industry and manufac
turing technology,

This is part of a series of changes within
the Organization to be implemented
progressively over the next several months
following recent Executive decisions

A research project being carried out
at Queensland University into the
stereotyping of scientists has re
vealed that children's television
cartoons play a major role in perpet
uating the image of scien tists as
shock-haired, evil looking and quite
batty.

According to Mr Napier Roffey-Mitchell,
lecturer in Communications at Queensland
Institute of Technology I scientists who
appear in children '5 cartoons portray a
stereotyped image.

As part of his research into the stereo~

typing of scientists, he spent what he
called several lboring' Saturday mornings
sitting in front of his television set.

He studied 40 cartoons in all, and came
up with some interesting facts about
scientists as they are depicted on tele
vision.

IMast of the cartoons depicted scientists
as lab-coated eccentrics with a fazed look
in their eyes, living in some remote hide
away and cooking up some evil plan to
take over rhe world,' Mr Roffey-Mitchell
said.

He found that of the 40 carroons
analysed, 75 per cent depicted scientists
as evil.

Further, 85 per cent of the scientists
had Gennanic accents.

Hair was important in making a scientist
look like a scientist.

In fact, most didn't have any hair.
Fifty-six per cent were bald, while of

those who did have hair, about three
quarters had a distinctly ungroomed look.

'Many of them resemble a shock-haired
Einstein, with German accents, although
some were bald with German accents.'

IWe don't know whether these cartoons
have any effect on our children, for kids
may well dissociate cartoon characters
from real life.

IHowever you can't help wondering what
the effects may be when you have a
scientist as a mean-looking member of
'The Really Rottens\ who impersonates
policemen and employs his supposedly
superior creative intellect to devise
methods of cheating in the 'Laff-A
Lympics' to beat the goodies, the IScooby
Doobies'. '

continued on page three

Scientists'. .
Image IS
stereotyped

ENERGY, BIOTECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH
BOOSTED
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Brian Mann, of CSIRO's Division of
Food Research in Sydney, has been
awarded the "E.W. Hicks Memorial
Prize" for the most meritorious
academic record lcading to the first
post-secondary qualification.

Brian, an apprentice fitter and turner. at
the North Ryde laboratory. is the first
apprentice to win the prize.

The Hicks Prize was established in 1960,
following the untimely death, at the age
of 52, of Bob Hicks l an outstanding
physicist and mathematician in the then
Division of Food Preservation and Trans¥
port.

The Food Research Laboratory theatr
ette is known as the Hicks Room. In 1973,
the Food Research Laboratory's social
club agreed to provide prize money with
which winners of the award generally
purchase a book relevant to their studies
and for which an 'ex libris' is provided.
Over the years, the scope of the award has
been expanded to include certificates,
trade apprenticeships or graduate member
ship of a professional body as well as the
more usual first degree or diploma-all by
part-time study by a staff member.

The officer-iD-charge of the Food Re
search Laboratory, Dr A. R. Johnson
presented the award to Brian prior to a
staff talk by Dr L. R, Fisher on laser inter
ferometry experiments, the equipment for
which had been constructed in the
Division's workshops by the Award
winner, Brian Mann.

Brian Mann of CSIRO 's Food Research Laboratory who is the recipient of the
"E. W. Hicks Memorial Prize" for the most meritorious academic record leading
to a first post-secondary qualification. Bria» is a fitter and turner in the Division's
North Ryde worksbops.

Planning
for the
Queensland
~EKKA'
The Organisers of this year's Royal
National Association Exhibition to
be held in Brisbane from August 6
to 15 were heartened to read a
Report to CSIRO entitled "The
Results of a Survey of Scientific
and Technical Information Gathering
Habits by Individual Firms".

In this report the authors stated "The
outstanding message ... is the importance
of demonstrations, exhibitions and con
tacts with suppliers-all personal rather
than impersonal means of gathering in
formation ... talking and showing rather
than writing."

Dr Bill Silvey is co-ordinating the dis
plays which will feature the work of the
Divisions of Tropical Crops and Pastures,
Soils, Mathema.tics and Statistics, Com
puting and Forestry which are housed in
the Cunningham Laboratory.

David Thomas again will handle the
details of staging the event which has been
a regular feature of the uEkka11 as it is
known locally, since 1976 when CSlRO
made its debut into the Brisbane show
scene.

This year the displays will be of a high
standard and a large peccen tage of the
800,000 who will click the turnstiles will
be there to see what we have to offer.
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Dear Sir/Madam,
I couldn't help but reflect, after
reading the first issue of Sci Tech
(a new monthly newsletter from Can
berra) on the style difference in the
handling of hard scien tific news be
tween it and CoResearch.

Admittedly CoResearch serVes a differ·
ent market and has a heavy social/person
al information bias relevant to a staff
newspaper. However, CoResearch does
carry· hard news-but usually with such
blandness.

The material is often written down com
pared to the first mentioned publication.
I find there arc few hard news stories in
CoResearch that couldn't be crowned with
the conclusion" ...but they all lived happ
Hy ever after". It's a style of journalism
much beloved of the Women's Weekly
and the National Geographic, tWo publica
tions possessed of unequaled ability to

homogenize any material no matter how
alarming it may appear in realUfe.

Now I'm not looking for prophesies of
gloom to pour forth from every page, I'd
just like to see material pitched at a higher
level without added sweeteners-we, your
readers, can take it believe it or not. And
don't sack Pollyanna if that's who's
writing most of the material-just cut off
her supply of maple syrup. I'm convin<.:cd
the withdrawal symptoms would include
a healthy dissipation of her smugness and
a more respected and credible publication.

Yours faithfully.
R. W. Cullen

Protein Chemistry. Melbourne.

2

Dear Editor,
A recent Headquarters Personnel

Branch Memorandum (27 A.81) to
all Chiefs and OICs discussed
CSIRO's policy on "Eligibility to
l\pply for Clerk and Administrative
Officer Positions".

The title and general presentation of
the letter belie its real contents. The last
two paragraphs outline a policy which
amounts to discrimination against key
board staff and clerical assistants who,
under the policy, are to be singled out
for Personnel Branch monitoring.

Wc are concerned at the inherent injus
tices of this Uinterim" policy and feel
that all staff should be made aware of its
provisions.

We feel it should be withdrawn, or if
it is not, very good reasons given for
retaining it.

What is the "interim" policy?
As of 30 April 1981, selection arrange

ments for clerical vacancies where appli
cations include suitably qualified Clerical
Assistants and Keyboard Staff are to be
"discussed with" Personnel Branch. This is
a change of policy brough t abou t by
union opposition to CSIRO's disallowing
suitably qualified keyboard staff to apply
for c1erica.1 positions.

The memorandum states that 11 ••• in
agreeing to the change in policy .... , it is
not in any way the Executive's intention
to lessen the emphasis currently placed
on base grade recruitment or reduce the
overall selection standards... It

On the surface this appears to be a

reasonable statement, but further exam
ination of the document reveals that to
facilitate this, HQ Personnel Branch
should have the "opportunity to parti
cipate in selection panels convened to
assess candidates for advertised vacant
positions in the designation spectrum of
Clerk Class 2/3 to AO 7, where applicants
for such· positions include suitably quali
fied clerical assistants or keyboard staff."

The memorandum advises that under
these circumstances "selection arrange
ments" should be discussed with HQ
"prior to the commencement of inter
views."

The policy must be questioned.
It confuses the classification of an

applicant with his/her suitability for a job.
If all applicants are qualified (as pet
Personnel Branch Appointment Manual)
for a clerical/administrative vacancy, why
are only Keyboard Staff and CA's singled
out for attention?

Clerical Assistants first became eligible
to apply for these positions in 1975. If
monitoring arrangements have been in
operation since then, they have been
without the knowledge of Divisions. Wc
believe they have not been operating.

Divisional selection panels lose cred~

ibility under the new arrangements. These
panels operate to appoint the most
efficient applicant, regardless of classi
fication.

Should it take up its 1I0pportunity to
participate", will Personnel Branch sit in
on all interviews for a position or just
those where Keyboard Staff and CA's are
applicants? The latter is dearly discrimin
atory.

The cost of taking up this opportunity
to participate could' be considerable if
the practice became widespread to cover
interviews throughout Australia.

There are many questions to be
answered, including the matter of who
would have the final say in the case of a
close decision. A similar system instituted
by CSIRO in the early 1970's was
scrapped because it was unwieldy and un
managable. We suggest that the same
thing applies to this plan, with the added
stigma of discrimination, particularly
against Keyboard Staff. Surely there are
much more efficient and equitable means
of monitoring clerical recruitment.

Finally, why was there no consultation
with Divisions before this memorandum
came out? There are certain principles
at stake in this issue and we hope that
other CSIRO staff members will use
CoResearch to air their views.

Yours sincerely,
Geoff Black

Wendy Parsons
Forest Research, Canberra.
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Roger Seccombe left, and sound man Malcolm Patterson ofCSIRO's Film and Video
Centm. IYfelbourne, filming during mid-summer mist in tbe Australian Alps, for
•A Curious and Diverse Flora " The film is sponsored by the A ustralian A cademy of
Science and CSlRO and will set the mood for the 13th International Botanical Congress
in Sydney during August.

servers. When it is considered that this
impressive throng is but the tip of the ice
berg that contains the six State Comm
ittees-soon to become seven with the
Northern Territory-nobody can complain
that CSIRO is under-advised!

The new Council has now found its feet
and with the aid of its specialized sub
committees is beginning to have va.luable
dialogue with the Organization. Thls
became clearly evident at the last meeting
at Adelaide on 20th May. The meeting
was memorable for an excellent dig~

cussion (leading to formal advice) on the
Council's perception of our role in relation
to manufacturing industrYi and for a
splendid presentation hy Dr Craig Mudge,
who has recently joined the Division of
Computing Research to set up a group in
Adelaide for the development of the de
sign of micro electronic circuits. In an
ambitious program, which was presented
to us with confidence and conviction,
Dr Mudge hopes in three years to head
one of the few groups in the world cap
able of designing VLSI (very large scale
integrated) circuits with 100,000 devices
per chip.

From page one

Another character, Dr Shrinker, is,
according to Mr Roffey-Mitchell, an evil
looking scientist who has invented a
machine to shrink people so that he can
rule the world.

Mr Roffey-Mitchell said, however, that
not all television programs were guilty of
presenting scientists in such a malevolent
light.

lIt's mainly the cartoons which perpet
uate such stereotypes.' he sa.id.

10ther programs such as 'Dr Who'.
'Buck Rogers' and 'Lost in Space' provide
images of scientists who are, respectively,
intelligent, brave and blithering idiots.

tWatching the cartoons didn't help my
morale as a scientist.'

Mr Roffey-Mitchell said he couldn't
stand watch'ing any more cartoon shows.

Mr Roffey-Mitchell formerly worked for
CSIRO.

Scientific
Stereotypes

The other day, Michael Tracey and I,
in retrospective mood, were comparing
notes on how we got into CSIRO in the
first place. It turned out that neither of
us would ever have joined CSIRO but for
the existence of the ASLO London
office. It was a sobering tbought that tbe
existence of this office, together with the
Washington Office, is now under threat
of annihilation-by you know who. One
may question whether it was prudent of
the Government to single out these offices
and other parts of the London High
Commission and Washington Embassy for
elimination without any prior consulta~

tioo. The Government and its bureau
cracy rightly place a high value on tbe
need for consultation and co-ordination.

* * *

Today the Advisory Council is a very
different kettle of fish from the old one
that existed from 1949 to 1978. Pre
viously it included all the Executive, was
chaired by the CSIRO Chairman, and was
in no sense an independent body. It never
theless provided a helpful group of influ
ential friends in time of need. The new
Advisory Council, on the other hand, is
quite independent. 1 attend meetings,
with a colleague or two, but strictly as
an observer and the provider of informa
tion and opinions on request. The Council,
set up under the Chairmanship of Sir
Victor Hurley and now chaired by Sir
Peter Dcrham, is a powerful group of
people. It includes a number of captains
of industry (not least Sir lan McLennan),
and leaders from the worlds of agriculture,
education, community and government.
Several Permanent I-leads are members, as
are two M.P ,IS. Senator Andrew Thomas
has been an active contributor from the
start, and Barry lanes has recently joined
and already provided much food for
lateral thought-and entertainment.

Sir Geoffrey Badger, Chairman of
ASTEC, and Ian Castles, Pennanent Head
of the Department of .Finance, are ob-

In my last column I talked of the effects
of the Razor Gang's activities upon
CSIRO. You will recall that some of these
effc(:ts are negative (especially the staff
ceiling cuts and the budget threat) and
some are positive (absorption of part of
the AAEC Research Establishment to
strengthen our energy research), To
cope with these effects, the Executive has
set up its own sub-committee, informally
known as the "Laser Gang"-we are con
fident it will help to illuminate the way
ahead. The committee consists of Greg
Tegart (Chairman), Keith Boardman and
David Craig (Part-time Member al1d
A.N.D. Professor of Theoretical Chem
istry). In consultation with the Institutes,
this committee has the formidable ta51< of
making recommendations to the Execu
tive on the restructuring of the Institutes
and the identification of which our
activities should be cu rtailed and which
strengthened. I expect their deliberations
will extend over a considerable period.

As a result of their work so far and
through discussions first at Executive
Committee level (in which all Directors
partake) and then with the Full Executive,
the first stage of restructuring has been
decided upon: to move the Land and Soils
Divisions into Biological Resources to
bring them closer to the plant- and
ecology-oriented Divisions and to make
way for the Lucas Heights energy intakei
and to move Fisheries into Animal and
Food Sciences to bring them closer to
Divisions involved with the food industry
and to reduce the rather excessive size of
Biological Resources. Some discussion
took place on whether Wildlife should be
similarly moved, but in the end the view
prevailed that this Division belongs with
the ecologically oriented Divisions in
Biological Resources.

Further developments within this general
structure may have been announced by
the time this article goes to press. I person
ally am pleased that a solution was found
that carried the minimum disturbance to
the existing groupings of Divisions which [
believe have been functioning remarkably
well, especially at Chief level.

* * *

A regular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRC
Or. .J. Paul Wild

From the
Chairman-

Alps, torrential rain in the tropics, and
wind in Western Australia.

(0 Tasmania, they filmed such curious
plants as the palm-like Richea pandan
ifo/ia, the largest member of the epacrid
family, and the strange climbing heath
Prinotes, which is believed to be the link
between dle families Epacridaceae and
Ericaceae. Eucryphia, the Tasmanian
Leatherwood, and the endemic conifers
of Tasmania, will also appear in the film
along with the strange landscapes of the
high bolster moors, where cushion plants
dominate.

In the Hawkesbury sandstone region
around Sydney, which has more flowering
species than all the British Isles, the team
filmed the beautiful heathland flowers
from the families Proteaceae, Myrtaceae
and Rutaceae, and also found the bizarre
Gymea Lily in flower.

Northern rainforest provided the world's
largest nettle, Dendrocnide morea, tropical
and sub-tropical orchids.

In Western Australia, the team shot six
hours of footage in what many botanists
believe to be the most diverse wildflower
region in the world. Subjects included the
spectacular W.A. Proteaceae genera
Banksia, Dryandra, Petrophile and Isop
ogon, the bell-like Darwinias (Myrtaceae)
of the Stirling Ranges, and the beautiful
Kangaroo and Catspaws which are endem
ic to the south-west.

Central Australia provided shots of the
aquatic fern Nardoo, a food source for
Aborigines, the brilliant Sture's Desert
Pea, and relics of vegetation from the wet
past, including Livistonia palms.

The Film and Video Centre will make
the film available on loan after the Botan
ical Congress, and also has plans to make
use of some of the excess footage for pro
duction of further films, possibly for
education purposes.

CSIRO's Film and Video Centre is

putting finishing touches to the first
major documentary made of Aust

ralia's unique and diverse flora.

Appropriately titled lA Curious and
Diverse Flora', the 60-minute feature will
be an important contribution to the
13th International Botanical Congress in
Sydney in August.

It is co-sponsored by the Australian
Academy of Science. Eminent biologist
Sir Rutherford Robertson is the film's
executive producer.

lA Curious and Diverse Flora' is anchor
ed by Sydney University botanist Dr Peter
Valder

j
who takes the viewer on a 40,000

km tour of Australia to see the plants of
environments as disparate as the Austral
ian Alps, rainforest and desert.

Many of the plants in the film have
almost certainly not been filmed previous
Iy, and the film is expected to have a wide
appeal in educational circles, as well as
overseas.

BOTANICAL HISTORY
Dr Valder details how the flora of Aust

ralia has evolved in virtual isolation from
the other continental floras of the world
during the past 45 million years, and gives
some of the historical background to
modern Australian botany.

Six majol' locations were chosen for de
tailed filming, and about 20 hours of
footage were reviewed before the final 6(}
minute version was distilled.

Operating within a limited budget, pro
ducer Nick Alexander sent only three
people into the field with Dr Valder
director Tony Chenn, cameraman Roger
Seccombe and sound recordist Malcolm
Patterson.

The team returned with magnificent
footage, despite difficult conditions in
some locations-mist in the Australian

CSIRO films
I A Curious and
Diverse Flora'

3
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Hovering above a sticl<y \Nicket

Working in the Division of Applied Physics
laboratory for a few months is Dr EmU
Babic from the Institute of Physics of·
Zagreb University. Dr Rabic is considered
a research. leader on amorphous metals
and alloys and during his stay will est
ablish a facility to prepare these metals
and alloys at the Division.

00

CSIRO's Man in Havana has safely return
ed to Australia and reports that Cuban
agriculturalists ha.ve recently begun to
consider economics as well as product
ivity. Bryan Hacker l of the Division of
Tropical Crops and Pastures, was accom
panied by Dr Len It Mannetje and made
his trip to Cuba under United Nations
Food and Agricultural Organisation
sponsorship.

00

Mike Whiting of the Division of Tropical
Crops and Pastures has been appointed
officer-inwcharge of the Division's Kimber
ley research station. Mike takes up his
appointment later this year, replacing
David CaRtes who completes his term
there and will return to the Davies Labora
tory to work with Raymond Jones and
Peter Gillard on the mineral nutrition of
pastures and cattle.

00

A CSIRO challenger to Jules Verne's
around the world in 80 days is Trevor
Booth, of Land Use Research, who is
planning an around the world trip in 79
days, visiting forestry research centres in
Canada, USA, Britain and Italy.

A feature on the Qucstaeon science centre
in Canberra published in CoResearch No.
236 is being included by the Centre's
Director Dr Michael Gore in an informat
ion sheet which is being sent around the
world, in response to enquiries on the role
of the Questacon.

o []
We've aU heard of proud fathers, but
surely David Zerman of the Division of
Building Research takes the cake. David
celebrated the birth of his fir~t born,
daughter Maya, with the publication of a
special edition of the "North Fitzroy
News", entirely devoted to the young
Maya Zerman.

The sheet included an on~the-spot

world exclusive interview with the da.y-old
Maya on her journey into the world,
entitled "Escape from the Inside".

00
Congratulations to Murray Long of the
Division of Plant Industry who has been
awarded the Australian National Univt:r~

sity's Prize on che basis of his studies at
Bruce TAPE towards his Biological
Technician's Certificate.

[10

The University of Sydney recently award
ed Dc Andrew Heron, of the Division of
Fisheries Research, a Ph.D. in Biological
Sciences for a thesis entitled "Life History
Strategy in Varying Environments: the
Ecology of two Marine Planktonic Colon
izers."

The work involved theoretical and prac
tical 'ontributions to the ecology of
major com.ponents of the food chain lead
iag to fish.

Congratulations to Don Pescod of the
Division of Mechanical Engineering who
has been awarded the "J nmes Hnrrison
Medal" for 1981. The award is made by
the Australian Institute of Refrigeration,
Air Conditioning and Heating and was
awarded to Don for his outstanding work
in the Institute's areas of interest.

Mike Wooldridge and Laurie Welch of
the same Division have been given the
Institute's "best paper" award for 1980
for their paper on the major results from
the first winter of operation for CSIRO's
low energy house.

00
The Division of Computing Research has
said farewell to their man in Perth, Geoff
Adam, who has resigned to join the West
Australian Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife. In the 13 years Geoff Itas been in
Perth, he has provided CSlRONET services
to W.A. users and most recen tly had been
working with John Smith and the Data
base section.

00
The Division of La.nd Use Research in
Canberra has a wide range of talent, some
of it musicaL Sylvia Geunther caters for
LUR's rock music fans, playing guitar and
synthesizer for an aH-female rock band
known as the Msfits. Jt's been described as
experimental, avant garde and definition
defying, hut the group has already had
some musical successes in Sydney and
Canberra.

On the other hand, catering for those
whose musical tastes run on more classical
lines is Mike Hutchison, the Division's
demure virtuoso of recorder and harpsi
cord who plays with the Canberra RecordM

er and Early Music Society.

The 1981 Arcbibald D. Olle Prize, granted
by the Royal Australian Chemical Insti·
tute, N.S.W. Branch, for a single scientific
work on a subject relevant to the Insti
tute's interests and published in the year
to June 1980. has been awarded to Dr Ian
Watt of the Division of Textile Physics.

The award was given for a review paper
entitled "Sorption of Water Vapor by
Keratin" which appeared in the Journal
of MacromoJecular Science-Reviews in
Macromolecular Chemistry.

00

Dr A. W. Davis l of the Division of Mathe~
matks and Statistics, Adelaide, has been
awarded a D.Se. from the University of
Adelaide with his thesis entitled "Con
tributions to StatisticaJ Distribution
Theory."

00

Back with Plant Industry's crop adaptat
ion section as a research scientist is
Richard Richards. Dr Richards is under
taking studies in a project baing funded
for three years by the Wheat Industry
Research Council.

00

Staff at the Division of Forestry have been
engaged in a healthy game of oneupman
ship, and the latest to score maximum
points is Ken Eldridge who recently
returned from New Zealand to relate
tales of his birthday party which had been
attended by 600 guests on the shores of
Lake Tarawera near Rotoru3, coinciding
with the annual conference of APPITA
which had been opened by Prince Charles.

While the great man himself was not at
the party, reports indicate that the guest
list included a ~laori concert party who
provided a sumptuous feast. and visiting
dignitaries from overseas countries.

00

CS/RO 's Floreat Park cricketers desperately trying to d1y out a sticky wicket? No, it's really all to do with research. The Divisions of
F1sberies (Dave Smith) and L011d Resoufces Management (Frank Honey's femote sensing group) are collaborating with tbe Air Force
to get low-level photography of sea grass and algae patterns, plus sea-surface temperature data.

Pic'ured ill 'be cI'opper (wbicb IS boverillg over tbe CS/RO cricke'lsoccer pitcl") is LRM's Iall Tapley, complete with a rig for 'wo
70 mm cameras, bead pholles alld a BIG, STRONG seat beltl

4

Merv Page, of the Division of Building
Research in Melbourne, has taken 12
months leave to write a book on forest
conversion technology for an American
pubiishing company.

During Merv's absence, Frank Christ..
ensen is acting officer-in~charge of the
Division's timber conversion engineering.

00

Also absent from the Division during the
next year is Charles Gerrard, who has
recently departed for a 12 month visit to
the United Kingdom. Charles will be work
ing in London, participating with leading
research teams at the Imperial College and
Kings College 011 the effect of fabric and
stress history on the mechanical properties
of soil and rock masses.

00

The Muncey Cup which has graced the
canteen at Building Research of recent
times has been moved to the Mineral
Chemistry portals following Min Chem's
golfing vistory in a recent forest products
golf day.

00

A challenge for Australia Post recently
arrived at the Division nf Applied Physics
addressed thus:
Mr J. Pettanovic,
CSJRO Applied Physics,
POB 218,
Lindfield, N.S.W. 2070
Turltey.

The letter was sent in October 1980
and received in April 1981.
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Or J. M. Rendel, whose contribution
to cattle breeding research in Aust

ralia has been recognised in the

naming of CSIRO's new Tropical
Cattle Research Centre in Rock

hampton, has received a second

accolade from the Australian scien

tific community.
Or Rende1, who retired from CSIRO last

year, was awarded the Burnet Medal at
the recent meeting of the Australian Acad
emy of Science.

Or Rendel also delivered the Burnet
lecture, 'Animal Breeding: Past, Present
and Future.'

Or Rendel was associated with CSIRO
for 30 years although he originally came
to Australia for only three years on
secondment from the Institute of Animal
Genetics in Edinburgh, Scotland.

Or Rendel was originally officer-in
charge of the Organization's animal
genetics section at Sydney University,
and was appointed assistant chief of the
Division df Animal Health and Production
in 1953.

He subsequently led a research team in
cattle breeding investigations being est
ablished at Belmont, the research field
station bought by the then Australian
Meat Board.

Later, working in Sydney. Or Rendel
established C51RO's Division of Animal
Genetics.

The J. M. Rende1 Laboratory, officially
opened in Rockhampwn recently, is a
tribute to Or Rendel's contribution to
tropical cattle research in Australia.

Academy
honours
Rendel

In retirement

00

00

00

00
Peter Ozanne has retired from the Division
of Land Resources Management in Perth,
where he has been a senior research
scientist for many years. In total, Peter
had worked for csmo for 30 years.

Dominic Pellc has retired from the
Division of Forest Research where he has
been one of the longest~serving members
of staff, working as a technical officer.

John Bolton has retired from the Division
of Radio Physics (see report page 6.)

NeU McKinnon has retired from the
Division of Materials Science, Fisherma.n's
Bend.

Nonn Craig has retired from the Division
of Applied Physics in Sydney where he
had been a senior laboratory craftsman
in the building services section.

Returning to Canberra's Division of Com
puting Research is Pam Cohen who pre
viously worked for the Division seven
years ago. In between she has worked I1S

a computer programmer in Victoria, at the
University of Illinois and in Cambridge.

The following CSlRO staff have or
will shortly be retiring. Divisions are

invited to send the details of retiring

staff to CoResearch for inclusion in
the column.

00

Jill ,Franklin, Librarian at the McMaster
Laboratory in Sydney has received a
Meritorious Service Award from the Aust
ralian Veterinary Association in recog
nition of the work she has done on the
A.V,A. library which is maintained jointly
with the McMaster Library.

It is the first time the Association has
made an award to a non~veterinarian. Jill
made a special trip to Darwin to receive
the Award.

It never rains but it pours. As recorded
recently, Or John Philil' , the Director of
CSIRO's Institute of Physical Sciences,
received the Lyle Medal of the Australian
Academy of Science on April 30.

It now turns out that, on May 26, in
Baltimore, U.S.A.,· Fellowship of the
American Geophysical Union (AGU) Was ...----------------,
conferred on him in recognition of his
researches in hydrology and other
branches of geophysics.

Each year the AGU elects no more than
onc In 1,000 of its members as Fellows.
There are now three Australian Fellows
of the AGU, Professor A. E. Ringwood,
and Dr K. Lambeck, of the Australian
National Univershy, and Dc Philip.

CSIRO is assisting in the fight against
diabetes on Sydney'S North Shore, by
linking its Canberra computer terminal
to HFred" the computer at Royal North
Shore hospital. Program psychologist at
the hospital, Hilary'Tupling, said the Iinl'
enabled dietary advisors to step up their
diabetes education program.

Being welcomed to the Alice Springs
laboratory of the Division of Land Re~

sources Management is Dr Earl Saxoo,
who will be involved in research of rele
vance to the managemen t of arid zone
parks and reselVCS. Earl was previously
in Canberra.

00

00

Still anxious to keep in touch with CSIRO
is Mr Jack Cummins, who is possibly the
oldest surviving member of the original
staff of CSIRO, having joined the CSIR
Council in August 1926.

Jack established the first Information
SetVice, following Gerald Lightfoot's
report in the late 305, and was involved
in the establishment of the first trans
lation service and the original film unit.

He was CSIRO's first overseas liaison
officer, taking up the post of Chief Liaison
Officer in London just after World War 11.

Jack has returned to live in Australia
permanently after several years in the
United Kingdom.

He has settled in Kew I and joins the
CoResearch mailing list as possibly the
oldest surviving link with early days.

One of the more unusual parting gifts
on retirement was given to John Bo(ton
when he recently left the Division of
Radiophysics. His Divisional colleagues
presented him with a model of the Dover
Heights interferometer which originally
graced the Eastern Suburbs clifftop during
World War 11.

It was at that site where John assisted
by Gordon Stanley, made the first dis
coveries and identification of radio
sources.

The model will undoubtedly have pride
of place in John and Lettie Bolton'.
new pemanent home at Buderirn on
Queensland's Sunshine Coast. (See page 6.)

Funmnners in the early stages of last year's Black Mountain Cup show Alan Melmoth (Forestry) ahead of Peter Mooney (Land Use
Research), Trevor Dowling (LUR). Bill Price (LUR), and Michael Hutch/mon (LUR).

Friday, July 17, will see the running
of the 5th "Black Mountain Cup",

CSlRO's now famous Canberra fun

fun.
This prestigious event attracted

105 starters last year and looks like

being even bigger in 1981.
The run lover 5.6 km on the slopes of

Black Mountain, starts at the Pye Labora
tory (Environmenral Mechanics) at 12.4~

pm. There is no entry fee, but competitors
are asked to phone in their entries early
to avoid delays at the start.

Entomology have held the "Cup" since
its inception but were hurried up last
year by Plant Industry and one of the
interstate teams from Textile Industry
(Melbourne). The actual Cup is a team
award won by taking the lowest total time
of the first 4 runners from any Division.
There are also many individual awards, age
categories etc.

So all you runners, joggers, walkers and
others, get those bodies moving, there Is
still plenty of time to train. It is a great
way to spend a lunch hour for runners
and spectators.

For further information, ring Gregory
Heath (062) 465692 or Colin Hazelton
(062) 465891.

Black Mountain funrunners prepare
to hit the
slopes

•again

5
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Retirement of Orienteering for
.John Bolton their country

She is a member of an open team of
five men and five women who will attend
a four week training camp in Switzerland
immediately before the Championships.

Jenny Bourne works with Dr Richard
Milner in the Division of Entomology at
Black Mountain, assisting with research
into the biological control of lucerne
aphids.

Kathy Saw, who works in the Division
of Plant Industry at Black Mountain,
operates an au to-analyser, determining
nitrogen and phosphorous in soils and
plants.

Two women who work in CSIRO's
Canberra laboratories, recently re
presented Australia in the sport of
orienteering.

Jenny Bourne and Kathy Saw Were
among 40 men and women, who formed
the Australian team which challenged
New Zealand orienteers at Lake Taupo,
New Zealand during last month.

Jenny has also been chosen to represent
her country in the World Orienteering
Championships to be held in Switzerland
during September.

Jenny Bourne, left, and Kathy Saw, who bave represet/ted Australia it/ tbe sport of
orienteering. Both WOme11 work for CSll~O in Canberra.

Astronomy and Physics at the California
Instjeute of Technology I Pasadena and est~

ablisbed the Owens Valley Radio Observa
tory. John required from his PhD students
aptitude for hard labour and an ability
to drive a tractor. Th e twin 90 ft. para
boloids interferometer was the result.
It could be said that Bolton gave a very
great impetus to American radio astron~

amy at a time when efforts there appeared
to be flagging. Many now-famous radio
astronomers were his students at Caltcch.

Taffy Bowen brougbt John Bolton back
to the Division in 1961 to become Direct·
or of the Australian National Radio Ob
servatory at North Goobang near Parkes.
An early success with the famous 64-m
radio telescope there was the establish
ment of a most accurate position for the
source 3C273 which led to the discovery
of the first quasar. Bolton was active in
the initial work on the newly discovered
hydroxyl molecule in 1964. He under
took a series of ever deepening sUIveys of
radio sources. The Parkes catalogues of
radio sources are the result. His early
interest in the identification of radio
sources with their optical counterparts
remained with him. He used optical tele~

scopes at Lick and Mt Palomar in the
USA and more recently the Schmidt
Telescope at Siding Spring Mountain to
complement his radio work developing
a number of important instruments for
both observational and analytical work.

BOlton's dynamic leadership Was an
essential part of the great success of the
Parkes Telescope in the Apollo Missions
to the Moon from 1969 to about 1973.

In recent times Bolton resigned his
position as Director so that he might
devote his full attention to his astronom~

ical studies.
In the early years John was a prominent

member of the Radiophysics Cricket Club
which has been established in the City
and Suburban Competition since 1948.

He has gone to live on the Queensland
coast where he hopes to continue his
sporting and handyman interests.

With the recent retirement of John
Bolton, the Division of Radiophysics
has lost a most distinguished
scientist.

JaIm was born in Yorkshire and after
taking his degree at Cambridge University
in 1942 he joined the Royal Navy as a
radar officer. His scientific duties in the
Navy put him in touch with such famous
persons as C.P. Snow and J. A. Ratdiffe.

John Bolton and CSIRO's Chairman Paul
Wild were born in the same district,
attended the same university, were both
radar officers in the Royal Navy, both
married Australians at about the same
time, both applied for the same position
at the Radiophysics Laboratory in 1946.
Wild got the job but Bolton was taken on
within a few weeks and they met then for
the first time.

John soon began to make an impression
in the new science of radio astronomy. He
worked with the late Dr J. L. Pawsey on
solar studies using the now famous sca.
interferometer at Dover Heights. When
Pawsey went on an overseas trip Bolton
turned his attention to the universe at
large and was rewarded with early success
in the first identification of a radio source
withan optical object-the Taurus A
source with the Crab Nebula.

Soon after he and his colleagues Garden
Stanley and Bruce Slee observed the first
extra-galactic object, Centaurus, Al and
identified it wirh the galaxy NGC5128.
In addition he surveyed the radio Milky
Way with Kevin Westfold and started
building up a catalogue of radio sourceS.

Manual labour has always played a large
role in Bolton's life and his research coll
eagues felt obliged to help him during
lunch hours dig a large hole on the sand
hill cliffs at Dover Heights into which
was concreted an 80 foot diameter radio
telescope. The enterprise led to the identi
fication of the important radio source at
the galactic nucleus.

In 1953 Bolton transferred to the Rain
making section (then part of the Radio
physics Division) and vigorously re-

~UiZ~iliemeiliOdsofreseMchthere'r~;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:In 1955 he was appointed Professor of

What is
Pseudo
Science?
While debate continues on science
and pseudo-science, David Horwood
in CILES, Melbourne, has come up
with an amusing definition of
pseudo- science written in 1859:

lA pseudo-science consists of a nomen
clature, with a self~adjusting arrangement,
by which all positive evidence, or .such as
favours its doctrines, is admitted, and aB
negative evidence, or such as tells against
it. is excluded. It is invariably connected
with some lucrative practical application.
Its professors and practitioners are usually
shrewd people; they are very serious with
the public, but wink and laugh a good deal
among themselves. The believing multi
tude consists of women of both sexes,
feeble-minded inquirers, poetical optim
ists, people who always get cheated in
buying horses, philanthropists who lnsist
on hurrying up the millennium, and others
of this class, with here and there a clergy
man, less frequently a lawyer, very rarely
a physician, and almost never a hors.e
jockey or member of the detective police.'

The definition was most recently pub~

lished in 'The Listener'.

Members of tbe Executive and tbe Advisory Council met witb tbe Minister for Science and Tecbnology at tbe Queenslat/d Regional
Statioll of the Division ofForest Research at Atberton in April. TIJe visit to Atbertan was at the end ofa week ofactivities for tbe
Executive in Queensland.

Ot/ Mot/day April 6 the group attet/ded the opet/ing by Mr J. D. Anthony, Deputy Prime Mit/ister, oftbe Rockbaltlpton Laboratory.
On Tuesday, April 7 tbe group visited the Davies Laboratory at Townsville, at/d on Wednesday, tbe Lansdown Pasture Researcb Station.

A formal Executive meetit/g was beld in TowtlSville ott AprilB and it/ AtlJertot/ on Friday, April 10. A seminar et/titled "GSIRO in
North Australia" was beld in Townsville on Tbursday, April 9.

Pictured at tbe regiot/al station are from left to rigbt, Mr Jobn Heussler (Advisory Gout/cil), Dr Val Browt/ (Advisory GOlmci/),
Professor David Graig(ExeClltive), Mr David Wrigbt (Executive), Dr Paul Wild (Cbairmat/), Mr Geoff Stocker (OIC, Division of Forest
Research, Atherton), My David Tho11lson (Minister for Science and Technology), Dr Greg Tegart (Executive). Dr Keitb Boardman
(Executive), Professor Peter Scott (Advisory Council), Mr Aiel' Bodet/ (Advisory Council), Mr Hugb Morgan (Executive) and Dr Ken
Ferguson (Director, Institute ofAlzimal and Food Sciences).
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AID FOR ITHE LOTUS GARDEN OF THE GODS'
CSIRO helps Bhutan's post-harvest project

Harry Black, Scientific Development Officer at CSIRO's Centre for Inter
national Research Co-operation in Canberra, writes about his recent visit to
Bhutan.

Thunder rolls menacingly across a
line of forbidding mountains, rever
berating down the valleys at their
foot. Through a sombre curtain of
cloud, a lightning flash reveals a
rugged backdrop of jagged snow
peaks, their sides riven by sliding
rivers of ice.

The thunder growls again-and the
villagers go to sleep re-assured. For this is
Druk Yul, Land of the Thunder Dragon ro
its people-the remote Himalayan king
dom of Bhutan on the world map.

The Thunder Dragon, according to
mythology I has protected the country
throughout the centuries. Gigantic moun
tain ranges, largely responsible for the
frequent thunderstonns, have certainly
played their part in its protection too.

ISOLATED KINGDOM
Inaccessible to foreigners l in former

years because of isolation and more
recently by decree, rhe tiny kingdom
lies hidden between Tibet to the north,
West Bengal and Bangladesh to the south.
In an area roughly the size of Tasmania
live about 1.4 million people. Mostly
adherents of Mahayana Buddhism, their
language is Dzongka. The currency, at par
with the rupee of India,.is the ngultrim.

Historically free of any caste system, en
lightened Bhutan also guarantees its
women equal status with men. They
enjoy the right to vote, often hold major
government posts, and estates are divided
equally between sons and daughters.

YOUNGEST MONARCH
King Jigrne Singye Wangchuk, a very

enlightened monarch 25 years old, is
universally revered. Well educated and
extensively travelled, he presides person~

ally over the gradual emergence of his
country into the 20th century. A Nation
al Assembly, Royal Advisory Council and
a Council of Ministers assist him. The
young king, fond of sport, plays a good
game of basketball and volleyball. He is
accessible for audience with the humblest
of his people.

In this subsistence economy, more than
ninety per cent of the work force are
agricultural workers.

As the current five-year development
plan proceeds, roads and bridges take
shape, a national health program gathers
pace and the schools, state-run and co
educational, are completely free from
primary to tertiary levels. The govern
ment also provides students free of charge
with textbooks,' stationery, sports equip
ment, transport and medical and health
care. More than 500 students arc receiving
higher education abroad. A university
is planned.

SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY
But development on this scale ta.kes

money, a particular problem in a subsist
ence economy, even one that is almost
completely self-sufficient in agricultural
products. Across the centuries, the ancient
trade routes to Tibet and India carried
salt, wool, musk, textiles, rice, dyes,
tobacco and herbs back and forth along
old caravan roads. The closing of the
Tibetan border in 1960 by the Chinese
changed that. Cereals, herbs, horticultural
produce and postage stamps have become
the principal exports. The shortfall in
foreign currency has been taken up largely
by India with whom Bhutan enjoys a
special relationship. A number of Col
ombo Plan countries and many V.N.
agencies also provide assistance.

That sadly misused word, "unique",
fits snugly into any description of Bhutan.
The country is unique in its national
language, in its architecture, art fonns,
dress, and the agricultural environment.
In their elegant lines, rich decoration,
tasteful colours and simple design, its
dwellings and public buildings are stunn-

ing. In fact they could teach western
architecture a great deal. Timber is the
main medium for construction, commonly
built atop a scone, mud bricl< or rammed
earth lower storey. The fine craftsmanship
requires no nails.

Perhaps the finest example of Bhutanese
architecture is the castle-like dzongs
which feature gently tapering walls, classic
lines, large courtyards, gompas (or
temples) and striking galleries. Built
centuries ago principally as spiritual
centres and refuges in time of invasion,
the dzongs harmonize perfectly with
their environment. Large dzongs can hold
up to 10,000 people.

VERSATILE CLIMATE
The country is probably unique also

for its wide spectrum of agriculture and
climatic environments in a small area.
Rice grows as bigh as 2,450 m and tropical
fruit flourishes in sight of the perpetual
snows. Rice, maize, wheat, buckwheat,
barley, potatoes and cardamom comprise
the chief crops. Citrus and tropical fruit
thrive in the lower regions, apples, apri~

cots, peaches and nuts in the central high
lands.

There are several agricultural research
stations, veterinary centres and livestock
farms, including two specialising in sheep
breeding. Much of the agricultural research
and developm~nt is under-pinned by a
sprinkling of dedicated foreign specialists,
particularly from the Scandinavian
countries, generally provided by one V.N.
agency or another.

Bhutan produces an abundance of fruit
and vegetables, far more than its people
require The lack of adequate storage and
transport facilities, however, seriously
erodes the value of its horticultural

surpluses.
Supported by suitable postharvest tech

nology, for instance, mountainous Bhutan
should be well placed to supply the
teeming markets of the nearby West
Bengal and Bangladesh plain, with conse
quent advantage to the national economy.
Together with assistance from V.N.
agencies and several other cOI,lntries, the
AustraliaBhutan project is designed to
assist this program.

CSIRO INTEREST
CSIRO's interest in Bhutan is the Aust

ralia-Bhutan Horticulture Postharvest Pro
Jcct.-A collaborative venture between the
Givernments of Bhutan and Australia,
this venture, funded by the Australian
Development Assistance Bureau and
operated by CSIRO, got under way in
1979. The Division of Food Research,
Ryde, with the assistance of CIRC, has the
carriage of the project.

The project involves two major forms of
assistance: provision of storage facilities,
and specialist training of key personnel.
Cool store depots around the country,
some already operating and others to be
built, are being equipped with machinery,
vehicles and other items of equipment.
The sum, of $ 380 ,ODD expended from
ADAB funds to date has covered the
training program, supply of refrigerated
trucks, fork lift trucks, fruit and vege
table grading equipment and library
materials.

Many officers of the Food Research
Laboratory, Ryde, including the project
leader Alan Johnson , Barry McGlasson
and Greg Morgan, all of whom have
visited Bhutan, have worked hard to bring
it to fruition. The daunting task of design
ing the cool store, calling tenders from

firms in India, arranging for secure trans
port of equipment to Bhutan, and ensur
ing proper installation of the equipment
can be imagined. As well, Mr Jim Jackson,
First Secretary Development Assistance at
the Australian High Commission, New
Delhi, has rendered invaluable hel.p to the
project.

PERSONNEL TRAINING
Five young men from Bhutan spent

the whole of 1980 based at the Food Re
search Laboratory in intensive training
in three States with marketing boards,
cooperatives, Departments of Agriculture,
private growers and CSIRO laboratories.
Two were horticulturalists, one a market
ing officer, one a refrigeration technician
and one a manager. These young trainees
proved to be excellent ambassadors for
their country.

As an officer of CIRC having borne
general responsibility for the trainees in
Australia, I was invited by CSIRO to
return to duty at the end of one of my
annual treks in the Himalaya to visit
Bhutan to present CSIRO certificates of
training to the five fellows. I also was to
discuss the project with officers of the
Department of Agriculture and the Food
Corporation of Bhutan and obtain an
assessment of their training from the five
young men.

BHUTANESE HOSPITALITY
What an experience it turned out to be!

As guest of the Food Corporation of
Bhutan and its quietly efficient Managing
Director, Sangay Khandu, in southern
Bhutan, and of the Director of Agri
culture Dasho Pema Wangchuk in the
capital Thimpu, I was given every possible
cooperation and showered with traditional
Bhutanese hospitality. With a car and
driver provided for the week's stay and
accompanied by several of the trainees
as guides, I covered 800 km looking at
key agricultural areas, research stations
and storage facilities.

In the districts of Paro, Punakha, and
Wangdipbodrang, we inspected rice
paddies, potato fields, leaf vegetable
plots and citrus, stone and pome fruit
orchards. I took many photographs for
the Division of Food Research and for
general CSIRO requirements.

DEDICATED POPULATION
But after all this about the country,

what are the people of Bhutan really like?
Gentle, tolerant, intelligent, hospitable,
hard working and dedicated to their
country's well-being are the qualities
that spring to mind immediately. The
visitor is showered with goodwill; a
visiting friend finds himself overwhelmed
with hospitality. The Bhutanese are extra
ordinary, fascinating and very likeable
people.

The first tourists arrived in the kingdom
only seven years ago. In contrast to near
neighbour Nepal, few foreigners have yet
been allowed entry. These limitations
are based partly upon the paucity of
tourist accommodation and infrastructure
but mainly upon a praiseworthy deter-·
mination of the authorities to control
the tourist flow in order to maintain their
cultural and social fabric untarnished.

Departure from the Land of the Thunder
Dragon proved to be quite a sad occasion.
As I sped down to the plains of India
for my return, the thunder gods growled
their daily warning and I said farewell to
the land justly described by early Tibetan
chroniclers as "Lotus Garden of the
Gods".-Harry Black.

Left, A line ofshops in the main street of
Thimpu, the capital ofBhutan. The
photograph shows the unusual architecture
of the buildings in the country.
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ANZAAS GETS A HELPING HAND

Part o{ the Media Centre during the A NZAAS Congress. The centre, at Queensland University, Was a focal point {or meetings, interviews
and press conferences between the media and Congress speakers and delegates.

From page one

CAT

~ ~-
CSIRO's Communication Advisory

Team meets in Canberra on July 14
and 15 at thc Division of Forest
Research.

The Team, which represents aH Insti~

tutes, the Bureau of Scientific Services
and Headquarters, will be discussing its
approach to a communication policy for
CSIRO using a draft document being
prepared by some of its members.

CAT is inviting all Canberra communi~

cators and any staff interested in CSIRO's
internal and external communication
program to a discussion on the second
day.

Invitations will also go to the people
who will eventually endorse a communi
cation policy for CSIRO-the Chairman
anu Executive.

OPINiON
On the subject of communication,

CAT member Barry ]olmson, from
CSlRO's Meat Research Laboratory,
Queensland, believes that CSIRO
indulges in too much theorising

about communication with and
extension into industry.

He says that the ingredients of succeS5
in this area are:
. A Cbief or Officer-in-charge who per

ceives the need for, and a.ctively supports
communication and extension activities.

. Extension (LiaisonlInformation) officers
who are self starters, highly motivated,
sincere, not easily frustrated, aI?d have
commonsense, and the personality and
ability to get on personal terms with
industry people and research workers
at all levels. They also need to be able to
socialise at the bar and in the restaurant
within the tight confines of a CSIRO
travel allowancel
Barry adds, HAt the risk of sounding

contradictory and saying the obvious,
communication and extension is achieved
more by Udoing it" than talking or writing
about it."

teachers and prisoners would appreciate
any assistance you are able to offer.' he
added.

Books ann magazines which could be
suitable can be sent to the Bendigo Rail
way Station addressed to the Education
Officer at Bendigo Prison. Mr Jones'
telephone number is (054) 421188.

Research will be transferred from the
Institute of Biological Resources to the
Institute of Animal and Food Scienc;:es.

Dr Wild said the activities of the Divi
sion were primarily related to food, and
it was more appropriate that it be located
in all Institute which has this as one ofits
prime responsibilities.

'As well, this move was considered
necessary to reduce the size of the Insti
tute of Biological Resources,' he said.
_On 1 September the Division of Mech
anical Engineering will be closed and most
of its resources redeployed to a new
Division and with other new research
groupings yet to be detennincd will be
located in the proposed Institute of
Energy and Earth Resources.

Early in 1982 the Division of Chem
ical Technology will be closed and a new
Division-Cellulose Research-formed
from it, together with an independent
lndustrial Microbiology Unit.

These wHl be located in the Institute
of Industrial Technology, the present
lhome' of the Division of Chemical Tech
nology.

Referring to the decision to close the
Divisions of Mechanical Engineering and
Chemical Technology and to redeploy
resources to higher priority research
activities, Dr Wild said: IAgainst this
perspective, the winding down or break
ing up of a particular Division should be
seen quite clearly as a rational response
to changed circumstances.'

The changes affect all but one of the
Institutes f the Institute of Physical
Sciences.

As from 1 July, the Divisions of Land
Use Research, Land Resources Manage~

ment and Soils are to be transferred from
the Institute of Earth Resources to the
Institute of Biological Resources.

'The primary focus of these three
Divisions is on biological research, parti~

cularly agriculrure and ecology,' Dr Wild
said.

IThis change is also based on the expan
sion of the energy activities of the InstiM

tute of Earth Resources which is planned
to be renamed the Institute of Energy and
Ea.rth Resources on 1 September.'

Also on 1 July, the Division of Fisheries

Old books can be
useful at Bendigo

CHANGES IN INSTITUTES

CSIRO librarians who are having an
carly spring clean are advised that the
Bendigo Training Prison in Victoria
is looking for titles for the library.

According to the Education Officer,
such titles as 'Liza of Lambeth', 'Round
up 'at Wagon Mound' ami 'Mechanics
applied to Engineering' (1914) are due for
replacement.

'The library has some more recent books
but not enough, and many of the titles
are old" Mr Jones said.

'The educational and recreational value
of a well-stocked, up-to-date prison libraty
cannot be under~estimated and the

From page one

Other resources from the existing
Division of Chemical Technology will
be used to form an Industrial Micro
biology Unit to capitalise on emerging
research opportunities in this important
area of biotechnology.

This Unit will embrace a water studies
group to be formed around CS1RO sraff
responsible for the SIROFLOC process for
water purification.

These cha.nges will take pla.ce progress
ively as key personnel arc appointed.

Commenting on the changes, the
Minister, Mr Thomson, said: 'While
no new resources have been made available
to CSIRO in these research fields, the new
arrangements will provide a sharper focus
which Australia neens.

'They are part of strategic planning
proposals being developed by CSIRO
to· allow it to maximise its resource~

in those areas of high national priority
which also show scientific promise.

'CSIRO is [0 be congratulated for
finding ways to respond to national
needs at a time when resources are
restricted by economic~ circumstances.

'There is no doubt that increases in
productivity flow from research and
development expenditure, and it is vital
that industry backs _government-funded
research and further develops its own
capability.'

Other changes agreed upon by the
Executive relate to the way the
Organization's research Divisions are
grouped into five Institutes within the
CSIRO framework.

The principal changes, apart from
the energy research arca-details of which
would be announced over the next few
months-provide for a concentration of
effort related to ecological studies, in
cluding water, soils and plants.

RESEARCH
BOOSTED

What workk 12 hours a day, misses
meal breaks and spends most of its
time looking for a proverbial needle
in a haystack of scientific papers?

Answer: A media representative covering
an ANZAAS Congress.

But despite the difficulties, most media
representatives hay,: not been discouraged
from covering future congresses, accorrl w

ing to II survey conducted at the 51st
ANZAAS Congress which was held in
Brisbane last month.

The survey wa.s conducted by CSIRO's
Media Liaison Group as part of its rew
sponsibility to plan and manage the Con~

gress Media Centre-the headquarters for
the media covering the congress.

The responses to the survey showed up
some of the problems involved in covering
an ANZAAS Congress. They included:
· The sheer size and scope of the Congress

(About 1000 papers spread over 33
different sections and five days)

· The fact that few speakers provided
advance copies of their papers before
the congress opened.

· The inability of many speakers to
"translate" their research results into a
form acceptable to the media.

· The lack of announcements on new
research discoveries. One journalist com
tnented there should be "more quality
and less quantity" in the papers pre
sented.
But despite the criticisms, 79 pt=r cent

of the media people surveyed said that
they had found the rime and expense
involved in covering the congress had
been worthwhile.

Satisfaction with the Media Centre
organization also showed up in the survey
-79 per cent rated the Media Centre as
"very helpful f'.

A detailed report on the CSIRO's media.
liaison involvement in the 51st ANZAAS
Congress will be available througb the
Science Communication Unit. I
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Dr Wild talks to ABC radio

RADIOHELIOGRAPH
WON'T IFADE AWAY'

OVERSEAS INTEREST
Despite back-page billing, the article

attracted the attention of over a dozen
large overseas companies. They have since
contacted the Division, wanting to learn
more about the new powder-coating
method and its various applications.

As the Division's Steve Szirmai says,
"Our success in communicating this
invention must be seen as a credit to the
interesting and accurate reporting of
IRNews".

Steve is delighted at the response gener
ated by the article, especially since a
number of people came up with possible
applications for the technique. Among

Ithem was Dr Dave Koch, Chief of the
Division of Mineral Chemistry, whose
suggestion could lead to a further range of

(untapped possibilities.

and particles coming from the sun in
fluence the outer layers of the Earth's
atmosphere. And with the aid of the
heliograph it's been possible to tie up,
from a scientific point of view, a lot of
these solar-terrestrial relationships.

Peter Cave: 'Is the data available from
there available from any other source?'

Dr Wild: 'No, it's quite unique-abso~

lute1y unique. I

Peter Cave: 'Then things must be pretty
tough if you're considering closing it
down.'

Or Wild: 'They certainly are.'
Peter Cave: 'Then how bad are things

within the CSIRO?'
Dr Wild: I At the moment every Division

is looking at all its programs to see what
things need to be cut out. In the past
we've cut every Division year after year
by so many per cent across the board.
This cannot continue because it means
eventually you're not going to do any
thing properly. So we just simply have to
be selective.'

Peter Cave: 'But you've reached the
stage now where you're cutting down in
formation which just can't be obtained
from anywhere else.'

Or Wild: 'Ah, don't get the wrong pic
ture. There '5 been no decision to close
down the radioheliograph .'

Peter Cave: 'You are seriously consider-

Continued on page two

Steve Szirmai sbows Professor Dave Morton and Pbillip Kelly some of tbe many letters
received from overseas companies interested irJ the neW powder-coating method. Behind
tbem is tbe apparatus Steve and Pbillip used to develop tbis potentially useful tecbnique.
Steve is from tbe Division ofFossil Fuels in Sydney, and Professor Morton and Pbillip
[(elly are from tbe University ofNew Soutb Wales.

.. -. Hard-pressed executives in industry,

both here and overseas, apparently
read their copies of CSIRO Industrial
Research News avidly from cover to
cover.

Last November, an article called "Now
particles can be coated" appeared in IR
News 143. It described a novel method for
producing coated powders, which has
several potentially very useful industrial
applications.

The new process was invented by Mr
Steve Szirmai and Or Ed Potter of the
Division of Fossil Fuels. and Professor
Dave Morton at the University of New
South Wales. It is being developed by
Steve, with valuable assistance from Mr
Phillip Kelly of the University.

On 18 June, the Chairman, Dr J. Paul
Wild, was approached by ABC's
national radio current affairs pro
gram "P.M." for. an interview about

the possible closure of the Culgoora

radioheliograph.
The following is part of an edited tran

script of that interview, put to air in the
6 pm time-slot,

Huw Evans (presenter): 'The CSIRO,
after five years of tightening its helt has
reached the stage where it's begun lopp~

log off large areas of its operations, and
is considering cuts to some scientific
research which is. unique in the world.

'One of these is the radioheliograph
station at Culgoora near Narrabri in New
South Wales. The heliograph consists of a
ring of radio dishes three kilometres in
diameter. It plays a vital role in NASA
studies of the sun and supplies data to
scientific agencies worldwide which
cannot be duplicated.

'The Chainnan of CSIRO, Dr Paul
Wild, is speaking to Peter Cave.'

Peter Cave: 'Well, Dr Wild before we
canvass whether or not it is to be closed
down, what is a radioheliograph?'

Dr Wild: 'A radioheliograph is a radio
telescope which actually fotms a radio
frequency image of the sun. All the things
that happen on the sun are very relevant
to the Earth because all sorts of waves

talk with the staft' at a stage when we
5tH) have some possibilities open to us,
because I believe you have a right to
know.

'However, I don't want people to have
an unrealistic view or to be too optimistic
about alternative possibilities.

'Operating this facility is a very expen~

sive business and the solar community
throughout the world is suffering from
cutbacks in funding.

'I believe that people need time to plan
for their future-50 I am putting the
position to you as clearly as I can ... '

CSlRO's radio heliograph at Culgoora
in northern NSW will not simply fade

away... if it has to close, it will go

out with a bang.
Incoming Chief of the Division of Radio~

physics, Dr Bob Froter, told staff at the
facility this late last month (24 June).

Here is an edited text of what he said:
'For some time now CSIRO has had a

policy whereby positions are called up
from Divisions to crea.te a pool for redew

ployment into high priority areas.
'More recently we have been faced with

the possibility of having to reduce our
staff by at least three per cent over the
next 12 months.

'Thfs reduction applies to the who.le of
CSIRO, Up to the present the situation
has been that staff cuts have been met,
in general, by an acrosS the board
approach.

'However, after a few years this results
in a situation where a number of programs
are running at what might be called sub
critical level.

'In the case of Culgoora I have already
had toiriake a decision to stop the work
00 the correlator project because it was
apparent that the resources were not
available to complete it in a reasonable
time.

'What I am faced with noW is the prob~

lem of having to consider the various
programs in the Division and try to
assess ways of making some more viable
at a time when the general level of re
sources is being reduced.

lIt is necessary for us to make some
provision for the future development of
the Division.

'We will otherwise find ourselves in the
situation at the end of this decade where
all our programs have run down and there
is nothing to replace them.

'That would certainly spell the end for
the Division of Radiophysics.'

Dr Frater then spelled out the immediate
actions to be taken:

'I have decided that the Quarters here
(used by visiting solar astronomers) will
have to be closed at the end of June next
year.

IFurther, unless some alternative funding
source is discovered, I have decided that
we will have to recommend to the Execu
tive that we close the Station at the end
of 1984.

'I am not talking in terms of a gradual
run-down.

'There are particular plans which will
be developed for the utilisation of the
facilities of this Field Station during
the next three and a half years and during
rhat time I am planning that we should
make a significant scientific contribution,
so that Culgoora does not fade away, but
goes out with a bang .. .'

Or Frater went on to talk about 'some
difficulties (that) have arisen because
of conflicting (media) reports':

iThe facts are that I have had extensive
discussions over the past few weeks with
Dr Paul Wild...

'In these discussions we have canvassed
a range of possibilities open to us.

'Until a definite decision is made by the
Division and agreed to by the Executive,
the matter is not official.

'My problem is that I have chosen to
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From page one

The Chief of the Division of Mathe
matics and Statistics, Or Joe Gani,
leaves Australia at the end of this
month to take up a three-year
appointment in the United States.

Dr Gani has recently completed his
seven year term as Chief, and has accepted
a professorship with the Department of
Statistics at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington.

Dr C. C. Heyde is acting as Chief of the
Division.

Dr Wild talks
to ABC radio

A number of CSIRO staff and others
connected with the Organization
were honoured by the Queen in the
recent birthday honours list.

Knight Bachelors were awarded to Sir
Laurence Muir, a member of the Vic
torian State Committee of the CSIRO
Advisory Council, and Sir Leslie Froggatt,
a member of the Energy Standing Comm
ittee of the CSIRO Advisory Council.

The Director of CSIRO's Institute of
Earth Resources, Mr I. E. Newnham, A.O.,
M.B.E., was made an Officer of the Order
of Australia.

A member of the Environment Comm
ittee of the CSIRO Advisory Council,
Dr D. F. McMichael, received the C.B.E.,
and Mr E. F. Sandbach, a member of the
Victorian State Committee of the Advis
ory Council, has become a Member of the
Order of Australia.

Officer of the British Empire was con~

fer red on Dt G. F. Wood. Chief Research
Scientist with the Division of Textile
Industry.

Mr Den Banya.rd, Divisional Secretary,
Division of Plant Industry! was awarded
an M.B.E., while Mr Ban Minius, a Senior
Technical Officer with the Division of
Plant Industry, was awarded a Medal of
the Order of Australio.

Chief off to
U.S. university

Queen's birthday
honours for
CSIRO men

ing it thought aren't you?'
Dr Wild: 'Well, that's up to the Chief of

Division to make recommendations. I
want to disclaim the rumour that any
decision has been made to close it down.
But that is one of the areas like every
other of the Division of Radiophysics
which is being looked at.' '

Referring to the Executive's strategy
for coping with diminishing resources
Or Wiid said: '

'The philosophy is not to hit everyone
with a 3% or a 5% cut year after year,
but from now on, to close some things
down so that the others can get on with
their jobs ptoperly.'

Peter Cave 'In other words you're
cutting off your arms and legs to save the
body.'

Dr Wild: 'No, that's not a very good
anaiogy.'

Peter Cave: 'What does Australia stand
to lose apart from obvious technical
expertise?'

Dr Wild; 'Australian industry, at the
present time, needs far more scientific
basis to its whole operation. It needs
far more inventiveness and innovation;
far less buying off the shelf from else
where or importing things from other
countries a.nd marking them up, as it were.

.And what industry needs I think is science
and technology of its own. And I think
we're going on a somewhat negative path
at the present time.'

abstracted from the 'Drama'l
After sundry adventures in wartime

London, such as the cancellation of a
dinner with his former shipmate Lloyd
Rees at the Cafe de Paris in 1940 on the
very night that it was obliterated by a
bomb, he returned to Australia and played
an important part in the Optical Muni
tions Panel, which is credited with being
one of our most successful high technol
ogy achievements of the war. (Readers
who would like to enquire further arc
advised to read D. P. Melior's liThe Role
of Science and Industry" in the official
history of the war series).

John was a bon viveur, and a raconteur
of stories in sparse and elegant prose
which often verged on an art form! He
was 0 leading member of CSIROSIP, the r-----------------
CSIRO Society for Ingestion and Ponti
fication formed in 1965 when the Division
moved to Clayton, 011 the edge of the
Monash University Campus. and which
today flourishes with great panache. Often
leading vignerons who had spoken (or
pontificated) at a lunch said to me "Who
was that distinguished grey-haired man
who served the sherry?" John was entrust
ed with this task as he eschewed sherry.

John was many persons. He Was a
brilliant lay expositor of optics, much
sought after for lectures in which he
enthused his audience for his topic. He
was a prominent athlete in his day (Vic
torian State Champion in the Long Jump
and the Hop Step ood Jump of 1939) and
later an official at anything from local
school sports to the Olympic Games. He
was a devout churchman.

He retired in 1978 but unfortunately in
1980 he was struck down by a fast moving
cancer. In retirement he had been invited
by Monash University to take up residence
in the Physics Department, wherefrom he
made a valuable contribution to the Uni
versity's research as a kind of roving
consultant in optics.

So it was very natural for the small
committee which Was set up on his death
to organize a fund to finance a memorial
of some sort, to think in tenns of Monash
University. Altogether about $8000 Was
collected a.nd was handed over to Monash
University to provide for the John J.
McNeill Prize.

Professor Bert Bolton, former Chairman
of the Monash Physics Department has a
biography of John McNeiil in mauuscript
form, which we hope will be published
before iong.

Stephen Prawer: 1981 John J. MeNeill Pri.eman, driving his ultra-sonic hurdy-gurdy at
the Monash U1ltVerStty Physics Department.

A young Melbourne physicist,
Ste phen Prawer, has been awarded
the inaugural John J. McNeill prize,
established as a memorial to John
McNeill, a research scientist with the
Division of Applied Physics, who
died last year.

Stephen Prawer recently graduated from
Monash University as the best student at
honours level physics.

The award Was made by the Chairman of
the Monash University Physics Depart
ment, Professor Fred Smith, at a luncheon
attended by members of the McNeill and
Prawer families.

Stephen Prawer is aiready well advanced
in his PhD research, having chosen to
study the propagation of sound in ferro
electric crystals.

A form'er colleague of John McNeill,
Dr Clive Coogan, recalls the role John
played in the development of the Division.

John McNeill was a very popular
member of the Division of Chemical
Physics, who hCf!ded the Specialized
Optics Section. Coming from the (then)
Defence Research Laboratory in 1955,
he was soon plunged into designing many
optical devices and in particular in making
a monochromator which used a diffraction
grating, newly produt:ed by the "ruling
engine" in the Division, and this became
in 1964 the prototype for the highly
successful family of Techtron, and later
Varian Techtron, monochromators and
spectrophotometers which were developed
for use in atomic absorption analysis.
Tech tron moved from two rooms in a
weatherboard cottage in South Melbourne
via various staging camps to its pres~nt
complex of factories in Mulgrave, close
to the Division of Chemical Physics and
Monash University and today employs
about 500 people.

John McNeill had ployed a crucial part
in the development of optical munitions
in Australia during ti,e 1939-45 war. He
was en-route to the U.K. in the 'Oraroa'
to take up a research scholarship in 1939
when war was declared. Instead of going
through Suez, the ship was diverted via the
Cape. At Capetown, in a great disploy of
official authority, he was taken off the
ship and returned to Australia where he
was told in great earnestness that he had
to proceed to the U.K. immediately to the
very destination, Professor L. C. Martin
of the Imperial College, London, to
which he had been travelling when

Academy plans
contribution
to the 1988
Bicentenary
CSlRO staff have been invited
assist the Australian Academy of
Science's plan to contribute to the
1988 Bicentennial of Australia.

A number of staff members have been
invited to contribute an interpretive essay
dealing with the history of science and
applied science over the 200 years since
1788.

The Academy wants the essays to cover
the theme of Western science and the
Australian experience since the continent's
discovery by Europeans. including the
impact of the discovery on the European
scientific imagination.

Among specific topics to be covered in
the proposed publication are:
, the influence of Australian natural his

tory on European scientific thought.
· the changing pattern of support for

science, including relationships between
the state departments of agriculture, the
universities, CSIRO and scientific
societies.

· economic aspects of research, including
differences in science for agricultural
and manufacturing industries.

· Australia, Antarctica and the Great
Barrier Reef.

· Australian contributions to international
science.
In a form letter sent to individuals with

an interest in the history of Australian
science, the Chairman of the Academy's
History of Science Committee, Professor
J. M. Swan, proposed that a conference
be held in August 1982 to discuss the
general project with those interested.

He proposed that the publicotion of the
book would coincide with the 1988 Bi
centenary celebrations.

'In addition to the projected volume of
essays, the Committee is considering the
publication of a uHandbook of Australian
Science" which would contain a wide
range of factual material dealing with
aspects of the development of Australian
science, some statistical material, a collect
ion of short bihliographies and would be
modelled on the "Handbook of American
History" published by HaIVard Univer
sity,' Professor Swan added.

The retiring Chief of the Division of
Entomology, Or Doug Waterhouse, is a
member of the Academy's Committee.

Yours sincerely,
Kevin Rattigan

Land Use Research, Canberra.

Dear Editor,
Geoff Black and Wendy Parsons'

letter in the last issue (241) is a re
minder to all staff that the Terms
and Conditions under which we wod<
in CSIRO are not wholly contained
in the document of that name nor in
the Policy Circulars which accom
pany changes to it.

How T&C are to be interpreted and im
plemented may be revealed in memoranda
to Chiefs and DAOs, hut never directly to
other staff.

The individual attempting to discover or
obtain his or her rights as an employee
of CSIRO is therefore frequently baffled
and frustrated by decisions based on
hidden rules and made by inaccessible
bureaucrats. The only answer is to support
our staff associations and to seek the help
of their collective experience and strength
when tackling the HQ bureaucracy.
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People ... People... People... People ... People ... People ... People ... People

Tbe following caption accompanied tbis pbotograpb, sent anonymollsly to CoResearcb
from Melbollrne.

Newton's dead, Einstein's dead, And we don't feel too good ollrselvesll from tbe
decimated Melbollrne.

•••

closures are not a reflection on the per
formance of a Division, but represent
moves towards charting the future course
of the Organization. It" is inevitable that
some members of staff are left unsure of
what opportunities lie ahead of them and
I am deeply concerned that there should
be the minimum of anxiety. On the other
hand, the Executive firmly believes that
staff should be informed of such changes
at the earliest possible time so that those
involved can take part in planning the re
deployment of resources.

At the recent ANZAAS Congress in
Brisbane I had the task of giving the presi
dential address to the Physics Section. I
judged that the audience would not be too
specialized and that I could get away with
presenting some of my weekend ideas on
how the theories of electromagnetism and
gravitation might be unified into a single
theory.

To my alarm Robyn Williams of the
ABC was there and on the following
Saturday the introduction and finale of
my talk were broadcast across the country
in the Science Show.

Since then 1 have been inundated with
letters from all and sundry: some from
professional relativists, some from
eccentrics with more imagination than
their grasp of physics could support, and
some from educated people in other
walks of life whose interest and curiosity
has been stirred by the magic of the
principle of relativity. These people in
cluded a third year medical student, a
hospital engineer, a retired professor of
Chemical Engineering and a retired Air
Commodore. Ah yes, and one very nice
letter from a Chief who was in the
audience. He wondered why I didn't spend
my time on this sort of thing rather than
worrying about Institutes. Thank you
Arrhur-you have given me more food for
thoughtl

A solar-astronomer from the Beijing Astro~

n.omical Observatory, Mr Wang Jia~Long, is
working with the Division of Applied
Physics for a ye.ar under the auspices of
the Australia/China Council. Mr Wang is
a graduate of the University of Beijing,
and has taken part in two eclipse expedi
tions within China","

o 0

Spending a few months at the Division of
Land Use Research is Thomas Fidler from
Koln, West Germany. Thomas' studies in
Australia are part of his geography degree
from the Westfalische Wilhelms Univers
ity.

o 0

Dr Ken Mycrs of the Division of Land
Use Research, has been acting as consult~

ant to the Australian National Parks and
Wildlife Service in a fauna! survey of the
Kakadu National Park in the Nonhern
Territory.

•••

The recent Government decision to
transfer part of the resources of the
Lucas Heights Research Establish
ment to CSIRO for increased energy
research has given rise to some con
cerns and suspicions around the
Organization.

One concern is that we are in danger
of returning to the situation of 1975
when, for a brief period we found our
selves reporting to two Ministers. That is
not the case at all. We report to one
Minister only through whose representa
tions all our appropriation funds reach us.
Nevertheless, it is only proper that certain
departments-Primary Industry has been
an outstanding example over the decades
should have a role in developing the
general direction of CSIRO policies. It is
also quite proper for National Develop
ment and Energy to have such a policy
role in relation to our energy research.
For this purpose I meet, from time to
time, with Mr Alan Woods, the Pennanent
Head of the Department of National
Development and Energy and, with our
senior colleagues, we survey the latest
policy developments. Another group,
called the Energy Liaison Group, keeps
contact at the scientific and technical
level. At the top of the hierarchy we
have the two Ministers, and if need be the
Prime Minister himself! The point I want
to stress is that this kind of consultation
with policy departments of government is
to be welcomed, not fcared.

Another concern is whether the new re
sources for CSlRO are really going to be
forthcoming to the extent originally pro~

mised. I can only say that the level of
transfer was decided by the Government

I and only the Government can alter that
decision-in other words rumours based on
preliminary discussions should be ignored.

Current reorganizations have had the
biggest impact on the Divisions of Mech
anical Engineering and Chemical Tech
nology, which will be closed and have
their staff and resources redistributed to
new or existing Divisions concentrating on
energy, cellulose, biotechnology, water
and other specific areas of research. I have
emphasized to both Divisions that such

A regular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. J. Paul Wild

From the
Chairman

o 0

There's a new manager at the Parkes
Radio Telescope, following the resignation
in April of Les Fellows. He is David
Krumlauf, a former science teacher with
an interest in astronomy which formed
part of his science degree.

David is an American who is a perman
ent resident in Australia. He graduated
BSc from the University of Michigan and
has taught in schools in both the United
States and Australia.

Just back from Kenya are Maurje Wood
ward, ]ustin Murphy and Bill Van Aken
from the Division of Land Resources
Management in Perth. The three have been
putting together an audio visual docu
mentary on the integrated project on arid
lands which is run by the Man and the Bio
sphere program in Northern Kenya. The
trip waS sponsored by UNESCO, and the
resulting documentary is to be shown at
an international conference in Paris in
September.

Kelvin Smith has replaced Irwin Bogg as
deputy secretary, finance and adminis
tration at Headquarters. Kelvin was pre
viously assistant secretary, finance, at the
Department of Transport in Canberra.
Irwin has taken three years leave without
pay to work with the International Civil
Aviation Organisation in Ottawa, Canada.

'fed Trickett of the Division of lrrigation
Research in Griffith has recently been
custodian of a 10 kilogram meteorite
which. was unearthed on a property
nearby in Binya. Ted plans to contact the
Australian National University in Can
berra for more information on the space
rock.

Another new face at Headquarters is
Roger Nairn, who replaces Frank Whitty
as assistant secretary, management ser
vices. Roger was previously Bursar with
the Mitchell College of Advanced Educa
tion in Bathurst. Frank Whitty, who left
CSIRO on July 15, had spent 44 years
with the Organization, joining in 1937 as
a junior clerk, Over the years l Frank was
the first RAG in Sydney, and was for two
years the liaison officer with the Aust
ralian High Commission. His links with
CS1RO will be maintained in retirement,
by his appointment as independent chair
man of the Administrative/Clerical
Appeals Committee.

o 0

o 0

o 0

The Chief of the Division of Land Re
sources Management, Ray Perry, recently
returned from a visit to Saudi Arabia,
accompanied by the Officer in Charge of
CSIRO's Centre for International Rela
tions, Dr Gurnett-Smith. They have been
consulting on the establishment of an arid
zone research institute at the University
of )edda.

o 0

Dr John Kirk of the Division of Plant
Industry has received the 1981 Jolly
Award from the Australian Society for
Limnology for his work on underwater
light.

John will present the Jolly lecture in
May next year.

In the crazy envelope department...a most
official-looking envelope arrived at the
Science Communication Unit's mail box
recently addressed to 'head of methods'l
Several weeks went by as it lay unclaimed
in the pidgeon hole, until eventually some
body decided to see what it was the Ihead
of methods' would have been told had he
existed. The envelope was empty.

Or lim Hogan, of the Division of Animai
Production, has been awarded the Aust
ralian Institute of Agricultural Science
Medal for 1981 for his research in rumin
ant physiology.

Mr Phil Kenny, of rhe Agricultural Re
search Institute, Rutherglen, Victoria, will
spend the next year with the Division of
Animal Production at Prospect, where he
will work in the Nutrition Program with
the simulation modelling group.

o 0

o 0

o 0

Energy planning was the topic for dis
cussion at a recent conference in Lac I

atrended by Dick Millington and Jetse
Kalma of the Division of Land Use Re
search.

The conference was sponsored by ADAB
and brought together energy planners and
researchers in 22 Asian and Pacific count·
des.

Neil Body was acting Chief of the
Division in Canberra.
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Executive at Black Mountain

Dr Doug Cocks explains SIROPLAN, tbe land use planning tecbnique developed by tbe Division of Land Use Researcb, to (from left)
Dr Paul Wild, (CSlRO's Cbairman), Dr Keith Boardman (Member of Executive), Dr Ken Ferguson (Director of the Institute of Animal
and Food Sciences) and (rigbt) Mr Jan Basinski (Assistant Chief, Division of Land Use Researcb).

Members of CSIRO's Executive and
the Advisory Council visited the
Division of Land Use Research on
Wednesday, June 10. They were
addressed by the Chief, Dr R. J.
Millington, who outlined the progress
of the Division since its origin in
1946 when it was recognized that
not enough was known about the
agricultural potential of northern
Australia.

Dr Millington described how the Division
was presently divided into six research
groups. and illustrated the sort of work
engaged in with a number of displays
on current projects.

Examples were a new study in Papua
New Guinea, work at Puckapunyal Army
Training Area with the Soil Conservation
Authority of Victoria, an efficient new
device for land salinity survey, and 'the
use of Landsat imagery in survey work
on the Great Barrier Reef.

The group visited two laboratories.
In the first, Dr Peter Laut explained the
scope and aims of the current Coastal
Basins Project, a major Divisional under
taking which will hopefully make a major
contribution to the Australia-wide Repre
sentative Basins Project of the Australian
Water Resources Council.

In the second, Or Doug Cocks gave an
account of SIROPLAN, a land use plann
ing technique developed by the Division,
and Mr Henry Nix outlined some recent
applications by the Division of the latest
technique in the evaluation of land for
agriculture.

An infonnal Divisional social was later
held to mark the visit, and the Chairman,
Dr Paul Wild, addressed the staff.

Visit to
Land Use
ResearchIn 1955, he became the Organization's

representative in London during engin·
cering studies for the Parkes radio tete·
scope.

Mr Minnett was appointed acting Chief
of the Division of Radiophysics in 1977,
becoming Chief the following year.

Both men will continue with their
Divisions as research fenows.

Colleagues in the Division of Plant Indust
ry in Canberra were saddened by the
recent deaths of two of the research
staff-Paul Brone, who had worked in the
plant introduction and genetic resources
section for 22 years, and Dr Dennis
Cosgrove, who had worked in the Division
since 1955.

Dennis had worked on the chemical
nature of the phosphates in soil organic
matter which gained him an international
reputation and made him a world auth·
ority on the chemistry of inositol phos·
phates-.

Paul's last and probably most im port
ant work was on the biosystematics of
perennial Glycine species indigenous to
Australia, with a view to facilitating
the exploitation of these species in soy
bean breeding.

Deaths of two
Canberra scientists

Two Chiefs retire
from Sydney Divisions
Chiefs of two CSIRO Divisions who
between them spent more than 80
years with the Organization, retired
last month.

Mr Jack Warner was Chief of the Divis
ion of Cloud Physics in Sydney from
1972, while Mr Hany Minnett served as
Chief of the Division of Radiophysics
from 1978.

Mr Warner joined CSIR in 1940 as an
Assistant Research Officer at the Radio
physics Laboratory, where he participated
in engineering development work connect
ed with the application of radar tech
niques.

He transferred to the Cloud and Rain
Physics Group in 1950 and made signi
ficant contributions to the cloud physics
program, as both a research engineer and
physicist.

In 1971, he transferred to the Division
of Atmospheric Physics and in July 1972,
transferred to the newly formed Division
of Cloud Physics, becoming its first Chief
later that year.

Mr Minnett achieved a worldwide re
putation in the fields of antenna design
and radio telescopes. He played a major
part in the research phase of the Interscan
microwave landing system project.

As a Research Officer with the Division
of Radiophysics, he was involved in radar
research from 1940 to 1946 and in radio
astronomy and radio navigation from
1947 to 1955.

'CoResearch' Is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also clrculeted to some people outside the Or9lnlzatlon who have a prof855ional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are Invltad to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material 15 normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dlckson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannle Ferrls.

CAT

•
Dr Michael Dack, Secretary of the
Communication Advisory Team,
offers this personal view of comm
unication in CSIRO.

In the past couple of years, CSIRO
seems to have spent a lot of time contem
plating its communication navel.

The formation of CAT, the release of
reports such. as I'Communication: CSIRO's
Other Role", the hoiding of the CSIRO
Communication Symposium and the est~

ablishment of a communication column in
CoResearcb must have given the impress
ion to many people that things were on
the move. And they are-albeit quite
slowly.

To its credit, the Executive has taken
steps to remove two of the barriers to
effective communication in CSIRO.

It has asked the Personnel Section to
redraft the promotion criteria for research
scientists to taIle account of any inform~

ation transfer activities. Clearly, research
ers will always be reluctant to spend time
away from the bench unless they receive
this type of recognition for interacting
with industry and the community.

Individual members of the Executive
have also welcomed an input from all
staff to a communication policy for the
Organization. Divisional communicators,
especially, have felt a lack of guidance
from the top which has apparently
inhibited their work; such a policy should L ,
remove any uncertainties.

But no-one has yet faced up to the third
barrier to communication-the absence of
specifkally earmarked funds for Divisions
to use for communication purposes.

No matter how vociferously Divisions
arc urged to interact with the community
-to provide information and to receive
feedback-how seriously can they treat
these exhortations if no financial support
is forthcoming?

Why shouid Chiefs be forced to weigh
the communication dollar against the
research dollar? Can anyone really blame
Chiefs for preserving the research effort
at the expense of communication in times
of economic cutbacl<s?

After all, none of us wants to see CSIRO
degenerating into a handful of scientists
kept on simply to give a living to 7000
hangers·onl

However, while recognising the dilemma
faced by many Divisions, it must be stated
that communication is not just another
ancillary activity in our Organization.
Research and communication have always
been the two vital components of the
scientific process, the more so in CSIRO
with its charter to assist the nation.
In other words, it is wrong to think of

communication as a luxury to be su pport~

ed only in times of plenty. The old adage
about research being a waste of time and
money unless it is communicated and
exploited has never been more apposite to
CSIRO. Better communication is one way
we can make our research more effective
and relevant.

So, what can be done to remove this
barrier? Among the possible solutions
are:
· the inclusion in a CSIRO communication

policy of a suggested percentage of
Divisional funds to be spent on comm
unication activities (say, 10-15 per cent)i

· the creation of a central communication
fund which Divisions could tap; and

· the seeking of sponsors outside CSIRO
to support communication work, in the
way that research funds are sought
from industry.
Until CSIRO rackIes this fundamental

problem by putting its money where its
mouth is, progress in this area will be pain~

fully slow.
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Last week's Execu tive meeting was

notable for the fact that, as part of the
current reorganization of Institutes,
including the absorption of staff from
Lucas Heights, three new Divisions were
created. The Division of Tropical Animal
Science (Queensland) will provide a new
focus for animal production and health
under tropical conditions. The Division of
Energy Technology (Highett) is to include
a large part of the former Division of
Mechanical Engineering, and the Division
of Energy Chemistry (Lucas Heights) will
be mainly staffed by former employees of
the Australian Atomic Energy Commission.

We have inherited many talented
research and support staff from the
Australian Atomic Energy Commission.
May I offer them a speelal welcome to
CSIRO.

• •
In the past. the Government's contrib~

ution to our Superannuation has not been
charged to our budget. From now on,
thes!: contributions will be paid from
within our allocation and for this purpose
we have been provided with an extra
$29M in this year's budget. This cbange in
procedure is part of a trend towards
making our budgetary appropriation a self
sufficient 'global' allocation.

be carried out by the Divisions of Forest
Research and Mineral Physics;

. additional costs associated with the
provision of research support to the
Department of Primary Industry in its
role of monitoring and managing the
resources of the Australian Fishing Zonej

. increased support for new and existing
Research Associations.

will take note of this turn of events.
The fact that we have been given a

measure of respite in our budgetary
allocation does not mean that we should
slacken our efforts to concentrate
resources on the most vital research
programs. Indeed, I believe that our
vigorous conduct of this activity has con
tributed to the outcome of the budget.

A regular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. .J. Paul Wild

From the
Chairman

BUILDING WORKS

OTHER PROJECTS

In addition to the direct Budget
Appropriation for CSIRO, $54.2 million
has been appropriated to the Department
of Housing and Construction for expend
iture on the Organizationls behalf on
works and building and maintenance of
existing facilities. Of this amount, $35
million will be sp("nt on the construction
of the Australian National Animal Health
Laboratory (ANAHL) at Gee1ong,
Victoria.

An aUocation of $3,543 1000 has been
provided to meet the costs of the
following projects in 1981/82,
. increased costs associated with the

planning and development of the
support infrastructure and micro
biological security at the Australian
National Health Laboratory (ANAHL)
at Geelongl Victoria;

working in Queensland laboratories, will
comprise its staff.
It will occupy existing CSIRO premises

in Rockhampton, Townsville and
Brisbane, and will work closely with the
three Divisions from which it will draw
staff and with the Brisbane-based Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures.

Staff to be transferred to Tropical
Animal Science are experts in the adapt
ationl nutrition, reproduction and diseases
of cattle in the tropical north.

The Division will be part of the Institute
of Animal and Food Sciences within
CSIRO,

The Institute's Director, Dr Ken
Ferguson, said that a possible area for
future research would be sheep pro
duction in the arid tropics.

Initial planning approved by the Execu
tive at its 13 August meeting held at the
Prospect (NSW) headquarters of the
Division of Animal Production involved:

Tropical Cattle Research Centre
(Roekbarnpton) ,

Dr Ferguson said that here the new
Division's research emphasis would be on
the determination of the physiological
and immunological characteristics which

Continued on page six

MARINE RESEARCH

Provisions in the Budget will enable
CSIRO to become more involved in
marine research.

A new laboratory complex costing
$10.75 million for marine research has
been approved by the Government on the
1981/82 Civil Works Program subject to
the necessary Parliamentary approvals

CSlRO is to form a Division of
Tropical Animal Science.

This follows recent visits to Queens
land, the Northern Territory and
Western Australia by Executive
Members and consideration by the
Executive of the Divisional Review
report of the Division of Animal
Production.

Executive Member Dr Keith Boardman
said it was uprobably the most detailed
and comprehensively researched Divisional
Review report which has been placed
before the Executive in recent timesl'.

The new Division will be primarily con
cerned with studying ways to improve the
efficiency of cattle production in Aust
ralia's north.

It will come into being as soon as a Chief
has been chosen-probably early next
year.

Some 180 scientists and support staff
drawn mainly from the Divisions of
Animal Production, Animal Health and
Entomology, most of whom are presently

CSIRO's 1981/82 Budget
Appropl'iation is $226,904,000, a 27
per cent increase over last financial
year.

The Appropriation is made up of
$218,404,000 for salaries and operational
activities and $8,500,000 for major items
of equipmentl part of the cost of con
structing an oceanographic research vessel,
minor building works and developmental
expenditure.

It represents an increase of $48,310,000,
or 27 per cent over CSIRO's expenditure
of $178,594,000 from Appropriation in
1980/81.

However, the most si~nificant

proportion of the overall Increase,
$29,170,000. is to meet the cost of the
CSIRO's employer superannuation con~

tribution. This change is essentially an
accounting device to enable CSIROls
Bu'dgct to reflect the full cost of super
annuation cover. A further $2,960,000
has been provided to offset partially the
increased cost associated with the
provision of laboratory equipment,
supplies and services.

An amount of $8 1°24,000, a 6.5 per
cent increase on CSIRO's expenditure on
salaries . in 1980/81, will provide for
inescapable increases in the salaries of the
Organization's current level of staffing.

An additional $4,613,000 has been
provided for the extra payday which falls
during the financial year. In the 1981/82 financial year, as a result

of the Razor Gang's activities, all Govern
ment Departments and Authorities have
suffered across-the-board reductions in
staff ceilings of about 2% and CSIRO is no
exception. But the most devastating threat
built into the Government decisions was
that operating funds allocated to all
instrumentalitics would be provided on
the basis of the same number of dollars as
last year (Le. a cut of 12% or so) unless
exceptional circumstances were evident,
We began to prepare for this bleak----------------------------------1 prospect which meant further severe staff
cuts, the shedding or postponement of
commitments and a general shrinkage of
our activities. Meanwhile, the Executive,
supported by our Headquarters finance
staff and by the Advisory Council,
engaged in considerable behind-the-scenes
activities designed to make it precisely
clear to the Government and its bureau~

cracy what the consequences would be if
tbis formula were applied to CSIRO. I
sensed that our Minister, who was briefed
with particular thoroughness, and whose
vocation is closer to fighting than to
science. relished the battle that was before
him. We must thank him and others that
an ou tcome of the budget is that our
operating funds have been conserved
essentially in real terms and, apart from
the 2% staff reduction, we can set about
our business with renewed confidence and
heart. I understand that our thanks are
especially due to the Government at its
topmost level.

On a recent ABC 'Nationwide' telecast
I was asked by the interviewer why
CSIRO was not seen to be out there
doing battle like the Premiers do. I
replied thatl unlike the Premiersl we do
not perform in public, I hope the
sman but noisy minority of our staff
who expend much effort in ceaselessly
voicing their opinions on the Executive
and its Administration, and who
suggest we make public remonstrationsl

New Division for tropical
animal research

1
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logo and letterheads carry that
imprint.

However, a number of people in DiviR

sions have requested something a little
more informal, incorporating the words
'Science for Australia \ for use on displays,
labels, T-shirts. packages and livery.

The illustration shown here has been
drawn by Brian Gosnell, a graphic designer
in the Science Communication Unit in
Canberra. I t Was submitted for opinion
to members of CAT when it met in Caow

berra last month. We are publishing Brianls
design for comment by interested individR

uals.

Yours faithfully,
(Mrs.) Erica Grant

Narayan Research Station
Mundubbera, Qld 4626.

its cover, a CSIRO staff newspaper. That
is, a paper which must cover the widely
diversified work of a large organisation,
giving snippets of interesting infonnation
to a differing range of CS IRO employees
and their families. The type of detailed
scientific information Mr Cullen wants
should surely be found in Scientific
Journals.

Please l<eep CoResearch on an intellectw

ual plane rhat I. a M.W. (New Ideajournal
ism), can understand.

The topic of a logo for CSIRO is
often aired in tea room and other
discussions, and the official view is
that 'CSIRO' is the Organization's

Looking at a new logo

• •

Dorothy Braxton
Science Communication Unit

Canberra.

Dear Editor,
Mr R. W. Cullen writing in Co

Research 241, complains of this
paper's standard of scientific journal
ism.

Ml' Cullen may be interested to know
that lesser mortals than he read Co
Research, but we obviously lack his
scientific bent.

I thought CoResearch was, as stated on

Items which analyse the implications of
scientific developments for New Zealand
are accorded special attention, as are those
which explain the impact of scientific
discoveries of society.

Also accepted is matter which analyses
the administration, structure and cmphasR

is, or funding of science.
'The Journalist', the o.fficial publication

of the Australian Journalists' Association,
frequently carries advertisements for
various competitions in a similar vein but
so far there is no science one.

Encouragement of this nature could
spark off a greater interest in science in
all forms of the media in Australia. All weneed is a sponsor or for the Organization .- ..J.. IIIII
itself to find a way to fund such an effort.

Those with ideas on the matter might
like to express their interest through this
column.

Frank Knight, illustrator at the
Division of Wildlife Research,
became something of a celebrity in
a Canberra post office recently,' as
local philatelists queued to have him
autograph newly released first day
covers carrying a set of stamps he'd

designed.
Six Australian animals considered to be

species in danger of t:xtinction, arc dew
picted on the stamps which were released
throughout Australia on July 15.

The stamps arc Frank's second comffiw

ission for Australia Post. He designed two
wild flower stamps issued as 18 and 45
cent denominations several years ago.

The latest stamps feature the Tasmanian
Tiger as the new 24 cent base rate stamp,
the Queensland IIairynosed Wombat (five
cents), the Greater Bilhy (25 cents), the
Bridled Nail-tailed Wallaby (30 cents),
Leadbeater's Possum (50 cents) and the
Stick-nest Rat (55 cents).

Each of the animals is shown in its
natural habitat, and Frank has tried to
create backgrounds accurate to the local
ity. For example, the Stick-nest Rat
crouches on the red earth characteristic
of the Nullabor country where it is most
commonly found, and the Bridled Nail
tailed Wallaby rests on the dark earth of
Queensland's Brigalow country.

Preparing designs for a stamps commw

ission can take more than a year. Frank
chose the animals from a list of endang
ered species prepared by the National
Parks and Wildlife Service.

He carried out a good deal of research
to determine accurate colourings, using
fur studies and observations of closely
related species.

Preliminary drawings were submitted for
approval in March last year, and the final
gouaches, each takjng about eight hours,
were supplied about a year ago.

Frank has, been painting and drawing
Australia's flora and fauna since his child
hood in the Marble Bar area of Western
Australia, where he was surrounded by a
wealth of sketchbook material.

He became involved with CSIRO in the
early '50s when a survey of Euros wa"
carried out in his area, and finally joined
the Organization in 1959 as a junior tech
nical assistant..iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_. Fran1<: transferred to Canberra in 1960,

to work on red kangaroos with Dr Harry
Frith.

He began drawing diagrams for divisional
publications and became the Division's
illustrator in 1966, the first person to be
appointed to the position.

Frank has held two highly successful
exhibitions in Canberra and has pro
vided iIlusttations for a number of books
and journals.

He is currently illustrating a mammal
field guide and a book on Australian vert
ebrate fossils. Recent paintings have
included ACT landscapes, although Frank
professes no particular preference for
subject matter.

Dear Editor,
Three senior scientists (Tom

Biegler, Dennis Minson and John
Corbett) have responded to my letter
deploring the OA's bid (which has
since proved unsuccessful) for a
massive salary rise for scientists.

John's and Dennis's letters had a
common theme. They maintained that
CSIRO scientists' salaries had declined by
comparison with those of academic sta.ff,
which would adversely affect the Organi
za.tion's competitiveness in the market
place, if not rectified.

I agree that this would be a. major con
cern. But have John and Dennis got their
facts straight? Mr third protagonist (Tom
Biegler) analysed this very question in a
letter prinred in CSIROOA Hulletin No.
176. He showed 'a similar pattern of salary
movement for academics and CSIRO re
search staff over the 16~year period' from
1964-1980. He suggested that 'we have to
be careful in deriving arguments from the
kinds of statistics Dennis usesl' The third
member of the well-known trilogy rears
its head again?

Tom Bicgler makes much of the claim
that a relationship between wage restraint
and unemployment has not been proved.

[ guess it never will be proved by the
experimental method, any more than the
link between smoking and lung cancer will
be. But the circumstantial evidem:e is
pretty good and neither major political
party denies it.

Reflect on the rapid growth of un
employment in 1974-75 when the wage
scramble was on for young and old, com
pared with the slow and fluctuating ~n

crease under a policy of wage restraint
since then.

Unless my opponents can do better,
I remain unrepentant and happy that we
continue (albeit involuntarily) to enjoy
the benefits of wage restraint.

Yours faithfully,
'Observer'.

• •
Dear Editor,
For a number of years now there
have been discussions in various
areas of CSIRO about creating a
science journalism award but nothing
has ever got off the ground.

CSIRO staff might be interested in a
project across the Tasman where the New
Zealand Association of Scientists (lnc)
instituted such an award last: yea.r in
recognition of outstanding science jour
nalism.

The association is now caUing for entries
for this year's competition.

The New Zealand Association of Scienw

tists was founded in 1940 to unite scien
tists 00 all disciplines into one body
which can speak without political bias to
government and the community on
matters affecting science and scientists.

[ts Certificate for Science Journalism is
designed to encourage public appreciation
of scientific objectives, methods and
achievements through recognition of out
standing science journalism in broad
casting, newspapers and magazines.

The award must be given for an original
piece, or a series of articles published
during the preceding year. It applies only
to writing produced in New Zealand for a
"on-scientific audience.

Articles puhlished in popular weekly
magazines and newspapers, as well as radio
or television scripts (including interviews),
are eligible. Material published in trade or
other special interest journals is not
eligible.

In making the award, the judges attach
importance to the way science is inter
preted for the public.

2
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What happens vvhen
machines replace people?

This black and white picture of the sun rising behind tbe Parkes Radio Telescope is a reproduction ofa spectacular colour shot taken hy
Bob Maccoll, a senior photographer with the Australian Information Service. I>l recent montbs Bob, accompanied by either Dorotby
Braxton or Natalie Provis from the Science Communication Unit, visited many locations where CS/RO staff are 'Working to put together
a new collection ofphotographs which could be used for audio visual, display and otber PR purposes. Throughout they bad tbe
cooperation ofDivisional staff, especially CSlRO photographers wbo are helping to extend the collection.

The assignment took the team down mines, up in RAAF aircraft, into industry, to field stations where they bad good cause to be
wary of some of the activities associated with bulls, to nocturnal efforts to get time exposure material on such facilities as the Parkes
telescope. Tbis particular picture was taken a few bours after Bob bad photograpbed tbe telescope ri>lged by a rainbow followi>lg a
dramatic storm tbe nigbt before.

Study awards announced

dipping in a hot wax hath.
CSIRO's new process of waxing con

tainers in two stages with an initial shower
of hot thin wax followed by a shower of
cold wax, reduced wax consumption and
improved quality.

The judges were impressed with the
engineering s"ilI displayed in developing a
commercial machine which enabled a high
quality product to be achieved.

A machine incorporating Mr Coleman's
technique was developed by the C Andax
Company in Melbourne, and has subse
quently been successfully marketed in
North America.

The award was presented at a function
held in Melbourne on July 16.

Newspaper
for school
students
The Australian Academy of Science
bas launched a special student news·
paper aimed at stimulating interest
in the biological sciences.

Biology In Action, a four-page news
paper prepared especially for Australia's
80,000 'Web of Life' school students,
reviews recent developments and ideas
from a wide spectrum of biological
sciences.

The project Was initiated by the Chief of
CSIRO's Division of Plant [ndustry, Dr
]im Peacock, who wanted to convey the
excitement and dynamism of modern
biological science to senior secondary
school students.

A small team of science writers including
Graerne 0 'Ne ill from the Science Comm
unicat,ion Unit, extracts articles from
scientific literature and magazines, paying
attention to their potential for stimulating
discussion on subjects covered by the ·Web
of Life' course. The light, entertaining
style of the articles is complemented by
an imaginative design, incorporating
cartoons and line drawings by Brian
Gosnell of the S.C.U. Photographs and the
use of a second colour highlight headlines.

The July issue, designed as a pilot for the
three-times-a-year series, contains articles
on:
· The probability that an asteroid striking

the Earth caused the mysterious extinc
tion of 75 per cent of the planet's
animal species, including the dinosaurs,
at the end of the Cretaceous period 65
million years ago.

· Speculation by a New Zealand scientist
that the classic double~helix model for
DNA may be flawed.

· A new theory which proposes that gaps
in the fossil record can be explained by
evolution proceeding in fits and starts,
with long periods of relative stability in
between.

· A radical new approach to pest control
in the cotton industry J which uses a
computer to reduce reliance on insect~

icides.
· The possible effects of increased atmo~

spheric carbon dioxide upon crop
yields.
'Web of Life' teachers are being supplied

with a list of original references for each
of the articles, so they can assist with
discussion or inquiries generated by the
newspaper.

Biology in Action is published hy the
Australian Academy of Science, and is
printed by Messenger Newspapers of
Adelaide. The first edition was provided
through the resources of The Advertiser
Group of Companies. The newspaper is
free to aB IWeb of Life' students.

Research in CSIRO's Division of
Cbemical Technology has won a
highly commended award from the
Institu tion of Engineers, Australia.

The annual awards are made to pro
jects, including worl<s, studies, processes
or designs, which are judged to have
engineering excellence.

The highly commended award was made
to Mr John Coleman for his research on
corrugated waxing techniques.

A process improvement was developed
by the Division of Chemical Technology
for the application of wax to corrugated
fibreboard containers to replace the
formerly accepted process of single batch

Jones, Senator Peter Rac, a Liberal senator
from Tasmania, Professor John Bennett of
the Department of Computer Science at
the University of Sydney and Professor
Sol Encel of the Department of Sociology
at the University of New South Wales.

Mr Henry Nix's chapter entitled 'The
Rural Solution' discusses the effect new
technology will have on the rural popu
lation of Australia. He claims that alter
native lifestyles, subsistence farming and
low-technology systems will add needed
diversitYl but are unlikely to provide a
general solution to the problem of what
people will do.

Dr Kirk said copies of the book, costing
$5.95, are available from the Society fOlI

Social Responsibility in Science (A.C.T.),
p.O. Box 48, O'Connor, A.C.T. 260l.
Mailing costs of $1 should be included
with cheques for books to be postcJ.

Research award to
Chem. Techm

to discuss with industry, the processes
involved in the production of low
moisture meat.

Mr Ian 10hns, a senior technical officer
at the Baas Becldng Laboratory in Can
berra, leaves in October for a study tour
in the United States of America, visiting
various research institutions to review
advances in scanning electron microscope
techniques and oceanographic monitoring
systems.

lan plans to return to Australia in March
1982.

Mr Harold King, a technical officer with
the Division of Animal Production at the
McMaster Laboratory at Prospect, New
South Wales 1 will spend 17 weeks in
Europe, Britain and the United States of
America, surveying the structure, design
and manufacturing techniques in overseas
applied research groups within organiw

zations similar to CSIRO.

the second section including a. number of
papers specifically requested after the con
ference to cover issues not fully dealt
with," Dr Kirk said.

He explained that the broad aim of the
book was to examine ways in which
society would be changed if, and when,
a large proportion of the workforce had
been replaced by microprocessor~con~

trolled machines: to consider what
changes in lifestyle and attitude, what
governmental measures, will be required
to give people both a meaningful role and
an acceptable standard of living.

Contributors have been drawn from
trade unions, the universities and the
political sphere. They include the former
President of the A.C.T.V. Mr Bob Hawke,
the Shadow Minister for Science Mr Barry

Four CSIRO men have been granted
CSIRO Study Awards to allow them
to carry out research overseas.

Recipients of the awards are:
Mr Harold J(irkman, an experimental

officer at the Western Australian labora
tory of the Division of Fisheries Research.

Harold will spend 14 weeks at the
California Institute of Technology. study
ing the possihility of growing kelp in
Australia for the production of non
polluting gaseous fuel. Harold plans to
leave for California early next year.

Mr Dan Smith, a scientiHc seIVices
officer in Melbourne with the Meat Re
search Laboratory of the Division of Food
Research.

Dan will leave early next year to spend
several months travelling in Canada,
Europe and the United States of America,
discussing the production of flal{ed meat
and flaked meat products. He also plans

Two CSIRO researchers are among
a number of contributors to a book
published recently in Canberra,
'When Machines Replace People'.

The book is edited by Dr John Kirk, of
the Division of Plant Industry in Canberra,'
and includes a chapter written by Henry
Nix of the Division of Land Use Research
in Canberra.

Dr Kirk, a member of the Society for
Social Responsibility in Science (A.C.T.)
explained that the book marlced the tench
anniversary meeting of the Society and
contained a collection of papers on the
theme of technological unemployment in
Australia. "The book is in two parts, the
first consisting of those papers delivered
at the tenth anniversary conference, and
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Peter Tuckerman, rigbt, is cDngratulates by bis supervisDr, Artbur MDrris after be was
presented witb tbe Artbur FrDst Memorial Award in a ceremDny beld recently in Canberra.

Petsr, an apprentice carpenter at Black Mountain Site Services. received the award as
tbe CSlRO apprentice WbD ,vas judged tD bave acbieved tbe most significam imprDvement
in alhonnd perfDrmance in bis final year. He was presented witb tbe aWDl'd by tbe Cbief
of tbe Division Df Entomoiagy, Dr DDug WaterbDuse. Tbe award was establisbed as a
memorial tD Artbur FrDst, a snpervisDr at tbe DivisiDn of Textile Pbysics at Ryde, Sydney.
Artbur took a keen intercst in the work of apprentices and was at one time Federal
SeC1'ctary of tbe Laboratory Craftsmen's Association. He retimd from the Division
tb"Dugb ill bealtb and died in tbe early seventies.

Kris Kaldma from the Division of Com~
puting Research after 30 years.

Henry Hunter from the Division of
Building Research after 18 years.

Ken Plomley from the Division of
Building Research after 42 years.

Anne Triggs from the East Melbourne
offices after 24 years.

Wal Clarkc, from the Division of Animal
Production, after 42 years service to
charge of laboratory services and later as
Industry Liaison Officer.

Rodney Powning, of the Division of
Entomology, after 45 years service,
latterly working on insect physiology and
biochemistry.

IJeinz Gruetzmacher. from the Division
of Applied Physics after 26 years where he
was Chief Draughtsman.

Bob Parker t from the Division of Fish
eries after seven years with the Division.

Madgc Hennessy, from the Division of
Fisheries after 11 years in the computing
section.

f. -~(:,;.\

A recent "science at play" photograph,
published in CoResearch of the specially
bred cow with two short front legs so it
could graze up-hill t led Ross Mackenzie of
the Film and Video Centre to purchase, in
Scotland, a postcard showing a similar new
breed, the lIshy, highland haggis" an
animal witb right legs longer than left,
to enable them to run around the Scottish
mountains at great speeds in an anti
clockwise direction without falling over.

However, the post card reports that
those attempting to run in the other
direction roli helplessly down-hill and are
collected by Highland Haggis gatherers and
sold as a great delicacy.

Ross spent almost a month in Britain
but reported seeing neither haggis or
gatherer.

In retirement
The following CSIRO staff have or
will shortly be retiring. Divisions are
invited to send the details of retiring
staff to CoResearch for inclusion in
the column.

CSIRO's Chairman, Dr Paul Wild, de
livered a timely message to La Trobc
University graduate, when he told physical
and biological science graduates that the
world wonld be a better place if more
scientists 'broke loose' from their lab
oratories and sought roles as top policy
makers.

He concluded by telling the students,
"Scientists, often. wrongiy, but sometimes
rightly I are time and again accused of
failing to communicate their message to
the population in general and the policy
makers in particular.

liThe more you can get the true message
of science and what science is aH about
across to the layman, the more you will
ensure that science has a positive future
in this country and that the country
derives positive benefits from science."

DD

DD

Kevin Handreck t scientific assistant to the
Chief of the Division of Soils in Adelaide,
has been awarded a Churchill fellowship
to study the use and management of soils
used for horticulture in Europe, the U.K.
and the V.S.

Kevin is interested in new developments
in soils used in pots and for growing turf
and plans to write a textbook on the sub
ject for Australian students.

In the SpIrit of friendly competition, a
group of sportsmen in the Regional
Administrative Office, Canberra, have
issued a challenge to cricketers in Mei
bournc or Sydney offices of CSIRO.

They arc keen to arrange a weekend
challenge in Canberra or perh aps half
way, for a Melbourne team.

Interestcd individuals or groups should
contact Michael Avent at the Canberra
RAO.

Dr Brian Haynes.

Dr Brian Haynes, an Australian
combustion engineer who has been
lecturing in America, has begun work
at the Division of Fossil Fuels in
Sydney as a Queen Elizabeth 11
Fellow.

He is one of four fellows named recently
by the Minister for Science and Technol
ogy, Mr Thomson, and the only one who
will be working within the Organization.

Dr Haynest who was born and educated
in Perth, is a graduate of the University
of New South Wales in Sydney, where he
received his Bachelor of Engineering
with first class honours and the University
Medal in 1973. I-le obtained his PhD from
the same University in 1976, and later
worked in Germany as a Humboldt
Fellow with Professor Wagner at the Uni
versity of Gottingen until his appointment
in 1979 to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's Chemical Engineering De
partment and Energy Laboratory where he
has been a visiting engineer and lecturer.

Dr Haynes will work for two years with
in the Fuel and Atmospheric Chemistry
section worldng with Or Maurice Mulcahy.

He is studying the chemistry of the
gasification of carbon, part of the process
of liquefaction of coal under study within
the Division.

Bark is the imaginative new name chosen
by the Division of Forest Research for
their newsletter. It seems David Brett
developed the name over a few glasses of
champagne with colleagues.

Other suggestions included "bark and
bite", "roots and shoots" and "biorotica".

The fortnightly newsletter is being used
'hy the new Chief. Joe Landsberg, as a
tool of internal communication.

DD

Dr George Bornemissza of the Division of
Entomology's Tasmanian laboratory, is
sporting a new Rolex oyster watch. He
was among 29 selected winners of an
award sponsored by the watch company,
allowing for five international winners and
two honourable mentions for work which
broke new ground. George was one of two
Australian winners and was chosen from
about 3,000 entrants for the personal
enterprise award on his efforts to intro
duce and establish the dung beetle in Aust~

ralia.

Just back from a three-week tour of Japan
visiting centres of research and develop
ment in polymer science is Or David
Solomon, Chief of the Division of Applied
Organic Chcmistry.

The trip wa!1 made available under the
auspices of the Japan/Australia Science
and Technology Agreement for Dr
Solomon, on behalf of Austra.lian polymer
scientists, to seek out fidds of research
where collaborative projects could be
pursued.

He's at present preparing a report on
the excursion, including recommendations
for exchange visits of polymer scientists.

thermal insulation properties are finding
new !lPplications almost daily.

These successes are the basis for much of
the work in the laboratory today t and
whilst "Tribophysics" has given way to
IlMaterials Science", and "Engineering
Ceramics and Refractories" has transform
ed to "Advanced Materials Laboratory",
the foundations laid by Neil MeKinnon
remain.

All his friends in CSlRO wish Neil
McKinnon health and happiness in retire
ment.

Dr Neil McKinnon and his wife
Judith were principal guests at a
Dinner held in Melbourne in June to
mark the occasion of Dr McKinnon's
retirement from CSIRO.

Neil McKinnon first joined CSIR in 1945
when he became it member of the Aero
nautical Research Laboratory with special
responsibilities in the field of powder
metallurgy. He left CS1R without changing
employment when ARL became part of
the Department of Supply in 1949.
Between 1951 and 1953 he spent two
years in England where he worked on the
growth and deformation of single crystals
of aluminium at AERE Harwell and
Birmingham University.

[n 1953 he returned to ARL where he
became head of the Defect Assessment
Group.

In 1965 he rejoined CSIRO as a member
of the Engineering Ceramics Group in the
Division nf Applied Mineralogy where he
worked on cermets. Soon he became the
leader of the group, and when the major
part of Applied Mineralogy was relocated
in Perth in 1970, NeU McKinnonls group
remained behind in Melbourne, took the
name Engineering Ceramics and Refract
ories Laboratory. and became part of the
Division of Tribophysics.

As Officer-in-charge of hi, laboratory
Neil McKinnon directed two extremely
important projects. The first of these was
the development of the oxygen probe
system, now well known as the SIRO Z
oxygen sensor. The second project grew
from the spectacular discovery made by
the laboratory that zirconia particles
embedded in a ceramic matrix could trans
form crystallographically in such a way
that the composite ceramic could exhibit
anomously high toughness. The import
ance of this discovery is being realised
today as zirconia ceramics with conse
quent high strength. high toughness, high
thermal shock resistance, and excellent
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Dr Peter Maxwell has begun work as a
visiting scientist with Computing Re
search's VLSI program. Peter is a senior
lecturer in compu ter science with the
School of Electrical Engineering at the
University of New South Wales. He and
his family will move to Adelaide later this
month.

00

Telephone callers to the communications
nerve centre in Albert Street, Melbourne,
will miss the friendly voice of Anne Triggs,
who retired recently after operating the
East Melbourne switchboard since May
1957, with a short break about 11 years
ago.

During her career, Anne made a valuable
contribution to the Organization, servicing
Head Office, till the move to Canberra in
1970, the Melbourne Regional ~:)ffice,

the Melbourne DCR Group, Film and
Video Centre and CILES. She is wished a
long and happy retirement.

00
Clive Coogan, Chairman of A.SJ.A.,
reports that he often has enquiries based
on misunderstanding of the initials of his
organisation. He is frequently accused of
links with ASIO , but Clive was tickled
when he recently received a letter asking
if his organisation, A.S.I.S. would like the
services of a particular firm in publicising
its activities. Since A.S.l.S. is the Austral
ian Security Intelligence Service, Clive
felt quite confident in replying, Il not .....
likelyl"

00
Spending four months in Mexico City is
Marina Tyndale~Biscoe from the Division
of Entomology in Canberra. Marina is
working at the Institute of Ecology
studying the physiology of dung beetles.

Her visit follows a visit by a delegation
from Mexico last year a.nd is a co-operative
venture with the Mexican Government.

Marina, who works with Murray
Wallace's group at the Black Mountain
laboratories, is particularly interested in
aspects of the dung beetle's reproduction.

She is due back in October.

Health reaso ns have forced Kelly Kelsall
co step down from his position as Chief of
the Division of Applied Geomechanics. He
will, however, continue as Chief of the
Division of Mineral Engineering.

Ken McCracken is acting as Chief of the
Division of Applied Geomechanics, while
also continuing as Chief of the Division of
Mineral Physics.

00
Robin Austin, who was well known as
the Information Officer for the Division
of Fisheries and Oceanography for the
past ten years, died on May 29 after a
prolonged illness,

He contributed a number of articles on
fisheries and oceanographic research for
'Australian Fisheries' and other journals
and was active in organising displays
illustrating the Division IS work for open
days and scientific conferences, and for
organising seminars. But perhaps he was
best known as the source of information
to the media and for the inquiring general
public and for hL\) contact with schools,
students and visiting scientists.

He was also the very independently~

minded editor of the Division's in-house
journal 'Pish-Q'. Robin had a long interest
and involvement in astronomy and his
Iight~hearted seasonal notices wishing the
staff a happy summer solstice, but he was
also the principal author of a paper on a
method for calculating moonlight illum~

inance at the Earth's surface which was of
direct application to the study of the
behaviour of rock lobster larvae move
ments.

This was published in ']. Appl. Ecol.' in
1976 and created a lot of interest among
biologists. He leaves a young daughter.
and many friends in CSIRO.

00
The Chief of the Division of Plant
Industry Dr Jim Peacock was delighted
when his son Steven took out a national
art award recently with a painting called
"Crow I Crow". Steven's prize was a
cheque for $2,000 from the Common
wealth Bank and The Australian news
paper.

E. L. Deacon, previously an SPRS of the
Division of Atmospheric Physics, has been
awarded the degree of Doctor of Science
by the University of London for collected
works on meteorological research.

Twenty-four of the 30 papers sub
mitted describe Len's CSIRO work and a
further three were published after his
retirement in 1972.

00

As part of the initiatives in Industryl
CSIRO cooperation ]onathon Hodgkin of
the Division of Applied Organic Chemistry
has just completed a year's work at the
Central Research Laboratories of [Cl Aust~
ralia, Ascot Vale.

Part of his work involved the transfer to
industry of technology associated with
recent metal selective ion~exchange resins
synthesized at the Division.

However, the major area of his research
was concerned with an ICI project on the
use of plastics to give more environment~

ally acceptable methods of manufacturing
chlorine and caustic soda on a large scale.
It is hoped that his secondment will be
the first part of a reciprocal agreement
whereby an ICl research scientist is trans~

ferred to work at the Fishermen's Bend
site of Applied Organic Chemistry.

00
A fanner CSIRO post graduate student,
Richard Sadlier, has recently been ap~

pointed Director of the DSIR's Ecology
Division at Lower Hutt in Wellington,
New Zealand,

Richard , a West Australian I was awarded
an overseas post graduate studentship in
1962 and went to Canada. He has most
recently been Professor of Biological
Sciences at the Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, Canada.

00

Dr Larry Smith, from the Ohio Agri
cultural Research and Development centre
at Wooster, Ohio/ is presently working
with Dr Dennis Watson at the Pastoral Re~
search Laboratory in Armidale. Larry and
Dennis are working on mastitis.

The difficulties facing Australian archivists
were spelled out recently by CSIRO
archivist I Colin Smith. Speaking at a con~

ference at the Academy of Science in
Canberra, Colin described archives as !la
cinderella among the cinderellas in the
world of cultural conservation."

DD
Dr Frank ForccIla of Montana State Uni~

versity has taken up a three~ycar appoint
ment as a research scientist in the Division
of Plant Industry's ecology section.
Frank will be working in the research pro~

gram concerned with the ecology of weeds
in natural and agricultural plant communi
ties.

Cl 0
Among the members of the community
who find CSIRO a limine of information ll

are miners whose hard hats often carry
stickers advertising CSIRO. Christine
Asdey-Boden at the Minerals Laboratory
in West Ryde , Sydney, has a limited
quantity of these blue and white stickers
available free for those who contact her.

00
Doug Little, of the Animal Nutrition
group at Brisbane's Cunningham labora
tories, has recently been elected President
of the Queensland division of the Aust~

raliall Veterinary Association.

00
CSlRO's leucaena experts in Queensland ,
Ray Janes and Bob Bray, are used to the
odd question about the plant, but even
their eyebrows were raised recently when
a fish farmer sought their advice on how
to reduce the alkaloid content in the
leaves because he was concerned about
the effects it would have on the growth
rate of yabbies.

00
Dr Gordon Thomas of 'Agriculture
Canada' is working with the Division of
Plant Industry's ecology section for a year
on weed problems.

TALKING POINT IN THE TEA-ROOM

Visitors to the staff lo,mge at the Division of Irrigation Research in Griffith can noW see an artist's interpretation of the research work heing carried out there. Ian Henderson, Chief
Graphic Designer in CSIRO's Bureau ofScientific Services, was commissioned by the Division's Management Committee to prepare a striking wall featllre which reflected the work
heing carried Ollt and synthesized the Division's activities in vimal form.

Ian, pictllred ahove with the mural, has used 011 pairlt on plywood In greens, yellows and bllles arid says the mural poses vlsllal and philosophically enigmatic questions abollt the
nature of marJ and the environment/ witb particular reference to irrigation researcb at Griffitb.

"It is sufficiently ambigllolls to be capable of constantly beirlg re'appraised, " lan said.
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Historic gathering at IThe Bend'

Tbe four men tvbo bave beaded Divisions wbicb noW comprise tbe Division ofApplied Organic Cbemistry, from left, Sir Robert Price,
Dr Sefton [-{amann, Sir Ian Wark and tbe present Cbief, Dr David Solomon. Tbe men gatbered at Fisbermen 's Bend recently to see
Sir lan Work officially open tbe new conference room wbicb bas been named after I,;m.

Chiefs of all CSIRO Divisions from
which the present Division of
A pplied Organic Chemistry derived,
gathered recently at the Fisher
men's Bend laboratories to see Sir
lan Wark officially open the new
conference room which has been
named after him.

Sir lan Wark was Chief of the Division
of Industrial Chemistry from 1939 to
1958, and was then Director of the
Chemical Research Laboratories until
1960.

Others who attended included Sir
Robert Price who was Chief of the Divi~

slan of Organic Chemistry from 1961
until 1966, and Dr Sefron Hamann, who
was Chief of the Division of Applied
Chemistry from 1966 until 1974 when
Dr David Solomon was appointed Chief of
the Division of Applied Organic Chemis~

try.
After lunch with Or Solomon, the three

former Chiefs toured the Division and
were looking particularly at the high level
of instrumentation needed to conduct
modern chemical research.

At the opening ceremony, Sir [an spoke
of the important place given the Fisher
men's Bend site in the development of
Australian chemistry, and complimented
the Division on the relevance of its present
research programs.

Sir Ian then presented the Division with
a coHecrion of his own papers on IIMetallic
Hydroxy-Acid Complexes".

New Division for tropical animal research

CSIRO Budget details

Two CSIRO Divisions are taking part
in AGSEARCH '81, two open days
being held next month at Trangie
Agricultural Research Station in New
South Wales.

The Premier Mr Nevilie Wran will offic·
ially open the event on 11 September.

The Division of Entomology will mount
a stand demonstrating biological control,
genetic control, and insect migration. Ed
Highley, the Division's Information
Officerl and researcher Tim Woodburn
will be on hand to answer questions,
while Roger Farrow will advise on insect
migration.

Their exhibit will show how the Division
has been able to genetically breed male
sterile flies which are released to prevent
normal breeding by the blowfly.

The Division's biological control exhibit
will show insect pests such as those which
attack lucerne and skeleton weed. and the
control of dung using the beetle.

The Division of Textile Physics stand
win be manned by Dave David and Joe
Snaith.

The exhibit features displays showing
the principles on which the measurement
of wool is bascd and includes displays
indicating the value of the measurements
to a wool processor.

Also on display will be the llSonic
Fineness Tester" (Model B),
developed by the Division of Textile
Physics as a do-it-yourself kit for breeders.

Members of the public are welcome to
attend the open days on either September
11 or 12.

Showing
the flag
at Trangie
AGSEARCH

Davies Laboratory (Townsville)
Dr Ferguson said that the neW Division

would re-establish, in collaboration with
the Division of Tropical Crops and
Pastures, a nutrition laboratory in the
Davies Laboratory.

Research there would be concerned
with:
· the nutritional properties of tropical

pasture species;
· grazing behaviour and dietary selection j

· calcium and phosphorus metabolism;
· the influence of the mineral status of

the pasture on intal(e and nutritive
value;

· methods of mineral supplementation;
and

· genetic differences in feed intake and
nutrient utilization in collaboration with
the Tropical Cattle Research. Centre.
The Chief of the Division wouid also

assume responsibility for scientific over
sight of CSIRO's contribution to the
Project for Animal Research and Develop
ment in Indonesia which the Organization
conducts on behalf of the Australian
Development Assistance Bureau.

CS/RO

1981/82 Estimates

Annual Funds Salaries Operating Total

Headquarters,
Advisory Council and
State Committees 9,520,500 14,068,300 23,588,800
Institute of Animal and Food Sciences 26,811,800 11,884,700 38,696,500
Institute of Biological Resources 44,874,100 16,750,900 61,625,000
Institute of Energy and Earth Resources 15,115,900 5,755,600 20,871,500
Institute of Industrial Technology 23,624,400 7,268,800 30,893,200
Institute of Physical Sciences 32,227,900 14,024,600 46,252,500
Bureau of Scientific Services 5,796,400 3,701,900 9,498,300
Miscellaneous 3,174,400 42,500 3,216,900
Other Contributions 781,800 781,800

~--~ -----

161,145,400 64,758,600 225,904,000

From page one

determine cattle's adaptation to thermal,
nutritional, disease and parasitic stresses
and permit high productivity in the
tropics.

"This Laboratory will also be concerned
The last note on this subject (CoResearch with the inheritance and genetic inter~

April 1981) concluded with a reference to relationships of adaptive and productive
those papers of official character which characteristics with a view to formulating
are in the custody of individuals rather selection criteria for cattle breeders," he
than central registries. said.

I worry about these because they are so Long Pocket Laboratories (Brisbane)
hopelessly scattered and variously organ- Research here would be done on endem~
ised; because they are so commonly dis- ic arboviruses and on the competence of
posed of when officers move or are pro- the insect vectors to multiply and trans
moted or retire or die, with no reference mit the viruses. Field studies of vector
to CSIRO Archives; and because the poss- distribution will also be carried out.
ibility of permanent historical value is llResearch will also be undertaken on
often overlooked when these disposals the immunology of cattle tick resistance,
are made. on vaccines against tick fever and on the

Ideally, I would like to be on the scene immunology, epidemioiogy and control of
whenever the papers of a senior CSIRO internal parasites," Dr Ferguson said.
scientist or administrator undergo a "Collaborative research will be carried
spring-cleaning. Since J can't be, I have out with the Tropical Cattle Research
prepared some guidelines for reco-rds Centre on the immunological mechanisms
disposal which set out archival interest underlying genetic differences in resist
in relation to other interests involved, and ance and tolerance to ticks and internal
indicate the likely historical value or parasites."
otherwise of various categories of records. J..,, ...,

Following these guidelines, an officer •
could get rid of a lot of material by
summary destruction or disposal to other
appropriate custody (e.g. his successor, or
the relevant registry or library) and
present me with a residue of non-current
material of possible historical value, such
as general correspondence I minutes, dis
used datal photographs, and indexes to
any of the above. This might include
records of non-cSIRO activities such as
committee work for a scientific society.

Archivists re~ognise the need to reduce a
superfluity of paper by repeated culling.
We do a. lot of it ourselves. Our concern is
that cullers should remember that to
destroy an unpublished record is to de
stroy, irreversibly, some fragment of the
past. And we also worry that some more
discriminating cullers may be even more
misguided than we are ourselves.

If you would like a copy of the CSIRO
Archives guidelines for disposal of office
records, please contact me at PO Box 225,
Dickson, ACT 2602, phone (062) 484677.

Colin Smith, CSIRO Archivist.
Canberra.

6
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Funrunners on the road again

at

OPEN DAYS

Laboratory

THURSDAY 24 September 1981
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

* The evening session is less forma/
families and friends are invited.

WEDNESDAY 23 September 1981
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

* 6.45 pm - 9.30 pm

Admission tickets are not required.
Ample parking on site.

Bradfield Road, Lindfield, NSW 2070

For information - (02) 4676211 (Mrs Riley)

Laboratories of the Division of Appl ied Physics
and

the Division of Mathematics and Statistics
will be on display in one of Australia's largest

scientific laboratories.

CSIRO National Measurement

Funrunnel'S from CSIRO's Division
of Plant Industry in Canbena
wrested the Black Mountain Cup
from the Division of Entomology
team in the annual Black Mountain
run, held on July 17.

A total of 115 men and women rook
part in the 5.6 km run up the slopes of
Black Mountain, and this year 94 runners
completed the course within the target
time of 30 minutes.

Two teams from Sydney and one trom
Melbourne travelled to Canberra for the
challenge, and one individual came from
Griffith.

This year the first runner home Was
Mike Balmy from the Australian National
University who recorded a time of 20
minutes 11 seconds. The first CSIRO
runner home was th.e second placegctter,
Ken Lewins from the Division of Textile
lndustry who completed the course in 20
minutes 40 seconds. First woman home
was Rosemary Longstaff of the Division
of Eiltomology who recorded a time of
20 minutes 59 seconds. Tony Larkum of
the Division of Plant Industry was the
first 40-plus runner home, while Bob
Costick of the Division of Fossil Fuels
waS the first runner aged 50-plus.

The Black Mountain Cup, previously
held for four years by the Division of
Entomology, was awarded to Plant Indust
ry as the Division with the lowest cotal
time of the first four runners complettng

Tbey're off on tbe 1981 Black Mountain the course.
fun run, and among tbe first of the bunch One of the organisers, Greg Heath of

eluded two speakers from Fiji. One de- are, from left, Colin MacDonald, Division the Division of Environmental Mechanics,
scribed how films are used as an infonna- of EntomologYl (No. 62), Lee Belbin, said most runners this year recorded faster
tion tool and the other gave a fascinating Division of Land Use Research (No. 55), times than in their previous years, and the
account of how frustrating it is to try and Keitb McNaughton, Division ofEnvironM winner's time had been more than a
disseminate information in ll. multiMracialmental Mechanics (No. 10), and Micbael minute faster than the 1980 winner,
developing country where Western Neave, Entomology, (No. 19). Rosemary Longstaff.methods just don't work. Nearer home, 10. _

two Canberra public servants talked about
recent studies into the effectiveness (or
otherwise) of the dissemination of govern
ment information in Australia.. Despite the
wide gaps between Fiji and Australia, our
bureaucracies seem to impede information
flow with equal success!

The communication technology session
was very thought-provoking. At last we
got away from the marvels of MIDAS,
CSIRONET and the like, and concentrated
on the human element. Papers were pre-
sented on teaching children to use com
puters, communica.tions problems of the
aged, technology to help the disahled
communicate, and behaviour patterns that
are developing in teleconferencing.

The last paper of the Confetence added
yet another voice to those of ours in
CSIRO who have been concerned about
selfwindulgence in communicators. The
speaker pointed out the increasing tcndM

ency of communicators to regard the act
of communicating, and the techniques by
which it is done, as an end in itself. He
claimed thl\.t big institutions have now
incorporated the process of information
distribution so thoroughly into their
structural patterns that it is becoming so
formalised as to be meaningless. (Heart
fel t mutter of Annual Reports from
JFNI)

The theme of the Conference included
lldifference" and this was certainly dem
onstrated. However, this is regarded by
ACA as being healthy, as long as Aust
ralian communicators don't start follow
ing their overseas counterparts into
tight-knit little specialist groups which
refuse to listen to other perspectives.
Delegates were almost unanimous in their
concern at the dominance of US and UK
communications research in education, in
textbooks-and especially in choice of
keynote speakers at the Conference. All
agreed that the tiny indigenous research
effort needed expanding fast before
budding communicators got swept away
on a tide of irrelevancy.

{For those interested, 1 have copies of
mose of the Conference papers. Contact
me at PO Box 225, Dicl<son, ACT 2602.
Te!. (062) 48-4545.1

Jenifer North, liaison officer in
CSIRO's Institute of Earth Resourc
es, has contributed this month's
CAT column.

I recently attended a conference entitled
"Differing Perspectives in Human Comm
unication" at Kuring-gai CAE in-Sydney,
run by the fledgling Australian Communi~

cation Association, which was founded in
1979.

The AeA exists to establish links be
tween communicators of all sorts in Aust
ralia and to encourage research into and
disseminate information about comm
unica.tion. It has about 200 members in
all States.

The 160 delegates at the Conference
reflected, I feel. the membership of
AeA. About 78 per cent were teachers
and researchers from universities, CAR '5,
institutes, etc.; 10 per ccnt came from
government departments or agencies such
as Telecom; 3 per cent from industry i and
non~affiliated delegates made up 9 per
cent. Only one member from the media
came.

The Conference sessions were naturally
inclined to the strong research and educa
tional bias in the AeA. After the first
day's keynote speakers, we broke into
sessions for the next two days and covered
interpersonal communication, organizw
ational communication, issues in informa
tion dissemination, interculturaI exper
ience and analysis, and human comm~

unication technology.
The keynote speakers and most of

the theoreticists were heavy going. The
majority of educationalists (mainly tea~

chers of communication skills in Business
Administration courses) joined me in
floundering in n sea of jargon. Professor
Henry Mayer from Sydney University was
the only Australian keynote speakeri he
gave a lively performance but didn't say
anything new.

The few practitioners amongst us en
joyed the sessions on issues in infonna
tion dissemination and human comm
unications technology. The former in-

CAT

•
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with 'people'. They were resource rich,
depending on the intellectual quality of
their people and the activities which they
performed. If 'resources' were not identi
fied with 'people', then investment in
people, such as education, became an
expense.

5. An over~riding message which seemed
to issue from the talk was the necessity
for people to communicate freely, not
only with each other and with people in
other professions but also with politicians.
Talk or write to your politicians, was
Mr Jones's message. 'This is the demo~

cratic process'.
He said some people took an almost

masochistic, self-deprecating view, that
their work was not as important as that of
others. The scientific lobby in Canberra
was 'miniscule' and needed to be strength
ened. He commented that the lobbying
pressure was in inverse proportion to the
subject matter, and that letters from
scientists were practically non-existent.

During Question Time which followed,
the originator of the Officers' Association
'Pairing' scheme, Or Keith Bowling, said
he was amazed to learn that Mr J ones had
never even heard of the scientist/MP
'pairing' system! This scheme was initiated
as one way in which CSIRO scientists
could help to break down science-politics
communication barriers. Dr Bowling said
he plans to follow this up.

Mr Jones left some very clear messages.
In a nutshell, I think they were:

communicate, as much as you can,
across interdisciplinary boundaries-even
with politicians; and have an intellectual
go, Australia I Don't slide into the slough
of slow stagnation on the slippery slope
of your mineral wealth! Treat these
minerals as a bonus.

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also clrc!Jlated to some people outside the Organization who have e professional
interest in CSI RO activities. Members are invited to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dickson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

8% months before the Wright Brothers
made their famous flight in March 1903,
but did not report it.

As soon as he heard about the Wright
Brothers' flight, he lost all interest in his
own flying machine and never touched it
again. According to Mr Jones, Pearse's
reaction was typical and symptomatic of
an entrenched attitude found in Australia
and New Zealand, expressed as: 'What's
the point? What's the use of my com
peting with tbem when they have better
manufacturing ability and access to better
markets?'

This attitude projected into industry
which said: 'Why bother doing our own
research when we can buy it off the shelf?'

According to Mr Jones, this ploy might
seem economically rational, particularly in
the short term, but it inevitably inhibited
the growth of our own information
industries and would confine us to an ever
lower level in the international pecking
order of nations.

Simply selling our raw materials and in
creasingly buying our technology from
overseas because of the 'They must be able
to do it better' Pearsian attitude would
force Australia into an increasingly sub
servient position as the Age of Informa
tion took over. If, as Mr Jones said 'we
abandon our intellectual activities to fit
in with the market economy', we might
end up as the'quarry of the world' and
nothing else. The resources boom could
be a trap.

4. According to Mr J ones we needed to
think in a much wider way about
resources.

lResources' in Australia had become
synonymous with 'minerals', while in
other countries this was not so.

Japan and Jordan identified 'resources'

Tbe Federal Labor spokesman on Science and Tecbnology, Mr Barry Jones, left, during a visit to tbe Div/s/on of Applied Pbysics i"
Sydney. Witb Mr .Iones is tbe Assistant Cbief of tbe DIVision, Dr Bill Blevln and researcber Mr Ian Chappel.

ncss to change the attitudes of Australian
society toward intellectual effort.

He pointed out a recent DEeD report,
which indicated-·-that Australia could be
rapidly slipping behind other developed
countries into a kind of intellectual
stagnation. The OECD ranked Australia
14th in the pecking order, equal with the
United Kingdom and New Zealand in a
report which ranked countries by the
intellectual achievements of their peopl~s

and the type of work in which they Were
involved.

For instance, in the US, the so-called
'information industries' accounted for 46
per cent or almost half of the labour force.
The umbrella term 'information indust
ries' encompassed all who worked with
symbols and images which could be words,
1?athematical symbols, computing codes,
scientific symbols, musical notation or
ideas.

In Sweden 42 per cent of the workforce
were in this category but in Australia
there were only 33 per cent. This shortfall,
according to Mr J ones, was shown up by
the fact that we now had many PhD's and
other specialized people unable to find
suitable work in Australia because of the
decline or perh aps the lack of increase in
our information industries.

In the important information area of
industrial Rand D, the level of activity
in Australia had decreased. Comparative
figures quoted by Mr Jones for this area
showed that in Sweden, for every $1
spent by the Government on R andD,
industry spent $8; whereas in Australia,
for every $1 spent by the Government,
the industry contribution was only 63
cents.

There was a need to increase this know
ledge base-not just by money. which
alone was ineffective-but by a. change in
attitudes.

An example of an entrenched, antipod
ean attitude extant in Australia and New
Zealand, and ripe for a change, Was called
by Mr Jones-'Pearse's Syndrome'.

3. Pearse's Syndrome. An 'interesting
but rather cranky' New Zealand engineer
named Richard William Pearse (1877
1945), made the first controlled man
made flight in a heavier than air machine,

By Yvonne Esplin

The Division of Applied Physics in
Sydney played host to Mr Barry O.
lones M.P., a Member of the CSIRO
Advisory Council and Federal
Labor's spokesman on Science and
Technology on July 30, when he
visited the Division's CAD (Corn
puter-Aided-Design) facility and the
High Voltage Laboratory.

An interdivisional lunchtime seminar I

with Mr Jones as guest speaker, was held
to give others an opportunity to hear his
views.

The response was most rewarding, with
154 staff from many Sydney Divisions
coming to the ploughman's lunch. More
arrived latcr for the talk, and the large
NML theatre was filled to capacity.

There were many threads woven into
the fabric of Mr Janes's address, but
the five most important recurring themes
were:

1. The increasing fragmentation of
knowledge in our modern society, in
which there were a great number of
highly specialized people but not many
who could relate to other areas with any
confidence.

Mr Jones said politicians might have
trouble understanding what scientists were
doing; engineers might not be able to
grasp the complexities of commerce and
many professionals might be unaware or
inept at comprehending the social prob
lems of the community.

Just as in the fable of the Four Blind
Men and the Elephant, each might have a
totally different view of the situation and
yet be convinced of the accuracy of his
own perspective.

In a world of accelerating technological
advances and increasing specialization
therefore, we needed to make extra special
efforts to bridge the gaps between the
various cultures and to try to see each
other's point of view.

As an example of the difficulty people
experienced with cross~cultural under~

standing, Mr J ones revealed that only
one of the 874 Members of Australia's
Parliaments had made a submission to
the Myers Committee Report on Tech
nology Change. Many others had readily
admitted the importance of the topic
but found the day~to~day pressures of
issues in their own electorates forced them
to defer study of these more important
but also more difficult issues. Mr Jones
quoted Edouard de Bono who said that
'In politics, the urgent always displaces the
important. '

Science policy issues, like the issues con
cerned with technological change, tended
to be put into the 'too hard' basket,
sometimes being deferred interminably.

2. Another theme which recurred
throughout the talk. was the apparently
recent tendency, to wind down empbasis
on intellectual endeavour-scientific
research might be seen as a sub.-set of this
broader context. There existed in some
quarters, an anti-intellectual climate, as
witnessed by the rise of the lOcker'
culture.

Mr Jones said it was not simply a. matter
of pouring more money into science and
other intellectuany~based agencies but, of
urgently arousing the national conscious~

BARRY JONES VISITS THE DIVISION
OF
APPLIED
PHYSICS
IN
SYDNEY
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continued on page two

As a sometimes fractious baby, Doug
Waterhouse's mother would give him
a diamond beetle (Chrysolopus spec
tabilis) to distract him as she walked
him in his pram through the leafy
streets of Sydney's upper
North Shore.

It was, according to Dr Waterhouse ,
his earliest introduction to entomology,
the scientific discipline that has fascinated
him for the rest of his life.

Dr Waterhouse retired at the end of last
month as Chief of the Division of Entom
ology, ending an association with CSIRO
which goes back to the thirties, when as
a fourth~year honours student at Sydney
University, he spent a period as a student
labourer in the Goulburn Valley as part of
CSIR's study of oriental fruit moth.

Doug Waterhouse joined CSIR in Jan~

uary 1938 1 working as a young graduate in
the Division of Entomology's sheep
blowfly section. Two permanent positions
for entomologists were created later that
year-one went to Waterhouse and the
other to Dr Max Day, who retired late
last year as Chief of the Division of Forest
Research.

Doug and Max, as childhood friends,
had both been interested in insects, and
had acted as field assistants when Doug's
uncle, G. A. Waterhouse, collected mate~

ia} for a book on butterflies which was
published in 1932.

Through his family's interest in science,
Or Waterhouse had met many of the
eminent scientists of the day during his
childhood. Julius, Rivett,. TilIyard and
Nicholson had aU come into his life by the
time he completed university studies.

liThe total CS IR staff in the Division
in Canberra when I joined was probably
no more than 50, with perhaps 15 or so
professionals, so scientists rapidly got to "
know one another well," he said.

During World War H, Dr Waterhouse
joined the Army Medical Corps, and found
himself working under lan MacKerras,
who had previously acted as Chief of the
Division of Entomology during the
absence overseas of the then Chief, Dr
John Nicholson.

In the short-term its objectives will
include work to:

reduce industry's use of liquid fuels for
heat generation and to generally irnprove
the utilization of heat in industrial
processes; and

. improve the engineering efficiency and
mobility of Australia's surface transport
systems.
Dr D. C. Gibson, formerly a principal

research scientist with the Division of
Mechanical Engineering, has been appoint~

ed Acting Chief of the new Division.

Waterhouse
reti res from
Entomology

prioritiesResearch

CSIRO's Chairman, Dr Paul Wild, explains the Organization's research priorities to members of the National Farmers' Federation at
their first joint meeting in Canberra. From left is Or Keith Boardman, Member of the Executive, Dr Wild, Mr N. T. Gorman, of the
Wool Council of Australia. Dr K. Ferguson, Director of CSIRO's Institute of Animal and Food Sciences, Mr F. M. Davidson, President
of the National Farmers' Federation and Mr V. G. CoUins, President of the Catde Council of Australia.

ATOMIC ENERGY STAFF JOIN CSIRO
T vv0 n e VV and Technology, Mr David Thornson, and

the Minister for National Development
and Energy, Senator J. L. Carrick).energY Announcing the Executive's decision on
26 August, Mr Thomson said these new

d -. V -. S .- 0 n s Divisions, together with the decision to
form a Division of Tropical Animal

The first full-scale meeting between Science announced on 13 August, were
CSIRO's Execntive and the National form e d "a clear indication of the initiatives being
Farmers' Federation (NFF) was held taken by CSIRO to enhance research

effort in areas of perceived national
at Headquarters in Canberra on 27 CSIRO is stepping up its contribu- priority even during a period of constrain-

August. tion to keeping Australia at the fore- ed resources."The NFF represents at a nationallevcl. The Division of Energy Chemistry ,.- _
Australian primary producers. front of energy research particularly located at Lucas Heights, will concentrate

A joint statement issued after the meet- relevant to the nation's needs. on chemical research directed towards the
ing by CSIRO Chairman Dr J. Paul Wild It has formed two Divisions to spear- development of energy resources parti-
and President of the NFF, Mr F. M. head the work. cularly relevant to Australia, such as the
Davidson, said: They arc: extraction of oil from shale and the ex~

"An open line of communication be- . the Division of Energy Chemistry, ploitation of deep coal reserves.
tween CSIRO and the NFF on scientific comprised of about 80 staff from the It will also support other CSIRO
research affecting Australia's pt:imary pro~ Australian Acomic Energy Commission's research on the conversion of coal into oil,
ducers has been created and will be Lucas Heights (Sydney) Research Est- energy storage and the conversion of the
fostered in the future. ablishmentj and sun's rays into readily usable energy.

"The two bodies have agreed to meet the Division of Energy Technology t Dr P. G. AlfredsoI1, at present the Chief
annually at Executive level and to hold comprised of about 90 staff from the of the AAEC Division of Chemical Tech-
other meetings as necessary. former CSIRO Division of Mechanical nology, has been appointed the founda-

"One matter on which close liaison will Engineering in Melbourne. tion Chief of the CSIRO Division of
be maintained is the type of research to Both Divisions are located in the new Energy Chemistry.
be conducted at the Australian National Institute of Energy and Earth Resources The new CSIRO Division of Energy
Animal Health Laboratory (ANAHL) now within CSIRO which was formed on 1 Technology, headquartered in Melbourne,
nearing completion jn Geelong (Vie.) September. will be engineering~oriented.

HBoth organizations are in agreement (The Government decision to transfer Its long-term goal will be to investigate
that no actual importation of live foot and the non~nuclear research activities of the and develop the technology necessary to
mouth disease (FMD) virus will be made AAECRE to CSIRO was jointly announc- ensure a balanced utilization of Australia's
to ANAHL unless the use of live virus is ed on- 30 April by the Minister for Science energy resources.

required to protect Australian livestock ..------------------,;;,;.--------------1
against the disease.

"However t no such decision will be made
until industry has been fully consulted. I

'

Plan for
regular
meetings

1
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learn new techniques or both in the
laboratory or in the field. Support, where
given, would be in the form of fellowships
normally of three to 12 months duration.

Alternativeiy, where especially fruitful
collaboration could be expected from a
visit by an Australian or New Zealand
scientist to the United Kingdom, Q poten~

tial host could submit an application on
behalf of the visitot.

The newsletter announced that the
grants would be made for travel to and
from Australia or New Zealand, with sub~

sistence expenses and special research
expenditure.

Sir Michael said preference would be
given to applications in subjects heavily
dependent upon unique Ifacilities'-for
instance in high energy physics, remote
sensing, biotechnology. oceanography,
meteorology, environmental biology, earth
sciences or astronomy.

IlHowever, applications in other subjects
will be welcome", Sir Michae1 added.

means of control," he said.
Discussing the recent changes within

CSIRO, Dr Waterhouse recalled periods
of major change throughout the years
of his association with CSIRO, particu
larly when the Act was changed and CSIR
became CSIRO.

However, he sounded a somewhat
critical note on the Birch Committee
which enquired into CSIRO in 1978.

101 don't really think there was enough
opportunity for the three members of
the Committee to discuss their ideas
before they became crystallised on paper
or it may have been possible to provide
them with additional relevant informa
tion," Dr Waterhouse said.

lOBe that as it may, I think it was symp~
tomadc of chaI1ges. that were. occmring
elsewhere in the community in relation
to accountability," he added.

Discussing the amount of communica
tion between Chiefs and the community,
pr Waterhouse confessed that, although
he agreed with the philosophy of comm
unication, he was concerned at the
amount of time spent on it.

ItThe main purpose of CS[RO is to gain
research results which lire relevant and all
the things we do other than research
distract us from this major objective and
the proportion of time spent by research
staff and the Chief on research is being
seriously eroded.

tlIf CSIRO doesn't produce research
results, we'll have nothing to justify our
existence and the Organization will wither
rapidly on the vine.

"I'm critical of the public forces that
arc exerted on us to do many things
which although desirable, weren't an
essential part of our activities in the past.

1O['m talking about things like manage
ment courses, counselling, both of them
admirable in their way, but taking up a
disproportionate amount of dwindling re~

sources and [ wonder whether we don't
spend too much time communicating at
the expense of our major product
research," Dr Waterhouse added.

Following retircment, Dr Waterhouse
will return to the Division as an honorary
~csearch fellow to enable him to have
access to facilities for the preparation of a
book on biological control in Australia
since 1960.

He still has a number of commitments
to the international scientific community,
and will remain Chairman of the Council
of Canberra College of Advanced Educa
tion.

As well, he plans to put together mater
ial for a book on gyotaku-thc Japanese
art of fish printing for Melbourne Unjl/~

ersity Press.

era

Waterhouse retirement
from page one

By the time Dr Waterhouse became
Chief of the Division in 1960, there had
been a three-fold increase in staff, ami he
retired leaving a staff of 350.

Under his guidance, the Division of
Entomology has placed increasing import
ance on biological control against weeds
and insect pests, and up to 15 per cent of
the total Divisional staff have been station
ed overseas in the search for suitable nat
ural controls for Australian conditions.

liThe Division has never been particu
larly impressed with short-term solutions
using pesticides because it believes that,
in the end, the answer lies with the appro
priate use of biological agents and other

A new fellowship scheme to further

scientific collaboration among Aust
ralia, New Zealand and Britain is to

be established by the Royal Society.
The Society has announced that it has

set aside the equivalent of $A90,000 for
the scheme which is also being financially
supported by British Petroleum.

In an announcement in the Society's
July newsletter, the Foreign Secretary Sir
Michael Stacker, said the scheme parti
cularly intended to improve access to
major lfacilities' including specialised
laboratories, nuclear, astronomical and
space science facilities, ships and unique
features of the geological or biological
environment.

liThe scheme included applied science
and engineering as well as fundamental
aspects," Sir Michael said.

The Society has invited applications
from U oited Kingdom postdoctoral
scientists who wish to visit Australia or
New Zealand to undertake research or

Increase in
interest ratest-----------------CSIRO Co-operative Credit Society

in Melbourne has increased their

interest. rates for term deposits from

1214% p.a. to 13~% p.a. effective

from October 1st, 1981.
Payroll Deduction (No. Min) 11% p.a.

at call; Direct Deposits (No Min ) 11 % p.a.
at call; 12 month Fixed Deposit ($200.00
Min.) 13\>% p.a.

Interest on the above is calculated daily
and credited to the account on each 1st
April and 1st October.

Cheque-a-Month Scheme (Min.
$9,600.00) 13\>% p.a. Interest Cheque
forwarded monthly.

The interest rate on loans has been in
creased to 14% p.a. with effect also from
the 1st October, 1981.

Enquiries to Keith Mlnney, (03) 268
7287.

The end of an

The retiring Chief of ri,e Division of Entomology, Dr Doug Waterhouse,left, with his wife Dawn, photographed at his farewell with
CSIRO's Chairman, Dr Paul Wild and his wife Elaine.

Nevv faces on CSIRO Royal Society sponsors
~~~::~f~~O"~u~~,~: ~~rnrory " ..tth new fellowshih
Advisory Council attended their first represented on the Advisory Council by r
meeting in Canberra on September 2. their chairmen.

Nine men and one woman were appoint- Members appointed for additional terms
ed to the Council by the Minister for were:
Science and Technology, Mc David . Mc lan Kolm, fonnerly Executive Direct-
Thomson, for renewable terms of up to or leI.
five years. . Professor Peter Seott, Pro Vicc-Chan-

The appointees, whose average age is cellar University of Tasmania.
45. reflect rural, business, technology . Mc John Heussler, formerly President
and trade union interests. U.G.A. Queensland.

They are: . Or Brian Scatt, Queensland Managing
Or Graham Alexander, Director General, Director. W. D. Scott & Co.
Queensland Department of Primary Tile retiring members of the council
Industries. are:

• Or Susan Bambrick, Senior Lecturer in Mr Alex Bodell, former Chairman of
Economics and Sub-Dean of the Faculty the NSW State Committee; Mr Johr
of Economics, Australian National Univ- Bards, former Chairman of the South
ersity. Australian State Committee; Mr L.C.

· Mr Robert Footoer A.M., Chairman and Brodie-I-Iall, former Chairman of the
Joint Managing Director, Bridgestone West Australian State Committec; Sir Ia.n
Australia Pty Ltd. McLennan and Mr Jack Michael.

· Mr Kevan Gosper, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Shell Company of
Australia.

· Mr David Hartley, Managing Director,
Harrley Computer Applications Pty Ltd.

· Mr Denis Horgan, Chairman of Directors,
Metro Industries Ltd. !

Dr G. A. Letts CBE, Director, Conserva
tion Commission of the Northern
Territory.

· Mr Peter Ma.rsh, Industrial Officer,
Victorian Trades Hall Council

· Mr Keith Satchwell, Managing Director
AFL Holdings Ltd.

· Mr Michael Shanahan, Vice President t

AustraUan Wheatgrowers' Federation.
Mr Alexander will serve on the Council

as the Chairman of the Queensland State
Committee; Mr Footner as the Chairman
of the South Australian State Committee;
Mr Horgan as Chairman of the West Aust·
ralian State Committeei Or Letts as the
Chairman of the Northern Territory
Committee, and Mr Satchwell as Chairman
of the NSW State Committee.

The committees, which have an advisory
role in relation to CSIRO activities in each

2
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People••• People••• People••• People

Congratulations to John Birch of the
Division of Applied Physics, who has heeo
awarded a 1982 Churchill Fellowship
to study the relationship between volun
tary aid organizations and Government
Development Assistance Programs. The
award will finance travel to North
America, Western Europe, India, Bangla
desh and South East Asia for 10 weeks.

00

Travelling extensively throughout the
United States and Canada during a year's
leave of absence is Mark Palandri l from
the Division of computing Research.

Mark is working with a small software
company in San Diego, developing a type
setting package for the Xerox 9700 laser
printing system which is not yet available
in Australia. The device is capable of
producing two pages of typeset text per
second.

From the
Chairman-

Aregular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. .J. Paul Wild

individual farmers, but never has there
been any top-level link between the
Executive and the industry-as has existed
with other industries such as the mineral
industry. On 27 August 1981 history was
therefore made when, for the first time,
we met with. the Executive of the Nation
al Farmers' Federation. This is the peak
council of Australian agriculture and
speaks for 170,000 primary producers.
As an exercise in communication the
meeting was highly successful and will he
repeated at least at annual intervals. Per
haps the most significant issue discussed
was the controversial question as to
whether live foot-and~mouth disease virus
should be imported into Australia for the
purposes of research, diagnosis and vaccine
production when our new high security
lahoratory is buiit at Geelong. The Indust
ry was assured that nothing would be done
without the fullest consultation with
them i and now we have the means of
consultation.

Cheers,
(Signd) HARRY

••
This year has seen the retirement of a

number of Chiefs of Division, mostly
legendary characters who have spent most
of their working life with the Organiza
tion. Their farewell celebrations a.re mov
ing occasions. They also bring to light
revealing documentation hitherto hidden
away in Divisions or Head Office files. As
an example, here is a letter I was able to
quote at Harry Frith's retirement. It was
written hy Harry on 20 February 1956 to
his Chief, Fraucis Ratcliffe , from some
where in the Northern Territory,

Dear Frands,
The Humpty 000 circus continues with

mud, slush, mosquitoes and bastardry on
all sides. We arrived to find no truck, no
hydroplane, no cartridges and no co
operation. I put up with it for a week
and today had it out, no holds barred,
with 'V'. Getting no satisfaction there,
1 approached 'Z' in his ivory castle and
told the truth that without some means
of moving on either land or water I was
frustrated and we would have to abandon
the project and return to Griffith. i.-here
then seemed to be a lot of buck passing,
the upshot of which was we now have a
landrover and the hydroplane is being
fixed up tomorrow. I think we have won

. but time will tell.
The wet season is hell as the Humpty

000 quarters art in the middle of a pan
danus swamp, and so every day or so a
few inches of water goes through the hut
and the frogs leer in the doorway all
night and the flies, mosquitoes and general
filth has to be seen to be believed.

I am beginning to wonder is IV' fair
dinkum or not. Today I heard him tell the
chap who is in charge of the rice experi
ment, and at the moment struggling
with a six foot flood going through the
crop, that as a public servant his job is
not to think and not to work on the levees
but to write reports and H put 'Z' in the
picture so he can answer questions from
Canberra". The man's a bloody fool.

However, now we have the truck and a
promise of the boat we hope not to have
any more dealing with 'V', and will con
centrate on the geese who at least don't
answer back.

• •
Over the years, CSIRO's biggest custom~

er has been the Australian farmer. Count
less valuable contacts have been made
between individual CSIRO scientists and

00

00

00

Budget Correction

jan Grant l an honours graduate from
Massey University in New Zealand, has
taken up a two year appointment in the
Division of Plant Industry's Genetic
Resources/Herbarium section.

The table presented on page 6 of the last
CoResearch contained some errors. The
entry for Headquarters, the Advisory
Council and the State Committees should
have indicated $9,520,500 allocated for
salaries and $4,547,800 for operating costs
-a total of $14,068,300.

Dr Bill Blevin, of the Division of Applied
Physics, has accepted an invitation from
the Australian Academy of Science, to
serve on the National Committee for
Physics for a three-year term. Also on the
Committee is Dr P. Hariharan of the same
Division.

Mr Brian Le Breton, a carpentry and
joinery apprentice at the Division of Food
Research, has been awarded first prize
for his second year studies in his trades
course at Bankstown Technical College
in Sydney.

lab visited

00

00

The Minister for Science and Technology, Mr Davld Thomson, pictured outside the
Division of Land Resources Management in Perth, following his first visit to inspect
research being carried out there. With Mr Thomson is the Chief of the Division, Mr Ray
Perry, centre, and at right, Mr L. C. Brodie-Hall, Chairman of the West Australian State
Committee. Following the visit, the Minister went on to formally open tbe first SIRO..
FLOC pilot treaonent plant at Minabooka, one of Perth's northwest suburbs. The
plant has been built by the Perth Meu·opoUtan Water Board as part of its treatment
system for Perth's shallow groundwater, which now makes up a sizeable proportion of
Perth's total domestic water supply,

lan Henderson, Chief Graphic Designer in
the Science Communication Unit in
Canberra, is one of the lecturers at a two
week course in the design and marlo;:eting
of small puhlications, being held at the
University of New England from Novem
ber 20 to 27. Also lecturing at the course
is Yvonne Roberts l who is in charge of sub
editing and production management of
CSIRO's publications lEeDs' and 'Rural
Research'.

Dr Jack Shepherd of the Division of
Mineral Physics l Sydney, has been invited
to Britain next month to contribute to a
meeting to discuss current developments
in Australian Mining. Dr Shepherd will
present a paper on the surface and under
ground geological prediction of had roof
conditions in collieries in the New South
Wales western coalfields.

In his spare time, Or Arch Dyer, acting
Chief of the Division of Atmospheric
Physics, is Musical Director for an amateur
theatre group in Melbourne. For their
April show I "Gaslight Gaicties" Arch was
one of three Victorians nominated as
Best Musical Director. Although he did
not win first prize, Arch said the atmo
sphere of the "Academy Awards" in the
Melbourne Towo Hall was equally re
warding.

The Organization in which we work,
like the Universe in which we live. is an
evolutionary system and not a static or
even steady state system. Continual
changes are taking place and have taken
place over the years. Nevertheless, this
year has had more than its fair share of
structural change: there has been the
formation of Divisions of Cellulose
Research, Energy Technology, Energy
Chemistry and Tropical Animal Science
and the new Industrial Microbiology Unit
and the termination of the Divisions of
Mechanical Engineering and Chemical
Technology.

Although this is all part of a continuing
process, there are special reasons why
1981 has seen an unusual amount oL
structural change. Some are due to extern
al factors such as the influx of staff from
LUl:as Heights. But more signifil:antly the
changes are a sign of the times. Now that
we, like the rest of the world, have entered
a phase in which financial support for
scientific research is no longer expanding,
the need for introducing change is becom
ing greater-since change is now the only
means of starting or enhancing areas of
research of increasing importance. We
cannot afford to take the easy way, which
would mean ignoring new opportunities
and limiting our efforts to present activi
ties.

CSIRO Divisions vary in character. At
one end of the spectrum we have
'discipline-oriented' Divisions, which are
centres of expertise in specific areas of
science, and whose customers are diverse,
At: the other cnd, there are 'todustry
oriented' Divisions whose research is

---------------------------------1 dedicated to the needs of specific indust
ries (or community interests) and whose
skills are often inter~disciplinary. Most
Divisions fall somewhere between these
extremes. In the future, as in the past,
there will be a need to create new Divi
sions or Units throughout the spectrum i

often this can only be achieved by closing
down existing Divisions, which may also
belong to any part of the spectrum. The
criteria for creating a new Division or
Unit relate to the promise of future
opportunities or important needs in
industry, 01' in an area of science relevant
to Australia IS national interests. Con
versely, the closing of a Division is related
to the perception of diminishing opport
unities in the future, whether in an area of
science or industry. The central criteria
are always relevance and research opport
unity.

Before implementing a structural change
in the Organization, the Executive gives
the matter extremely careful consider
ation. No changes arc made without
proper examination, exhaustive discussw

ions and wide consultation. The final
decision must then be made by the Execu
tive, which takes particular note of the
collective view of Directors. When the
decision is made, it is announced with
the minimum of delay so that staff in
volved can participate in and influence the
re·organization.

The decisions arc neither arbitrary nor
hasty, but their announcement can still
come as a shock to some. Staff should
know that the speed with which a decision
jis announced is not related to that with
'which it is formulated.

Perth

3
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Service ends
The Chief of the Division of Build
ing Research, Dr Lex Blakey, has
closed down the Division's Technical
Enquiry Service, resulting in a can
cellation of the morning telephone
service for consumers.

In a message to staff, Dr Blakey said in
future staff would answer incoming con
sumer enquiries which came by letter, and
some personal visits by consumers would
continue to be handled by research staff.

icle llroperties", HGenetic Considera~

tionsl! and "Fibre Histology".
The debate argued the proposition that

uResearch on short staple processing of
wool is not in the best long term interest
of the Australian wool grower". Included
in a number of -interestirtgviewsexpressed
was an illustrated exposition of possible
wool marketing strategies by Dr Bob Haly.

The conference also toured two local
wool processing companies-Warrnambool
Woollen Mills, and Fletcher lones and
Staff Pty Ltd. Both places provided a
practical perspective against which much
of the conference proceedings could be
viewed.

The Managing Director of Fletcher
Jones & Staff Pty Ltd, and Chairman of
the Wool Textile Research Advisory
Committee, Mc David Fletcher Jones,
spoke at the Conference Dinner on a
range of issues, from tariff protection for
the Australian clothing industry, to the
relationship between research and develop
ment in wool textile technology.

During the three days of the confercncc,
Victoria experienced extremely cold
weather, and a strike by power workers
which caused electricity rationing and
blaclwuts. As a pa.rting shot, at the conM
elusion of the Conference, Textile Physics
delegates were faced with an aircraft
refuellers strike that threatened to strand
them in Melbournel Nevertheless, there
was a consensus that this conference had
been one of the best ever.

audiences. Science communication is still
finding its place in CSIRO and in Aust
ralia, and we are proud to be able to bring
CSIRO communication practice into the
international arena.-Maurie Woodward

Getting together to
talk about wool

Gathering at Glenormiston

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also circulated to soma people outside the Organization who have a professional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are invited to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dickson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

CAT

-

Delegates to the recent wool
researchers' conference, held at
Glenormlston Agricultural College
in Victoria. The conference brought
together researchers from the
Divisions of Protein Chemistry,
Textile Industry and Textile
Physics. Those in the front row are,
from left, Dr Jack Delmenico, Scientists from three CSIRO Div-
Assistant Chief, Division of Textile isions met recently at Glenormiston
Industry, Dr Bob Haly, Chief, Agricultural College in South West-
Divisipn of Textile Physics, Dr Don
Taylor, Chief, Division of Textile ern Victoria for the CSIRO wool
Industry, Or Hill Worner, Director, researchers' 1981 Interlaboratory
Institute of Industrial Technology, Conference.

OBJECTIVES and Dr Gordon Crewther, Chief, These conferences-held every eighteen
IPAL's objectives, very simply, arc to: Division of Protein Chemistry. months or so-are one of the means where-

. Describe the processes of desert en- L--------------_-1uy scientists at the Divisions of Protein
croachment and the ecological degrad~ Chemistry, Textile Industry and Textile
ation of arid lands. transported by land rover to the areas of Physics co~ordinate their efforts in wool-
Predict their consequences. interest. One hundred and twenty rqIls textile research.
Design and implement management of 36 exposures passed through ~he Hosted this time by the Division of
guidelines. ILeica' without any problems, lenses were Textile Industry, Gee1ong, the conference

. Educate the people of the region and changed nearly as oftenl, and film roll was attended by 63 scientists including
train scientists in this field. descriptions taken. the Director of the Institute of Industrial
Field work is taking place in the arid The last six days were spent producing Technology, Dr Hill Worner ,and the

zone of Northern Kenya in a working as near to final a script as possible, and Chiefs of the three Divisions represented,
area of 22,500 km

2
. The site is large collecting all the background and details Dr D.S. Taylor (Textile Industry), Dr

enough to be representative, covers the for the graphics. We found our hosts had W. G. Crewther (Protein Chemistry) and
major biotic communities and the pro- an infectious enthusiasm for their project Dr A. R. Haly (Textile Physics).
cesses leading to desertification can be and work and just an equal amount for The three-day conference (July 22-24)
observed and studied at first hand. the necessary substances that are required began at the Division of Textile Industry

to keep a team performing at full pace. with an introductory address from Dr
The documentary wi11 use 180 slides, Warner outlining the possible future for

two full Kodak magazines and be shown wool research funding.
through Kodak's latest A. V. dual pro- Talks and tours of some of Textile
jector presentation unit. The screening will Industry's major projects followed, before
take 20 minutes-that's long compared to the Conference travelled to the Glen-
all other documentaries wc have made, ormiston Agricultural College near Terang
but as pointed out, it is a complex re- in South Western Victoria.
search program covering human, rangeM In the following two days a series of
land, woodland and livestock ecology. lectures, colloguia, and a debate formed
All of these needed to be treated fully, the program. Topics covered included,
along with the education, training and "Wool Structure and Composition", IICutM
communication aspects.

The opportunity to create the docu
mentary was highly appreciated by the
CSIRO team, for it provides recognition
of our efforts in producing mediums for
better science communication. We look
forward to the reactions of the UNESCO

THE DOCUMENTARY
The inter-disciplinary team approach was

our working procedure also. We collected
as much background material here in Aust
ralia as we could; colleagues also pro·
vided reading matter that they came
across and of course UNESCO provided
other relevant publications, etc. When we
arrived in Nairobi we had a reasonable
background to the project.

The first five days were spent on dis
cussions with the Project Leader and the
various ecologists-and a film shooting
script evolved. The next ten days were
in the field. We travelled mainly by light
aircraft, landing at the field stations,
being met by the field technicians and

Bill van Aken, Justin Murphy and
Maurie Woodward of LRM's Comm
unications Group need little or no
reminding that Audio Visual in its
many and varied forms is highly
regarded as a flexible, relatively
inexpensive and efficient medium for

setting the scene on research pro
jects, or so they hope!

For now they have an opportunity to

put their theories and style to an inter
national test, the results of which will
be known at the end of a Conference
marking the end of tcn years of MAB,
UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere pro·
gram. The international conference and
exhibit will be held in Paris from 22-29
September, 1981, under the general theme
"Ecology in Practice",

THE EXHIBIT
The exhibit will present results acquired

within MAB during the last ten years. It
will draw on different communications
media including graphics, audio visual,
competition and games, etc., and 100
copies of the exhibit will be produced for
world distribution to countries where
MAB is working, It will also be used to
demonstrate MAB's activities to potential
customers.

UNESCO, through MAB, approached the
Group in January 1981 to make a docuM
mentary that could be incorporated into
the exhibit as well as setting the scene for
one of MAB's international projects,
IPAL-The Integrated Project on Arid
Lands. This project was established by
UNESCO with financial support from
UNEP in 1976 with the aim of finding
direct solutions to the most urgent envir
onmental problems associated with desert
encroachment-descrtification-and eco·
logical degradation of arid land.

INTEGRATED APPROACH
IPAL uses an integrated approach:

interdisciplinary teams are used to study
the complex inter-relationships of the
whole ecological system-people, livestock
and the environment. The blending of
specialists for research on, and the
management of ecosystems, is the main
principle behind the UNESCO Man and
the Biosphere (MAB) program and con
sequently that of IPAL.

0/1
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Radioheliograph to be
~mothballed' in 1984

Deniliquin centre
faces closure

Harry has a place the sun

period of both staff and financial strin
gencies," Mr Perry said.

"As a result, I have been faced with the
difficult decision of consolidating the
research activities of the Division.

"The choice lies between allowing the
quality of research in several areas, includ
ing Deniliquin, ro suffer through lack of
financial and staff support, or to take a
decision now which will consolidate re
search work for the future.

"On that basis, CSIRO could close the
Deniliquin research programs and concen
trate rangelands research at the Central
Australian Laboratory at Alice Springs.

"The Alice Springs area offers a more
appropriate scientific setting for the
research that is now being undertaken. 11

Mt Perry said that if the Deniliquin pro
grams were closed, staff members would
be offered alternative positions at other
CSIRO laboratories and research stations,
including Alice Springs and Perth (W.A.)

"Although a decision to close would
obviously pose problems for many of the
staff-a three year staged closure period
should enable them to decide on alter
native positions," he said.

•
In

CSIRO is considering closing down
the rangelands research program at
Deniliquin.

This follows an independent review of
the Division commissioned by the Execu
tive. which among other things recomm
ended that the arid zone work be re~

located.
Chief of the Division of Land Resources

Management, Mr Ray Perry, told a meet
ing of 50 Deniliquin staff that he intended
to recommend the closure to the CSIRO
Executive.

"The recommendation would be for
the closure of research programs over a
three-year period," ,Mr Perry said.

An Executive decision, based on Mr
Perry's recommendations, would affect
the Falkiner Memorial Field Station at
Conargo and the Charlotte Street offices
in Deniliquin.

However, Mr Perry explained that he
hoped alternative uses for the facilities
would be found. The Executive would
certainly be considering _that possibility.

"CSIRO, along with other Government~

funded organizations, is going through a

OPTICAL OBSERVATORY,

RADIO SPECTROGRAPH

TO STAY OPEN

(The sateHite and the radioheliograph
provide complementary information about
the Sun. As well, U.S. scientists using
data ptovided \>y rhe radioheliograph are
able to more effectively point some of
the satellite's instruments.)

The Executive also decided that when it
is closed. the radioheliograph will be
u mothbal1ed" to permit its recommiss
ioning should the need arise.

The 8th October Executive decision
also allows for th~ continued operation at
Culgoora of the optical solar observatory,
run by the Division of Applied Physics,
and the radio spectrograph operated by
the Division of Radiophysics.

In June. Dr Frater alerted Narrabri
staff that he would be recommending to
the Executive thac: the radioheliograph
should close down at the end of 1984,
unless some alternative funding source
was discovered.

Continued on page 8

Chairman's Column has been
replaced for this issue by his
address to the National
Science Forum.

The Chairman of CSIRO, Dr J. Paul
Wild, has questioned the Federal
Government's across-the-board cuts
in funding for scientific research.

In an address to the National Science
Forum in Canberra on September 24, Dr
Wild said he accepted that it was the pre
rogative of democratically elected Govern
ment to determine the level of resources
it devoted to scientific and technological
research.

lilt is my job first to make the Govern
ment aware of the needs of its principal
research organization, and then to get on
with tbe job of making the best possible
use of whatever resources we are given/'
he said.

A full text of the Chairman's address and
selected questions are on page 6.

SHUTTLE REPAIRS
V.S. scientists are considering the

feasibility of sending technicians into
orbit in the space shuttle to repair it.
It is believed a decision on this matter
will be made by the end of the year.

However, even if the space-repair mission
is successful, the radioheliograph's opera
tions might only continue until mid
1985-a six month "reprieve u on the fore
shadowed closure date.

CSIRO's Executive has agreed that
the Organization's radio heliograph at
Culgoora in northern N.S.W. should
be closed in 1984.

This follows consideration at its 8th
October meeting in Geelong of a recomm
endation by the Chief of the Division of
Radiophysics, Dr Bob Frater. .

The only event (barring an unexpected
influx of funds) which will deiay the
radioheliograph's c1osure. the Executive
decided, will be the reactivation of the
Solar Maximum Mission satellite.

This instrument, launched in February
1980 by the V.S. and designed to trans
mit information bacll to Eal'th about the
Sun l is currently out of commission.

Government
policy is
questioned

The retiring Chief of the Division of Radiopbysics, D~ Harry Minnett, ~eft~ with tbe new Ch!ef, Dr B?b Frater. Dr Min~~tt is h,olding
a model of the Parkes radiotelescope, made by teclmtcal staff at tbe D,VISIOn as a far.well gift. Dr M!~net: and the rettnng ChICf of .
tbe Division of Atmospheric Pbysics, Dr Jack Warner, were farewelled at a barbeque beld at tbe DtvlslOn In September. (report page 3).
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CSIRC stand at Sydney Congress

Two interested visitors at the CSIRO 's publications stand at the recent International Botanical Conference in Sydney are Dr j. Angus
of the Division of Land Use Researcb, eft, a1'zd Dr). Peacock of tbe International Crops Research Institute for the Se»liwarid Tropics at
I-lyderabad, India. The pair are looking at a new book by M. W. MOl1cur of tbe Division of Land Use Research entitled 'Floral Initiation
in Field C,.ops, An Atlas of Scanning Electro" Micrograpbs.' Some oftbe pbotographs in tbe book are on tbe display board bebind
Dr Peacock.

Dear Editor,
WitJlOUt having contact with the "noisy

minorityll to whom our Chairman referred
in August CoRescarch, I still do not share
hi5 seeming pride in claiming that "wc do
not perform in publk". Granted that for
once CSIRO has achieved something
better than total failure in thi~ budget
hardly resounding success·backroom
advocacy has not brought the support to
Rand D which most scientists consider to

be needed here.
As I see it, every year the Executive

must rcfight the same secret battle over
funds with mUl.:h the same repeated
arguments (and counter-arguments if a.ny
are given). Is there nothing better to do
but seek, like Alice in Wonderland (or is it
Blunderland where the.y have to operate?),
to run ever faster in order to stay in the
same place-if lucky?

The process is exhausting, demoralising,
counter-productive and has not been able
to win acceptance of what most of us
would consider proper priorities for scien
tific and technological Rand D in Aust¥
ralia.

Sidestepping argument as to the need
for drastic expenditure cuts, one can still
question whether slashing "across the
board" is any more than an authoritarian
reaction, evading responsibility.

Surely a responsible government would
perceive some priorities at any particular
time, publicise them and act accordingly.
Of course such perceptions depend on
advice to the government, often conflict
ing and competing. However, finally the
public have a chance to support or reject
the government's choices.

That public endorsement will be only as
sound as the information on which it is
based. Governments rarcly, if ever, confide
to the public or reporters the conflicting
facts and opinions submitted to them but
tend to put, unopposed, the arguments
which prop up their policies. Characticr
istically, Australia's media do not publicise
facts and opinions contrary to Conserva~

tive political policies. Most people gain
little sense that choices arc made by
governments on their behalf and less
awareness of the discarded options. So
where can interested citizens learn of the
contributions which Rand 0 might make
to the true welfare of this country if those
with freedom and knowledge to speak
decline to do so publicly?

Up to now, no tenable strategy has been
put forward to alleviate Australia's eCOIlw
omic problems. As a consequence it is
possible that a properly promoted pro-R
and D submission could attract much
public support looking for a rational
focus. With such public backing, govern
ments coukl more confidently increase
funding for Rand D, create opportunities
for industry to diversify and lessen its
dependence on the advances which over
seas interests deign to share with us.

Dare one hope also that scientists might
cease to be projected as purveyors of
gadgetry and be credited with a small
measure of social awareness and respon
sibility?

Yours faithfully,
"Disillusioned"

00

Dear Editor,
In CoResearch 243/244, CSIRO estim

ates for 1980/81 were broken down into
salaries and operating funds for the various
institutes and for headquarters. If one
divides operating funds by salaries, a wide
range of ratios is revealed. The ratios vary
from 0.64 for the Bureau of Scientific
Services down to 0.31 for the Institutes of
Industrial Technology.

Why does the Institute of Industrial

2

Technology appear to be so hard done by
for operating funds, or does it show
excellence in its efficient use of funds, or
is its staff not as active as those in other
Institutes? Perhaps, wc are just not inter~

ested in Industrial Technology in Aust
ralia.

If onc examines figures for previous
years in the CSIRO Annual Report 1979/
80, onc finds that the salaries component
for Headquarters, advisory council, state
committees and RAOs has risen over 2
years from $ million 6.97 to $ million
9.52-a rise of 36,5%. About two-thirds
of this would be gobbled up by wage
adjustments and promotions, but does the
remaining 12% increase indicate an in
crease in headquarters staff numbers?
Is this the price of our restructured
CSIRO? Unfortunately, it is not possible
from the Annual Report to examine
previous levels of operating and salary
components for each Institute.

Answers to these questions from our
budget formulations would be much
appreciated. Ratios of technical and
support staff to research sttlff in Insti
tutcs and Divisions would also make re
vealing reading, but perhaps that would be
too much to ask!

Martin Playne, Division of Chemical
Technology, Melbourne.

o 0

Dear Editor,
Through CoResearch the Telephone

Working Party would like to thank all the
Switchboard Operators and Divisional
Administrative Officers who took so much
trouble to answer our questionnaires
about telephone operations. -Most Divis
ions responded enthusiastically and have

given us a lot of comments and suggestions
upon which we now have to ponder.
Thank you all for your cooperation.

You won't hear from us for a while as
we have to

sift, analyse and interpret the inform~

ation wc have;
. go into our second phase, which is

finding out what new systems and pro
cedures arc available in Australia.
However, if any changes or new experi-

ences occur in your Division's telcphone
system, wc'd still be pleased to hear from
you.

Jennifer North
Convenor

Telephone Working Party.

o 0

Dear Editor,
It is unfortunate that CoRcscarch has

chosen to revive the hoary old chestnuts
of HAwards to Science Writers" and
"Logos for CSIHO".

At first glance, especially to new mem
bers of staff, both suggestions have merit
but do they really? Why do Science
Writers need greater recognition for their
labours than all other members of
CSIRO? 15 their promotion rate slow or is
there some other urge to be recognized?
It is not too difficult to imagine that those
writers who arc spreading the "Good
Word" of Science in general and CSIRO in
particular could become better known to
the public than the scientists who did the
original work. Robyn Williams and David
Ellyard from the ABC are two science pre
senters who immediately spring to mind.

With regard to the Logo, readers might
wish to reread my fulminations in Co
Research 215 and the colourful suggest
ion of NeH Thomas in issue 211. One

interpretation of the latest proposal is
that CSIRO has the shakes. Maybe it ha..
after the recent close shave with the
liRazor Gang" but why let the rest of tbe
world know?

In CoResearch 243, the Chairman was
exhorting recent gmduates to "ensure that
science has a positive future in this
country ... "

Surely there must be better ways than
Awards and Logos.

Mike Jones, Port Melbourne.

o 0

Dear Editor,
The first thing I asked mysdf when I

saw Brian GosnelI's logo in CoResearch
was "What does it mean?" ( quickly
concluded that it meant CSIRO pounding
Science for Australia into submission be
tween its very substantial parts-hardly
the picture of finesse and sophistication
we ought to be conveying.

I can think of nothing better that the
old, free-floating 'CSIRO'. For me this
was a no-go logo.

Lyn Thompson, Canberra

o 0

Dear Editor,
I have always thought that the phrase

'Science for Australia' tended toward
creeping to the masses for the sake of PR.
Some of the said masses, outsiders, to
whom I have spoken, have agreed. Why
not an honest, sturdy 'Australian Science'?
The new logo is good but is it small
enough to fit on a small oval sticker on
my l<id 's bike?

Mel I-Icnderson
Division of Forest Research, Canberra.
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Chiefs meet
Executive
in Canberra

Sydney barbecue to fare\Nell
t\NO long-serving Chiefs

A meeting of Chiefs, the Executive
and the Institute Dil'eetors was held
in Canbel'l'a on 8th and 9th Septem

ber 1981.
During formal discussions on the first

day the Chairman Or J. Paul Wild, ex~

plained the Organization's budget strategy
for 1981/82 and outlined the consequen
ces of the various Divisional Reviews com
pleted during the year. He also proposed
a structure for reviews in the Organiza
tion consistent with the Executive policy
of systematically transferring resources
from low to high priority areas of
research.

General discussion led by Chiefs then
centcred on administration, reviews, org
anizational staff policy and career expect·
ations ill CSIRO.

Following a meeting of Chiefs alone on
the following day, there was further dis
cussion with the Executive on these sub
jects, together with a general discussion on
the problem of setting research priorities
for the Organization in the presence of
substantial and often conflicting external
influences.

At the conclusion of the meeting it was
generally agreed that a meeting of this
type is necessary, and Dr W. J. Peacock
agreed to coordinate arrangements for
1982.

A barbecue luncheon was held in the
courtyard at the Division of Radio

physics, Epping, on 3 September
1981 to farewell Harry Minnett and

Jack Warner, the retiring Chiefs of
Radiophysics and Cloud Physics.

Harry Minnett and Jack Warner gradu
ated together equal first in engineering at
Sydney University in 1940. They joined
the nucleus of the CSIR Radiophysics
Laboratory (as it was then) in April 1940
and both retired on 26 June 1981.

The Chairman, Dr Paul Wild, the Direct
or of the Institute of Physical Sciences
(Dr John Philip) and six other Chiefs of
the Institute were present, together with
three other Sydney Chiefs.

Among the guests were representatives
from Amalgamated Wireless (Aust.), Inter
scan Australia Pry Ltd, Sydney Observa~

tory, Mitsubishi (Aust), Krupp Australia
Ltd, Macdonald Wagner and Priddle
(Sydney engineering consultants), Anglo
Australian Observatory, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Department of Transport,
Department of Science and Technology,
University of Sydney, University of New
South Wales.

Professor F. J. Kerr, Professor of Astron
omy at the University of Maryland and a
member of Radiophysics during World

War 11 was also present.
The Chief of Radiophysics, Dr Bob

Fra tcr, acted as Master of Ceremonies and
Or Wild made presentations to the retir·
ing Chiefs. These included a model of the
Parkes 64 m radio telescope for Harry
Minnett and a model of the DC3 aircraft,
used for many years for cloud physics
research, to Jack Warner. Both models
were made by members of Radiophysics
workshop. Both ex-Chiefs were also pre·
sented with albums of photographs illus·
trating their research projects over the
years.

Attheconc1usion of Dl' Wild's address,
Douglas Mudgway. Australian representa
tive of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Pasadena, presented Harry Minnett with
two plaques illustrating the 1980 Voyager
encounter with Saturn.

In reply, Dr Minnett said that he felt
like "one of the last of the Mohicans".
He recalled that the Radiophysics Lab
oratory, as it was called then, was set up
in 1939 to carry out secret research on
radar; and that there were three found··
ing members present at the barbecue who
predated Jack Warner and himself by
about six months, namely: V.D. Burg
mann, L. U. Hibbard and J. H. Piddington.

The Laboratory was then housed in an
extension of the National Standards

Laboratory in the grounds of Sydney Uni
versity. Although separated by a security
barrier, the RP and NSL staff formed
strong social and professional bonds
during the war, which still existed. Harry
Minuett paid tribute to the great con
tribution which NML staff, Maurice
Puttock, Leo Loughry and Fred Lehany,
had made in hclping Don Yabsley and
himself to extend the short-wave limits
of the Parkes radio telescope. About eight
members of the NML staff were present
at the barbecue.

Harry Minnett singled out three people
who had made tremendous contributions
to the Division: Jae Pawsey, the "father"
of Australian radio astronomy; Taffy
Bowen without whom the Parkes radio
telescope would not have existed and
which served as a model for the antennas
of the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network;
he also did much to ensure that the Anglo
Australian Telescope became probably the
finest optical telescope in the world; and
Paul Wild, who created the Interscan con
cept.

He felt sure that the Radiophysics
Division would continue to make great
contributions in the future as in the past
to radio science in spite of the decreasing
resources, under the leadership of the new
Chief, Dr Bob Frater.

Chairman, Sir Prederick White.
At her home in Canberra l Lady White re

called the early days when one of tbe first
consignments contained a large quantity
of pale blue two-ply wool left over from
one of the Division's experimental pro
grams.

'IWe knitted great quantities of babies'
clothes on small size needles," she re·
called.

More recently. the group has knitted
more than a dozen knee rugs for elderly
residents at a convalescent home near
Canberra.

The group has no committee, secretary
or president, and meets on an informal
basis each month with members bringing
along whatever garments they have com
pleted.

A spokesman for the Division said the
social club purchased the wool at full
book value when it was available on com
pletion of experimental programs.

Lady Elizabeth White, Cetltre. witb two of the members of the International Knitting
Group, Lady lessie Crawford, left, and Miss Eileen Nicbo/son.

Almost 20 years ago, a group of
young Canberl'a women began knitt
ing garments fol' charity using wool
donated by the social club at

CSIRO's Division of Textile Industry
in Geelong.

Knitting for charity

Divisional Reports
The present policy, again arising from
Birch, is that Divisions should continue
to produce annual reports. These are
mainly aimed at other research people in
Australia and overseas, but they also have
secondary audiences. The prerogative for
producing Divisional reports rests with
the Chief and, as you know, some
Divisions produce formal reports only
once every two or even three years.

Annual Report
The Organization is obliged to report to
Parliament each year and this requirement
is outlined in Section 57 of the Science
and Industry Research Act. The CSIRO
Annual Report is basically an accountingl
policy document to Parliament. Since
Birch, its main aim is stated to be the pro
vision to Parliament of a statement of
CSIRO policies and how they have
developed during the year.

The content of the Report is determined
by the Executive, after discussion with
the Office of the Executive and the
Bureau. The responsibility for preparing
the content is then given to the most
appropriate person-generally a member of
onc of the three Headquarters Secretariats,
but possibly a member of the Bureau. The
Bureau looks after the general editing,
design. printing and distribution.

In addition to policy material, this year's
Report will carry four research articles
designed to describe important areas of
work being carried out by CSIRO. Because
of the inclusion of these articles and
material about the structure of CSIRO and
the distribution of research effort, the
Executive believes that the 1980/81
Report will be of interest to a range of
bodies, as well as to Parliament. Some
8000 copies will be distributed within

The Director of the BUL'eau of Australia and overseas to organizations
Scientific Services, Mr Sam Latti- such as universities, government agencies,
more, has clarified the Executive's major libraries, and selected companies.

existing policy guidelines l'elating to Institute/Bul'eau Rep0l'ts
the purpose, prepal'ation and dis- The production of these reports arose out
tribution of CSIRO's Annual Report of the implementation of the Government
and the Institute/Bureau and Divis- decisions on the Independent Inquiry
ional Annual Reports. into CSIRO (the Birch Inquiry).

The practice has been for each Institute
The guidelines are published here foll- Director to appoint a report compiler,

owing a request from CSIRO's Comm~ who has the job of assembling material
unications Advisory Team earlier this year. for his Institute's report. A planning

meeting of compilers is held so that the
completed reports will be seen as belong
ing to one 'family'. The Bureau super
vises the provision of typesetting and
design services for the reports and arranges
the printing of them.

Distribution of the reports and the size
of the print run is the responsibility of
each Institute, except for a core distribu
tion of 1800 copies handled by the
Bureau. The latter caters for a Parliament
ary and CSIRO distribution and also for 1

selected government departments,
universities and major public libraries.,

The Bureau Report, which is compiled I,

by the Science Communication Unit, is
included in the core mailing. In addition, ,
about 1600 copies of the 1979/80 report
were sent to private firms with a covering
letter. Many of these firms asked to be
put on the mailing list for this year's
report.

Guidelines on
CSIROJs annual reports

Originally the garments were sent to
refugee children in Eastern Europe
through the Save the Children Fund, and
among the knitters were wives of diplo
matic missions in Canberra.

Over the years, as requirements and
members changed, there remained a link
with the Division of Textile Industry and
the last consignment of wool raised to
one tonne\ the amount knitted by the
women who form the International
Women's Knitting Group.

Liaison between the group and the
Division for many years has been through

L. --------------------------.. Lady White, wife of CSIRO's former

3
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Research avvard

CID

Professor Peter Howard, from the School
of Earth Sciences at Macquarie Univers·
ity, Sydney, is spending the latter half of
this year with the Division of Mineralogy
at North Ryde. Alan Home of the Divi
sion is working with him and contributes
his expertise in X-ray diffraction.

Professor Howard is using this study
leave to follow up some of his previous
research on the geochemistry of phos·
phorites which arc a valuable source of
fertilizer.

Professor Howard is particularly inter
ested in the character of the days con
tained in the heavily weathered phos
phorites of Northern Australia. He believes
that the mineralogy of these clays will
reflect the degree of leaching of both
major and trace elements from phosphor·
ites.

Bill White, th<: cartographer from Land
Use Research who last year published an
illustrated map of Australia, has had re·
quests for copies from all over the world.
Norway, Sweden, Germany, France,
Monaco, Italy, 12 States of America and
three Canadian States, now have copies of
the map. Bill still has some copies left, and
has recently completed a portfolio of hand
finished prints of four species of penguin
found on Macquarie Island. Although
he hasn't been to the island, Bill was
greatly assisted by photographs taken
by Andy Gillison and Ernst Loffler,
researchers who have made several visits
to the island. Bill has a limited number of
the signed portfolios available at $25 for
the set plus mailing costs.

Professor Daa" Toerien from Bloemfontein, South Africa, left, with Russell Lane, at the
Division of Irrigation Research, Gri//ith. Professor Toerien is spending a six month
sabbatical period at the Division, participating in research on the use of macrophytes in
tbe treatment of waste water. He is Director of the Institute for Environme1ltal Sciences
of tbe University of the Orange Free State.

Mr Bruce Butler, who retired from CSIRO
in 1976 after 39 years' service in the
Division of Soils, has been awarded the
Prescott Medal of Soil Science from the
Australian Society of Soil Science, in
recognition of his new approach to soil
study.

00

Visiting the Division of Applied Organic
Chemistry in Melbourne is Yves Tricot,
from the Federal Institute of Technology,
Lausanne, Switzerland. Yves is working
for one year with Wolf Sasse and is under
sponsorship with a grant from Switzer·
land.

DD

00
Or" John Winder of the Division of Entom
ology's biological control unit in Curitiba,
Brazil, has resigned to join a private
company in Brazil. John was with the
Division for eight years and during ,that
time, made major contributions ,to the
Division's biological control of weeds pro·
gram.

A series of radio interviews with German
research worl<crs now living in AustraU.R is
being prepared by a NSW-based free-lance
journalist, Frank Walker. The interviews,
in English, will be broadcast from West
Germany on the Asian network and later
translated for other networks.

CSIRO staff members with a German
background who arc interested in taking
part in 11. program could contact the
Media Liaison Group on Canberra (062)
484484.

South African visitor
at Irrigation Research

Dr Margaret Sedgley of the Division of

Horticulture Researcb.

and high I~vels of salinity.
Watermelons have been used by Dr

Sedgley as a comparative ,crop . They have
large,. easily studied flowers and enable
the development of techniques for later
use with perennial species, which arc often
more difficult to study. The work is noW
being extended to include examination of
the floral biology of other perennials such
as mango, macadamia nut and quandong
(Santalum acuminatum), with the even·
tual aim of developing varieties of these
species that are better suited to horti
cultural production in Australia than exist
ing varieties or types.

Those with long memories will remember
that last November, two pairs of shoes,
size six, were despatched to Talrtania at
the request of the Librarian of the Forest
Division of the Silvicultural Research
,Station in Lushoto. A letter recently
received by Elvie Anderson of CILES,
reports that Gideon received the shoes
seven months after posting in Australia.

00

Dr Stephen Szirmai of the Division of
Fossil Fuels in Sydney has received his
PhD in physics from the University of
Sydney. He has also been elected as an
honorary visiting research fellow by the
University Council.

00
Settling back into Australia is Or Don
Cameron, who recently returned from
South America where he spent 12 months,
mostly in Brazil, as part of a scientific
exchange system. Don was engaged on a
study of a fungal disease on tropical
pasture legumes, and as part of his re
search, undertook a number of field trips
with scientists from the Cerrado Research
Centre in Brazilia: during which he collect
ed about 500 pasture plants for testing
under Australian conditions.

A new face on the scene at Land Re·
sources Management in Perth, is Haris
Surachman, who is from the project
for Animal Research and Development in
Indonesia. Harts will spend six months
at Floreat Park to gain site engineering
experience. The Indonesian project, for
which Mike Black has worked and Barrie
Purser is working, Le; gradually moving
towards complete Indonesian staffing and
control, and Haris will eventually become
one of the two site engineers at the Ciawi
research centre, with a staff of about 45
people working for him.

Or Margaret Sedgley, Division of
Horticultural Research, was awarded
the 1981 P.L. Goldacre Medal by
the Australian Society of Plant
Physiologists, at the recent Inter
national Botanical Congress in
Sydney.

The medal is for original research by a
scientist under 35. and was awarded to

Dr Sedgley for her work on avocado and
watermelon flower physiology and early
fruit development.

The work forms part of the Division's
plant improvement research and has in
volved detailed study of the morphology,
ultra.structure and physiology of avocado
flowers including examination of the
pollen-stigma interaction as it relates to
pollination and fruit production. r-----------------

A controlled hybridisation program for
avocados has been established by the
Division based on the results of this re
search. The aim is to develop new high
yielding varieties to extend the fruiting
season beyond that now possible and with
increased tolerance to cold temperatures

- 1
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Or Harry Frith with the spotting scope presented to him b,Y colleagues at the Division of
Wildlife Research, Dr F'ith retired as Chief of the Division earlier this year due to ill
health,

DD
Professor Ken Atkins, head of the school
of civil engineering at the South Australian
Institute of Technology, is spending a
few months with the Division of Build·
ing Research IS structures section.

Dr Don MarshalI, formerly at Plant Indust
ry, has been appointed Director of the
University of Sydney's Wheat Research
Institute at Narrabri, New South Wales.

DD

DD
Dr Surnh Corbet has begun worl~ as a visit
ing scientist with the Division of Entomol
ogy's program on the biological control of
Patterson's Curse.

Dr Corbet is a lecturer in applied entom
ology at the University of Cambridge.

DD
A member of staff of CSlRO received a
little more than was IJargained for when
she recently wrote to a Senator as part of
a campaign against sales tax, using her per
~onal note paper, but mailing it in n
CSIRO envelope sent through the franking
machine.

The Senator passed the letter to our
Minister with a formal complaint about
the use of official stationery I typing and
franking facilities for this purpose.

Visiting the Division of Plant Industry's Ch.-ef's rat.- rernentgroup working on the measurement of
nitrogen fixation in the field is Stewart
Ledgard, of the Ruakura Animal Research
Institute in Hamilton, New Zealand.
Stewart will spend three years working
with John Fl'eney.

Twenty-first birthdays can sometimes pass
unnodced. But in the case of Margaret
Jack's recent 21st, the whole of the
Division of Textile Industry were able to
share the occasion.

Unknown to Margaret. her family had
arranged for the delivery of a singing tele·
gram during afternoon tea, and the birth·
day eulogy was delivered before 100 or
so of her workmates.

DD

DD

Former computer operator with the
Division of Fisheries, Madge Hennessey.
was recently stunned to find herself the
star of an article concerning aNew Zeal·
and war veteran who was searching for jja
beautiful blond Australian who stole his
heart" 40 years ago in Perth.

Madge recognised herself in the Sydney
newspaper article and has until next June
to decide whether to arrange a reunion
with Arthur Ivory who plans a visit to
Australia.

Or Richard Schodde, a senior research
scientist in the Division of Wildlife Re
search in Canberra, has been elected a
Corresponding Fellow of the American
Ornithologists Union for services to Austw

raHan ornithology. The Union is one of
the most prestigeolls and august ornith w

ologieal bodies in the world anti Corn:s
ponding Fellows are limited to 70 ornith
ologists chosen from around the world.
Dr Schodde is understood to be only the
third Australian to have been elected to
the position-the other two afe the former
Chief of the Division, Dr Harry Frith, and
Mr Ian Rowley, a senior principal research
scientist with the Division's Helena Valley
laboratory,

Urrbrae
award to
CSIRO
scientist
Or Ken Whiteley, a scientist in the
Division of' Textile Physics, Sydney,
has been awarded the 1981 Urrbrae
Award, in recognition of his out
standing contribution to Australian
agriculture in the field of' wool
marketing.

The Award, consisting of a gold medal
and $1,000, is being presented to Or
Whiteley this month at a ceremony to
be attended by the Governor of South
Australia, Sir Keith Seaman.

The citation accompanying the award
refers to Dr Whiteley's involvement with
the Australian Objective Measurement Pro~

ject, including his membership of the
Policy and of the Technical Committees
directing the project, during his period
as an Associate Professor in the School of
Wool and Pastoral Science at the Univer
sity of New South Wales,

Dr Whiteley was the author of 19 of
the 51 chapters in rhe Technical Report
produced on the project. He spent a year
on sabbatical leave with the Australian
Wool Corporation, developing a program
in Australia and overseas for the market
ing of wool by specification.

Dr Wbiteley joined the Division of
Textile Physics in July 1980 and is contin
uing his research in wool marketing in
the field of improved testing methods and
instrumentation.

A slice of history

A slice from a Huon Pine trunk thought to be 7,500 years old, is examined by CS/RO researcbers and scientists in tbe radiocarbon
laboratory at the University of Sydney. The ariginal tree grew beside the Stanley River in Tasmania, and researchers believe the tree
riug sequences will help mJ/ock some of the secrets af tbe eartb and sun in ancient times. Tbe dating of tbe Huon Pine mCatlS tbut the
trees have tbe second longest sequence yet discovered,following tbe Bristlecone pines of Nortb America wbicb extend back 8,000 years,

Pict'lI'ed witb tbe tree slice are standing, from left, Or Mike Barbetti, Dr R. Temple and Dr S, McPbail all from Sydney Uni.,rsity,
and in the foreground, from left, Dr Roger Francey of CSIRO 's Division ofAtmospheric P/Jysics, and Dr G. Dolezal, of tbe Division
of Forest Research, Hobart, -University of Sydney pbotograp/J,
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CSIRC's Chairman at the
National Science Forum

The Cbairman o[CSIRO, Dr}. Paul Wild, addresses the National Science Forum in
Canberra.

The Chairman of CSIRO, Dr J. Paul
Wild, addressed the National Science
Forum in Canberra last month. His
address, and a selection of the
questions he faced, are published
below.

Something of a revolution is taking place
in CSIRO. CSIRO. which is Australia's
major scientific: research body, is markedly
different in the 1980... from what it was
in the 19705 and before. Part of this
change is due to the change in our enab
ling legislation following the Birch
Inquiry i part of it is a consequence of the
Government policy of economic contain·
mcnt of public expenditure: and I believe
part is due to the fact that CSIRO now has
an Executive that is grasping the nettle of
change.

LOOKING BACK
Perhaps through rose coloured spec

tacles the old CSIRO is now seen as a
pretty gentlemanly affair in which the
philosophy of laissez-faire prevailed; the
scientist went about his task as of divine
right, largely free and unhampered, bask
ing in the reputation of numerous success
stories that :'ieemed to claim that the
Organization was paying for itself several
times over. Approaching a new problem
area or entering a new field of science or
technology was quite simple: the Execu
tive of the day would open a new Division,
find the best man available for its Chief,
and Jet him get on with the job. This was
the philosophy of CSIRO's father figure.
Sir David Rivett, and a splendid philos
ophy it was-while the flow of new
resources lasted. Things began to change
in the 1970s when funds for new programs
ceased to be forthcoming and, indeed,
took a negative turn. The Executive of the
day reacted by making across-the-board
cuts, an appropriate reaction if the reduct·
ions had not persisted; but bit by bit, as
the situation continued, Divisions sagged
under the effect of the erosion of
resources; and ncw initiatives were out of
the question.

BIRCH INQUIRY
By this time we are dealing with an Org

anization of 7000 people-including 2000
scientists, of which some 1000 are PhD's
placed in about 40 Divisions, located in
more than 1000 laboratories across the
country, somehow co-ordinated by a fu1l
time Executive of 5 who themselves
were so swamped by routine trivia that
they hardly had time to think. Following
the Birch Inquiry, this situation was
changed-and to be fair to the Executive
of the day, they may well have implement
ed the change even earlier had it not been
for the freeze on change necessitated by
the lnquiry. And ,so we now have 5
Research Institutes plus a Bureau of
Scientific Services and a clearly defined
system of accountability. Each Chief of
Division is responsib\e and accountable to
his Institute Director for the performance
of his Division; each Director is respons
ible and accountable to the Executive for
the performance of his Institute; and the
Executive (now consisting of 3 full-timers
and 5 part-timers) is responsible and
accountable through the Parliament to the
nation-to our ultimate customer, the tax
payer-for the performance of the Organ~

ization. I believe the ship is now on an
even keel as it ploughs through seas that
are altogether more stormy and hostile in
the 80's than they were in the 50's and the
60's.

NEW PIIILOSOPHY
The new Executive has adopted a

simple, but quite new, philosophy on how
to handle- the situation of dwindling re
sources. It took heed of a saying of
Edmunu Burke while reflecting on the
French Revolution that IlA state without
the means of some change is without the
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means of its conservation".
In consequence, the Executive has large

ly abandoned the nation of acros.'Hhe
board cuts, It has resolved that the quality
of our research shall not suffer; sa if the
funds are less we must do less things, but
everything we do must be done well. Our
approach involves firstly consolidation of
our researt.:h effort in areas where CSIRO
has traditionally been involved and where
important research remains to be done.
Secondly, we have defined a number of
high priority areas where a strengthening
of the research effort is required.

The challenge then is how to expand
these areas of research in a climate of
dwindling resources, You do not need to
have a knowledge of Gauss's Theorem to
come to the conclusion that new things
can only be started by stopping others. It
is much easier to start something than to

stop something, and that really is the
nettle we have had to grasp. I shall return
lO this question in a moment.

MAIN PRIORITIES
There arc three aspects of this matter of

prioritles I now want to touch on: How do
wc arrive at our high priority areas; what
are our priority areas for the 80's and
how do we implement our priorities in a
climate of static or dwindling resources?

The process of defining high priority
areas, and the important problems within
each, is not an arbitrary onc. As an organi
zation we have an elaborate network of
advisory channels. We have our own
Advisory Council 011 which industry, the
community and government are power
fully represented. We have 7 State Comm~
ittces (including the Northern Territory).
We obtain advice from a great many
national committees and councils that
represent individual industries, Then there
are numerous Government initiated
reports of inquiries. many of which have
special advice for CSIRO. Then again of
course the Executive obtains much advice
from within its own Institutes and Divis
ions, particularly on research opportuni~

ties. Finally, we have our own Planning
and Evaluation Advisory Unit whose
initial task is the development of a data
base to help us make the right strategic
decisions.

Ultimately it is the Executive itself
which must take the responsibility to

blend the various inputs and set the course
for the future.

Secondly-what are the high priorities
that wc have actually arrived at for the
80's?

ENERGY
Our energy research concentrates on

conserving and developing liquid fuels and
working on problems of special relevance
to Australia (e.g. oil shale and deep coal
mining), This whole matter has been so
thoroughly aired that I need not comment
on it further here.

MARINE SCIENCE
As an island continent with an extrem,~

e1y long coastline and the responsibility
for managing the biological resources of
the very large area of sea within the Aust
ralian Fishing Zone, and ultimately of
all the resources within any future
"Exclusive Economic Zone", Australia
must have an adequate program of marine
science.

We know surprisingly little about the
whole science of the oceans around us
the actual dynamics of the oceans, how
they interact with the atmosphere, the
,limate and the biological side of ocean
life, including fisheries. Comparatively
little research work has been undertaken
in the extensive waters of the Southern
Hemisphere. Australia is ideally situated
to carry out this work and has the necess
ary expertise.

And so in 1980 the Executive identified
marine science-particularly oceanography
-as an area of high priority.

To a great extent Australian manufactur
ing industry operates by importing foreign
technology and foreign components. It
manages to be profitable through the
artificial means of tariff protection. We
believe-and arc supported by a number of
Government-commissioned reports-that
Australian industry must become more
independent and innovative. Hence wc
have rated it as one of our highest priori·
ties.

I should point out that we face two
special difficulties:

1) Unlike primary industry, manufact
uring industry is not organized to identify
its strategic problems for future research.
It is too fragmented and internally com
petitive to interface easily with CSIRO.
We are campaigning to correct this.

2) Although the Government is time
and again advised to step in and prime the
pump for indusrrial research, there is an
entrenched doctrine within the financial
armft of the Australian bureaucracy that
the user must always pay on the dot.
There seems to be no awareness of the fact
that if you can start a flourishing industry,
the revenue from taxation will far out
weigh the trivial cost of priming the pump.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Recombinant DNA or genetic engin

eering is to the revolution now taking
pla.ce in biotechnology what the microchip
is to the computer revolution. It is an area
of research with enormous and pervasive
potential. Possibilities in thls area over the
next 10 to 20 years are almost limitless.
While the genetic engineering industry has
more potential than products at the
moment, it promises advances that could
radically change medicine, agricultU"re, and
the food, chemical and mining industries.

WATER
The proper management of our water

resources is emerging as one of the key
elements in Australia's development.
Pricing policies, constitutional matters and
engineering and management practices are
of prime importance in utilizing our scarce
water resources in a way that satisfies the
multiplicity of demands-agricultural,
urban, industrial, mining and recreational.

Scientific research will take on increasing
importance in generating the information
necessary for decision-makers to enable
proper control of these resources.

At present we are engaged in an ex·
tensive examination of priorities far water
research in CSIRO including the full
range of catchment studies, agricultural
including salinity and other problems
associated with river water, especially
the water of the River Murray, mining and
industrial requirements and effects and
water treatment and purification pro
cesses.

Now I come to the last of my questions:
How does onc implement the enhance
ment of research of high priority when
resources are static or dwindling? This is a
question of management. Let me illus
trate the methods we adopt by telling you
about some of the things we have done
during the past year:-

REORGANIZATION
To provide a focus for our energy work

we have re-organized our Institute struct~

ure: one of them is now the Institute of
Energy and Earth Resources. We have
closed down the Division of Mechanical
Engineering and transferred the majority
of its staff and resources to the new
Institute in a new Division of Energy
Technology. This Division will investigate
and develop the technology necessary to
ensure a balanced use of Australia's energy
resources. We have accepted with enthus
iasm the Government's decision to transfer
a third of the staff of the AAEC to

CSIRO, and the bulk of them now form a
new Division of Energy Chemistry.
Concentration in this Division will be on
chemical research directed towards the
development of energy resources parti
cularly relevant to Australia, such as the
extraction of oil from shale and the
exploitation of deep coal reserves.

MARINE LABORATORIES
The former Division of Fisheries and

Oceanography has been restructured as
two Divisions which will form the CSIRO
Marine Laboratories. It will be housed in
a $25 million marine science complex to
Continued on page 7
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be established in Hobart. This includes
the acquisition of a new oceanographic
vessel.

The Government agreed to all these
actions as part of a total package which
has enabled us to maximize scientific
opportunities by taking account of polit
ical realities.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
Last year I to provide a focus for strat~

egic research for manufacturing industry,
we [Ook part of the Division of Materials
Science, found some extra resources here
and there and formed the new Division of
Manufacturing Technology.

Also, as part of the Division of Comput
ing Research wc have set up a research
laboratory in Adelaide for the advanced
design of very large~scalc integrated
(VLSI) systems of the future. This deals
with the design and construccion of
circuits on silicon chips with the equiva~

lent of 100,000 transistors in a single chip.
They will be applicable to a whoie range
of products to be manufactured by the
Australian electronics industry.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Research in biotechnology takes place in

several CSIRO Divisions. Recently we have
formed a new one, th e Industrial Micro~

biology Unit, to provide a focus in this
area. This was made possible by trans
ferring resources from another Division,
Chemical Technology, which is itself heing
radically -r.::directed.

Finally, water: well there is nothing yet
to report on our new arrangements in this
area because the whole question is under
intensive review at the present time. But
we do hope to provide a focus both for
this research and the dissemination of re
search results.

I might mention two other new Divisions
that were formed last month-as a result
of reorganization rather th an new
resource.';, One is the Division of Tropical
Animal Science, a Queensland~based

Division to provide a focus for our tropical
livestock research. The other is the
Division of Cellulose Research to provide
a focus for research not only on timber
but all the products of the plant stem
including pulp, chemicals and energy
sources.

There is onc other class of priority
research I might mention ~n passing.
Occasionally we get a particular request
from the Government to do something
specific. We are not compelled to comply
but we naturally co~operate all we can. A
recent example is our move to undertake
a scientific evaluation of fighting bush
fires by aerial bombing with water or
chemicals. Some details of this project,
called Aquarius, were annou nced by our
Minister today.

POLITICAL PRESSURE
My final message to you contains a hint

of propaganda. I accept that it is the pre~

rogativc of the democratically elected
Government to determine the level of re
sources it devotes to scientific and tech
nological research. It is my job first to
make the Government aware of the needs
of its principal research organization, and
then to get on with the job of making the
best possible use of whatever resources we
are given. I believe that as the economy of
the world becomes based increasingly on
science and technology, Australia-with its
affluence on the one hand and its very
special problems on the other-should
make quite sure it is investing sufficient
of its resources in this area. And when the
time comes at roughly annual intervals to
apply the razor to the staff ceilings of the
public service, I ask: is it really in the
national interest for that razor to sweep
right across the board, and cut down each
time n resource dedicated to the country's
future growth and vitality?

QUESTIONS
The following are edited questions and

answers which followed Dr Wild's speech.
Question I You referred in your speech

to some of the difficulties of getting re~

search carried out for manufacturing tech~

nology, I would like to ask you how you
see the long-term balance between carry
ing out research for manufacturing indust~

ry and instilling into manufacturing
industry the ability to carry out research
fOl'itself1

Or Wild: I believe we have to work
across the whole front-the type of re
search which CSIRO is particularly respon
sible for is strategic research, long-term
research which looks 10 years ahead. We
try to avoid getting too much involved in
the individual immediate problem-solving
questions which industry is wanting us to
get involved in.

We have to be involved in a certain
amount of problem-solving research in
order to establish a good interface with
industry but at the same time I think we
are continually trying to coax industry to
take on its own particular problems itself.
As far as possible we should get industry
to do more and more of its own research.

Question I There is concern l particularly
among some university people that they
are going to be cut short of funds when
money has to be found to meet the costs
of administering the Animal Health Lab
oratory at Geelong. Do you have any
assurances from the Government that this
money will be found without their fears
being realised?

Or Wild ~ I think there is a complete con~

fusion of issues between a national high
security laboratory on the one hand and
university funding on the other. As far as
I am aware, the two issues are quote separ~

ate.
The funds that came for ANAHL to

CSIRO, in particular the building funds,
were quite additional to the funus which
come to science in generaL

In this last budget, the Government
gave special provision for funds for oper
ating and development costs for ANAHL.
The one battle we have with Government
_.( shouldn't call it a battle. an unresolved
question-is the question of staff ceilings.
We need to increase our staff by some 200
over the next few years and we are active~

ly engaged with the Government at the
present time to ensure that they give us
an extra 200 positions. We haven't got a
definite answer yet. Any expenditure
towards ANAI-IL will not affect university
or CSIRO funding.

What's in an
angel - CSIRO
has the answer
Have you evel' wanted to know the
chemical make up of an angel? Just
ask the Division of Mineralogy in
Sydney, It has come up with the
surprising news that not all angels
are the same.

A few months ago, Mr Tyrell asked the
Division to compare the compositions of
two angels. Two intrepid researchers, Alan
Horne and Graham TayIor, volunteered
for the journey through the Pearly Gates.

They sampled two angels and~lo and
behold-one was vastly ~uperior to the
other. In fact, the luckless second angel
would have slowly vanished before your
eyes had it ventured down to the earthly
climate for a few years.

That is just what Mr Tyrell wanted to
find out. He needs angels that can stand
up to the rigours of our weather-he's a
monumental stonemason next door to

the Division's laboratories in Sydneyl

Typevvriting vvinner

Susan AlIen, of the Division of Protein Chemistry in Melbow'nc, who recently achieved
the highest standard of typewriting in the St~te of Victoria. 8usan last year completed
a two year course at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, and was recently
presented with her Certificate of Business Studies ~ Secretarial. Susan achieved the
highest standard of typewriting in her course and received a cheque from the Australian
Institute of Private Secretaries.

Two other girls who completed the course with Susan, also joined CSIRO-Christine
Crisp, with CILES, Melbourne, and Robyn CampbelI, Division of Animal Health, Melbourne.
Melbourne.

OPEN DAYS
at

CSIRO Division of Radiophysics
Cm Vimiera and Pembroke Roads,

Epping, N.S.W. 2121

SATURDAY 28 NOVEMBER 1981
1.00 pm - 5.00 pm

SUI\lDAY 29 NOVEMBER 1981
11.00 am - 5.00 pm

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the
Parkes 64-m radio telescope,

Displays detailing the achievements of the telescope
over this time will be a highlight of the Open Day.

Approximately 30 displays and laboratories will be open
for inspection. The diversity of activities within the Division

will be presented under the theme

UTILIZING RADIO WA VES

Astronomical research in the Division includes theoretical
astrophysics and observational astronomy of the Sun,
planets, the Galaxy and extra-galactic objects. Unusual
objects such as quasars, pulsars, neutron stars and biack
holes are being investigated. Applied projects also cover a
wide range: the Interscan microwave landing system for air
craft; the use of radio waves for non-invasive measurements
of cancerous tissue; the use of lasers in the frequency
analysis of signals; and the signal analysis of the voice
recordings of infants.

Further enquiries: Mrs Mclntosh, telephone 868 0222
Parking is available on site or nearby
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Copies of the proceedings of the CSIRO
Communication Symposium are still availR
able from: The Secretary, CAT, c/RScience
Communication Unit, PO Box 225,
Dickson, A.C.T. 2602.

• By opening channels of communication
with various sectors of industry and the
community, CSIRO can obtain the
knowledge it needs to determine the
research requirements of those sectors.

• CSIRO is accountable for its actions to
Parliament and to the people of Aust
ralia. We can only expect to receive
support from the Government and the
community as long as we can demonR
strate that the money spent on research
is making a real contribution to the
nation.

• CSIRO has an obligation under its Act
(the Science and Industry Research Act)
to lencQurage or facilitate the applica
tion or utilization of the results of its
research '. In other words, it must seek
out applications of its work instead of
adopting a passive, come~and-get-it atti
tude.

.. CSIRO cannot operate in isolation from
the rest of the scientific community,
both here and abroad. The exchange of
information between scientists is an
essential part of furthering the develop
ment of research, and getting the best
value for the research dollar.

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It
is also circulated to some people outside the Organization who have a ptofessional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are invited to contribute ot send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of
publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, Box 225, Dickson,
ACT 2602. Tel. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Furris.

Printed by Pirie Printers Pty Limited, Canberra, A.C.T.

analysis would reveal other benefits and
some drawbacks.

Firstly, Philip Adams talked of the
'human embodimene of science during
his address to the CSIRO Communication
Symposium last year. Just as Ralph Nader
has become identified with the consumer
movement in the United States, he
thought that science and scientific issues
would only capture the public's imagina
tion if the personalities of science became
visible.

A second spin-off from this hypothetical
publie activity hy the Chairman would be
its effect on CSIRO staff. External comm
unication is one of the most effective
forms of internal communication-ask
firms like BHP which spend vast sums on
corporate advertising. It raises the staff's
self-image and morale by demonstrating
the newsworthiness of CSIRO, and gives
visible form to the efforts of the ExecuR
tive to promote CSIRO's cause in the
corridors of power.

On the other hand, visibility can cause
vulnerability, only the raised head can be
knocked off! The Organization would
need to assess carefully the impressions it
wished to create and the messages it
wished to convey in its public utterances.
This applies to submissions to Senate
inquiries, news releases and Annual
Reports, as well as to personal appearR
ances before the media.

However, this digresses somewhat from
the question posed a few paragraphs ago:
why should CSIRO devote resources to

communicating with the public at large,
and with particular groupsl The basis fot
an answer was given by Dr Greg Tegart,
member of the Executive, at the CSIRO
Communication Symposium. He saw at
least four reasons:

CAT

•

Dr Colin Ward of the Division of Protein Chemistry explains the recent findings on the structural basis of antigenic variation in influenza
virus to the Victorialz Deputy Premier and Minister for Health Mr Bill Borthwick, at the recent Victorian Medical Researcb Week
Exhibition. From left. Dr Derek Denton, Director of the Howard Florey Institute; Dr Colin Ward: Dr Tom Hurley and Mr Bortbwick.

Victorian Medical Research

Dr Michael Dack, Secretary of the
Communication Advisory Team,
examines some of the reasons why
CSIRO needs to communicate with
various audiences.

Wouldo't it be a good idea for the
Chairman to appear on the ABC's 'Nation

- wide' program once a month, or for
CSIRO Divisions to hold open days for
the public every couple of years1 What
about running more workshops for
industry I more events for teachers and
students, more services for the consumer?
The mind can run riot devising new ways
of communicating with people who have
an interest in our operations. Like mother
hood, everyone agrees that this type of
communication is a 'good thing'. After
all, doesn't the public have a right to know
what we are doing; isn't research valueless
until communicated to a potential user?

But these oftRused justifications at best
contain only partial truths. At worst,
they throw up a smokescreen to a deeper
understanding of why CSIRO should
divert part of its scarce resources to
communication activities.

We should take advantage of the recent
beltRtightening exercise in CSIRO to revert
to square one and ask ourselves why we
are carrying out our present communi
cation programs. New activities should
also be rigorously examined for degree
of spin-off and for symparhy with the
needs and priorities of CSIRO.
Take as an example the hypothetical
appearance of the Chairman on 'Nation
wide' mentioned earlier. Many would say
that it is an excellent way of alerting
sections of the community to CSIRO's
Dolicies and problems. However, a closer

•
In

He had already decided to close the
accommodation quarters at the facility,
used by visiting solar astronomers, at the
end of June next year.

NO ALTERNATIVE
]n his address to staff and his recomm

endation to the Executive, Dr Frater
stressed his reluctance to close the radio
heliograph, but said he saw no alternative,
given the cutback in funds available to
the Division.

He had said, "What I am faced with now
is the problem of having to consider the
various ptograms in the Division and try
to assess ways of milking some more viable
at a time when the general level of
resources is being reduced ... "

From page 1

The Division of Protein Chemistry
was one of seventeen exhibitors at
the Victorian Medical Research Week
"Hall of Health" Exhibition held in
the main foyer of the Bank of New
South Wales, 360 Collins Street,
Melbourne from 27 to 31 July.

The Division's display highlighted the
central contribution that the amino acid
sequence data had made to the recent
advances in understanding1 at the molcM
cular level, the process of antigenic varia
tion in influenza virus.

Dr Colin Ward, a research scientist in
the Division, explained that their amino
acid sequence data in combination with
the recent gene sequence and X-ray
crystlalographic studies in other labora
tories, has revealed that antigenic variation
in influenza virus coat proteins does not
occur in a predictable or consistent
fashion.

Antigenic variation within sub-types
such as the Hong Kong family, involved
the gradual accumulation of amino acid
sequence changes at an increasing number
of positions in the polypeptide chain.
When the location of these amino acid
sequence substitutions were characterized
in terms of the three~dimensionalstructure
of the protein (determined at Harvani Uni
versity, USA) it can be seen that these
substitutions were concentrated at four
major regions on the surface of the pro
tein.

These are the four regions against which ~------------------------------------------------
the protective antibody molecules arc pro-
duced. The comparative amino acid
sequences indicate that each new Hong
Kong strain of epidemic importance had at
least one amino ~cid substitution at each
of these four regions on the hemagglutinin
protein.

The sequence data also show that the
major antigenic changes associated with
the transition to new sub-types e,g. Asian
flu to Hong Kong flu in 1968 included the
exchange of genetic information between
avian and human influenza viruses.

Dr Ward pointed out that the work on
influenza reflected the growing awareness
tha.t the solution of ·complex biological
problems required the combined expertise
from several different disciplines.

The rapid developments in understandR
ing how influenza virus continues to cause
repeated epidemics in man were the result
of an integrated international research
effort involving virologists, immunologists,
protein chemists, molecular biologists and
X-ray crystallographers from different reR
search institutions in Australia, the U.S.A.
and the United Kingdom.

Radioheliograph
to be closed

CSIRO
Week
display
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red Trickett, left, from the Division of Irrigation Research in Griffitb. NSW. watcbes while Keitb Spiers of tbe Institute of Energy and
Earth Resources' workshop in Sydney, makes light work of cutting a slice [rom the Binya meteorite, using a tungsten-tipped band saw.

The 1981 Australian Institute of
Energy Medal has been awarded to
CSIRO Executive member Dr Greg
Tegart.

The AlE Medal is awarded annually to
a member of the Australian community
who has made significant contributions to,
and has achieved a high level of excellenee
in, an energy discipline.

Dr Tegart was presented with the Medal
at a function in Sydney on November 9,
when he delivered a lecture on the theme,
uThe inter-relation between energy and
materials",

Dr Tegart has been a member of
CSIRO's Executive since 1979. Previously
he was associated with BHP, from 1968
to 1978 as Manager of the Melbourne
Research Laboratories.

Immcdiately prior to his appointment to
CSIRO, Or Tegart .was Executive Assist~

ant to the Chief General Manager of the
Broken Hill Pty Company.

His particular research interests include
solar energy and materials engineering,
energy and manufacturing industry.

Energy medal
award to
Greg Tegart

INCREASING COSTS

NSW farmer's

rather than the planned five years, to pro
duce reliable evidence on the effect of
cloud seeding in the area."

Dr Wild said increasing costs were
another important factor in stopping the
large scale cloud seeding experiments.

"For cloud seeding to be worthwhile
in rural areas. it must cost less than the
economic benefits, in terms of additional
rural production t which result from any
increases in rainfall due to the seeding,"
he said.

llUnfortunately, the trend is the very
r.everse. The cost of flying and maintaining
aircraft to carry out cloud seeding is
increasing much faster than the returns on
rural products.

"If there is to be a solution to this prob~

lern it lies in the discovery of much
cheaper methods nf detecting and seeding
suitable clouds, or in a dramatic upturn in
the return on rural products. I!

•In

cloud

CSIRO will continue to maintain
expertise in cloud physics, although
ending its cloud seeding research
program.

The Chairman, Dr J. Paul Wild, said the
CSIRO Executive's decision followed
recommendations of an expert committee
which reviewed the Division of Cloud
Physics.

liThe decision to end cloud seeding is
based on scientific evidence and increasing
costs," he said.

"The scientific evidence is made up of
two factors-firstly, the increasing realiza
tion that cloud conditions suitable for
seeding are far less frequent than pre~

viously thought, and secondly, the in
herent natural variahility of rainfall in
Australia.

"For example, a cloud seeding experi
ment in western Victoria has recently been
stopped after two years' work because of
the lack of seedah!e cloud.

"It would have taken at least 20 years,

•era In
The end of an

seeding research

A large, brownish-grey lump of metal
unearthed on a property near Binya,
NSW, in April this year and brought
to CSIRO for identification has becn
shown to be an iron meteorite-only
the 13th to be found in NSW.

The farmer who found this interesting,
pockmarked lump of metal took it to his
nearest CSIRO 'enquiry desk" which
happened to be the Division of Irrigation
Research in Griffith. Ted Trickett, in
charge of the Division's analytical facilit
ies, is used to being called upon to answer
enquiries outside his own field-that sort
of thing happens all the thue in country
based Divisions.

Ted suspected it was a meteorite so I with
the farrnerls permission and a great deal of
effort, he chipped off a sliver for energy
dispersive analysis. The results showed the
rock was mainly iron with a high nickel
content, so confirming Ted's suspicions.

The find was reported in the local paper t

The Area News, where CoResearcb spott
ed it for the 'People' column in July: This
short note attracted the attention of Ray
Binns, Assistant Chief of the Division of
Mineralogy in North Ryde.

Ray is a meteorite enthusiast, having
written around 20 papers on these lspace
rocks'. and is also a member of the Inter
national Meteorite Nomenclature Corn.m
ittee of the Meteoritical Society. He leapt
for the phone to find out more about the
meteorite in Ted's custody.

The owner agreed that Ted bring it to r--------------------------------,----------------
Sydney sn that Ray could have a closer
look and register the meteorite find with
the appropriate authorities. Photographs
were taken of the meteorite, and then it
was sent to the Australian Museum so that
a mould could be taken to make a replica.
Back at the North Ryde Laboratory, a
small slice was cut off with a tungsten
tipped band saw, which proved quite a job
but was accomplished by Keith Spiers of
the lEER workshop.

When the cut face was polished and acid
etched, it revealed the typical Widman
statten pattern that clearly distinguishes
an iron meteorite from an ordinary chunk
of ffillomade iron. Microscopic and chemi
cal analysis showed that the Binya find
was 'coarse octahedrite'-a common type
of iron meteorite.

Only 12 nf the 37 meteorites found in
NSW were iron meteorites and 4 of these
were found in the same general area,
within about 200 km nf Binya. However,
the microscopic structure of the Binyn
meteorite showed it to be very different
from these others.

Rusting of the meteorite1s surface was
quite extensive and showed that this 11.3
kg chunk fell out of the sky quite some
time ago. It is thought that such meteor
ites are space debris from the asteroid belt
between Mars and Jupiter, and that they
are pulled out by Jupiter's gravitational
force to drift off out into space. Very few
actually collide with the earth and manage
to survive the heat of the fall throngh our
atmosphere. In fact only about 3000
meteorites have ever been found on the
earth's surface-one of which feU down in
Binya.

Space rock found
paddock

1
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Winners In tbe great blcyde race conducted by tbe Division of Forest Researcb last month.
Back row, from left, M/ck Crowe, Ricbard Vlekers, Mike Cashmore, Barry FUsble, Barry
Longstaff a"d Bruck Co"do". Fro"t row, from left, Pbil Cbeney, ]Im Bropby, Peter
Leppert a"d Ed Higbley.

The Chief of the Division of Manufactur
ing Technology, Mr Bob Brown, is a co
recipient of the Blackall Machine Tool
and Gage Award, which was presented
this month in Washington.

Mr Brown received the award for "inves
tigations of complex dynamic problems
of chip segmentation during metal cutting,
using high speed photography and quick
stop techniques."

and Northern Territory Governments and
Federal Parliament.

In each State and Territory, the Author
ity has a representative Citizens' Council,
supported by a fulltime executive director.

At present, the Authority is decentralis
ing its operations further by establishing
Bicentennial Community Committees in
each of the nation's 839 government areas.

Mr Reid said the Bicentenary offered a
unique opportunity for Australians to join
together in a unifying experience, to
examine their origins and assess future
possibilities.

'The role that the scientist will play in
protecting our country's future is evident
to everyone,' he said.

ITheBicentenary is now a little more
than six years away and people accustom
ed to long-range project planning will
recognise that there is hardly a moment to
be wasted.'

Anyone with an idea for the Bicentenary
should write to The Australian Bicen
tennial Authority, GPO Box AUS 1988,
Sydney NSW, 2000.

Blackall award
to CSIRO Chief

Canberra•In

The Australian Bicentennial Author
ity is most anxious to find a scientist
who knows how to delay the next
appearance of Halley's Comet.

'The comet would make a splendid, low
cost focal point of a Bicentennial fire
works display,' said the Authority's
Chairman, Mr John Reid.

'Unhappily, though, we learn that it is
due in May 1986, two years early,' he said.

In a more serious mood, Mr Reid has
appealed to scientists to come forward
with imaginative projects to help comm
emorate the 200th anniversary in 1988
of European settlement in Australia.

IAustralia has a proud record of scient
ific achievement and it would seem appro
priate for the scientific community to
play a major part in the celebrations.

He said several. projects in different
branches of the sciences had been pro
posed. They include:
· the publishing of a 10-volume series of

Australian fauna
· a series of State and Territory confer

ences to identify and resolve water
resource problems, culminating in a
national conference in the Bicentennial
Year

· the production of a major science and
natural history television series on the
Australian continent

· a Bicentennial history of science and
applied science

· a national survey culminating in the
publishing of a series of regional wild
life guides.
The Australian Bicentennial Authority

was established by the Commonwealth,
State and Northern Territory Govern
ments to plan and co-ordinate a year-long
program of celebrations in 1988.

There is a national board of 17 directors
appointed by the Commonwealth, State

His Worship

the Mayor, P.R.S. C n n one please" ... a a
It IS a mce turn of hlstoncal Ifony Y
that Dr Geoff Wunderlich, an X-ray S top the Com et?
crystallographer of the CSIRO Divis- •
ion of Mineral Chemistry, having
turned his back on the family busi
ness of manufacturing building
materials should wind up as Mayor of
that suburb of Melbourne which is
probably richest in Wunderlich build
ing memorabilia.

Wunderlich pressed metal ceilings, estate
agents delight, add thousands to any
building in the district.

Not many CSIRO people enter local
(or any other) politics so bow does a
pleasant and handsome scientist end up in
the mayoral robes?

In Geoff's case it is an interesting tale.
He became incensed that there was no
high school in reasonable proximity to
his borne and he felt the Great Can to
campaign for one. One High School
(John Gardiner, in Hawthorn) later, he
supported a Community Chest scheme in
Hawthorn (shades of Arthur Farnworth,
then of CSIRO Textile Industry, who
started the first in Australia, in Geelong),
and saddled up again for another success
ful campaign.

Ten thousand pamphlets later he be
came, in 1974, a councillor of Hawthorn,
and has played a vigorous and creadve role
in the Council ever since. His term, or
rather his first term, as Mayor runs from
1981 to 1982.

Geoff grew up in Sydney. He reminisces
that as a young boy he was often rowed
across Sydney Harbour in a skiff by a
72 year old grandfather, the remarkable
Alfred Wunderlich, who was not only a
building materials tycoon supreme, and
Chairman of Wunderlich in his nineties,
but who was also an excellent scullce and
Swiss Consul-General. The links with
Switzerland still persist, as his mother lives
in the idyllic lakeside village of Vevey, not
far from Lausanne-Clive Coogan.

Pedal povver

"Irrigation Scheduling by Computer"
is the title of the display being
mounted by Division of Irrigation
Research at Orange Nationa! Field
Days.

The Orange Field Days are being held on
November 16, 17 and 18 at Borenore,
near Orange, NSW.

As part of the feature demonstration
"Computers in Agriculture", the display
will feature a micro computer pro
grammed to interact with the user (the
farmer) to indicate when irrigation is
necessary.

Weather, plant growth and soil data
are entered. Plant-available-water in the
soil, days to next irrigation !lnd how much
water to apply is then made available to
the farmer, via a VDU,

Flying the flag
at Orange

Dear Editor,
The suggested logo (CoResearch 243)

is neat; its oblong shape is practical for
inclusion on any rectangular format. It
is not too cluttered and is straightforward.
This bold design has plenty of impact for
displays, T-shirts etc., and would easily
lend itself to colour. Also, the typeface
does not make it too different from the
official logo, which gives a nice contin
uity.

The only misgiving I have is that it may
date.

I have felt there has been a need for this
type of semi-official logo, SO good on you
for doing something about it.

If this, or any other logo, is approved,
I'd be grateful if it could be made known
and copies of artwork distributed as I have
always had difficulty in ohtaining any
standards.-]oanna Holdsworth, Graphic
Designer, Division of Atmospheric Physics,
Melbourne.

Dear Editor,
Recently the Laboratory Crafts

men, employed in CSIRO work
shops, were dealt a blow that will be
felt by its members for years to
come.

Despite the encouragement and well
wishes from most quarters of divisional
levels, the fight against our Uniform Hours
Case was carried on by the Public Service
Board, aided and abetted by one of tbe
worst decisions banded down by a full
bench for years.

The reasons for not granting us equal
conditions, enjoyed by all the other
eschelons in the Organisation were the
weakest imaginable. A Union with the
ability to apply industrial pressure would
not have accepted the ruling for one day.

We first applied for equal rights in our
work situation in 1974 and after waiting
patiently all these years, Wefe shocked
to receive such an unfair ruling. This is in
an age when most of industry is realising
that 35 hours is the working week of the
future, we were simply asking to be on a
par with the rest of the work force in
CSIRO on 36J1< hours.

No doubt in the future the shorter week
will come automatically and all the argu
ments used against our requests will be
forgotten.-R. A. Mott, Publicity Officer,
Laboratory Craftsmens Association.
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People ... People ... People... People

1-\

\(d-,

A CSIRO tag on a bird being roasted
over an open fire on a South Pacific
island in the Solomons, formed the

basis for a link with the Division of
Wildlife Research in Canberra late
last month.

Word of the band reached the Solomon
Islands Broadcasting Corporation in
Honiara, and a reporter sent off a telex
requesting information on the bird.

David Purchase, who administers the
bird-banding scheme, was able to identify
the bitd as being a white-capped noddy,
which had been banded as an adult at
Vatu-i-Ra. an island near Fiji, on
November 14, 1976 hy an Australian,
Mike Tarbuton who was then a biology
lecturer at Fulton College, Suva.

Tasty tidbit leads
to CSIRO link

••

working hours. My personal feelings have
been conditioned by close association and
friendship with the workshop staff of
Radiophysics, especially at the Dapto field
station in the 1950's.

Fowler's IModcrn English Usage' contains
many hidden gems of gentie humour. A
favourite of mine is to be found under the
heading lmisapprehensions'-e.g. that
Frankenstein was a monster. During my
wanderings and informal discussions with
CSIRO staff of all kinds, I generally sense
a splendid esprit de corps as well as a
willingness by people to say what's on
their minds. Occasionally I encounter re
curring misapprehensions about the Exec~

utive and its policies. So, with deference
to rhe memory of the late H. W. Fowler,
I here suhmit a few CSIRO mis
apprehensions:-
· that the Executive is contriving to

change the emphasis of our research
from the strategic end to the tactical
end

· that the Executive is contriving to
change the emphasis of our research
from strategic R & D to basic science

· that there is a deliberate policy to divert
resources from the rural sector to else
where

· that there exists a table in Parlia.ment
House, or elsewhere in Canberra, that if
thumped long and hard enough by the
Executive will cause the Government to
exempt the Organization from the appli
cation of its policy of containing public
expenditure

· that the costly Australian National
Animal Healrh Laboratoty is being built
in competition with rural sector research
funding (CSIRO and universities)

· that the Executive policies and decisions
are made by rubber stamping those of
the Secretariat

· that the merit promotion system for
Research Scientists is under threat by
current budget strategies

· that the Personnel Branch controls
promotions and appeals

· that the Executive lives in an ivory tower
· that there once existed a time when
th~gs were as good as they used to be

· that somebody else writes these articles.

The effect on staff of the decision of the
Full Bench of rhe Arbitration Court to
disallow the claim by the Laboratoty
Craftsmen Association fot a 36* hour
week is of considerable concern to me and
must be a great blow to those involved.

Officially, of course, CSIRO must take
a. common stand with the Public Service
Board in compliance with Government
policy. The fundamental question is
whether people working together for a
common cause should have the same

••

We held the last Executive meeting at
Geelong, partly in the building of the
Gcelong Regional Commission and partly
in the local park because of a forced evac
uation of the building due to a phoney
bomb scare. While at Geelong, we in
spected the Australian National Animal
Health Lahoratory (ANAHL). This is the
largest capital project that CSIRO has ever
undertaken-at a total cosr of $120 m.
When fully operational in 1984, it will he
the highest security laboratory in the
world in which dangerous live virus of
animals, such as foot and mouth disease,
will be ahle to be handled with unparall
eled safety. The functions of the Labota
tory will be diagnostic support in the
event of an outbreak of exotic animal
diseases, related to research and training,"
and virus vaccine production. As far as can
he judged, the funds have been supplied
by the Government on top of our normal
budget allocation. Our cattle export
market alone is worth $1,400 m per year
and the facility is an insurance policy for
our livestock industry. The building is a
fantastic affair with 5 storeys in which
only the middle storey is used for lahora
tory operations-the other 4 floors are
filled with plant whose function is to pro
vide essential servicing, including the main~

tenance of a low pressure pattern in the
operative storey and to filter all air.
Everybody who visits the Laboratory is
convinced by its securitYi but we yet have
ahead of us a long task of instilling con
fidence throughout the farming comm
unity.

In other recent travels, I visited the head
quarters and field stations of the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures. I was
especially interested in the Narayen
Research Station where some 18 staff live
with their families in unusually remote
conditions- 30 miles from the nearest
township of Mundubbera which is itself
300 miles from the closest city (Brisbane).
The Station is doing fine work in the
development and introduction of pastures
and crops for sub~tropical Queensland.
And I was most impressed by the cheerful
community spirit that was evident in cir
cumstances that must sometimes be test
ing for the human system.

Another impressive visit was to the
cotton district near Wee Waa on the
Na.moi River. Here is intensive farming
with all the aids of modern technology,
including the use of laser beams to ensure
correcr levelling of the ploughed
paddocks. The star rum (being officially
opened by the Minister) was SIRATAC,
the computer controlled system which the
Division of Plant Industry is developing
with the NSW Department of Agriculture
to tell each farmer what insecticides to
use, how much and when. This year it is
being used to protect one-tenth of the
Australian cotton crop. The forecasts are
next year, one-third i and the following
year, one half. I believe the Division has
its sights, beyond cotton, on the pastoral
management of the whole continent.

Aregular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. ..J. Paul Wild

From the
Chairman-

00

Researcher Malcolm Robinson, of the
Division of Textile Physics at Ryde, has
been awarded the degree of Master of
Science in Textile Technology hy the
University of New Sourh Wales.

Malcolm presented a thesis as an external
student at the University. He will be
formally awarded the degree early next
year at the annual conferring ceremony.

00

00

Pat Castle of the Institute of Energy and
Earth Resources' Melbourne office is Aust
ralian co-ordinator of the fifth Congress of
Secretaries in Asia, being held from March
14 to 20 next year in Hong Kong.

Pat, who is Victorian President of the
Institute of Private Secretaries, an Affiliate
Member of Professional Secretaries (Inrer
national) and a Fellow of the Institute of
Directors in Australia, may be contacted
for further information regarding the
Congress at 9 Queens Road, Melbourne.

Newly returned to the Division of Land
Use Research in Canberra is Gavin Byrne
who has been visiting Europe where he
was involved in remote sensing of rain~

bearing clouds with particular reference to
drought in Africa,

A "personal demi-paradise" on the New
South Wales South Coast has been chosen
by Harry Black as the centre for his post
retirement, alternative lifestyle. Harry
retired last month from CSIRO's Centre
for International Research and Co
operation. He originally joined CSIRO as
the first press officer for the Organization.

Although he will continue to commute
to Canberra to take part in his many and
varied hobbies, Harry's new life will
revolve around 5.2 hectares of bushland,
600 metres from 11 surf beach on one
side and 100 metres from Wallaga Lake on
the other. There, from a caravan, he has
heen growing tropical and suhtropical
fruits surrounded by his personal bush and
overseen by Mount Dromedary.

Dr Shirley Jeffrey has become acting
Chief of the Division of Fisheries, taking
over from Dr Brian Stacy of the Division
of Animal Production.

Shirley joins the small hand of female
scientists who have acted as Chief of
Division.

Gaie HaIl, Editor of the Division of
Fisheries' magazine IFisho', included in
the latest issue, a letter which caused a
few chuckles in the Division.

The letter, from a schoolgirl, requested
information for a project she was doing
on the ocean.

·Could I have some information and
samples?' she asked.

00

The retiring Chief of the Division of Cloud Physics i1l Syd1ley, Mr }. Warner, ce1ltre, with
the acting Chief, Dr M. Mamon, right and Mr A. Tapp, a former member of staff at the
Divisio1l who retired last year. The group are admiring a model ofa DC3 aircraft which
Mr Warner received as a farewell gift.

00

DO

The Division of Soils at Urrbrac, South
Australia, now has two staff members
amongst the 17 elected members of the
Mitcham City Council, in whose area the
Division is situated.

Kevin Handreck has been a Councillor
for two years for the ward in which he
lives, which includes CSIRO and the
Waite Institute, Ted Radoslovich has just
been elected an Alderman, and so repre
sents the whole city. Ted received the
largest number of votes of any candidate
in the recent local government elections.

Kevin is Scientific Assistant to the Chief
and Ted is a Principal Research Scientist
who has previously been President of
CSIROOA.

The recent publication of a book entitled
'Plants of Western New South Wales' has
involved years of work for two CSIRO
researchers, Bill MulhaJ.n from the Division
of Land Resources Management at Denili
quin, and John Leigh from the Division
of Plant Industry in Canberra. Two mem
bers of the Soil Conservation Service,
Peter Milthorpe and Geoff Cunningham
also collaborared on the hook which
documents more than 2000 plants ranging
from grasses to aquatic specimens. It con
tains 1500 full colour photographs and has
taken about 10 years to finalise.

Farewell presentation
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The James Cook University of North
Queensland is organising a sympos
ium to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the death of Charles
Darwin, on April 19, 1882.

The symposium, to be held from May 1
to 4 next year, will comprise eight sess
ions, dea.ling with the evolutionary paraR

digm, the social ethics of Darwinism, the
evolution of the Austtalian biota and coral
reef evolution.

Geologists and palaeontologists are being
invited to express an interest in contribu~

ting to the relevant sessions.
They are invited to contact the Secretary

of the organizing committee at James
Cook University I Townsville, Queensland,
4811.

A second stage of the field work was
based at Birdsville. This involved an
extensive aerial survey of the desert and
its margins togcther with photography of
the localized impacts of drill sites aod
roads.

The final phase of the study. which Is
currently in progress, is the enhancement
and digital mosaicing of Landsat images
to cover 100,000 km2 of the southern
Simpson Desert and its margins. With the
inclusion ofdigital land system boundaries
and property boundaries, this will be the
foundation of an information system
which can be readily updated to monitor
future natural and man-made changes in
the region.

So, anyone interested in helping him out
could contact Bill Kelly on (062) 484484,
or write to PO Box 225, Dickson, ACT
2602.

The survey started in the red gibber
downs near Oodnadatta, and included the
Dalhousie Mound Springs aod the flood
plains of the Macumba and Finke Rivers,
before heading east into the desert.

In the desert, north-south and east-west
traverses provided ground data to match
Landsat-based assessment of land units t

ecological gradients and major impacts
such as wildfire.

Calling Kiwi scientists
for 'Science Express'
Denis Harvey, producer of New
Zealand TV's "Science Express"
program made out of Christchurch,
is looking for Kiwi scientists working
in CSIRO.

He wants to visit them when next he is
in Australia and possibly film some of
their work for use in his popular sciencel
technology show which has just now com
pleted its first year on air.

In a note to Bill Kelly, OIC of CSIRO's
Media Group, he said:

u...one of the things I became increas
ingly aware of while I was at ANZAAS
was the number of New Zealanders work
ing in Australia both for CSIRO and the
universities. There could be material for us
here...

HI am anxious to extend rScience
Express' beyond work happening only in
New Zealand and I would like to think
that the inclusion of Australian work
could become a regular part of our pro
gram content... "

Three new cotton varieties developed especially by CSIRO {or Australian conditions, went on show in Narrabri recently, when the
Minister for Science and Tecbnology, Mr David Tbomson, visited tbe Myal/ Vale Research Centre.

The leader of tbe plant breeding team, Dr Norm Tbomson, left, sbows one of tbe new varieties, SICOT-2 to, from left, the
Chairman of CSIRO, Dr j. Paul Wild, Mr David Thomson, and the Cbief of tbe Division ofPlant Industry, Dr jim Peacock. The Minister
and tbe Chairman were in the Namoi Valley for the official launching of SIRATAC Umited, a company which will market a crop
management system for cotton developed by CSIRO and the NSW Department ofAgriculture.

A four-man team from the Division
of Land Resources Management's
Rangelands Group at Deniliquin have
completed the field work for an
ecological survey of the southern
portion of the Simpson Desert.

Members of the team were Dean Graetz,
David Tongway. Norm Hindley and Roger
Pech.

The Group were contacted by Sautos,
Delhi and Western Mining to carry out the
survey and provide a comprehensive
summary of the land systems and the
impact of past and present uses.

The desert is a large wilderness arca in
relatively pristine condition. However,
with appreciable mining exploration and a
high probability of a commercial find, the
companies are concerned about the POSSR

ibJe impact of future development.
Their concern is shared by the South

Australian Department of the Environ~

menC. The presence of survey tracks
through the Simpson Desert conservation
park provides good 4-wheel drive access,
with Peoppel's Corner being the local
point for many tourist groups.

The third major user group, the pastoral
industry, is also undergoing major reR

structuring with much of the desert
margins being fenced to contain the incidR

ence of brucellosis and TB by feral ani
mals.

Ne\N cotton varieties on sho\N

L.R.M. pioneer party
charts the Simpson Desert

CAT

•
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Helen Dornom, Liaison Officer at
CSIRO's Dairy Research Laboratory
in Melbourne, is the new Chairperson
of the Communication Advisory
Team. Helen replaces Wendy Parsons
of the Division of Forest Research in
Canberra, who did not seek re
election when CAT met recently in
Melbourne.

The election of a new Chairperson arose
from a change in CAT membership desig~

ed to broaden the regional representation
on the Team and to give other information
officers the chance to air their views.

New members are Helen Dornom (Insti
tute of Animal and Food Science), Peter
Beck (Institute of Industrial Technology),
Christine Astley-Boden (Institute of
Energy and Earth Resources) and Bill
Silvey (Institute of Biological Resources).
All original members retain their member
ship, and will attend meetings whenever
they can.

CAT discussed a report of a meeting of /--------------------------------------------------
the Melbourne regional group of informa-
tion and liaison officers. Recommenda
tions from the meeting urged the Organi
zation to clarify the functions of Division
al information officers through a set of
CSIRO communication guidelines.

In the absence of such guidelines, the
recommendations called for a withdrawal
by Divisions from public communication
activities, these functions to be handled
by a central body. This would allow
CSIRO to provide a more effective comm
unication system with the present re
sources.

CAT noted the strong feeling of the
Melbourne regional group. Members also
noted that the Office of the Executive
had been considering communication
guidelines since before the CommuniR

cation Symposium in November 1980
and apparently without consultation with
the Bureau and Divisions.

CAT agre_ed to pass on the report from
the Melbourne group to the Director of
the Bureau, Mr Sam Lattimore, with the
following request for action:
. to discuss the contents of the report

with the Office of the Executive and
develop a brief information paper on
it for tabling at a meeting of the Execu
tive Committee.

. to discuss with the Office of the ExecuR
tive the possibility of establishing a
working party to assist with the pre
paration of communication guidelines.
CAT recognised the complexity of the
job. It therefore suggested that the
working party sound out the views of
the Organization. It also suggested the
following membetship for the working
party: one member from the Office of
the Executive, the Bureau, Institute
headquarters and Divisions.

a new
chairperson

CAT has
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Executive visit to Division of Plant Industry

Dr Dick Bouma, oftbe Division of Plant Industry in Canberra, left, explains aspects of bis researcb to tbree part-time members of
the Executive, during a visit to tbe Division. Dr B021ma is engaged in a research project which aims to provide an objective test of
tbe phospboro21s requirement for subterranean clover.

Part-time members of tbe Executive are, from left, Mr Hugb Morgan, Mr David Craig, and, partly obscured, Mr Waiter Hugbes.

Govt. approves
extra 30 positions
for ANAHL's
Geelong laboratory

from a visit to the Un ited Kingdom and
Canada, was anxious that Australia should
join the excellent liaison already estab~

lished for exchange of scientific and
technical information between Britain,
Canada and the United States. The first
appointments to the poses were Professor
j. Madsen to London, and Mr G. Munre
co Washington.

Primarily, the offices wete establIshed
to serve the war effort, but early in 1945
it was decided to expand the roles of the
representatives to provide a service ro
CSIRO administrators and staff.

Over the years, many of the liaison
officers have distinguished themselves, and
it's believed that Dl' Taffy Bowen, who
served in Washington from 1971 to 1976,
was the only Fellow of the Royal Society
to serve at an Australian mission. Other
liaison officers have included Dr Max Day,
who served in Washington, but returned
to Australia and later became a member of
the Executive before his appointment
as Chief of the Division of Forest
Research.

The decislon to close the Washington
and London posts was a recommendation
of the Committee of Review into
Commonwealth Functions which brought
down its report earlier this year.

The closure of the offices, currently
staffed by Or Alan Pierce in London and
Dr Dick Brock in Washington, bring to
an end more than forty years, represen[a~

tion. Dr Pierce will retire and Dr Brock
will return ro CSIRO in Australia.

The offices were established in the early
day., of World War 11, following a suggest
ion made by John Cockcroft to Or Briggs
of the Australian National Standards
Laboratory, based on a concern about the
transmission of information between Aust
ralia and the United Kingdom.

Or Briggs, who had recently returned

CSIRO will close its overseas offices
in Washington and London on
December 31. The Tokyo post,
staffed by Or Tom Grace, will
continue to operate.

ASLO offices to close
on December 31

"Even under these circumstances
CSIRO's total budget-about 90 per cent
of which comes from Government funds
increased substantially in 1981/82 to

$290.1 miilion compared wirh $260.7
million in 1980/81.

"The efficient use of resources is a prime
essential in today's difficult economic
climate,

"I am sure that the CSIRO Executive,
which establishes the Organization's
research priorities, is selecting the best
possible research to meet national nceds. n

Welcoming the Minister's announcement
the Chairman of CSIRO, Or J. Paui Wild,
said the Government's decision Was a
'jheartening boost" for the Organization's
ongoing research endeavours in the field of
Continued on page eight

One of the world's foremost animal
ecologists has been appointed Chief
of CSIRO's Division of Wildlife Re
search in Canberra.

He is Dr Charles Krebs who is presently
Professor of Zoology at the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada.
Dr Krebs follows Dr Harry Frith, who re~

tired earlier this year.
Dr Krebs is regarded as a world author

ity in the ecology of small animals.
Or Krebs, 45, graduared B.Sc. from the

University of Minnesota in 1957, and re~

ceived a Ph.D. from the University of
Brirish Columbia in 1962.

He is the author of a textbook 'Ecology',
and is writing a book on ecological meth
odoiogy.

Or Krebs has been Professor at the
University of British Columbia for 11
years and has been generally interested in
the problem of population regulation in
animals.

He is currently leading a tcn~year invest~

igation into the population dynamics
of the Canadian showshoe hare.

Dr Krebs will take up his appointment in
May, 1982.

The Government will provide CSIRO
with an extra 30 staff positions to
help man the Australian National
Animal Health Laboratory now
nearing completion in Geelong (Vie.).

The Minister for Science and Technol
ogy, Mr David Thomson, said the Govern
ment's decision to make the extra posi
tions available was a clear recognition of
the importance of ANAHL to the primary
producing capability of the nation.

(The $121 million Laboratory, whichwill be the world's foremost top security
microbiological instaIJation, is scheduled
to be completed in 1983. It will come into
full operation with a staff of about 200
after it has been tested for its micro
biological security, probahly after May
1984.)

Mr Thomson said the decision also
reflects the Government's commitment
to furthering. CSIRO research, particu
larly in the rural sector.

"I appreciate the calls that have been
made for more money for research in
CSIRO, but they have to be seen in the
light of other important Government
projects and commitments and the
Government's policy of public sector
restraint/' he said.

New Chieffor
the Division
of Wildlife
Research
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Dear Editor,
Recent correspondence has focused

attention on the relative salaries of
scientists working in CSIRO and the
Universities.

FoHowing the recent award to academics
within the wage indexation guidelines and
the end of wage indexation it is pertinent
to consider how CSIRO scientists have
been trcated since the first pay rise was re
ceived in ,May 1975 under the indexation
guitlelincs. The table shows starting and
finishing salaries of CSIRO and University
staff during this period.

Academics increased their average salary
by 87.2% compared with 70.3% by
CSIRO scientists. Professors in the Univ
ersities did remarkably well starting in
1975 with a salary slightly less than a
Senior Principal Research Scientist and
ending the indexation period with a mini
mum salary almost equal that of a Chief
Research Scientist 2 (or Chief 2).

In the science-based faculties of Aust
ralian universities, 14.0% of ail academics
(Le. lecturers and above) arc full Profess~

or5. This should be compared with CSIRO
where only 4.7% of research scientists and
top administrators (e.g. RS to Chief 4,
Institute Directors and the Executive)
receive salaries equal to or above the
minimum salary received by Professors.

I leave readers to draw their own con
clusions from this information.

Dcnnis Minson
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures,

Brisbane.

Adelaide's fastest funrunners

Per/Japs Australia's most highly qualified atbletics team - runners ft'om CSIRO Division of Human Nutrition in Adelaide.
Back row, from /eft .. Mr Spenser Know/es, Dr Leanna Reid, Ms Michelle Nie/d, Mr Colin Cband/er, Mr Geoff Francis, D,. Frank Tomas
and Dr Jo'm Balla,.d.
Ft'ont row: Mr Don Leitcb and Dr Mal Hopgood.

'CoResearch' is produced by the Science Communication Unit for CSIRO staff. It

is also circulated to some people outside the Organization who have a professional
interest in CSIRO activities. Members are invited to contribute or send suggestions
for articles. The deadline for material is normally the 8th day of the month of

publication. Material and queries should be sent to the Editor, BOl< 225, Dickson,

ACT 2602. Te!. 48 4640. Editor: Jeannie Ferris.

regular David and Goliath spectacle of race
days. Where else could Cornley's Snack
Bar take on the mighty B.H.P. and come
out on top? The event takes place along
the banks of the Torrens which has been
the scene for many off-market take-over
bids. Developments in this area have led
to accusations of low cunning, but as yet
these and various corporate conspiracy
theories remain unproven.

In addition to the Cup, there are other
awards of excellence. Appropriately the
Division has good prospects of distin
guishing itself here. In the company of
Adelaide's fastest Managing Director and
fastest male and female runner, the
Division is currently placed first in the
Fastest Team award. Whether this is a
sustainable lead remains to be seen, but
with a case of champagne at stake the
competition promises to be fierce.

Led by Chief Research Scientist, Dr
John Ballard, the Division must have
Australia's most highly qualified athletics
team, four PhD's and three graduates.
If they win, this must surely be a perform~

ance to be recorded in tbe CSIRO hall of
fame-Don Leitch.

•Inturn
CSIRO involvement with industry
has taken a novel turn with the
Division of Human Nutrition in
Adelaide.

In a city where the business lunch and
an expanding corporate waistline has
become something of a tradition, the
Division has taken new initiatives and
fielded two teams in the Adelaide Corp
orate Cup-the lunchtime fun run of the
market place.

Every second Wednesday since mid
August, the Division's teams have joined
over 500 lunchtime runners who bolt
from their offices, swap business suits
for track suits, and run for their corporate
lives.

The Cup is II teams l handicap event open
to any organisation. Team members gain
points based on improved time over the
course rather than outright speed. As the
organisers point out, you don't need an
office full of Herb Elliots to win, just
people with a lot of scope for improve
mentl

Having a corporate lIheavyweight" in the
tcam can have its advantllges. They gener
ally gain more points and highlight the

Industry liaison
takes a nevv

S.A.

Tapes wanted for
the CSIRO archives
CSIRO's archivist, Colin Smith, and
his assistant, Carolyn Macdonald, are
interested in tapes of speeches, talks,
symposiums and interviews involving
scientists and administrators.

The archives already include a collection
of taped material including press sessions
and staff meetings concerning the pro
posed minerals and energy takeover in
1975, recordings of laboratory openings,
Rivett memorial lectures and senior
administrators and scientists talking on
radio.

liThe importance of this audio material
reflects a growing interest in oral forms of
history," Mrs Macdonald said. She said
CSIRO archives staff were keen to gather
information on tape froOl older scientists
and administrators, reflecting on their
early lives and careers as well as their view
of current events.

Tapes already being held by Divisions
would be copied and returned to their
owners.

Those with material which might be suit
able should contact Carolyn Macdonald at
PO Box 225, Dickson l ACT, or telephone
(062) 48 4564.

The most comprehensive review to
date of biotechnology research in
Australia and the possibilities of its
future development has been pub
lished by CSIRO in book form.

Called HBiotcchnology Research and
Development" it is based on the reports of
two reviews commissioned by the Execu
tive of CSIRO.
. one on the use of recombinant DNA

methods in biological research; and
. the other on the potential of biotech

nology to benefit Australia.
CSlRO is currently spending about

$4.5 million a year, involving some 110
staff, on biotechnology research.

The term biotechnology encompasses
industrial processes based on biological
systems, especially fermentations with
microorganisms. and the genetic manip
ulation of cells to produce new strains of
plants and animals.

Orders and enquiries about the 100 page
book, priced at $8.50 (including postage),
should be directed to csmo's Editorial
and Publications Service, 314 Albert
Street, East Melbourne. Cheques should be
made payable to "The Receiver of
Moneys, CSIRO".

Biotechnology
Resec;lrch
directory
available
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The SIROCATS jazz band, rehearsing for the 36th Australian Jazz Convention. Front
row, left to right, Rod Nei/, lan Harrowfield, Ray Walls. Back row, left to right, John
Moresby, Julie Moresby acting as rehearsal pianist, Jo/m Gardner, Shane Youl and Cliff
Restarick. Barry Harrowfield is ahsent from tbe photograph.

",
2;~

contributions to the advancement and
enrichment of the Australian lifestyle in
such areas as industry, commerce, comm
unity service, arts, sport and science.

In a citation accompanying the Award,
the Chairman of the Advance Australia
Awards Committee, Geraldine Paton, said
the Committee believed Dr Wild had met
rhe high standards of the Award and had
made a positive contribution to advancing
Australia.

allow its operating funds to run down.
Having said all this j I am deeply aware that
some Divisions, through no fault in their
management, are in a more difficult
position than others.

Last time [ spoke of problems facing our
Laboratory Craftsmen. Since then there
have been two developments. One is that
I have met with representatives of the
Laboratory Craftsmen Association and as
a result have set up a committee to review
and report widely on their present cir
cumstances. The committee of seven will
be chaired by John Lowke and contain
three Laboratory Craftsmen. The second
development is that the Executive has
been able, in consequence of other nego
tiations, to offer technical and laboratory
staff an increase which varies from 7.5%
to 10%. This is in addition to the recent
increase of $9.30 per week for laboratory
craftsmen and 5.6% for technical staff.
This surely is a timely development in the
right direction.

• •

• •
The new era of CSlRO will have just
about reached its 3rd anniversary (on
December 13th) when this issue appears.
Looking back over this period I wonder
which was the stickiest moment it was my
lot to survive. I think a good contender
would be the time when I had a visit from
the Soviet Ambassador. I had expected a
private talk with him, but in the event, the
Ambassador, a very large man, turned up
with three other very large men. I hastily
roped in the first person 1 encountered in
the corridor to join me. 4-2 was better
than 4-1 and that person happened to be
the Executive Secretary GraUoD Wilson.
We sat formally round the table. The
Ambassador, his eye fixed on me (ignoring
Gratton), said his introductory piece well
and the USS R emerged as a much mis
understood country in which peace,
altruism and brotherhood were its domin
ating motives. At this point Gratton
quietly asked a question of clarification.
The Ambassador swooped his gaze round
at GrattoD as though he had not been
aware of his presence. uWho's he?" he
growled at me. I knew my reply would be

.critical, and I gambled. "He's my KGB
man" I said. The painful pause that
followed was broken by huge guffaws
from our guests led by the Ambassador;
and from then on we cut out all the non
sense and talked to one another amicably
and straight. Long live detente! And
apologies to my colleague, working mate
and (occasionally) fall guy.

A very merry Christmas to you all.

One of the greatest changes that has
come about in CSIRO in recent years
is in the domain of finance and
accountability.

Back in the 1960s, each Division nego"
tiated with the Executive for its forrhcom·
ing _requirements, staff numbers were
agreed on and the Executive provided
funds for their salaries, operating expens
es, buildings and so on, while the Govern
ment looked after superannuation costs.
The whole system was open-ended and de
pended on providing funds for agreed
requirements. Now in the 1980s, when
financial constraints are altogether tighter,
we are working towards a closed system in
which first our total ('global') budget is
prescribed and then it is up to us to decide·'
how best to use it: so the concept of
requirements is replaced by that of prior
ities. This is a fundamental change and we
have to adapt our management practices
to suit it. This we are.gradually doing, and
I ask for your patience if there are some
teething troubles during the transition. We
now proceed (in principle) as follows:
(1) Deduct from the global figure the

estimated costs of inescapable ex~

penses and commitments.
(2) Prescribe, on the basis of experience

within CSIRO and elsewhere, a ratio
for salary/operating funds. This
figure varies considerably among
different Divisions because of special
requirements, but we usually aim at
an average ratio of about 70/30. This
then provides a notional total salary
allocation.

(3) The latter sum is allocated through
the Institute Director to Divisions.
Thus the Chief of each Division has
a certain amount of salary money to
use. Under present conditions this
amount of money is normally a much
more important constraint than staff
ceilings. For instance, a Chief knows
he may now have the choice of
making onc senior appointment or
two junior ones at half the salary.

On the other hand, the system must
never be allowed to affect the merit pro
motion system in the slightest way for
that is a corner stone of the Organization.
As well as making good sense in relation to
our global budgeting, 1 hope this system
will encourage Divisions to redress the
imbalance of the ratio of support and
technical staff to research staff that has
crept into the Organization as a result of
staff cuts over the last half dozen years.
It should also help to maximize the re
search value we get for each dollar spent
and increase our sense of accountability
and financial responsibility.

The Executive delegates, through Direct~

ors and subject to general guidelines l as
much responsibility to Divisions as poss~

ible. It does, however, maintain a dose
watch on, and control over, the ratio of
operating to salary funds. There is no surer
prescription to ruin a research laboratory
in tight financial circumstances than to

From the
Chairman
Aregular column
by the Chairman
of CSIRO
Dr. .J. Paul Wild

The Chairman of CS1RO, Dr ]. Paul
Wild, has been selected as a recipient
of an Advance Australia Award for
his contribution to aviation tech
nology.

Or Wild's nomination was received from
the Minister for Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs, Mr lan McPhee.

The Awards, a key part of the Advance
Australia campaign, rcognise outstanding

Advance Australia Award

One of them, John Moresby of Port
Melbourne, has entered, with trepidation,
the "SIROCATS" to play at the 36th
Australian Jazz Convention at Geelong on
December 26-31. The recent first rehearsal
was a great success, but John is dis
appointed that Peter Law (now retired,
but playing regularly) will not be avail
able in Geelong.

Instead the Division has given IIhonor
aryl! membership to two civil engineers l

Ray Walls (cornet, leader) and Rod Neil
(trombone) to support the "SIROCATS"
who are [an Harrowfield (clarinet), John
Gardner (vibes), Duncan Constable (wash
board), John Moresby (sousa) all of
Mineral Chemistry; Cliff Restarick (bass)
of Mineral Engineering; Barry Harrowfield
(piano) of Textile Industry, and Shane
Youl (guitar) of Mineral Physics.

and all that jazz...

The Melbourne tradition of forming
a jazz band to play at Christmas
parties dates back to 1944 when
Peter Law-Sir Phillip's brother
formed one at Fisherman's Bend
with five musos in the Aeronautical
and Industrial Chemistry Divisions of
CSIR.

Peter, who played part-time with the
Graerne Bell Band, left for Shell, but as
the photo shows, by 1946 three more had
joined.

At the second Australian Jazz Conven
tion in 1947, several played in a band
organized by David Patton (2nd from left)
at the Collingwood town hall. In fact,
three in the photo are still with CSIRO
in the Melbourne area, 34 years later!

...1981 style

Members of the original SIR OCA TS jazz band, p/Jotographed in 194~ at a function in
the CamberweJl, Melbourne, tDwn ball. From left: Charles P1'octor, clarmet, Dave Patto~.

second trumpet; John Moresby, trombone and Tony EtJans, guitar, both from CSlRO s
Division of Industrial Chemistry; Len Coe, trumpet; HOl'ace D~~"!Sf dtums, T~d

Pi/kington, piano, and Harry Simmonds, bass, both also f!'Om the DnJ'SlOn of Indusmal
Chemistry.

CSIRO

3
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Graham Warden, Secretary to the Bureau
of Scientific Services, is spending six
months in the United Kingdom on a
secondment to the Department of Indust
ry. He is working in the areas of industry
support and technology transfer I includ
ing, among other things, the funding of
research associations and a program to
encourage the application of microelect
ronics in industry. John Russell is acting
as Bureau Secretary during Graham's
absence.

When Vic Burgess of the Division of
Applied Physics in Sydney went to ,peak
at a seminar on deafness recently, he was
ably assisted by hi, wife Elizabeth. Vic,
who demonstrated the wireless hearing
aid, used Elizabeth, who is deaf, as his
model. Vie took part in the seminar in
Sydney as part of the National Deafness
Awareness week.

Robin Brown, at present seconded to the
Office of the Executive at Headquarters,
has recently been elected to the Australian
Federation of Consumer Organizations.
Robin represents the Canberra area and
fills the position of Treasurer.

DD

DD

Or Yukio Togashi, Senior Geologist from
the Geological Survey of Japan, has joined
the Division of Mineralogy at North Ryde
for onc year. He is an Exchange Fellow
under the Australia Japan Science and
Technology Exchange Scheme.

While with CSIRO, he will conduct
research into clay minerals and their sig
nificance in various mineral exploration
problems. He is accompanied by his wife
and 2 daughters, aged 8 and 5.

DD

CSIRO's Media Liaison Group has just
lost perhaps its oldest customer for
media releases. Bill Kelly reports that
Mr H. C. Underwood of Port Macquarie
had received the releases as part of his free
lance writing activities for the rural press.
Mr Underwood, aged 79, began as a
journalist in 1935 and has retired as the
result of a stroke.

CID

Recently returned to the Division of
Applied Organic Chemistry after a visit to
Japan is the Chief, Dr David Solomon, and
George Holan and Bryan Loft. The tbree
were in Japan to attend the CSIRO
Nippon Kayaku-Roehe Maag technical
rheeting on the development of insect
icidal esters for commercial use.

Geol"ge extended his visit by several days
to talk to members of the Kyoto Univ
ersity about public disclosure of the insec
ticide development at next year's Inter
national Congress on Pesticide Chemistry.

DD

Two staff members of the Division of
Manufacturing Technology have been
appointed to executive positions in inter
national societies.

Dr Warren Gellie is Chairman of the
Technical Committee on Computers for
the International Federation of Automatic
Control (IFAC), and Mr George Lorenz is
Vice President of the Internationa.l Insti
tution for Production Engineering Re
search (CIRP),

Seven members of the Chinese Association
of Science and Technology recently visited
the Division of Land Resources Manage~

ment in P~rth. The delegation is presently
visiting Western Australia at the invitation
of the University of Western Australia.

Mrs Enid WiIliarnson presenting the Robert D. Willimnson Award to jim Gilmore at the
Conference Dinner of tbe VALA National Conference on November 18th.

DD

DD
Anne Wotton, who has been working with
the Division of Land Resources Manage
ment in Perth, has left a trip which will
eventually take her by sailing ,hip to
South America. Initially she is touring the
north of Australia, but will join the
brigantine "Eye of the Wind" at Panama,
bound for the south seas. Anne spent six
months on the ship last year.

Settling into Bendigo in Victoria for a year
is David Williamson from the Division of
Land Resources Management in Perth.
David is project officer for a collaborative
project funded by the Ministry for Con
servation on aspects of the dryland salinity
problem in the northern slopes of Vic
toria.

A member of CSIRO's Melbourne

based Central Information, Library
and Editorial Section (CILES), re

ceived the first Robt. D. WiIliamson

Award for outstanding contributions

to information science in Australia.
He is Mr James Harold Gilmore, manager

of Systems and Development who is in~

volved in the development of automated
library and information systems.

The awa.rd commemorates the late Bob
Williamson who was one of the Australian
pioneers in the computerization of inform
ation systems.

Mr Gilmore, 39, received the award
for outstanding contributions to the
development of information science in
Australia and for udemoostrated potential
for positively influencing the future devel
opment of information science in Aust
ralia".

The inaugural presentation of the $500
cash award was made by Mrs Enid William
son at the National Conference on Library
Automation dinner at the University of
Melbourne on November 17.

Mr Gilmore , of North Balwyn, was born
and educated in Brisbane, graduating from
the University of Queensland as a Bachelor
of Science in 1965.

He worked as an experimental officer
and computer programmer with the
Weapons Research Establishment in South
Australia before joining CSIRO in 1969.

He hu..c; been involved in aid and inform~

ation nctworl< projects in Asia and the
Pacific and acted as a consultant for the
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux in
London.

Between 1978 and 1980, Mr Gilmore
was the founding Chairman of the V.ic
torian Association for Library Automation
and co~editor of a national directory of
automated library and information sys
tems.

He is a member of the Australian Com
puter Society, the Library Association of
Australia and the Victorian Association
for Library Automation.

Inaugural information science avvard
goes to
CILES
member

Energy medal
Ron Williams of the Division of Tropical
Crops and Pastures, is settling back into
work after a three week visit to China,
heading a mission which included Don
Cameran of the Queensland. Department
of Primary Industry and Graeme Wilson
of the New South Waies Department of
Agriculture. The trio were looking at the
pasture potential of sub-tropical China.
Ron reports that China wants Australian
assistance in developing improved pastures
and is keen to have CSIRO's help in
setting up a sub~tropical pasture research
institute near Nanning in Guangxi.

Left, A Member of CSIRO', Executive,
Dr Greg Tegart. receives tbe 1981
Australian Institute of Energy Medal.
The Medal is awarded annually to a
member of tbe Australian community
wbo has achieved a bigh level of
excellence in an energy discipline. Dr
Tegart received tbe Medal at a function
in Sydney on Novemher 9.

A wet Christmas and New Year in
Brisbane and the Gold Coast has been
forecast by Rob Ormerod, a former
CSIRO researcher who has gone into busi
ness as a long-range weather forecaster.
Rob plans to concentrate on weather
forecasting in the northern half of Aust
ralia, and will be based in Brisbane.

DD

Don Thomas, of the Brisbane RAO, is
Convenor of a new group established by
Brisbane information officers who call
themselves BIOTIC-Brisbane Information
Officers, Tigers in Communication.

DD

Rob Wetselaar, of the Division of Land
Use Research in Canberra, recently
returned from Taiwan, where he presented
a paper on nitrogen cycling at a seminar
held in Taipei. He was invited by the
Food and Fertilizer Technology Centre
and also undertook a three-day field trip
along the west coast of Taiwan.

4
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Radiophysics shovvs the Australia telescope

Tbe Cbief of tbe Division of Radiopbyslcs in Syd.wy, Dr Bob Frater, right, e"plai"s bow tbe proposed Australia telescope would operate
to Dr Harry Edwards, Chairman of the Federal Gove-mment Members Committee on Industry, Business and Science, Dr Edwards
o[[icially opened tbe Dlvisio" 's open days beld late last montb to sbow to rbe public researcb being carried out a, tbe Division's Epping
laboratories. More tban 12,000 people visited the Divisio" duri"g the weekend of November 28 and 29.

The Churchill Trust invites appli
cations from Australians, of 18
years and over, from all walks of
life who wish to be considered for a
Churchill Fellowship to undertake an

overseas study project during 1983.
There are no prescribed qualifications

for a Churchill Fellowship. Merit is the
primary test, whether based on past
achievements or demonstrated ability for
future achievement.

Applicants will be required to demon·
strate the value of their work to the
community and the manner in which it
will be enhanced by an overseas study
project. Selections wilt be announced in
July 1982 for Churchill Fellowships
tenable in 1983.

Successful applicants will be awarded
a return economy class overseas ail' ticket
to the approved countries they wish to
visit and an Overseas Living Allowance
to assist in meeting expenses.

Completed applications forms and
reports from three referees must reach the
Churchill Trust by the closing date of 28,h
February, 1982.

Write now for details and application
forms to:
The Winston Churchill Memorial Trust (P),
P.O. Box 478,
Canberra City, A.C:r. 2601.

Applications
sought for
Churchill grant

Tbe Cblef of tbe Division of Protein Cbemlstry, Dr Cordon Crewtber, rigbt,
congratulates Dr Bruce Fraser. Assistant Chief of the Division. who has been awarded
tbe 1981 Researcb Medal by tbe Royal Society of Victoria. Dr Fra..r is a biopbysicist
and his major field of reseat'ch is related to the structure and properties offibrous proteins
with particular reference to keratins such as wool and hair, and collagens. the major
protein of hides, skins and leatber. Tbe Medal was awarded particularly for Dr Fraser's
work on tbe structure of keratins a"d collagen. Dr Fraser will address tbe Society on
some aspects of his research in May next year,

Research medal

IJo

00

00

Home just in time for Chrismas is Dave
Batten of the Division of Building
Research, who recently spent two weeks
at the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis near Vienna. Dave
addressed an international conference on
multiregional modelling and attended the
International Housing Congress. En route
to and from Vienna, Dave visited various
universities and research centres in North
America.

Dr W.}.McG. (Greg) Tegart, who
since December 1978, has been a
full-time Member of CSIRO's
Executive, takes up a new position
on Christmas Eve, as Secretary of the
Department of Science and
Technology.

He succeeds Or John L. Farrands,
who retires as Secretary of the
Department on December 24.

Dr Tegart, 52 , was previously Executive
Assistant to the Chief General Manager of
BHP. Previously he was Manager of BHP's
Melbourne Research Laboratories, and was
Professur of Materials at the College
of Aeronautics at Cranfield 1 U.K. from
1966 to 1968.

Professor Murray Alien, now Professor of
Computer Science at the University of
New South Wales, has recently been
elected a Fellow of the Australian
Academy of Technological Sciences,
Colleagues may recall when Professor
Allen began his career in 1951, as a
research officer with CSIRO's mathemat
ical instruments section.

Or John Smith of the Division of Fossil
Fuels t above, who recently celebrated
his 30th year with CSIRO, has been
awarded the degree of Doctor of Science
by Macquarie University. The degree is
the University's recognition of John's
distinguished contribution to geochemis
try. It will be conferred on 28th May next
year, and is Macquarie's first Doctor of
Science degree.

The Chairman of CSIRO, Or J. Paul Wild,
has been invited to accept an Honorary
Fellowship of Peterhouse, Cambridge by
the Master, Lord Dacre of Glanton.

Fellowship of Peterhouse was offered to
Dr Wild in recognition of his distinguished
scientific achievements, and is the highest
honour the College has at its disposal.

Dr Tegart
off to
Science and
Technology

5
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L.R.M. team in UNESCO research project

Apply now for
the Rivett Medal

Justin Murphy, Liaison Officer in CSIRO's Division of Land Resources
Management in Perth, has contributed this feature on the recent participation
of a communications team from the Division in a UNESCO research project
in Kenya. Justin and Maurie Woodward have recently returned from a
UNESCO conference in Paris where they presented a short paper on CSIRO
and science communication.

Jim Lumbers writes of a recent visit to Japan.

Another look at
industry liaison

use of the safe territory.
(n addition, the trees-especially the

acacia thorn trees-are heavily over-cut for
firewood, houses and protective night
enclosures for the livestock.

And finally, there is no organised live
stock marketing system, which, combined
with the improved veterinary care, con
tributes to the damaging overstocking.

UNESCO APPROACH
UNESCO's way of tackling complex

many-sided problems like this one is to

use the interdisciplinary approach. This
involves a team of experts whose individ
uals concentrate on individual aspects of
a problem-the biological I the ecological.
the climatic, the social, the need for
communication, and so on. Review and
integration is constant, so that the individ
ual streams are brought together to form
a picture of the whole problem-a picture
which grows in detail and completeness
as each separate aspect is better under
stood. Tasks which can be completed

Continued on page eiRht

Two types of groups exist with different
Japanese names. The first, called kenkyu
kai , is hard to translate and broadly
means research group. These groups gener
ally form around topics that draw in
people from a variety of backgrounds. Mr
Kimbara said that the term is more trendy
and less stuffy than rinko, the old
fashioned alternative. This may be trans
lated as study circle and is usually found
within an organization. The group con
venor takes a leading role and maybe even
acts as an instructor in a study circle,
whereas the impression is that a research
group consists of equals exchanging ideas.

Some groups are sponsored by govern
ment or industry organizations and pro
duce formal reports, others do not report
at all, or only circulate informal accounts
of their proceedings to limited contacts.
In all cases, the members report back to
their firms-possibly hy ieading an in
house study circle.

Kenkyukai are relatively spontaneous
forming and dissolving as problems
change.

But maybe there are some lessons for us
in kenkyukai, to see whether this system
can help provide answers to the questions
about our own liaison arrangements. It is
no secret that personal contact is essential
for information transfer, but at what level
should it operate? Certainly, Australian
scientists and industry groups already get
together on many consultative and advis
ory committees, and through the valuable
work of the research associations. One
could question whether these contacts are
sufficient, but a more important question
might he whether the effort should be
concentrated at a different level. How pro
ductive is it to keep trying to bring very
senior (and busy) men together when the
leading edge of technological change
operates several levels down? Also, partly
as a product of our hierarchical arrange~

ments, much of the time it is the same
group Df people meeting even if the
committee has a different name .

So instead of encouraging the beautiful
network linking people at many levels
found in Japan, we 'put more and more
strain on a limited pool of people.

Kenkyukai allow a great deal of contact
between firms. The idea of a competitive
market-place sometimes makes people
overlook the fact-well-known in agricult
ure-that a producer's most important
source of information apart from suppliers
may be others working in the same area.

from the over-crowded south. The north~

ward push of commercial cattle ranches is
the most dramatic change.

Many of the tribes are no longer truly
nomadic. They've settled around Govern
ment and mission centres which provide
water, schools and famine relief. They
don't move their herds as much as before
herds which are getting bigger because of
improved veterinary medicine. Bigger
herds which stay in the one place lead to
disastrous overgrazing.

Much of the area simply isn't used
because of insecurity-both from tribal
feuding and external raiders. Under-use
of these areas inevitably leads to over-

Japan's glittering success in manu
facturing and, more recently, high

technology industries, hardly needs
stating.

The world's business management
journals bulge with articles on Japanese
production efficiency t labour relations,
financial arrangements, quality control,
and so on.

Science attaches and others jn western
diplomatic missions in Tokyo pay careful
attention to the relationships between
industry, research organizations and
government.

Earlier this year, while visiting Dr Tom
Grace at the Australian Scientific Liaison
Office, Tokyo, I learned of one intriguing
aspect of Japan's science-industry inter
face-the study circles or research groups
(in Japanese rinko or kenkyukai). They
may interest CSIRO people concerned
about contact with industry in Australia.

Dr Grace arranged for me to meet some
executives of Hitachi.

With net sales of approximately $10
billion and a research hudget of $450
million, I-Htachi is wen up in the top 10
electrical manufacturers in the world.
The company began in 1910, producing
electric motors using domestic technology.

The three senior engineers I met explain
ed that personal contact was central to
information transfer in firms such as
I-litachi. The Japanese system operates
through a network of groups that form
around practical or academic problems
for example stress measurement. The
groups arc transitory, often lasting only
two or three years. One of my hosts
estimated that there might be more than
50,000 of these groups.

Mr lkeda , an engineer and one of
Hitachi's 10,000 R & D staff, helonged to
three groups. He explained that university
professors generally operate as group co
ordinators. The group usually combines
executives from several local firms plus an
academic or two.

Leeches are not allowed-everybody
must do their homeworl< and contribute
at group meetings or drop out. I was told
that personal contact took a lot of work
and, without a solid background in the
scientific and technical literature, it was
not much use.

Mr I<imbara, a senior engineer, pointed
out that socializing was not forgotten,
with convivial dinners usually following
group meetings, where information was
exchanged.

Li1<e any scientific project that needs
continuing support from funding govern
ments, IPAL needs to get its message
across.

So IPAL approached the Division of
Land Resources Management's Communi
cations Group, asking them to produce a
series of audiovisual documentaries to
satisfy different audiences with different
requirements.

Justin Murphy (writer), Bill van Aken
(photographer) and Maurie Woodward
(graphic interpreter) went to Kenya in
June to research and photograph the
IPAL project so that a number of docu
mentaries and other communication aids
can be produced. The deadline for the
main documentary was an international
MAB Conference and Exhihit held in
Paris in September, titled llEcology in
Practice". Other documentary versions
will flow on after that date. Part of the
reasoning behind the presentation at the
Paris meeting is to demonstrate to the
world scientific community what MAB is
doing and why-attracting scientists from
various countries to MAB's fraternity is
an obvious and very important aim.

INFORMATION TRANSFER
But the main purpose of the document

aries is to inform the Kenyan people them
selves, their politicians and their teachers.
The IPAL project can only go so far with
ecological solutions. Human problems like
these need human solutions. These in turn
rely on political decisions which, if they
are to benefit the people, must be taken by
well informed representatives of the
people.

There are many reasons behind North
Kenya's environmental and human
decline, and why it's been going on for
decades. They deserve some elaboration.

HISTORICAL CHANGES
For a start, much nomadic grazing land

has been lost , simply because of pressure

the award or have been accepted for
publication during the year before the
award

. copies of all his or her papers, assembling
together those (to a total of not more
than 10) which he or she considers high
light the main advances he or she has
made.
A Committee apPDinted by the Council

of the Association will select from among
the candidates (and from other officers of
CSIRO at its discretion) I a list of not more
than ten canJiJates for examination for
the award.

The Council of the Association , with the
advice of the Australian Academy of
Science Dr of the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences, will appoint one
or more examiners. one of whom will be
a Fellow of these Academies. They will
examine the statements and published
work of the candidates on the list
prepared hy the Committee and will
recommend to Council, if they think fit,
a recipient for the award from among
those candidates.

The presentation of the medal will take
place on the occasion of the 1982 David
Rivett Memorial Lecture.

LAND PRESSURES
Until quite recently I these arid regions

of north Kenya were inhabited by pastoral
nomads-tribes who have managed to'
survive well enough for thousands of years
because they were truly nomadic. But now
the pressure of population movements.
from the south, combined with other
modern influences l have dramatically
reduced the areas which the nomads can
use. At the same time, modern veterinary
medicine has allowed their flocks to
increase in numbers. Decreased grazing
lands and increased herd numbers in a
fragile area can lead to only onc thing
desertification.

UNESCO defines dcscrtification as the
"extension and intensification of desert
conditions", generally as a result of
man's use of the land. RegrettablYl it is
more often than not modern man's
influence which has tipped the balance in
many of the world's arid regions. The
extent of the problem is potentially
massive, particularly when we reflect that
one-third of the world's land surface is
arid, where over 600 million people live.

Just after World War 2 Kenya's
population was 3 million. Now it's
16 million, due to a population
growth rate of over 4 per cent per
annum-the highest in the world.

Today almost 80 per cent of this popu
lation lives on only 20 per cent of Kenya's
land surface-the western and southern
regions where fertile soils and abundant
rainfall make for high agricultural pro
ductivity. [Jut that 20 per cent is no longer
enough for this burgeoning population.
Kenya's ecologists now speak of the land
as being beyond its human carrying
capacity. For this reason, pressure for new
land is leaking towards the marginal sub
desert lands of the north.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
Facing up to the problem is UNESCO's

Man and the Biosphere Program (MAB).
In 1976 MAB estahlished the [PAL project
(Integrated Project on Arid Lands), as
part of its international network of scien
tific research and cooperation. Funded by
the Federal RepUblic of Germany, (PAL
has just entered its major work phase on
the north Kenyan problem.

Nominations and applications are
invited from members of the research
staff of CSIRO, aged less than 40
years on January 1, 1982, for the

award of the David Rivett Medal.
The award for 1982 is to be made for

outstanding research in the field of
Biological Sciences carried out over the
past 10 years and is based upon published
work. A substantial part of the work must
have been performed while the candidate
was an officer of CSIRO.

Each candidate must submit to the
General Secretary, CSIRO Officers
Association , 4th floof, 9 Queens Road,
Melbourne 3004. before February 18
1982,
. a brief curriculum vitae which includes

name, date of birth, completion dates
for degree{s) and the awarding instit~

ution(s)j list of positions held, with
dates; honours i membership of
Societies and Institutes
a statement Df not more than 200 words
setting out in general terms, present and
past research
a list of his or her papers which have
been published in the 10 years before
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CSIRO and Glaxo Australia Pty Ltd
of Melbourne are to collaborate in
developing a treatment to increase
lamb production.

In small scale trials, the treatment, given
as an injection, increased the lambing per
centage of ewe flocks by ahout 20 per
cent by producing more twin births.

A three year research and development
contract to evaluate the treatment on a
larger scale has been signed.'

The treatment has been developed by
CSIRO's Division of Animal Production
over the past eight years in small field
tests involving 6000 ewes.

However, much more research and devel
opment needs to be done before the treat
ment can be described as viable under
commercial farming conditions-and a pro
duct will not be marketed for several
years.

The research and development contract
aims at larger scale testing. simplifying
the treatment, obtaining better breed data,
testing the compatibility of the treatment
with existing flock management and
obtaining product registration.

On-farm trials to pursue these objectives
will begin early nexr year.

The treatment's active agents are
immunogens prepared by combining a
weak steroid androgen with a serum
albumin.

Treatment with the immunogens
produce a subtle alteration in the ewe's
hormone balance which results in a change
in ovarian function-producing twin rather
than single ovulations.

Glaxo Australia Pty Lrd will spend $1
million on the collaborative contract over
the next three years.

The company was selected after tenders
had been called for companies to parti·
cipate in the project.

CSIRO, Glaxo
collaborate
on twinning
treatment

CAT concern
Concern that the members of the
Australian Atomie Energy Comm
ission would receive proper induction
into CSIRO after their transfer was
expressed by CAT members when
they met in Melbourne.

In a letter to the Secretary, Personnel,
Mr Kevin Thrift, the Secretary of CAT,
Dr Michael Dack, said members had
expressed the hope that the transfer would
take place with tbe staff being kept in
touch with nll developments, thereby
minimising the type of confusion assoc
iated with the recent I-lighett changes.

IIBecause of its special interest in comm
unication matters, CAT hopes any induct
ion process will include sessions on how
information can be obtained from other
sections of CSIRO and how it is trans
mitted to outside users." Dr Dack added.

This data will be received by the Parkes
radio telescope and sent using the Aust
ralian telecommunications system to a
satellite tracking station for transmission
to the European Space Operations Centre
in Darmstadt in Western Germany.

The experiment being monitored by
Parkes will last for four hours, but the
total time in passing through the head is
expected to be one and a half hours.

The experiment would coincide with
the year 1986 in which the radio telescope
marks its 25th year of operation.

CSIRO's 64 metre radio telescope at
Parkes in New South Wales, will play
an important role when a spacecraft
is launched to intercept Halley's
Comet in 1986.

The radio telescope will have prime
responsibility for receiving scientific data
from rhe spacecraft which will fly through
rhe head of the Comet in March 1986.

HaIley's Comet appears every 76 years
and consists of a mixture of ice and dust
which spreads into a long tail as it
approaches the Sun.

Details of CSIRO's involvement were
announced by Or Harry Edwards when he
officially opened a series of open days at
·the CSIRO Division of Radiophysics in
Sydney.

Or Edwards is Chairman of the Federal
Government Members' Committee on
Industry I Business and Science. He was
representing the Minister for Science and
Technology, Mr David Thomson, at the
ceremony.

Or Edwards said the Division of Radio
physics was supporting the space venture,
codenamed Project Giotto, which was
being undertaken by the European Space
Agency.

The ESA will launch a French Ariane
rocl<et in July 1985, which will carry a
spacecraft aimed to intercept Halley's
Comet on March 12 or 13, 1986.

It is expected the Comet will then be
closest to Earth since 1910, and the spaccp

craft will be programmed to collect a wide
range of complex scientific data related
to the composition of the Comet.

Dr Baden WiIliams (lower left) of the CS/RO Division of Land Use Research, Canberra,
explains some of tbe traffic-response characteristics of soils to members of tbe Q.A.C.
Army training unit,

Assisting are j.A. Robertson (CS/RO) (second left) and My Geoff Friske, caretaker
WBTA (extreme right! accompanied by 'Black Dog'.-Phoro A.N. GiIlison, CSlRO.

Parl<es radio telescope
has a role in
Project Giotto

and its

CSIRO-bred hens which lay more
often are now available to the Aust
ralian poultry industry.

The hens are the progeny of a new strain
developed by CSIRO's Division of Animal
Production and could mean up to a 10 per
cent increase in commercial egg product
ion from each hen.

The Chief of the CSIRO Division of
Animal Production, Dr Trevor Scote, has
announced that crossbred chickens from
the new strain would be available comm
ercially under an agreement between
CSIRO _and Gillespie Bros. Pty Ltd of
Brisbane.

The new strain was an Australorp
selection line, and the crossbred chickens
would be marketed under the name
SIRO·CT.

The hen with
the mostest
eggs that is

For the past few years, the CSIRO
Division of Land Use Research has
been working in close collaboration
with the Department of Defence in
studying land management problems
in some of the majo!' Army training
areas such as Puckapunyal (Vie.),
Shoalwater Bay (Qld) and Wide Bay
(Qld).

An important consideration in both
training and in land conservation is the
level of trafficability or 'going' in various
terrain types. At the Wide Bay Army
Training Area'ZIDuch of the landscape of
some 200 km is being subjected to in
creasing pressure from training manoeuv~

res involving tracking as well as heavy
wheeled vehicles. So that the area can be
used to its best advantage, studies arc
underway co determine firstly the extent
and types of terrain involved, and second
ly their response to different kinds of dis
turbance including traffic under differ~

ing environmental conditions.
In a recent visit to Wide Bay, as part of

its ongoing assistance program, a small
team ot CSIRU scientists-hydrologist
Dr B. G. Williams. plant ecologist Dr A.N.
Gillison and Mr J. A. Robertson, experi
mental officer-undertook a preliminary
trafficability experiment. In this they
were assisted by members of the transport
section in the Army reserve training unit
from the Queensland Agricultural College
at Lawes.

The study showed that where repeated
passes were made by an unloaded 2~ ton
truck in the same tracks, there was a
marked difference over two different
vegetation types. The vegetation is domin~

ated by the low, large-leaved shrub
Bal'lksia robur. This species of plant
indicates a higher soil moisture level than
that in surrounding vegetation without
B. robur, where the truck was not bogged.

This kind of study provides a valuable
input in producing a management plan
for training areas such as Wide Bay, as
such readily recogniseable vegetation types
can be usefully mapped and described to
potential users.

care

Giving the Australian Army a hand vvith
land use
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Chinese delegation at Armidale

A delegation of Chinese researchers interested in animal husbandry, recently visited CSlRO's Division of Animal Production Pastoral
Research Laboratory at Armida/e, N.S.W. Their main interest was the management and administration of animal husbandry,
administratiml, imp1'ovement in livestock breedingJ and grasslands development. Tbe delegation was accompanied by Mr Ltn Son, first
secretary at the Embassy of the Peoples Republic of China in Australia, extreme right, and two members from the Commonwealth
Depanment ofPdmm'y Industries. M1' Kong Fei, thitd from rigbt in tbe front row was tbe leader of tbe delegation. Staff from tbe
Division in the photograpb are M,· John George second from right, Mr Jack Hilder, fourth from left, botb liaison officers, and Dr
John Wheeler, acting assistant chief of the Division of Animal Production, fourtb from right.

L.R.M.'s Kenyan project

An intemational workshop on the
physics, chemistry and biology of
ocean eddies, is to be held as part of
the US/Australia and US/ New
Zealand Cooperative Science Pro
grams.

The workshop, hosted by the New
Zealand Oceanographic Institute, will be
held in Wellington, New Zealand from
January 18-22, 1982. Approximately 40
scientists from Australia, New Zealand and
the United States are involved. The Aust
ralian participants are drawn from the
CSIRO Marine Laboratories, the Royal
Australian Navy Research Laboratory, the
Australian Institute of Marine Science and
the National Museum of Victoria.

Ocean eddles are a common feature of
the East Australian Current system, the
Gulf Stream l the Kuroshio and other westw

ern boundary currents and are of increas
ing interest in fisheries biology and oeean~

ography. They represent a mechanism for
intensive energy exchange in the oceans
and a site where pelagic fishes arc known
to aggregate.

The US group have been studying lcold
core' eddies shed by the Gulf Stream, the
Australian group 'warm core' eddies shed
by the East Australian Current, the New
Zealand group eddies associated with
seamounts. The workshop is a forum for
exchange of ideas and information.
Approximately 30 papers wiil be present
ed, most of which wiil be puhlished in the
Australia" Journal of Mari"e and Fresh
water Research.

Further information may be obtained
from the Australian convenors Dr David
Tranter and Dr Stephen Brandt of the
CSIRO Marine Laboratories.

Conference on
ocean eddies

eern biological sciences. Topics include the
isolation and effectiveness of penicillin.
the ,jevelopment of fuel cells, the extract
ion of tars from coal, and studies of the
intelligence rating of domestic fowl.

One student intends to investigate 'super
clusters l in space, while another is examin
ing the effect of household products on
ants.

Probably the most ambitious synopsis
received is from the student who will
lattempt to unify gravity and electrow

magnetic interactions by reducing charges
to positive and negative curvatures in the
space-time continuum'.

Mr Lattimore is repr~senting CSIRO on
the judging panels, and has visited
Brisbane, Darwin, Sydney, Hohart, Mol
bourne and Adelaide. He returns to Canw

berra on December 18. His visit Was
sponsored by BHP Proprietary Limited
to ensure judging was standardised in each
State.

New positions
From page one

animal health, particularly research involv
ing exotic diseases of animals.

"Mr Thomson's anrtouncement means
that construction of the new laboratory
will not result in a reduction of the level
of present research programs," Dr Wild
said.

HIn fact it means a real increase in total
resources available to CSIRO in this area.

liThe Executive of CSIRO regards re
search for the agricultural and livestock
industries of Australia as traditionally a
most important commitment."

The Director of the Bureau of Scien
tific Services, Mr Sam Lattimore, has
been undertaking a two and a half
week tour of Australia, taking part in
the State judging for the BHP
Science Prize.

Close to 400 students have entered the
competition I from all States and Terriw

tories in Australia. State judging is taking
place during December, followed by
national judging in January/Fehruary.

The prize will be presented at the Austw

raBan Academy of Science in Canberra on
March 2,1982.

More than half the entries received con~

CSIRO Bureau Director as
BHP Science Prize judge

scheme of things. The logistics of gather
ing information and photography for such
a documentary are very complicated. The
IPAL project area covers 22,500 sq kms
and in a ten-day period we needed to
gather an extensive photographic coverage
of the significant regions of the study area,
make sure that we had noted all the
aspects of the desertification problem and
thc [PAL program of work, and satisfy
ourselves that we understood the social
complexities. Our path was smoothed in
.11 this by the 1PAL scientists and tech
nicians. Their enthusiasm is obvious and
their team-work impressive. They are not
just a group of experts doing a joh-they
are all committed and dedicated, closely
id<mtifying with a probiem of human sur
vival. The nomads of northern Kenya
certainly have the right people in there
striving for them,

CAT

•
A little green book on public
relations has gained the attention of
many CSIRO staff involved in
communication.

The book, Massaging tbe Message, reports
on the public relations and media
campaigns for the 51st ANZAAS Congress
held in Brisbane in May this year.

The authors are the Public Relations
Officer for the Congress, Mrs Anna Palthe,
and the Production Editor of CSIRO's
Media Liaison Group in Canberra, Mc Tom
Parkes.

They planned the campaign which
drew on the resources of the ANZAAS
Organizing Committee and those of
CSIRO's Science Communication Unit.

The report, with a large number of
attachments a..'" 'samples' of the material
produced, details of how the campaign
was conceived and how it was
implemented.

The report examines hows the Congress
Media Centre worked, what it cost, what
ideas proved wor}<abJe and what ideas did
not.

As part of the campaign. the attitudes of
media representatives covering the
Congress were surveyed. While most
agreed the Media Centre provided an
efficient and valuable service most also
believed the Congress could be structured
better to achieve better media coverage.

The report concludes that while the
campaign and the operation of the Media
Centre was a recognized success the
attitude of most Congress speakers was I to
rate public relations weB down their list of
priorities'.

'The evidence of this was in the small
number of speakers who made copies of
their paper available to the Media Centre
before they spoke; the comparatively
small number of speakers who visited the
Media Centre to field questions on their
paper; and the extremely large number of
speakers who gave no thought at all to
provid\ng a copy of their paper to the
media, or anyone else.'

From page six

within a number of months are taken care
of by short-term consultancies-such as
our own.

And of great importa.nce is the aspect
of local involvement. In this case, scienw

rists a.nd technicians from Kenya and
other East African countries are engaged
so that they can gain the maximum
amount of training possible during the life
of the project. In this way countries with
prohlems such as Kenya's are helped by
UNESCO to deveiop a self-reliant core of
scientific and technical expertise which
will be available for years to come in
dealing with problems peculiar to their
own country. The international training
and education part of UNESCO's work is
constantly stressed, and appears to work
very su ccessfuIIy.

The csmo team filled easily into this

Doris Leadbetter, of the Head
quarters Library, has drawn to the
attention of subscribers of Sca~file,
the need to fill in a request and
declaration form when requesting
items from the service.

The form, attached to each notice in
Seanfile, complies with the requirements
of the Copyright Amendment Act 1980.

Scanfile covers literature on science
. policy, science management, adminis-

tration and general science topics.
Any article abstracted is available as a

photocopy, on request.
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